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Abstract
Over the last decade Laptop Orchestras and Mobile Ensembles have proliferated.
As a result, a large body of research has arisen on infrastructure, evaluation, de-
sign principles and compositional methodologies for Computer Music Ensembles
(CME).

However, little has been addressed and very little is known about the chal-
lenges and opportunities provided by CMEs for creativity in musical performance.
Therefore, one of the most common issues CMEs have to deal with is the lack of
a systematic approach to handle the implications of the performative paradigms
they seek to explore, in terms of their creative constraints and affordances.

This is the challenging goal this thesis addresses, and for attaining so it first
seeks to find a common ground in the strategies developed for assessing creativ-
ity in different performative setups, for later proposing an informed pathway for
performative engagement in CMEs.

Our research combines an exploratory stage and an experimental stage. The
exploratory stage was informed by out artistic praxis with our own CME, the
Barcelona Laptop Orchestra. Through the study of the multi-user instruments de-
veloped over the past years, we identified the creative constraints and affordances
provided by different performative paradigms. Informed by the findings provided
by our artistic research, the experimental stage addressed the study of musical
creativity through the performance analysis on specifically designed multi-user
instruments. For such purpose we proposed a novel computational methodology
to evaluate the creative content of a musical performance.

Two experiments were conducted to incorporate our computational method-
ology into ecologically valid scenarios, aimed at a better understanding of the
relationship between topologies of interdependence and creative outcome. For
both experiments, we captured performance data from ensemble improvisations,
from where the creativity metrics were then computed. As a preliminary step,
we investigated the performative engagement and sharing of musical ideations in
an ensemble scenario. In a further step, we computed the creativity attributes to
comparatively evaluate performances under different scenarios.

The findings provided quantitative evidence of the differences between musi-
cal creativity in individual, ensemble and interdependent scenarios. Additionally,
the findings point out what strategies performers adopt to best keep their own mu-
sical voice in interdependence scenarios, and what novel creative behaviors may
be promoted through new topologies of interdependence. Our findings shed light
on the nature of performers’ creative behavior with interdependent multi-user in-
struments, and show that the introduced methodology can have applications in the
broader context of analysis of creativity in musical performance.
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Resum
Durant la darrera dècada les Laptop Orchestras i els Mobile Ensembles han pro-
liferat arreu. Com a conseqüència d’això, ha aparegut un volum considerable de
recerca al voltant de la infraestructura, l’avaluació, els principis de disseny i les
metodologies composicionals per ensembles de computadors (CMEs).

Tanmateix, poc coneixem dels reptes i oportunitats que els CMEs ens ofer-
eixen respecte de la creativitat en la pràctica musical. En conseqüència, un dels
reptes que la majoria de CMEs han d’encarar és la manca d’una estratègia sis-
temàtica per preveure i abordar les implicacions dels paradigmes performatius a
explorar, respecte de les seves limitacions i possibilitats creatives.

Aquest és el repte que adrecem en aquesta tesi, i per assolir-lo primer tractem
d’establir un denominador comú en les estratègies desenvolupades per avaluar la
creativitat en diversos entorns performatius, per després proposar un itinerari que
permeti assolir una adequada involucració creativa en els CMEs.

La nostra recerca ha combinat una fase exploratòria i una d’experimental. La
fase exploratòria s’ha fonamentat en la praxi artı́stica duta a terme en el nostre
propi CME, la Barcelona Laptop Orchestra. A través de l’estudi dels instruments
multi-usuari desenvolupats durant els darrers anys, hem identificat les potencial-
itats i restriccions presents en diversos paradigmes performatius. Basats en els
resultats de la nostra recerca artı́stica, la fase experimental s’ha centrat en l’estudi
de la creativitat musical a través de l’anàlisi interpretatiu en instruments multi-
usuari desenvolupats a tal efecte. A tal fi, hem proposat una nova metodologia
computacional per avaluar el contingut creatiu d’una execució musical.

Hem dut a terme dos experiments incorporant la nostra mètrica en escenaris
realistes, a fi de comprendre millor la relació entre topologies d’interdependència i
resultat creatiu. Per ambdós experiments, hem recollit informació d’improvisacions
en grup, d’on hem calculat les mètriques de creativitat. Com a pas previ, hem in-
vestigat en grau d’involucració i la compartició d’ideacions musicals en escenaris
col·lectius. Tot seguit, hem calculat els atributs de creativitat per comparar execu-
cions musicals en diferents escenaris.

Els resultats proporcionen una evidència quantitativa de la diferència entre la
creativitat musical en escenaris d’execució musical individual, en grup i interde-
pendent. Addicionalment, ens il·lustren quines estratègies adopten els músics per
mantenir la seva pròpia individualitat musical en escenaris d’interdependència, i
quins nous comportaments creatius podem promoure a través de noves topolo-
gies d’interdependència. Els resultats obtinguts aporten nova llum en la natura del
comportament creatiu dels músics amb instruments multi-usuari interdependents,
i mostren que la metodologia presentada pot tenir aplicacions en el context més
ampli de l’anàlisi de la creativitat musical en l’execució musical.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement
Musical performance is regarded as a fundamental part of human existence [Rink, 2002].
Indeed, musical ensembles are virtually present in all human cultures, flexibly
adapting to the roles, rituals and resources of each context and historical period
[Fletcher, 2004]. It should not surprise us, therefore, the rapid adoption of the
computer as a musical tool in the mid-twentieth [Mathews, 1963], and the sub-
sequent creation of musical ensembles with computers as instruments only a few
years later [Bischoff et al., 1978].

As a classically trained musician and computer engineer, it came to me nat-
urally to found a computer band within the Sonology Department of the ES-
MUC in 1998, joining the flourishing community of Laptop Orchestras world-
wide [Trueman et al., 2006]. Our band, the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra 1 was
constituted as a networked computer ensemble devoted to the exploration of per-
formative paradigms of network music through improvisational performances.

The years that followed became a thrilling and challenging endeavor, combin-
ing an endless fascination and ingenuity around digital lutherie[Jorda, 2005] with
recurrent theoretical discussions concerning our roles as musicians and perform-
ers in a networked ensemble and the continuous re-evaluation of our work after
public performances, the true milestones for our projects.

Not all was plain sailing, however. Beyond the long, painful hardware and
software debugging sessions - which should be taken for granted in any computer
ensemble- what often became more worrying to us was the feeling of being over-
taken by our own setups, instead of being active participants who are in charge of
the collective process of music making. In other words, we all shared the intuition
that a deeper understanding of the implications of the novel performative envi-

1http://www.blo.cat/
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ronments developed was required in order to take full advantage of their creative
possibilities.

Most CMEs face similar challenges and indeed, while a large body of re-
search has arisen, rooted in the diverse infrastructural and compositional strate-
gies adopted by each ensemble, little has been addressed and very little is known
about the challenges and opportunities provided by CMEs for creativity in musical
performance.

There is, therefore, a need to better know the implications of the performative
paradigms that CMEs seek to explore, in terms of their creative constraints and
affordances.

This is the challenging goal this thesis addresses, and for attaining so it first
seeks to find a common ground in the strategies developed for assessing creativ-
ity in different performative setups, for later proposing an informed pathway for
creative engagement in CMEs.

1.1.1 Improvising with multi-user instruments: beyond group
creativity

Musical performance is a creative endeavor. Creativity manifests in all social
roles participating in music, from the composed musical work, to the expres-
siveness imparted to a score-based performance or the ideations arising during
an ensemble improvisation, even as emotions and ideations elicited in listeners
[Hargreaves and MacDonald, 2012].

In this respect, ensemble performance with CMEs do often resort to free or
loosely structure improvisational practices. Indeed, this has been the case with
the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra. In free group improvisation, performers seek to
achieve a communal experience in which their ego dilutes and even their individ-
ual contributions become disintegrated in a sort of shared identity.

A next step towards a truly conjoint and intimate experience in group perfor-
mance lies in the sharing of the musical devices themselves. By exploring per-
formative contexts where the traditional assumption of one performer, one action,
one sonic result no longer holds, we reach a point in which the very notions of
personal identity and performer’s autonomy are no longer guaranteed.

Those shared performative contexts constitute what we call multi-user instru-
ments: environments where the interdependence which is already present in any
group performance extends as well into the intimate link between a musician and
his instrument. Multi-user instruments are thus shared instrumental entities in
which the sonic outcome necessitates the collaboration of a group of performers
to be achieved.

Over the past six years, my work with the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra has

2
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been focused in exploring network music performative paradigms for co-located
computer ensembles. Among those, we payed special attention to multi-user in-
struments with different topologies of interdependence. Those instruments epit-
omize the inherently social nature of network music, and are at the same time a
paradigmatic instrumental model in networked computer music ensembles.

For the aforementioned reasons, interdependent multi-user instruments will be
the performative environments of interest in this thesis.

1.1.2 Challenges and opportunities for creativity in network
music

Performing creatively with digital multi-user instruments is doubly challenging.
By one hand, performing with computers tends to place severe constraints in in-
terpersonal communication. By the other, the often complex topology of interde-
pendence established through shared resources may put into question our precon-
ceived performative roles.

This thesis focuses in the study of this second challenge.
As multi-user instruments do challenge that traditional instrumental paradigm

by allowing several creative processes to be concurrently shaped and mutually
influenced by several performers, the new performative context they provide may
have a great impact in performer’s awareness and agency, both individually and
collectively.

We may ask ourselves how musical creativity is affected by such contexts
where the very own instrumental identity is challenged. Will them promote a
more communal discourse, no so based based on individual contribution but on
more collectivized musical ideations, or, on the contrary, the complexity of the
interdependences, the competence for shared resources and the higher degree of
indeterminacy and sonic emergence might eventually inhibit creativity?

Some authors claim that such interdependence in multi-user instruments is a
good prospect for intense and engaging interplay [Weinberg, 2003] [Jordà, 2005b],
and experimental evidence of such claim is provided in the studies on mutual en-
gagement and its relationship to group creativity by Bryan-Kinns, who carried out
extensive studies with collaborative musical interfaces [Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2012]
[Bryan-Kinns, 2013].

Our experimental research will follow a similar approach in order to answer
the aforementioned questions, by resorting to the analysis of performer’s behavior
and the creative content of their contribution. For this purpose, we will carry out
comparative evaluations of distinct performative scenarios with interdependent
multi-user instruments. Its main contribution, in this respect, will be bringing back
musical creativity as a criteria for the evaluation of the performative environments

3
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of interest.
Ultimately, we expect that the additional insight into the relationship between

topologies of interdependence and creative outcome will provide us a better un-
derstanding of the challenges and opportunities for creativity in CMEs.

1.1.3 Towards the computational assessment of creativity in
music performance

Our experimental approach lies at the intersection of several computer and music
related fields, namely Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and more specifically
New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME), Musicology, and in particular the
study of Music performance, and finally Computational Creativity, a field con-
cerned with theoretical and practical issues in the study of creativity. We will
briefly put in context those disciplines and highlight the research gaps identified
through our literature review.

Research in NIME has addressed the relevant fields of multi-user and collabo-
rative interfaces, their taxonomies and criteria for evaluation. The emerging scene
of Laptop and Mobile ensembles contributed with an emphasis on often particu-
larized approaches to sound, network and programming infrastructure, as well as
in the evaluation, design principles and compositional methodologies.

While in cannot be denied the role played by scientific and technical research
in the genesis of a new ensemble identity for CMEs, there is a need to address the
creative implications of the new performative environments in a more systematic
way. This evidence asks for further quantitative, user-experience based evaluation
methodologies focused on the study of such environments, and the use of state-
of-the-art tools for the computational assessment of performative behavior.

Research in Music Performance is addressed from different perspectives ac-
cording to the musical context of study. When surveying the literature on music
performance analysis, a clear distinction can be drawn between the analysis of
score-based performance and the analysis of improvisational music genres. Over
the last decades, a large body of research addressed the analysis of expressivity in
score-based performance, a broad term which encompasses the creative resources
utilized by an interpreter when performing a composed work. Most quantitative
research on expressivity relies on performance measurements, greatly facilitated
by the adoption of the MIDI protocol in keyboard instruments.

By contrast, analysis on improvisational practices, in which the creative con-
tribution of performers is far more explicit, tend to be more qualitative and focused
on motive development and adherence to the stylistic conventions of the musical
genre of study, and, in the case of ensemble performance, on the study of coordi-
nation and negotiation of roles between performers.

4
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We might conclude that the less adherence to clearly stated goals in a per-
formance - be them score instructions or stylistic rules - the less prevalent are
the quantitative analysis of the performance. At the same time, while studies of
individual performance focus in the analysis of the musical outcome, studies of
group performance tend to be more focused in the analysis of the behavior and
interaction between the members of the ensemble.

We may therefore conclude that there is a lack of quantitative, outcome based
analysis in musical ensemble performance based on improvisational practices.

This is the case in the study in the analysis of music performance in computer
mediated environments such as CMEs, which as we mentioned mainly resort to
free improvisational paradigms: the majority of research conducted consist of
qualitative, ethnographic studies [Booth and Gurevich, 2012] [Reinecke, 2010],
only occasionally combined with quantitative performance measurements [Troyer et al., 2012].
Nevertheless, the evaluation of the actual musical outcome is far less relevant that
the study of performers’ interaction and their strategies for collaboration.

With respect to Creativity, we may distinguish two approaches in the research
literature, related to our focus of interest: whether process-based, aimed at the un-
derstanding of the creative process from a cognitive or psycho-social perspective,
or product-based, which aims at establishing uniform criteria to evaluate the cre-
ativity of artifacts, products and ideations.

As we want to assess creativity from performance analysis, our approach will
be product-based. Several computational models have been proposed, halfway be-
tween the disciplines of Artificial Intelligence and Design Science, which identify
the key attributes of a creative product and propose a methodology to quantita-
tively evaluate them.

When comparing such computational models of creativity to the theoretical
models of musical improvisation proposed in the literature, we may observe strik-
ing similarities. However, computational creativity models for the assessment of
musical creativity in musical performance are yet to be fully explored.

Once again, we conclude that there is a need to incorporate state-of-the art
methodologies for computational creativity assessment into the study of musical
creativity.

Our approach will therefore address the gaps detected in the literature on
NIME research for CMEs, performance analysis and creativity research, by pro-
viding a quantitative, outcome based metric for musical performance analysis
based on a new computational model of musical creativity which will be fully
developed and incorporated in our experimental research with CMEs.

Finally, while we focus our study of musical creativity on performance with
CMEs, we believe the results may shed light on the nature of creativity in musical
performance in a broader sense. We will briefly justify this statement.

The admittedly specific case of multi-user instruments in computer music en-
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sembles places an extremely restricted scenario which may subvert most of the
assumptions taken for granted in a musical ensemble. By analyzing their impact
on musical creativity and determining what strategies performers develop to face
the challenges inherent in networked computer ensembles, we may better know
their relative importance in the creative process as it takes place in a musical en-
semble.

In short by seek to assess musical creativity in constrained and potentially
challenging, but ecologically valid performative scenarios such as the most paradig-
matic ones in networked computer ensembles, which are interdependent multi-
user instruments. From their evaluation we expect to gain greater insight into
the prerequisites, motivating and inhibiting factors that contribute to the creative
practice in musical groups.

A strong reason to assess creativity in computer music ensembles is their flex-
ible nature. They constitute a performative environment more suitable for con-
trolled experiments than their acoustic counterparts, allowing for a tight control
over the experimental variables. Musical instruments and their interdependences
are easily reconfigurable by software, user interaction may be regulated by com-
puter mediated feedback, the dimensionality of controlling gestures and sonic out-
comes are up to the designer and finally such data may be easily captured for
posterior analysis. In short, computer music ensembles constitute an environment
suitable for comparative studies on musical performance creativity assessment.

1.2 Research methodology
Our research methodology is based in the aforementioned assumption that Com-
puter Music Ensembles provide an environment well suited both for artistic re-
search and for experimental research on musical creativity:

• Because of their flexibility, they facilitate the exploration of different per-
formative scenarios to comparatively evaluate them.

• It is entirely feasible to design controlled experiments which are ecologi-
cally valid, as long as they adhere to the performative practices of existing
CMEs.

• Compared to acoustic music ensembles, CMEs greatly facilitate the capture
of performance data by means of their own design.

Our research will therefore incorporate both elements of artistic and experi-
mental research, by combining an exploratory stage and an experimental stage.

6
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As an exploratory stage, this research incorporates ethnographic and autoethno-
grafic methodologies to determine what creative constraints and affordances are
provided by the multi-user instruments developed throughout these years of artis-
tic practice in the context of the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra.

Informed by these findings, we will seek to quantitatively study musical cre-
ativity on multi-user instruments through a second experimental stage.

For such purpose, we will propose a novel computational metric for creativity
assessment, based on existing literature on product-based creativity metrics, to
assess creativity in musical performances with computer ensembles. We will then
conduct two experiments in which we will incorporate such metric to evaluate
musical creativity in free ensemble improvisations on specifically designed multi-
user instruments.

We expect our experimental findings will support and provide further evidence
on the nature of performer’s creative behavior in multi-user instruments.

1.3 Aim of this thesis

This thesis addresses the following research question
What are the challenges and opportunities provided by digital multi-user in-

struments for creative performance in computer music ensembles?
This question will be addressed from two complementary and interrelated per-

spectives:

• Through our research into the artistic process, we will identify the creative
constraints and affordances provided by the performative environments de-
veloped.

• Through experimental research, we will quantitatively assess creativity in
musical performance in order to gain further insight into the requirements,
challenges and opportunities provided by such performative paradigms.

Our experimental approach will seek to investigate how performers address
musical performance on multi-user instruments with different topologies of inter-
dependence. Through the research into such specific context, we will attempt to
shed light on the nature of musical creativity in multi-user instruments as well as
more generic issues concerning creativity in musical performance.

In this respect, this research aligns with the recent trends in the research
in Computer Supported Collaborative Musical Interfaces, which combine user-
experience evaluation with quantitative measurements of ensemble interaction and
collaboration - see for example [Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2012], [Bryan-Kinns, 2013]

7
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Figure 1.1: A schematics of the interrelation between our two research approaches

and [Xambó, 2015]). In our case, our quantitative measurement goes one step be-
yond, bringing back a relevant attribute of the musical performance as is its cre-
ative content into the evaluation of the user experience within multi-instrument
based performative environments.

Refining the main research question in light of the aforementioned observa-
tions, the following subsidiary questions will be addressed to provide as compre-
hensive a vision as possible of the nature of musical creativity as manifested in
our performative contexts:

1. What is the nature of performers’ creative behavior with interdependent
multi-user instruments?

2. What are the commonalities and differences, in terms of musical creativity,
between a free improvisation with individual instruments and a performance
with a multi-user instrument, in the context of a network ensemble?

In order to address these questions, two studies are conducted, focusing on un-
derstanding how interdependence and shared resources influence creativity. The
first experiment explores the continuum between independence and full interde-
pendence, while the second experiment focus on the study of the effect of control
and sound ownership. The two experiments aim to shed light on the two sub-
sidiary research questions just mentioned.

1.4 Summary of the Contributions
Following this agenda, the novelties, achievements and main contributions of this
thesis are several, which I summarize below:

1. A novel Interdependence metric for the classification of interdependent net-
works, accounting for (i) the number and typology of resources shared and

8
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(ii) the amount of interdependence in such resources, has been proposed,
based on Booth’s matrix representation for interdependent systems.

2. In the domain of Network Music repertoire, some novel and unique per-
formative paradigms have been explored and developed through the artis-
tic practice documented in this thesis, such as (i) in-depth exploration of a
co-located asynchronous environment for ensemble performance, (ii) map-
ping techniques to facilitate target-based gestural navigation in concatena-
tive synthesis, (iii) the use of machine listening and machine learning tools
to assist in the conduction of multi-user instruments, and (iv) the paradigms
of time-interleaved multi-threaded collective sequencer and homogeneous
environment developed for Experiment 1.

3. The concept of Creativity metrics based on the assumption that a musical
improvisation can be characterized as a sequence of gestural ideations, (i)
is new, as it is (ii) the use of dimensionality reduction techniques (PCA) to
build the needed conceptual spaces, and (iii) the use of GMM based novelty
assessment in the context of creativity studies.

1.5 Thesis RoadMap
This research project is multidisciplinary as it addresses diverse topics of music
performance, creativity and music creation with computer ensembles. Figure 1.2
schematizes the interrelation of the three disciplines: Computer Music Ensem-
bles, which are our research environment and Music Performance, which is our
context of study, both addressed in our artistic praxis and in our experimental
research. Finally, through measurements of performance we will quantitatively
evaluate Musical Creativity, as it manifests in our musical practice with com-
puter music ensembles.

We will ultimately propose a computational model for music creativity
which, through performance analysis in controlled experiments with computer
ensembles, will be employed to comparatively evaluate a number of scenarios in
interdependent multi-user instruments, to provide additional evidence and further
insight into the research questions aforementioned.

The subsequent chapters of this thesis, finally, are structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 Introduces the social and aesthetic implications of musical com-
position, performance and improvisation. It discusses the role of the musical
score and the conductor in the creative processes of a performance. Finally,
is what opportunities for creativity arise in musical improvisation through
different cultures and cultural contexts.

9
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Figure 1.2: Research disciplines involved in this thesis

• Chapter 3 Reviews the literature on network music performance. It con-
textualizes historically the phenomenon of Network Music, characterizes
multi-user instruments and reviews the main taxonomies and evaluation
techniques for digital musical interfaces and computer supported collabo-
rative music interfaces.

Finally, it surveys the literature on Laptop Orchestras, identifies the preva-
lent ensemble models and reviews the diverse compositional and notational
approaches in the repertoire for computer music ensembles.

• Chapter 4 Illustrates the aforementioned performative and compositional
paradigms for computer ensembles with an in-depth repertoire analysis of
the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra. We focus in the analysis of the creative
constraints and affordances provided by the multi-user instruments explored.

• Chapter 5 Reviews the literature on Music Performance analysis, from re-
search based on performance measurement to studies on subjective eval-
uation, from research focused on individual performers to the analysis of
group performance and improvisation. It finishes with a survey of the re-
search in performance evaluation for Computer-Supported Collaborative
Musical Interfaces and Computer Music Ensembles.

• Chapter 6 Reviews the scientific literature on Creativity, the more rele-
vant theoretical frameworks and computational metrics to assess creativity
and surveys the current state of the art in music creativity research and the
proposed computational models of musical performance, improvisation and
creativity.

10
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• Chapter 7 Proposes a metric to assess Creativity particularly suited to eval-
uate creative musical performance in the context of network music.

• Chapter 8 Presents two studies on creativity assessment for multi-user in-
struments within network music ensembles.

• Chapter 9 Summarizes the contributions of this thesis and draws directions
for future research.

11
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Chapter 2

COMPOSITION,
PERFORMANCE AND
IMPROVISATION: THREE
FACETS OF MUSIC CREATION

2.1 Introduction

This introductory chapter aims at providing the philosophical and aesthetic grounds
of musical creation. The following sections will therefore review, from a concep-
tual point of view, the relationship between music creation, composition and per-
formance. The key concept here is musical creativity, though it is presented here
as it is commonly and informally accepted when we refer to musical creation. It
should be emphasized that no formal definition, neither evaluation of this concept
will be attempted in this chapter.

As a starting point, we discuss the relationship between two manifestations of
musical creation traditionally considered antagonistic, at least in Western music
tradition: the composed work and its relationship with the musical score, and
musical improvisation.

The next section, devoted to expressiveness in (score-based) music perfor-
mance, further discusses the relationship between musical composition and the
performance of a composed work, the socially mediated role of the performer and
his opportunities and strategies for being creative through expressiveness.

The following section examines the other facet of performer’s creativity: mu-
sic improvisation. We analyze some of its defining traits through comparison
both with musical composition and with spoken conversation - a recurrent anal-
ogy when defining what musical improvisation is.

13
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As ensemble improvisation is particularly relevant in the context of this the-
sis, an extensive survey of the diverse improvisational practices through musical
cultures is provided.

Finally, we examine the role of a musical conductor, if present, in the musical
performance, both in score-based performances and in improvisational ensembles.

2.2 Composition: from the musical score to the im-
provisational act

2.2.1 Composition and the score-centric perspective
From the traditional, modernist classical Western music perspective, musical works
are autonomous entities of an ideal quality, which once created have a timeless,
immutable existence [Husserl et al., 1973]. Such works, instead of popular music,
are not transmitted orally but through notation, and are ultimately preserved and
transmitted by means of their interpretation in a music performance.

Musical works share in this respect similar attributes to other artistic creations
which remain somehow immutable beyond endless repetitions, such as plays,
which are continuously performed or novels, which are continuously read.

This static perspective inevitably brings to the ossification of the repertoire,
kept by written transmission and object of veneration and rejecting any significant
variation. Assuming that a Musical work is a sort of ideality which transcends
any particular interpretation, musical performances are mere particular instances
of it, the more valuable the more closely they follow the score. Indeed, complete
compliance with the score is both the necessary and sufficient condition for gen-
uineness and the definitive guarantee that the musical work will be preserved. In
Goodman’s words, [Goodman, 1968] if we allow the least deviation, all assurance
of work-preservation is lost.

Historical and sociological evidences put this score-centric approach into ques-
tion, though. No matter how much efforts are put in preserving the work, once
a music piece is made publicly available it will acquire an autonomous exis-
tence and will be subject of evolution by means of continuous recontextualization
[Benson, 2003]. It suffices to listen to historical recordings to realize how musical
canon is a social construct, and how the schematic, inherent ambiguity of musical
scores place a creativity opportunity (and a requirement) for performers.

A Notation-centric musical culture prioritizes some skills (such as sight read-
ing) with to some authors may see as inhibiting improvisational skills. To Bailey,
however, possibly the most positive effect of the removal of the music score is
the fact that it gets rid of the composer bailey1993improvisation]. Conversely, it
is not possible to transcribe improvisation [Bailey, 1993], and even if one might
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transcribe into common music notation an improvised performance (such as jazz
solos) it misses the whole point of the improvisational act.

Nowadays the very concept of musical score as the only documentation of
compositional work is into question. By one hand, since the second half of the
XX century, avantgarde composers questioning conventional musical notation
with graphical scores which incorporated from indeterminate or aleatoric pas-
sages up to visually tantalizing graphic creations, eventually advocating for ab-
solute interpretative freedom (such as in Cardew’s Treatise[Cardew, 1971]). Con-
versely, com other composers utilized more conventional notational resources in
non-conventional contexts, incorporating elements of chance music in their per-
formance (such as in Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI or in Earle Brown’s Available
forms II).

Many contemporary genres do make extensive use of alternative digital for-
mats to encode relevant performance instructions. Some widely used formats,
like MIDI, have their own idiosyncrasies and limitations as well. Similarly, many
works do require additional materials to be performed, such as sound samples
and computer code, which despite their apparent reliance and unambiguity have
shown to suffer from the obsolescence of storage supports and software.

Actually, the role and scope of musical scores in a technologically mediated
context may change dramatically, from scores as self-sufficient encoded perfor-
mances for humans or computer programs to scores which act as instructions
for generative processes, to, ultimately, the concept of computer code as musi-
cal score.

2.2.2 Composition and performance
In cultures where music is transmitted orally, there is hardly any difference be-
tween composers and performers: music is just created and played. Only with
the incorporation of music notation both roles gradually separated, although most
composers in the Western classical tradition performed their own music as well.

However, the prevalent belief in contexts where both roles are clearly estab-
lished, such as in Western classical music, is that composers create while per-
formers preserve their artistic legacy. Under such assumptions, only the com-
poser is the true creator and the performer must adhere to the ideal of Werktreue
[Goehr, 1992], as a faithful servant of the score. Thus a performer shows his
faithfulness to the composer by accurately following what’s in the score (Text-
treue, fidelity to the written score, otherwise his performance may be questioned
as inappropriate.

The very role of a composer is imbued with an aura of mistery and mysticism
since the Romantic period. Contemplating musical works out of context and min-
imizing the vital, aesthetic and historical influences exerted on their creation just
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exacerbates this view. In contrast, composers belonging to the established, sacred
canon of Western classical music were themselves much more prosaic regarding
their own work. Take as an example the well known quote from Bach - My music
is better because I work harder. Anyone who works as hard as me will write music
that is just as good.

However Bach himself carefully annotated very precise embellishments in his
instrumental pieces: both a testimony of his improvisational techniques and a
clear statement against excessive extemporization by performers [Benson, 2008].

The paradox is that this clear division between creativity in composition and
performance was not the case with some of the most venerated composers, es-
pecially prior to the Romantic period. As he composer was more often than not
the performer and music was primarily functional, musical compositions where
short-lived, flexibly adapted and performance oriented.

Possibly the most rigid approaches to written music performance came from
composers from the first half of the twentieth-century. Take as an example Stravin-
sky, notorious champion of objective performance, who asked performers for min-
imal creative interpretation, which he himself identified with terms such as crimi-
nal assault or betrayal (!)[Stravinsky, 1970].

This perspective reached a climax with the Post-WWII, Darmstadt school
composers who advocated for the utmost strict accuracy in the rendition of their
works. The musical score was just regarded as an exhaustive set of instructions to
performers and an absolute, transparent relationship between notation, realization
and perception was expected. For integral serialists in the 50s and 60s, performers
were just a passive mediators between the composer and the audience (see, for
example, [Stockhausen and Maconie, 1989] and [Babbitt and Peles, 2003]).

In a process parallel to the development of more open art forms, this strict
role separation and hierarchization was progressively called into question within
the new musical avantgardes. Even with the extreme challenges found in scores
from composers from the so-called New Complexity, epitomized by B. Ferney-
hough, a more bi-directional dialogue between the performer and the composer’s
intent is expected: in a way, the sense of intensity conveyed by the effort in at-
taining absolute accuracy and the unavoidable failure when a passage enters the
unperformable realms are both to be regarded as equally positive [Duncan, 2010].

2.2.3 Improvisation and composition

Improvisation and Composition are not as clearly delineated creative activities as
is conventionally assumed. Dobrian cites[Dobrian, 1991] three common distinc-
tions made between both (Written vs non written, Real-time vs non real-time and
Group vs individual activity) and shows how blurry such distinction can be, and
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how is it often informed by social cliches inherited from a Romantic archetype of
a composer.

Indeed, the compositional act has been traditionally seen as qualitatively dif-
ferentiated from improvisation. To Wolterstorff[Wolterstorff, 1980], for example,
an improviser is not properly composing even while improvising, as his activity
lacks a reflective process which serves to determine requirements for correctness
as found in a composed score. It would seem that composition and improvisation
exhibit two distinct kinds of creativity, which implicitly differ in their social value.

Not surprisingly, the very term improvisation has negative connotations, such
as ad-hoc, chaotic or unprepared music, up to the extent that some improvisers
avoid this term to define their art [Menezes, 2010]. The fact that improvisation is
still poorly understood and defies the analytic approach employed to study com-
posed music contributes to such traditional lack of acknowledgment:

Defined in any one of a series of catchphrases ranging from making it
up as he goes along to instant composition, improvisation is generally
viewed as a musical conjuring trick, a doubtful expedient, or even a
vulgar habit.

Derek Bailey, in Improvisation: Its nature and practice in music[Bailey, 1993]

Conversely, composition within the European tradition still retains an aura or
superior craftsmanship, an attribute that clearly differentiates it from irreflexive
and contingent improvisation. As Stravinsty states, composition is ”the fruit of
study, reasoning and calculation that imply exactly the converse of improvisa-
tion” [Stravinsky, 1970]. At most, Stravinsky, who was a proficient improviser
and composed itself by playing on the piano, regarded composition as filtered
improvisation.

Benson [Benson, 2003] argues against those either pejorative or mystical def-
initions of improvisation which assume that it is creation from nothing. Instead,
he defends that all creative activities involve reworking of something that already
exists. And conversely, it is equally questionable that composers create ex nihilo.
To illustrate this, the author provides extensive examples of improvisational ac-
tivities which settle between composition and performance, such as ornamenting,
realizing a continuo, orquestrating or arranging a score for example. Needless to
say, Benson understands the term improvisation in a broad sense there.

From a different perspective, some composers see improvisation as the driving
force in the compositional process, which ultimately obeys an irresistible creative
urge which, by its immediacy, bears striking resemblances to a live improvisa-
tion. As paradoxical as it may seem, for example, Schoenberg was known for
writing extremely fast [MacDonald, 2008], indeed he believed that Composing is
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a slowed-down improvisation; often one cannot write fast enough to keep up with
the stream of ideas [Schoenberg and Stein, 1975].

If, despite the claims for clearly differentiated generative processes in compo-
sition and performance, they are creative acts which greatly overlap both proce-
durally and conceptually, a similar observation can be done from listener’s view-
point. In an empirical study based on listening experiments, Lehman [Lehmann and Kopiez, 2010]
noticed that listeners cannot easily discern one generative process from the other.
Interestingly, such perceptual discrimination was higher in a pair of composed and
improvised excerpts from a free jazz improvisation. The author hypothesizes that
listeners search for cues related to the performative character to infer the under-
lying generative processes: constraints and “togetherness” of an ensemble may
indicate composition, and a higher degree of entropy could signal improvisation.

As a conclusion, the limits between composition and improvisation are not so
well delimited and mutually exclusive as it is commonly accepted [Benson, 2008].
argues for a new perspective: that both composers and performers are improvisers
in a broad, rather philosophical sense. Ultimately, to the author, music making
manifests as a sustained process of creation and recreation, put simply impro-
visation. Indeed neither the limits between composition and improvisation as
traditionally understood, nor between composition and performance are clearly
delimited and such “messiness” is what actual musical practice reflects.

2.3 Performance as musical creation
Music performance is regarded as a highly creative activity. In some musical gen-
res such as jazz or contemporary open forms, creative improvisation skills are
highly regarded, both at personal and collective level. Yet creativity is present in
the performance of Western classical score-based repertoire as well, as long as per-
formers do constantly re-interpret the repertoire according to novel perspectives,
often unexpected but nonetheless highly valued by the audience. Creativity is not
assumed to be inextricably associated to music performance however, indeed, in
certain contexts it may be even avoided, such as in ritualistic or therapeutic music
[Clarke, 2005b].

The traditional Romantic aura of creativity was a powerful drive towards defin-
ing attributes of musical creativity such as novelty and uniqueness. But creativity
in Western classical music performance has been as well promoted as a sign of
distinctiveness and authenticity to attract audiences[Williamon et al., 2006].

In the particular context of Western classical music, performer’s creativity
mainly manifests as what is broadly known as musical expression. Musical ex-
pressiveness has been traditionally understood as irregularity, deviation from the
score or departure from the performative canon [Clarke, 2005b]. This is arguably
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most important source of musical creativity in a performance, the interpretative
nuances carefully crafted (and highly automated) through intensive practice.

But a live performance may exhibit another kind of creativity, that related to
the adaptive behavior required in a performance. Chaffin [Chaffin et al., 2006]
finds evidence that performance cues set up in rehearsals define points of con-
scious control and intervention where performers adapt to the unique demands
and opportunities of each performance. This source of creativity imparts spon-
taneity and and is one of the reasons why live performance are still highly valued
nowadays.

2.3.1 Creativity and ritualism in music performance
Ritualism is the opposite of creativity, or more precisely, the attitude which most
strongly inhibits creative behavior. As much as the social function of rituals, mu-
sic associated to them has conversely a ritualistic nature and avoids novelty at all
costs. Clarke [Clarke, 2012], exemplifies the need for such ritualistic approaches
to music performance in three distinct social contexts: in the preservation of cul-
tural heritage, as a metaphor for ritualistic work (as a tool to help in coordinating
physical work for example) or in music therapy, where songs have a well defined
purpose and their precise replications reinforces their effectiveness. Much more
contexts may benefit from such a ritualistic use of music, such as in religious,
sportive or political events, or in commercials jungles or theme tunes in radio and
TV programs, to mention just a few. It suffices to resort to a live performance
instead of a recording in one of such events to realize what disturbing comicality
may entail any kind of creative reinterpretation of the ritualized musical excerpt.

This process of musical fossilization is shared among different musical cul-
tures, both Western and not Western, both considered high art or not. Whenever
a social group focuses on the preservation of musical corpus, similar social pat-
terns are to be observed. For example, the pioneering revivalist movement in the
60s and 70s and the subsequent trend towards Historically informed performances
shared similar trends towards the claim for an authority, preservation of the tradi-
tion and an even sacred approach to music making [Bithell and Hill, 2014].

Dobrian [Dobrian, 1991] points out social factors which might discourage
spontaneity in music performance. In a (legitimate or not) desire to achieve greater
intellectual validity and respect, musicians may pretend their performance care-
fully avoids arbitrariness and is otherwise the product of careful and conscious
planning. As an example, consider a composer who wants to exhibit his intellec-
tual skills through a performance of his work, or a performance which is focused
on the exhibition of the skills of execution (a competition, for example). In those
situations it may be clearly preferable that the performance conveys the impres-
sion that everything was carefully planned up to the last detail.
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From an ethnomusicological perspective, Juniper Hill [Hill, 2011] analyzes
the creative practices in six different music-cultures, in order to elicit what cul-
tural beliefs and conventions and what performance practices encourage or in-
hibit creativity in music performance. As inhibiting factors we could mention a
more pronounced division of labor (between listeners and performers, or between
performers and composers), mystical beliefs on the origin of music which may
make musical creativity appear to be inaccessible, perceiving that only geniuses or
shamans are able to be musically creative, acknowledging authority to be creative
only to legitimized masters, or having a sacralized view of music, for example
giving higher social value to preservation of musical heritage and/or striving for
historically authentic reproductions, an attitude often enforced through commu-
nity censorship

Conversely, creativity will be greatly encouraged in a more egalitarian music-
making environment which holds the belief that musical creativity is actually
achievable for anyone and which provides authority and opportunity for creative
practices, actively engaging members of all the community both in music per-
formance and creation, accepting as stylistically appropriate musical variations, a
context in which musicians learn from the traditions but then express them in their
very own individual way, where the ideal of authenticity resides not on replica-
tion but on embodying the creative process, where creation is a collective process
which enhances group solidarity.

2.3.2 Conducted performances and conducted improvisation

A brief history of musical conducting

The conduction of musical performances dates back to the very creation of sta-
ble music ensembles. Hieroglyphics and stone etchings do illustrate the pres-
ence of conductors providing pitch and rhythmic instructions to players. In early
vocal music in the Middle Ages a conductor was responsible of synchronizing
among singers music which was rhythmically flexible (text based and not meter
based) and ornamented. Such technique, consisting of hand gestures indicating
the melodic line is known as cheironomy, and is still of use in the singing of litur-
gical music in catholic churches and in synagogues.

Early instrumental ensembles could successfully coordinate their performance
without a conductor. Usually one of the performers was in charge: a continuo
player or a concertmaster could give the required visual cues to the other perform-
ers.

It is in the nineteenth when the role of professional conductor is well estab-
lished. As symphonic orchestras evolved and became larger and more complex,
similarly the role of conductors gradually became more central. The romantic
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fascination with personal expression and individuality naturally extended to the
emerging figure the virtuoso composer, with Berlioz being considered the first
reference.

Historical video recordings indeed show us how individualistic such conduc-
tors were. Not until the end of the twentieth century the technique of orchestral
conducting was standardized enough, both allowing for a more efficient use of re-
hearsals and making possible for itinerant conductors to easily communicate with
new orchestras.

Conductorless ensembles and conducted improvisation

In instrumental music genres there exist well assumed contexts for conductors to
be accepted as necessary for a successful performance. Negotiation through audi-
tory and visual feedback (in chamber music) or informal turn-taking and hierar-
chic schemes (in jazz) are typical examples of coordination without a conductor.
However, it is accepted that a larger ensemble benefits from having one.

Though the presence of a conductor might suggest that performers must face
higher constraints in their opportunities for creative (ie expressive) performance,
evidence just proves the opposite. Conductorless orchestras, which do exist mostly
as a political statement of new horizontal, democratic forms of orchestra manage-
ment, are often criticized for a lack of coherence and long term coherence in their
performances. A plausible reason for it would be that performers must invest ad-
ditional energy in negotiating synchronization between them -rhythmic, incipits
and endings, dynamic timing and so on- through non verbal cues, thus requiring
a higher use of communicative motivated gestures. All those facts may actually
inhibit, or at least put occasionally on a second term performer’s focus on his own
expressive contributions.

Two paradigmatic and rather idiosyncratic examples of conducted improvisa-
tion are the Conduction R©, by Butch Morris, and Soundpainting, by Walter Thom-
son. Another example of conducted improvisation, close in spirit to the practices
of performance art, was Frank Zappa’s conducted improvisations with the Moth-
ers of Invention, which often involved audience participation. All conducted im-
provisation practices rely on a lexicon of conductor signs, a musical sign language
which have a broader scope than classical conduction.

Butch Morris developed his sign system inspired by Los Angeles new jazz
scene and the creative emergence in the Bay Area of San Francisco of the late
seventies. He actually introduced his concept in 1985. Later in New York, Morris
actively collaborated with writers, dancers, visual artists and performers of varied
musical styles on multi-disciplinary performances. Throughout his live, Morris
offered around 200 Conduction R© events around the World.

Walter Thomson, by the other hand, started working with his sign language
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around 1974, while working with his teacher Anthony Braxton. He called it
Soundpainting claiming it was a universal composing language for composers and
artists of all disciplines and abilities. His language is widely used in music edu-
cation and an active community of Soundpainters continuously expand the corpus
of signs in the language.

Both methods therefore are aimed at multidisciplinary improvisation and ex-
hibit a range of signs which are purposefully ambiguous [Scholar and Zanter, 2013]
[Duby, 2006], allowing for a broad margin of freedom for performers to translate
and express conducted signs into their own vocabulary.

A positive aspect of a conductor shaping the work is its balancing role, ensur-
ing that performers keep a proper weight of their own contribution in relation with
the whole, even in the most virtuosic passages [Scholar and Zanter, 2013].

Little research has been carried regarding the creative behavior of perform-
ers under a conducted improvisation scenario, even if conducted improvisation
is widely used to teach improvisation and performance attitudes that it conveys,
such as quick reaction to conductor commands, flexibility to translate them to
one’s own instrument and collective awareness.

Faria [Pi and Larsen, 2015] explores how classical performers face musical
indeterminacy as found in Soundpainting. The author argues that, by proper se-
lection of the repertoire of signs being learned and used, classical musicians can
gradually build confidence by feeling able to manage an expanding improvisa-
tional framework. Aimed at the study of the pedagogical usage of the practice of
conducted improvisation, Pi [Pi and Larsen, 2015] made similar remarks, though
warning that there is a learning phase which cannot be omitted to achieve a fluid
internalization of the sign language.

2.4 Improvisation
In improvisational contexts, creativity may manifest in the generation of musi-
cal materials as well. Several cognitive models have been hypothesized to sup-
port the unpredictable outcome in improvisational performances. From such out-
come based perspective, Gibbs [Gibbs, 2010] relates creativity to inventiveness
and originality, while Cohen [Cohen, 2012] sees creativity as a relational practice,
which makes extensive use of reworking and derivation of preexisting materials
which are appropriated and recontextualized.

But once again, the mere analysis of the procedures involved in the genera-
tion of musical materials in an improvisation won’t tell us the whole picture of
the creative process. Of comparable, if not higher importance is the physicality
of the improvisational act itself, understood as a continuum from ergonomic to
choreographic informed decisions [Clarke, 2005b].
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For example, in their study on jazz performance, Davidson [Davidson and Coulam, 2006]
observed that creativity in performance can be modulated though manipulation of
the socio-cultural elements involved, thus shaping co-performers and audience in-
tercommunication and perception of the musical process. The author found that
performer’s ratings on the expressivity and creativity of a musical performance
show direct correlation with the amount of illustrative and adaptive gestures, while
technical regulators and display gestures had an inverse effect. They conclude that
illustrating musical ideas and intimate states in a fluent and cohesive way lead to
higher appreciation of the quality and inventiveness of the performance.

Such social interaction is of paramount importance within the ensemble as
well, to sustain creative flow in improvisational scenarios. Berliner [Berliner, 2009]
describes the conversation-like nature of jazz improvisation, as a performance
which moves forward as performers give and take new musical ideas, elaborating
or modifying them thus establishing a creative musical dialogue.

2.4.1 Improvisation as conversation

Musical improvisation is a complex process which can be viewed from different
perspectives. By extending the analogy of music as language, free improvisa-
tion may be considered as a form of conversation. Seeing music as a language
for communication would assume that music is meaningful. What is less clear
is what music actually means, because the negotiated meaning of spoken words
in a spoken conversation greatly differs from, say, the meaning of musical motifs
played in a musical conversation. Swain [Swain, 1997] defends that music is self-
referential, it does not refer to objects in the world as words do, and accordingly
is has a less defined and precise meaning compared to words. Possibly the most
agreed meaning in music is emotion. From the perspective of cognitive psychol-
ogy, Slodoba provided evidence of significant agreement in the emotional content
of certain musical features and events [Sloboda, 1992].

However, while language and music communicate different things, there are
indeed shared elements in the communicative act itself. Sutton [Sutton, 2001]
resorts to conversation analysis methodologies to reveal interpersonal and inter-
active processes taking part in a musical improvisation, analyzing the patterns of
interaction from existing audio recordings of duets played by established free im-
provisers. The author defends that free improvisation is like conversation, high-
lighting how musicians negotiate musical beginnings, endings, turn takings and
silences throughout an improvisation.
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2.4.2 Improvisational practices though music cultures

Improvisation in ancient and classical Western music

Improvised practices played an important role in Medieval liturgical music, along-
side written repertoire. With the advent of polyphony, performers learned specific
techniques to layer improvised counterpoint to cantus firmus. This practice is
found in popular dance music as well.

In the Renaissance and the early Baroque period some popular musical forms
were based on improvised melodies over repetitive chord sequences, such as the
Chaconne or the Passacaglia. Such harmonic structure was provided by the Basso
Continuo, a flexible arrangement of polyphonic instrumentalists who rendered
extemporaneously the chord sequence by following a schematic figured bass no-
tation. The art of improvised accompaniment survived in organ church music,
indeed, some of the greatest improvisers of all times were accomplished organ-
ists, notably Buxtehude and J.S.Bach. Another form where the performer was
expected to improvise was the Da Capo Aria, as seen in operas and oratories. In
a Da capo aria, of ternary, reexpositive structure, singer’s ability to improvise or-
namented variations in the repetition of the first section was highly were highly
regarded. Baroque music was not a period of fossilized forms but of extremely ac-
tive search and innovation. This attitude translates within the musical work itself,
variations, embellishments, fiorituras have been considered the musical counter-
part to the Improvised vocal and instrumental ornamentation on melodic lines
where so commonplace that they were gradually incorporated by composers as
annotated embellishments, making use of precise abbreviation symbols. How-
ever, improvisation was also present and deeply integrated in the performance
practices. As Couperin summarizes, ”what we write is different from what we
play” [Rink, 2002].

Contrary to popular belief, improvisation was prevalent in the Classical and
Romantic periods as well. It is well known that Mozart and Beethoven impressed
their audience with improvised variations. Some of their published work might
even be seen as written transcriptions of improvised performances. Another well
established passage for performer’s improvisation was the Cadenza in classical
and romantic concertos, a section near the end of the concerto in which the soloist
was free to recall and ornament previous materials and display his virtuosistic
skills at will. Even if originally improvised, Cadenzas were gradually written out
in full by composers during the XVIII and especially the XIX century.

Improvisation and virtuosic skills were definitely popular in the Romantic pe-
riod. Some of the most eminent composers and pianists of their time were ac-
knowledged as virtuoso improvisers, like Mendelssohn, Liszt or Paganini to men-
tion a few.
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On the contrary, classical Western music on the first half of the XX century
markedly rejected improvisational practices, with notable exceptions in the United
States, such as we see in some works by Charles Ives or notably Henry Cowell, a
pioneer of open form techniques, as seen in his Mosaic Quartet (1935).

Several factors may explain the decline of improvisation practices within the
classical Western music context. Composers during the 19th and 20th centuries
gradually increased the amount of annotated performance details in their scores.
And conversely, prominent performers advocated for a strict execution of the for-
mer repertoire in order to be as much faithful as possible to the composer inten-
tionality - and also as a reaction to former creative licenses of questionable taste
(Maria Calls, come scritto).

Non Western music improvisational practices

Improvisation is not only observed in musical cultures around the world, it is,
compared to Western classical music practices, notably commonplace and socially
highly valued. Improvisatory music is deeply rooted to the social context of a cul-
ture, and serves often a well defined social purpose in the community. It therefore
must adhere to social conventions and procedures in order to be well accepted.
Musically speaking, such conventions may pose stylistic and formal constraints
which otherwise guarantee that the improvised music adheres to the idioms and
norms of that particular style.

India Indian music, particularly Hindustany, puts heavy emphasis on improvi-
sation. Because of its spiritual nature and its traditional oral transmission from
master to apprentice, the tradition of Indian musical performance was less tied to
theoretical monitoring than Western music [Bailey, 1993]

The improvisational frameworks in Indian classical music are generally known
as raga, and exhibit a large variability. Each raga, which is commonly associated
to seasons or times of the day, has distinct rules both for composition and impro-
visation. Such rules concern the salience of notes, registers, intervalic rules and
ornamentation techniques in a melody. In a musical performance, an improviser
begins first by introducing the defining characteristics of a raga to establish its
particular mood, usually unmetered and over a drone, after that a more metrically
structured section gradually builds up and eventually takes over the melody. Such
melodic improvisation is known as Alapa (from Sanskrit “conversation”).

Having their origins in Northern India, the Romani people exerted a notable in-
fluence in many musical cultures around Europe and even the Middle East. Gipsy
music, or music genres strongly indebted to the musical heritage of Romani peo-
ple, display a strong improvisational character.
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Flamenco The assimilation and cultural blending of gipsy music and the rich
folklore in Andalucia and neighboring regions gave rise to a genre which incorpo-
rates improvisation in a combined setting of dancers, singers and instrumentalists.
Its framework provides flexible resources for improvisation based on palos, fla-
menco styles that encompass specific modal and rhythmic traits, as well as defin-
ing melodic motifs and stylistic cliches. The ineffable, trance-like state which
flamenco performers seek to achieve is commonly called duende. Reports by
performers clearly state their awareness of the creative process in a flamenco per-
formance. Creativeness, to flamenco players, is an essential purpose and lets them
feel completely involved and identify themselves with the music being played
[Bailey, 1993].

Javanese Gamelan Gamelan is an Indonesian ensemble of struck metalophones
and drums. The very design of the instrumental ensemble is oriented towards
collective playing [Susilo, 2001], and performers have a considerable amount of
freedom, though within the strong constraints of the style. There are a number
of Javanese terms to refer to improvisation in a Gamelan performance, such as
kembangan (adding beauty), isen-isen (filling gaps) or sambang (joining a fellow
performer who was lost in the performance). A general schemata allows perform-
ers to join even with no prior joint rehearsal, and very long performances assume
that most of the time performers are actually keeping a stable set of patterns. As
the space for performer’s creativity is highly constrained and, indeed, seasoned
performers do really prefer not to risk with too much spontaneity, some authors
consider that Gamelan performance, as a whole, is hardly improvisational, even if
players do make extensive use of subtle improvisational techniques [Sutton, 1998]

West African percussion The music from Central and West African regions is
markedly rhythmic, centered on accompanied songs and deeply integrated into
the social life of the community, qualities it shares with most of the sub-Saharian
cultures. The stereotypical ensembles include percussion instruments with an-
tiphonal choral singing, and dancers. In their performances extensive improvisa-
tion is commonplace, though constrained by stylistic boundaries [Locke, 1980].

Notably, West African polyrhythmic dance drumming shows an interesting
hierarchical structure for improvisation. The leading drum is usually encouraged
to display the highest level of creativity, while a stable, almost never modified
pattern by the bell sets a common meter. The remaining supporting instruments
improvise on their patterns through embellishment, syncopation, repetition and
variation. The music focuses in those subtle, flowing variations on an stable,
entrancing on-going beat.
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Improvisation in Jazz

Jazz arguably brought back improvisation, or more precisely the social prestige to
improvisation to the Western musical practices in the twentieth century.

To many, and despite the fact that improvisation was, as previously explained,
still commonplace in certain social contexts, Jazz revolutionized the musical scene,
eventually raising interest among high-art western composers and opening a pe-
riod of rich cross-fertilization between such different musical traditions.

Dixieland and collective improvisation One of the first available jazz record-
ings is from the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, a New Orleans based quintet. Their
first recording dates from 1917. Their style and sound, which was soon to be
widely imitated by other bands, was innovative in many aspects: musical use of
non-musical instruments (drum sets full of farmyard related sounds), novel uses of
musical instruments (screaming, guttural and animal-like sounds) and a restricted
use of improvisation. It contributed to establish the new genre and composed or
popularized many tunes which are considered as jazz standards nowadays.

The most common sources of tunes in the early jazz bands were ragtimes,
blues, military, religious or work-related music and original tunes as well. Classic
New Orleans jazz established a typical instrumentation and instrumental roles, and
was characterized by collective improvisation over simple tunes and harmonies.
Except for the solos, everybody played and improvised together. Improvisational
resources were mainly melodic and timbre-related.

Swing and soloist improvisers Jazz was incorporated as a popular danceable
genre at the end of the 20s, with the development of Swing. The widespread of
radio and recording highly popularized this new genre the next decade, epitomized
by Benny Goodman and his orchestra.

Swing is characteristically orchestral, fast paced and oriented towards dance.
The new genre run in parallel to the development of Big Bands, medium to large-
sized instrumental ensembles consisting of woodwinds, brasswinds and percus-
sion. During the Swing Era, as is known the 35-45 period, hundreds of such bands
and specifically tailored performance venues spread across the States. Most of
them reflected the individuality of their bandleader or lead arranger. Besides, big
bands employed typical orchestral resources like instrumental sections and highly
detailed score written arrangements.

In some aspects swing was less improvised than the earlier Dixie music: larger
ensembles asked for a more homophonic style, with greater reliance on written
arrangements, dance-oriented music posed higher constraints to improvisation,
and incidentally, many brass players which joined Big Bands came from military
bands and were more seasoned music readers than improvisers. On the opposite,
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the new genre favored a higher level or instrumental proficiency in terms of speed,
agility and control. Improvisation was mainly carried out by soloists, who had
allocated sections for their solos accompanied by rhythmic sections or background
figures.

With the swing era, the Saxo become the most iconic instrument in jazz, with
the saxophonist Coleman Hawkins as one of the most prominent swing soloists.
He approached improvisation with a more harmonic perspective: instead of hori-
zontal, thematic oriented improvisations, he advocated for a greater awareness of
the underlying harmony by resorting to a wider use of up and down arpeggios.
Ultimately, Hawkins is considered an important antecedent of Bebop.

Bebop and jam improvisation As swing was quickly established as a some-
what rigid, highly standardized mainstream genre, a growing number of jazz mu-
sicians felt it was too artistically constraining. Swing just didn’t devote enough
space for improvisation and both harmonies and rhythms had become too cliche.

As a reaction, over the 40s musicians began meeting in small clubs to play in
informal, unrehearsed performances which were known as Jam sessions, giving
rise to a new genre which was to be known as Bebop. Ultimately, Swing would
decline with the Second World War.

It opposed Swing in many aspects, for it was focused on listening instead of
dancing and had a more artistic ambition, compared to the entertainment focus
of swing. It also favored smaller groups, such as a quintet, and showed a higher
refinement and complexity both rhythmically and harmonically, with extensive
use of virtuosic tempi and highly cromatic resources.

Bebop is targeted to improvisation, and thus the solos are the primary focus of
a performance.

It was both consequence and a cause of removing jazz from the popular main-
stream music. To the audience, the new genre was considered complex and furi-
ous, revolutionary and somehow addressed to connoisseurs. Bebop provided the
standard vocabulary to jazz. In a way it sets the common practices and idioms to
the genre. Figures like Thelonious Monk, Charlie Parker or Dizzy Gillespie were
among the most influential bebop artists.

Free jazz Ultimately, if Swing ended up being too cliche, bebop reached a sim-
ilar artistic dead end because of excessive sophistication.

Free jazz originated in the fifties as an attempt to break down the formal and
harmonic conventions of jazz and bring back its essentially primitive, untamed
improvisational character which was considered as largely lost within the Bebop
aesthetics and practices. It must be noted that free jazz, however, retained always
enough characteristics of jazz as not to completely depart from that genre.
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At that time, jazz performance adhered to strict and predetermined, formulaic
practices: both song structure, time allowed for improvisation and harmonic pat-
terns were clearly delimited. Although such structures serve as a structural and
stylistic framework for improvisation, eventually jazz reached an aesthetic cul-
de-sac in the United States [Menezes, 2010]. Musicians searched for new musical
paths and explored resources and techniques from XXth century avantgarde mu-
sic, such as atonality, microtonality or aleatoric processes.

The term Free Jazz was quickly adopted by the African-American musical
community. It conveyed as well The pioneer of free jazz is considered to be
Ornette Coleman, who was at his time truly revolutionized the jazz scene with
melodic based (instead of harmonic based) improvisations abruptness and aggres-
sive textures which eventually became idioms of the new genre.

A notable contribution of the free jazz scene was bringing back the interest
for collective improvisation in small groups, in sharp contrast with rigidly allo-
cated improvised solos so characteristic in classic jazz. Take as an example the
revolutionary album Free Jazz by the Ornette Coleman Double Quartet (1960).
The performance primarily depends on collective improvisation: as it lacks a pre-
defined structure, players must learn to react to the stimulus from other players,
moving jazz away from the solo performer to a sort of collective conversation. As
Ornette himself points out

The most important thing was for us to play together, all at the same
time, without getting in each others’ way, and also to have enough
room for each player to ad lib alone (...)

Free Jazz by the Ornette Coleman Double Quartet (1960), liner notes

As free jazz players refused the structural constraints of the rigid jazz forms
and harmonic progressions, some put greater emphasis on extended instrumental
techniques as well (as in Pharoah Sanders or John Coltrane). In the search for
a more primordial and authentic voice, free jazz was characterized by a growing
interest in the earliest jazz styles, in African music and in primitive or exotic
musical instruments and traditions.

Among some characteristics which free jazz retained from traditional jazz we
should mention the notion of swing, at least as a flowing, meterless pulsation,
and idiomatic melodic gestures reminiscent of blues. But beyond such loose ref-
erences, performers embraced a broad, often heterogeneous range of innovative
techniques, from the primitivism and physicality of Cecil Taylor, who incorpo-
rated novel harmonic resources to the piano improvisations, to the extended tech-
niques and microtonal improvisation practices of Albert Ayler or the adaptation
of Indian aesthetics and techniques by John Coltrane, just to mention two of the
most relevant figures from the free jazz scene.
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Free improvisation

The European, particularly the british free jazz scene quickly approached free
improvisation in the mid 60s, incorporating developments from avantgarde clas-
sical composers and moving even further from the jazz tradition. Many of those
performers coming from free jazz gradually approached more abstract realms.
Though deeply influenced by their jazz background, free improvisers perceived
functional harmony, tonality or swinging rhythm as constraints that had to be
overcome.

Free improvisation, if partially, differs from free jazz in its aesthetic aims. A
typical free jazz collective improvisation may consist of the collective attempt to
establish a narrative out of the individual voices of performers [Menezes, 2010].
On the contrary, free improvisation not only departs from stylistic and cultural
narratives but from the ego itself, with players ceasing to function as individual
actors. A free improvisation is much more deconstructed and less linear than a
jazz improvisation, with each musician’s part being uncomplete by itself, though
distinctively recognizable (as in the SME example) or, in some extreme cases,
ultimately submerged in the collective sound (as in the AMM)[Scott, 2014].

Seated in London, the Spontaneous Music Ensemble, is regarded by many as
one of the quintessential examples of free improvisation. The SME, which around
1967 comprised most of the leading figures in the London free improvisation
scene (Wheeler, Rutherford, Watts, Parker, Derek Bailey, Barry Guy, Stevens),
put great emphasis on collective awareness and interaction in extremely open and
leaderless performances. Not unintentionally, their fast but quiet music, full of
subtle and quick nuances is sometimes reminiscent of Webern.

John Stevens, founding member of the SME, documented his methods in his
Search and Reflect book, which provides exercises and musical games intended
to facilitate collective creativity. Maybe no one better than himself to summarize
the essence of free improvisation

Being in tune, as close as possible, with all the people that are around
you and at the same time contributing within that and never contribut-
ing to the extent that you couldn’t hear what the other people were
saying. So nothing you had to say was more important than an aware-
ness of the whole.

John Stevens, in interview with Richard Scott, August 1987 [Fadnes, 2015]

Ensembles such as AMM adopted techniques from minimalism and chance
music as well, combining extended instrumental techniques with electroacoustic
textures. The band rejected rehearsals or planning at all, advocating for extremely
spontaneous long-form improvisations. This preference for extremely sponta-
neous improvisations was epitomized by the Company Week festivals organized
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and supported by Derek Bailey since 1979, promoting the joint performance of
musicians in ad-hoc, unplanned ensembles.

Free improvisation is also known as non-idiomatic improvisation, as an state-
ment of an explicit desire to avoid references to existing genres and musical styles,
particularly jazz. It is difficult to argue, however, to what extent free improvisation
is actually free of idioms and truly outside of any other historical or contemporary
genres [Berlin, 2014].

Improvisation and Live Electronics Nowadays a multiplicity of improvisa-
tional scenes flourish, resorting to all sort of novel electronic musical instruments
or plain electronic devices which are used in a musical context. The broad term
of live electronics encompasses a wide range of sub-genres and aesthetics, but
nonetheless they typically incorporate free improvisation practices.

Electroacoustic improvisation deeply focuses on extended techniques and tim-
bral exploration. It is indebted to the pioneering electroacoustic improvisations by
Cage , David Tudor and others, and by the collective improvisations of groups like
the aforementioned AMMA, which incorporated electroacoustic devices in their
performances.

Noise music has its roots in the Futurist movement , as well as the experi-
ments and theorisations of Musique Contrète. Cage, interested in the musical use
of extra-musical materials, pioneered the creative use of devices such as radio re-
ceivers, cartridges or amplified everyday objects in music performance. From the
60s several collectives incorporated all kind of electronic noises in their works and
performances, usually with a strong improvisational and exploratory approach, as
in Musica Elettronica Viva or in the Fluxus collective.

Deejaying has evolved as a well established genre encompassing performance,
production and improvisation in a number of popular electronic music styles such
as hip hop and techno. Beyond the secondary, functional role of mixing music for
a party, a Disk Jokey can be a performer himself. He may embellish pre-recorded
tracks with gestural uses of filters and crossfades or scratching techniques, rework
them in a live performance, looping fragments and incorporating additional drum
machines and samples to the mix. Ultimately, some DJs are true virtuoso per-
formers of their turntables, attract huge audiences and even DJ competitions take
place regularly. Because of this, it has evolved as a highly stylized genre.

Circuit Bending advocates for creative musical use of all sort of customized
electronic devices, and it was pioneered by Reed Ghazala on the 60s. The Circuit
Bending community thus inherits practices and aesthetics from chance music, per-
formance and noise music, but with a strong emphasis in the Do-It-Yourself cul-
ture. Electronic toys and electronic toy instruments are a particularly preferred
device suitable for bending. Practitioners are encouraged to modify the circuitry
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of such devices by trial and error and with no prior engineering knowledge, in
order to discover unexpected sonic behaviors. This work, often done in collective
workshops, results in unique musical instruments which are subsequently used in
collective improvisatory performances.

Live coding is an improvisational practice well established in the field of in-
termedia art. Commonly utilized by a number of computer ensembles as well, it
is based in on-the-fly, interactive programming of musical processes. It combines
algorithmic composition to generate low level musical structures with collective
compositional and improvisational practices such as concurrent programming and
code sharing. The code as it is being written is almost always projected as a vi-
sual feedback -at least for computer literated audience. Live coding performances
usually incorporate algorithmically generated visuals as well. The focus in the
performance is thus not only in the result but especially in the musical process of
writing and tweaking generative algorithms. As opposed to some computer mu-
sic performance practices, the audience can clearly see what and how performers
shape musical processes up to the very last detail.

2.4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced the central topic of musical creation as it manifests
in composition and performance, both in score-based performances and in impro-
visational contexts. We discussed the responsibilities and creative opportunities
for performers, and how their roles may be mediated by a musical score of a con-
ductor.

We have seen that the challenges in the social roles of composers and per-
formers in Western high-art music are just a consequence of the fossilization and
ritualization of the repertoire, a phenomenon shared by other musical cultures as
well. Regarding score-based performance, we discussed the social and aesthetic
constraints that a performer faces when interpreting a musical score, and to what
extend a performance may incorporate the creative contribution of the performer.

Such opportunities and constraints are present in improvisational contexts as
well. What do different musical traditions teach us regarding improvisational
practices? We may observe that all of them are based on flexible frameworks
which provide a stylistic reference and a set of resources to the improviser. The
improvisation itself may take place in many distinct musical dimensions (modes,
rhythms, intervals). We may notice as well the prevalence of ritualized performa-
tive setups, they serve as a framework to performers too. A repertory of resources
for the performer or improviser constrain and actually guarantee stylistic coher-
ence and social acceptance.

But beyond what is generically called idiomatic improvisation, new musical
genres advocated for improvisational paradigms which defy the traditional frames
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of musical style. We observed how free improvisation let performers get rid
of stylistic constraints and unfold their creative resources without resorting to a
repertory of musical idioms.

Finally, we analyzed the role of the conductor, highlighting how this role may
actually promote a better creative involvement in the ensemble, both in score-
based performances and in conducted improvisations.

In the next chapter we will focus on the performative environment which this
thesis addresses, computer music ensembles, and we will how the aforementioned
aesthetic and social challenges are re-visited and re-contextualized. As we will
see, the genesis of computer music ensembles opens new opportunities to redefine
the aforementioned roles and responsibilities of composers and performers.
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Chapter 3

MUSIC CREATION AND
PERFORMANCE WITH
COMPUTER ENSEMBLES

3.1 Introduction

While Chapter 2 introduced the development of aesthetic frameworks for musical
creation through history and different cultures and musical styles, this Chapter
will be framed in the performative context this Thesis is based on: Computer
Music Ensembles, and particularly Laptop Orchestras.

A first section provides an historical context for the genesis of Network Mu-
sic, briefly introducing the earlier developments around electronic and computer
music and reviewing the relevant contributions of the pioneers of this genre.

The next sections provide a generic definition of Multi-user instrument and
review systems for topological and functional characterization, to elaborate de-
scriptive taxonomies and to provide consistent design practices. Closely related
to design criteria, we review the research in evaluation techniques most relevant
for Multi-user instruments, both from an usability, Human Computer Interaction
perspective and from a user experience perspective.

Finally, we will approach the worldwide phenomenon of Laptop Orchestras
and survey the most relevant research on them, as well as reviewing the different
ensemble models and compositional strategies which Laptop Orchestras adopted.
We will see how this process of reflection and applied research contributed to
forge an ensemble identity for Laptop Orchestras.
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3.2 Computer Music Ensembles. Overview
This section will provide an overview of the historical landmarks that contributed
to the emergence of Computer and Network Music. We will then focus in the
definition, contextualization and throughout characterization of multi-user instru-
ments.

3.2.1 Electronic music overview
Early developments and Aesthetical foundations

The first really influential electronic musical instrument, the Telharmonium ap-
peared in 1906, with its broadcasted performances from New York. It was an
electronic organ of huge proportions capable of distributing its signal through
telephone lines[Collins and D’Escriván, 2007]. Utterly impressed by the possi-
bilities of the Telharmonium, the Italian composer F.Busoni wrote the prophetic
essay The Sketch of a New Aesthetic of Music (1907) where he envisaged the
potential of new technologies to forge new musical possibilities:

I almost think that in the new great music, machines will also be nec-
essary and will be assigned a share in it

The origins of electronic music are indebted to the technological advances in
sound generation, recording and reproduction as much as to the novel aesthetic
perspectives brought up by the new creative medium. Busoni advocacy for the
new music lead him to support the artistic Italian collective known as the Futurists.
Another key referent in the new aesthetics, which eventually permeated through
to concert music in the 20s, was Luigi Russolo’s Futurist manifesto The Art Of
Noises (1913), the first attempt to categorize all sounds and actually treat them as
potential music[Collins and D’Escriván, 2007].

Simon Crab, in his exhaustive historical review of the development of elec-
tronic musical instruments [Crab, 2004] highlights three distinct driving forces in
the early era of electronic music, notoriously prevalent from the end of the XIXth
century to the Seconds World War. The first was the technological utopianism
widely embraced at the turn of the XIX century, which favored a view of science
and technology as a liberating force. This radical optimism translated in the mu-
sical domain to an interest towards the study and development of new tunings,
new timbres and new musical instruments which could liberate the artist from the
conventionalisms and limitations of tradition. A second related force originated
within the musical community itself. For some composers, incorporating tech-
nological means into the compositional process was, as it allowed for ultimate
precision and strictest compliance to the score[Roads, 1996]. Technology might
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let composers eventually get rid of the performer itself, a role -as we seen in Chap-
ter 1 - specially questioned in the post-romantic era. Finally, Crab mentions the
often underestimated role of the radical ideological and political changes in the
early XXth century, from National Socialism to Soviet Communism, in the pro-
motion of avant-garde and futuristic ideas, within the music domain as well - even
if both regimes eventually rejected it.

With the introduction of the vacuum tube (1906) many other electronic in-
struments, of smaller scale, were developed over the next two decades. Instru-
ments such as the Theremin (1919-20), Ondes-Martenot (1928), the Trautonium
(1928) or the Hammond Organ (1929), just to mention a few, brought new tim-
brical possibilities and novel modes of interaction. Despite how much innovative
such instruments and technologies were, however, it took a time to shift from its
recreational use to the realization of the visionary ideas of Busoni and the Italian
Furutist movement. As Collins points out

During the early years of the twentieth century, the musical spirit that
would ultimately form into ‘electronic music’ found itself stultified
and frustrated by the limitations of both the technology and the con-
ventions of the day [Collins and D’Escriván, 2007]

We may exemplify this point with the rather traditional use of the aforemen-
tioned instruments by European composers, notably Ondes-Martenot, incorpo-
rated into some compositions by Messiaen, and the Trautonium, for which Paul
Hindemith wrote several short trios. Varèse quickly incorporated those instru-
ments into his orchestral works as well. Indeed Varèse, deeply influenced by Bu-
soni’s aesthetic beliefs and in close collaboration with the electronic instrument
inventors of his time, exemplifies such tensions between the utopian promises of
Futurism and the limitations of his time

Organized sound seems better to take in the dual aspect of music as an
art-science, with all the recent laboratory discoveries which permit us
to hope for the unconditional liberation of music, as well as covering
, without dispute, my own music in progress and its requirements

Edgar Varèse (1940), as quoted in Thom Holmes’ Electronic and Ex-
perimental Music: Technology, Music, and Culture [Holmes, 2012]

Post-war developments and landmarks

Technologies for sound amplification and sound recording, also developed through
the first half of the XXth century, had a major influence in the electronic music
field. Acquainted with the technology of radio broadcasting, the french composer
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Pierre Schaeffer founded the Groupe de Recherche Musicale de Musique Concrète
(later the GRM) in Paris in 1951 to explore the musical possibilities of the new
sound recording and editing techniques. Schaeffer termed his compositional pro-
cedures Musique Concrète, referring to the musical use of non-musical, everyday
sounds abstracted into a composition through elaborated tape editing techniques.
Schaeffer was a prolific writer as well, and his essays on musical objects are still
influential.

At the same time, Meyer-Eppler founded the Electronic Music Studio of WDR
in Cologne. It was equipped with primitive sound generation devices and some
precursors of the synthesizer, such as the Monochord and the Melochord, and
Meyer-Eppler in his thesis conceived the idea of sound entirely realized from
electronic signals recorded to tape, a procedure which the composer termed Elek-
tronische Musik. Stockhausen, who attended Schaeffer’s GRM studio in 1952,
offered the first concert of tape music in Cologne in 1954, including Studie I and
Studie II, credited as the first electronic music works entirely composed for sine
waves, combining integral serialism, electronic tone generators and tape editing
techniques. Studie II, on the other hand, is considered a landmark in the history
of electronic music, being the first notated electronic score.

Electronic music studios proliferated in Japan and in the States as well, no-
tably the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center administered by Vladimir
Ussachevsky. A remarkable contribution of the CMC was the development of
the RCA Mark II Sound Synthesizer (1958), the first digitally controlled analog
synthesizer, which allowed composers to sequence an score, thus liberating com-
posers from laborious manual tape editing procedures.

Film music contributed to the popularization of electronic musical instru-
ments, and electronic soundtracks share the aforementioned gradual adoption of a
new aesthetics consistent with the sonic palette and musical possibilities offered
by the new medium. We must mention here Louis and Bebe Barron’s soundtrack
for Forbidden Planet (1956), credited with being the first completely electronic
film score.

Computer Music

The rapid development of computer technology after the Second World War fos-
tered their musical use. Indeed, simple musical recreations were already carried
out with the first-generation valve-driven computers in the 50s, such as Aus-
tralian’s CSIRAC and Manchester’s Ferranti Mark 1 computers.

But composers soon realized their potential as a tool to aid in the formalization
of musical processes, an attractive prospect for post-serialist composers whose
compositional techniques could benefit of automated computation [Roads, 1996].
Lejaren Hiller, in collaboration with Leonard Issaacson, wrote in 1957 the Illiac
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Suite, credited as the first computer generated musical score [Isaacson, 1959].
Simultaneously, a different approach was carried out: the use of computers

for sound synthesis purposes. Working at Bell Laboratories, Max Mathews inau-
gurated the era of digital sound synthesis with the development of the influential
MUSIC software in 1957, the first computer program which could generate digi-
tal audio through direct synthesis. MUSIC had a number of descendants, encom-
passed by the name MUSIC-N, which followed the same modular paradigm and
shared similar approaches in the division between audio and control computation
rates and sound synthesis and musical score specifications. Notably, most of the
current software tools employed nowadays in computer ensembles are indebted to
the MUSIC-N heritage [Boulanger, 2000].

Mathews summarizes some of the strong points of computer music: precision,
exact reproducibility, and the ability ho handle extreme complex specifications
with sufficient flexibility [Mathews, 1963]. It should be noted, however, that both
computer aided composition and especially sound synthesis over the first decades
working with computer mainframes was a lengthy process, requiring hours of
costly computation and eventually migrating the data to another computer to per-
form the digital to analog audio conversion [Roads, 1996].

3.2.2 Network Music
In the beginning of the second half of the XX century, the San Francisco Bay
Area became a particular microcosm of research clusters, actively promoted by the
Stanford university. They were closely tied to the emergent technology industries
such as semiconductor manufacturing, computers and telecommunications.

The nickname Silicon Valley, entitled in 1971,was quickly adopted to des-
ignate the southern part of the San Francisco Bay Area. Just three years later,
in 1974, Intel released Intel 8080, one of the first really widespread micropro-
cessors, Apple I went on sale in July 1976 and IBM, who had created the first
transistor-based mainframe computer in 1958, introduced the Personal Computer
on 1981.

Telecommunications developed in parallel. Thus, ARPANET was conceived
and implemented in the late 60s. In the early 1970s, professor Vinton Cerf’s
networking research group at Stanford developed the TCP/IP protocols. Addi-
tional protocols followed, such as the electronic mail (1972) and the FTP protocol
(1973).

As for computer music is concerned, some of the major centers devoted to
the research and creation with computer related technologies were founded in
that area. We must mention here the Center for Computer Research in Music
and Acoustics (CCRMA), founded by John Chowning in 1975, or the University
of California at San Diego. Around those academic institutions composers and
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engineers worked together in languages for sound synthesis, in computer assisted
music composition techniques and in development of new Dsp hardware.

The development of personal computers encouraged an active and collabora-
tive musical scene. Composers helped each other to learn about programming
microcomputers, an attitude which built a strong feeling of community. Those
pioneers embraced with enthusiasm new approaches in interactive algorithmics
and live computer performance, by incorporating the open creative practices from
the experimental music scene from the 60s and the informal, communitary DIY
approaches which characterized the emerging Silicon Valley garage-era.

In 1977 Rich Gold and Jim Horton offered at Mills College the first pub-
lic performance of network music, by linking two KIM microcomputers, each
with distinct generative algorithms, which exchanged musical data through paral-
lel ports or direct interrupt lines. Lately John Bischoff and David Behrman joined
and created The League of Automatic Music Composers, what is considered the
first computer band. The band performed regularly as a trio with Tim Perkins,
who joined them in 1980. Their performances were a community event with an
openly didactic purpose, because of the common interest in electronic instrument
building. The League kept its activity till 1984.

The band started with unattended interactive performances but soon its mem-
bers joined the computer setup to tweak and adjust parameters in realtime. Their
concerts didn’t properly consist of pieces but of different network setups which
were often build in a down-top approach, from very idiomatic compositions for
a single microcomputer which were interconnected after discussing together the
possible interrelations and links between their otherwise autonomous processes.

As the musicians and the audience noted, the band somehow resembled a very
idiosyncratic free improvisation.

(The League) sounded like a band of improvising musicians. You
could hear the communication between the machines as they would
start, stop, and change musical direction. Each program had its own
way of playing. I hadn’t heard much computer music at the time, but
every piece I had heard was either for tape or for tape and people,
and of course none of them sounded anything like this. I felt like
playing, too, to see whether I could understand what these machines
were saying.

George Lewis quoted in ”Composers and the Computer”, p. 79, by
Curtis Roads, William Kaufman pub. 1985

It just knocked me out. It was electronic, but it had this feeling of
improvised music, that everyone was talking at the same time and
listening at the same time, and I thought, “How did they do this?”
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Chris Brown, after hearing The League of Automatic Composers play-
ing on KPFA Radio, 1982 in [Chadabe, 1997].

This extremely open an non hierarchical approach in computer ensemble per-
formance embraced the communication protocols as well. Performers were free
to interpret musical control data received from other computers, even directly con-
verting them to audio signals.

The same late members of the League Chris Brown and Jim Horton joined
efforts again in 1986 during the Network Muse Festival, which took place at
The Lab, in San Francisco, and which was devoted to small networked computer
bands. The very name of the Hub emphasized a new approach to handle inter-
connection by means of a central computer which acted as a mailbox, a shared
storage to allow for an easier way to setup and join in the performances.

The new infrastructure provided means for easy expandability. In 1987 the
Hub offered in New York the very first remote performance linking two identical
Hub setups between through a modem link. Despite the public notoriety of their
remote performance, the Hub kept their interest in co-located, tightly interdepen-
dent setups which explored the emergent properties of interconnected musical
networks, more than keeping up with the latest technologies and sound synthesis
techniques.

I see the aesthetic informing this work as perhaps counter to other
trends in computer music: instead of attempting to gain more com-
plete control over every aspect of the music, we seek more surprise
through the lively and unpredictable response of these systems, and
hope to encourage an active response to surprise in the playing. And
instead of trying to eliminate the imperfect human performer, we try
to use the electronic tools available to enhance the social aspect of
music making.

Tim Perkis’ liner notes to The Hub’s first CD (1989 Artifact Record-
ings 1002)

Eventually, at 1990 the Hub switched to a MIDI patchbay to route control
messages between computers. Instead of a shared memory space, a MIDI patch-
bay only allows for message routing without possibilities for storage. Also, it was
up to the sender instead of the receiver, the decision to place a certain message to
a given computer. As MIDI is stream based, lost messages could not be recov-
ered, but the hardware allowed for higher data rates and the protocol allowed for
flexible one-to-one or broadcast messaging.

The pioneering work and prophetic views of the League anticipated much of
the practices which are currently commonplace in computer-based music ensem-
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bles. Their setups were environments in which humans are computers were shar-
ing musical responsibilities, and where a complex network of interdependences
between them all contributed to shape the musical result. They explored a mul-
tiplicity of network topologies and performative paradigms, facing and reflecting
on much of the challenges and opportunities that the new genre of computer music
provided.

3.2.3 Multi-user instruments

This section will provide an in-depth review of possibly the most paradigmatic
contribution in the field of network music : multi-user instruments.

First, we will first provide a generic definition of the term and put it in histor-
ical context, citing some relevant analog precursors.

Next, we will introduce the basic architecture of a Digital Musical Instrument
to follow with a review of the taxonomies for multi-user digital musical instru-
ments proposed in the literature on the subject.

We will finish this section with a survey on the design and evaluation criteria
for musical interfaces, with a specific focus on the closely related contexts of
collaborative interfaces and multi-user instruments.

Definition

A Multi-user Instrument is a device, or collection of devices perceived as a unity,
which is conceived to be operated by multiple performers and which is capable of
producing sound in a musical context.

Multi-user Instruments are particular use cases of musical instruments. A
Musical instrument is, in a broad sense, any device capable of producing sound.
We acknowledge such devices as musical instruments, though, when we perceive
them as specifically tailored to musical performance. Traditionally such musical
instruments are designed to require a single performer to be played, though some
of them may be occasionally played by more than a single musician, such as in
four-hands piano or guitar pieces. There are also a few instruments which are tra-
ditionally played by two or more performers. A compelling example could be the
Txalaparta, a traditional basque percussion instrument in which two performers
play in a tightly coordinated way on the same instrument.

Even historically, though, there are some examples of musical instruments
requiring coordination between two or more ”players” to actually work. An ex-
treme example would be Halberstadt organ (ss XIV), a large pipe organ installa-
tion which required a performer on the keyboard and up to ten men blowing its
twenty elbows.
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But monolithic, single-entity devices are not the only ones which may be con-
sidered as musical instrument entities. If metaphorically, an orchestra conductor
is said to have the orchestra as the instrument at his hands. Indeed, his commands
turn into performative actions, though mediated by performers who individually
address their own musical instruments, such that a whole orchestra can be effec-
tively considered a Multi-user Instrument from the conductor’s perspective.

Analog Precursors

Cage’s Imaginary Landscape No. 4 for 12 radios, 24 performers and conductor
(1951) is considered one of the earliest examples of interdependent networked mu-
sic instruments. The score consisted of precisely timed indications for frequency
dials and volumes which were operated by pairs of performers. On one hand it
was one of the first examples of chance music, where the actual sounds coming out
of the radio speakers were unpredictable and dependent on time and location. On
the other it was a collective exploration of a sonic space, albeit strictly guided by
a score. And finally, there was an interdependence of performers as the sound was
simultaneously modified by two players at the same time, and one player could,
say, raise the volume while the other was reaching a silent radio frequency and
vice-versa, thus both controls were simultaneously altering timbrical parameters
of the same instrument.

Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie I for tamtam, 2 microphones, 2 filters, and con-
trollers (1964) is considered a pioneering work in the genre of live electronics, and
one of the first compositions utilizing microphones as musical instruments. The
instrumental setup consists of two trios of percussionist, microphone player and
filter operator. The trios usually alternate except for the tutti sections where all
play together. While the percussionist plays the tamtam, another player captures
and amplifies subtle noises through a hand-held directional microphone, while an-
other player filters the sound coming out of the microphone and distributes it into
a quadraphonic system. Each trio of percussionist, microphone and filter con-
stitutes an interdependent unit, serially connected. As the tamtam is eventually
played by the two percussionists at the same time and its sound is picked up by
the microphones, we could consider the whole setup constitutes a complex multi-
user instrument with serial dependencies.

A primer on Digital musical instruments

After defining what a multi-user instrument is and having illustrated the term with
two relevant analog precursors, we should present now the Digital Instrument
model, still on an individual basis, while the next section will be devoted to multi-
user digital instruments.
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This section therefore will introduce the anatomy and principles of Digital in-
struments, before delving into the new paradigms of multi-user and collaborative
digital musical interfaces that naturally emerged as a consequence of the historical
achievements of the aforementioned computer and network music pioneers.

Generically speaking, musical instruments whose sound is computer gener-
ated are called digital musical instruments (henceforth, DMI). In order to drive
the musical parameters of such a digital sound generator, the instrument must in-
corporate a gestural controller or control interface to allow performers to interact
with it. The most basic DMI model therefore assumes a bi-modular architecture
which consists of a Gestural Controller module and a Sound Production module.
The control interface may be a gestural controller, a control surface or whatever
device with which the performer interacts physically. By means of a mapping
layer, the acquired human actions are mapped into parameters which drive the
sound generator device. This basic structure is illustrated in Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1: Structure of a Digital Musical Instrument

In this respect, a DMI takes to the extreme the decoupling between performa-
tive gesture and sound generation which we already observed in early electronic
musical instruments. Most of the current research in DMI design and evaluation in
the NIME community is closely related to the implications both for the performer
and for the audiences of such inherent decoupling.

The design of a DMI is usually addressed according to the aforementioned
bi-modular model: first, we decide what gestures will be used, and which sens-
ing strategies will optimally capture them, then we must select the appropriate
sound synthesis algorithms and choose the most suitable implementation, once
both modules are functional we must implement the mapping strategies to link
the gesture capture to the sound generation and, finally, we must decide on the
eventual additional feedback modalities that our DMI might provide -apart from
the sound [Bryan-Kinns, 2004].

Both the gesture acquisition and the sound generation modules may be de-
signed to mimic existing instruments, or may try to extend or augment them or
may ultimately be based on completely new performative and timbrical paradigms.
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Digital replicas of acoustic instrument may benefit from the acquired knowledge
of their instrumental identity (both for the performer and for the audience point
of view), while alternate designs ask for new performance abilities but open new
paths to musical expression without the constrains of mechanic construction, con-
vention and tradition. Typically, therefore, DMI may be classified as augmented
musical instruments, instrument-like gestural controllers, instrument-inspired ges-
tural controllers and alternate gestural controllers [Miranda and Wanderley, 2006].

The Mapping Layer While an in-depth discussion of the components of a DMI
is out of the scope of this Dissertation, it is necessary to briefly discuss the map-
ping layer as it takes a key role in the formalization of our creativity metric, dis-
cussed in Chapter 7, and in the design of the performative environments developed
in Chapter 8.

It is accepted that, due to the separation between gesture input and sound
output, the choice of mapping strategies lie at the essence of digital musical
instruments[Rovan et al., 1997]. As a consequence, a great deal of research has
been invested in studying the implications of mapping and determining the opti-
mal mapping strategies from different perspectives.

Mapping strategies may deeply impact both in musical behavior and per-
former’s attitude towards an instrument. In an extensive experimental research
aimed at investigating the importance of the mapping layer, Hunt et al. -see
[Hunt and Wanderley, 2003] and [Hunt et al., 2003]- concluded that complex map-
pings are most suitable for all but the most simple musical tasks, both in terms of
expressive potential and performative engagement. One-to-one mappings should
be, according to the authors, restricted to a higher semantic level, more abstract
and perceptually oriented mappings.

For example, we could map quantity of movement (itself, a complex map-
ping of discrete qualities of gesture) to sound brightness, which in its turn would
be mapped to several synthesis parameters at once). This perspective lead re-
searchers to propose two- or even three- layered mapping schemes for a DMI
(see Figure 3.2). Wessel already introduced the concept of high level timbre as
a control structure in [Wessel, 1979], this approach was followed by Wanderley
[Wanderley et al., 1998], one of the key researchers in the systematic study of
mapping in DMIs.

This multi-layered mappings provides better independence from the actual
gestural controllers and sound synthesis algorithms involved [Hunt et al., 2003].

As for the actual mapping typologies, several categorizations are possible
[Arfib et al., 2002]. In short, a mapping layer should be studied from different
perspectives, summarized below:

• Cardinality Mappings may be one to one, convergent (many to one), diver-
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Figure 3.2: Structure of a Digital Musical Instrument implementing a three-layer
mapping model.

gent (one to many)[Rovan et al., 1997] or more complex (many to many).

• Explicit/implicit. Mappings may be explicitly formalized or stated through
generative rules or databases, or may be implicitly encoded within genera-
tive algorithms such as neural networks.

• Static/dynamic. A mapping may be static or dynamic. An example of the
former are adaptive mappings.

• Linearity Mappings may exhibit a nonlinear behavior and unpredictability.
Such non-linearity may be incorporated to emulate the characteristics of
acoustic instruments or be the result of higher-level processes within the
gesture mapping layer (like gesture recognition and tracking, or extraction
of gestural descriptors).[Jordà, 2005a]

From DMIs to Multi-user DMIs The last decade, the convergence of computer-
based digital musical instruments and their native capabilities for interconnectivity
greatly facilitated the extension of DMIs to an ensemble context, up to an extend
that many of the aforementioned practices of network music pioneers became
commonplace.

Nowadays, computer music ensembles in which digital instruments interact
through networked communication do allow us to design computer-mediated so-
cial environments which can settle anywhere between the continuum from purely
isolated musical instruments to interdependent networks or completely shared
spaces for music performance.

The next section will provide an overview of the taxonomies proposed to cat-
egorize the broad range and variety of multi-user instruments which have been
being developed over the last decades.
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Functional and descriptive taxonomies for multi-user DMIs

Multi-user instruments for computer networked ensembles are usually addressed
by researchers as particular cases of the broader fields of interconnected musi-
cal devices or environments for collaborative music making, both not specifically
oriented to live music performance.

Weinberg analyses the social implications of the structural topologies in Inter-
connected Musical Networks [Weinberg, 2003]. He proposes a taxonomy based
on the central goal the musical network tries to accomplish, dividing them into
process-centered networks, and structure (or outcome)-centered networks. The
first ones offer less direct control by providing an evolving context where rules
and/or performers determine the musical outcome, whereas the second ones are
designed to optimally achieve a preestablished score or plan.

He further classifies such networks according to the main motivations for in-
teraction and the player’s experience the network is centered on, and highlights the
challenging balance required when designing a network with both goals in mind,
process and outcome. Regarding the level of centralization in the control and the
amount of equality between peers, the author states that hierarchic networks with
a fixed leadership would be more effective for structure-centered motivations than
democratic networks.

By the other hand, the author analyses the network design from the perspec-
tive of its social organization, and observes that synchronous networks may better
support truly immersible interactive environments but may be more challenging
to maintain individual autonomy, whereas sequential, turn-based networks might
challenge the group cohesiveness, being the balance between the two architec-
tures, the topology, direction and amount of interaction and idiosyncrasy of roles
of paramount importance in the design of the social experience. For the specific
case of small, co-located ensembles, which Weinberg calls Small-Scale collabora-
tive musical networks [Weinberg, 2005], a higher and subtler lever of interactivity
is expected to promote more intricate musical collaborations.

Barbosa [Barbosa, 2003] suggests a time/space axis to classify collaborative
music systems which is inspired in the Computer Supported Cooperative Work
literature. He makes a clear distinction between four different collaborative music
systems taking into account how actors interact: either co-located or remotely,
and either synchronously or asynchronously: Local interactive music systems,
shared sound environments, music composition support systems and remote music
performance systems.

More from a HCI perspective, Jorda [Jordà, 2005b] proposes a number of dis-
tinctive features in multi-user instruments from the point of view of complexity
and freedom in shared collective control: namely the number and flexibility of
number of players, the assignment of roles (number of roles per player, whether
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they are dynamic, even throughout the performance, or not, the possibility to du-
plicate or leave roles unattended) and the topology of interdependences between
performers (kinds of mutual interaction, hierarchical/horizontal interdependences,
individual or shared threads). He also questions the term multi-user if no mutual
interaction takes place, as it equals just the sum of the individual contributions.

Booth [Booth, 2010] identifies two key factors to evaluate interdependent sys-
tems: inclusivity (or degree of cross-platform interconnetivity via open protocols )
and mutability (or easiness to reconfigure the network topology, such is the nodes
and their interconnectivity, even dynamically). The author proposes a matrix rep-
resentation to visually identify archetypal models of interconnection in parameter
sharing scenarios, in which each cell wi,j summarizes the degree of influence of
player i over player j. The three tables 3.1 provide illustrative examples for, re-
spectively, an ensemble of independent instruments (A), an ensemble driven by a
single performer (B) and an interdependent, equally balanced shared environment
(C).

Table 3.1: G.Booth’s Archetypal Models of Interconnection for multi-user instru-
ments, and their corresponding interdependence metric.

(a) Independent model. im =
0

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

(b) Dominant model. im =
2/3

1 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

(c) Shared model. im = 2/3

.33 .33 .33

.33 .33 .33

.33 .33 .33

As shown in the former figure, we proposed as well a simple metric to evaluate
the mean level of interdependence in multi-user instruments, which may be readily
computed from such matrix representations: the ratio of parameters (and amount
of them) controlled by a performer versus the sum of all parameters in control.
Formally

m = 1−
∑

iwii∑
i

∑
j wij

(3.1)

While the proposed interdependence metric does not tell us how directed or
unequal such dependency is, it may be useful to summarize in a single metric
the amount of control being given to other players, being 0 its value for indepen-
dent instruments and 1/n its value for a balanced, fully shared environment for
n players. We will employ this metric to comparatively evaluate the multi-user
instruments employed in our experiments, in Chapter 8.

Another systematic analysis of collaborative musical performance systems is
proposed by [Hattwick and Wanderley, 2012], offering a multidimensional space
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representation derived from previous work by the authors [Birnbaum et al., 2005].
The proposed dimension space (see fig 3.3) may serve to elicit valuable clues on
agency, hierarchy, mutual awareness and interdependence topology to quantita-
tively evaluate and compare the architectures of collaborative systems.

Figure 3.3: The Collaborative Dimension Space diagram for DMIs

Table 3.2 summarizes the reviewed proposals for multi-user interface classifi-
cation criteria.

Radar charts do provide a useful visualization tool to quickly assess and com-
pare relevant features of multi-user digital instruments. Finally, we must cite two
additional multidimensional space representations which prove valuable insight
from different stakeholder’s perspectives: from the audience and from the con-
ductor’s point of view respectively.

Barbosa [Barbosa et al., 2012] employs chart plots to summarize the level of
audience comprehension concerning a digital musical instrument (see fig 3.4a).
The data is obtained through questionnaires and evaluates how successfully the
audience understand causes and effects in a performance.

Comajuncosas [Comajuncosas and Guaus, 2014] suggests a Conductor Dimen-
sion Space to characterize roles and responsibilities in conducted multi-user in-
struments(see fig 3.4b).

Design criteria for collaborative interfaces

Compared to the plethora of often highly refined electronic instruments designed
for single performers, the number of electronic instruments (or instrumental sets)
designed for social collaborative sonic creation is significantly more reduced. A
similar observation could be drawn on design criteria, though much design issues
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Table 3.2: Classification criteria for Multi-user musical interfaces

Criteria Weinberg (2003) Blaine and
Fels (2003) Barbosa(2004) Jordà (2005) Booth(2010) Hattwick and

Wanderley(2012)

Target

novices,
experts

focus
(players,
audience)

learning curve
(slow,med,fast)

musical genre

Ensemble
small scale,
large scale scale

texture
(discernibility,
homogenity)

Motivations
process,
product

Creative focus
exploratory,
collaborative,
competitive

Spatial topology
centralized,
decentralized centralization

Interdependence
topology

democratic,
autocratic

directed
interaction

hierarchical,
non hierarchical

equal,
unequal

same, different
interaction

balanced,
unbalanced equality

unidirectional,
bi-directional

parallel,
serial inclusivity dependence

role flexibility mutability

Temporal
topology

synchronous,
sequential

synchronous,
asynchronous synchrony

Location
local,
local+net,
net

co-located,
remote

physicality
(space)

Physicality
sensors,
level of
physicality

pysicality
(physical
interaction)

Media
image,sound,
light. . .
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(a) DMI characterization from the audi-
ence perspective

(b) DMI characterization from the con-
ductor’s perspective

Figure 3.4: Two complementary views for DMIs characterization

and recommendations for single-user digital musical instruments are still appli-
cable to collective instruments. Indeed, the ultimate goal for both is to achieve
optimum performative engagement [Paine, 2004].

Key considerations in digital instrument design may differ depending on the
author’s perspective, but they are ultimately closely related. For example, Wander-
ley emphasizes learnability,exploreability and controllability [Wanderley and Orio, 2002],
Settel and Lippe focuses in instrument resolution and expressive depth [Settel and Lippe, 2003]
and Jorda [Jordà, 2004c] prescripts efficiency, learnability and user-role flexibil-
ity, while Jorda and Mealla [Jordà, 2014], in the context of a recently proposed
methodology for teaching NIME design to students, prescript musicality,expressiveness
and virtuosity, among other evaluation criteria.

Blaine [Blaine and Fels, 2003] analyzes multi-player interface design, partic-
ularly for collaborative interfaces targeted to novices, from which she provides a
sample listing. She emphasizes that low complexity is a prerequisite to increase
social interaction and thus opportunities for creativity, even at the expense of ex-
pressiveness and virtuosity capabilities. In a word, the author advocates for a
design of musical interfaces in which the learning curve facilitates flow and a
playfulness to novices. A wide range of hierarchical interaction is shown in the
interfaces reviewed. In a related research, Blaine suggests incorporating highly
directed rule-based and goal-oriented game-like strategies to achieve engaging
collective interfaces while, at the same time, encouraging collaboration in free-
form improvisation.

Weinberg [Weinberg, 2005] advocates for an holistic design approach, where
musical purpose and social experience are mutually determined when designing a
network topology, warning against the incoherent experience that may result when
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mutual control operates on the more salient control parameters (such as pitch con-
tour) and advocating instead for mutual influence granted over ornamental and
expressive parameters. He also states the design must take into account two po-
tential fails regarding mutual control: a too large degree of interdependence may
lead to uncertain control of roles, while full autonomy with simple one-to-one
mappings may, on the other hand, impair the desired immersive interdependent
experience, especially for beginners [Weinberg and Gan, 2000].

As noted by [Morreale et al., 2014], many of the existing research on DMI
design ultimately resorts to proposing a set of design metrics and heuristics to
be applied in the design process, but don’t provide a systematic methodology
to guide the whole design process. To overcome such limitations, the authors
propose MINUET, a experience-oriented framework for musical interface design.
MINUET is structured as a two-stage process comprising two stage, goal and
specifications. The conceptual model consist of four entities which determine the
objectives and constraints of the interface: People, Activities and Context (for the
first stage, which serves to define goals) and Technologies (for the second stage,
which defines the specifications). Such entities respectively identify the end-users,
expected interaction models, environment specifications and design requirements
to satisfy the given design goals. The authors prove the versatility of the MINUET
framework by showing how previous frameworks are taxonomies may relate to
their generic PACT model and demonstrate their use by systematically addressing
the conceptual design of a tangible controller.

More recently, Livingstone [Livingstone, 2003] provides an extensive review
of design criteria for collaborative sound environments from different perspec-
tives. The author proposes a taxonomy of interaction models and behaviors to
characterize collaborative sound environments. Interaction models are defined
by the instrument affordances, which promote specific interaction behaviors: di-
rect parameter manipulation (control model), organization of elements, either in
a linear on non-linear fashion (sequential and organization models), linkage of
elements to build musical relationships (relational model), sustained musical di-
alogue with the interface itself (conversational model), even by adapting to user
behavior (transformative model). Design decisions can be motivated by the user
behavior we want to promote. Livingstone defines four distinct performative be-
haviors: exploratory (oriented to discovery), interpretative (goal oriented actions),
transformative (oriented to abstraction of musical materials) and sociable (ori-
ented to adaptive behavior, including software agents).

Except for Livingstone’s work, much of the previously reviewed authors pre-
ceded the subsequent proliferation of computer ensembles. Design criteria and
recommendations for computer based collective instruments is more oriented to-
wards music HCI research methodologies. A review of relevant human-computer
interaction studies for computer-mediated collaborative musical interfaces will
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provided in chapter 5, in the context of performance evaluation studies.

Evaluation of musical interfaces

One of the main goals of HCI evaluation is to provide generic and practical goals
for design and evaluation of design of interfaces.

The evaluation of digital musical instruments, however, is a challenging is-
sue from an HCI perspective. Classical quantitative HCI evaluation techniques
to assess the productivity of an interface, oriented towards a task-based paradigm
and a stimulus-response interaction model, may not suffice, and may even collide
with the artistic goals of a musical interface and the multiplicity of stakeholders
(manufacturer, performers, audience) involved [O’Modhrain, 2011]. Some well
established methodologies suitable for task-oriented performance measurement
like GOMS or cognitive walkthrough don’t fit well in musical interface evalua-
tion because of its continuous nature and lack of proper models of the cognition
involved in the music-making process[Stowell et al., 2009].

There is additionally a noticeable lack of formal evaluations in the literature of
digital musical instruments. Many interfaces are often introspectively evaluated
by their own creators, thus limiting the generalization of their findings. Stow-
ell’s survey[Stowell et al., 2009] on oral papers presented at the NIME confer-
ence shows a consistently low proportion of proper formal evaluations, with only
37% of papers presenting new instruments described some sort of formal usability
testing. Only in recent years design and evaluation methodologies have received
greater attention.

Formal evaluation of musical interfaces may inform designers and provide a
more systematic approach in interface design. Framing a design space for musical
interfaces, as noted by [Morreale et al., 2014] can both guide the process of design
and serve as a reference point for further studies.

Confirming the aforementioned observations, on a more recent review on NIME
proceedings spanning the 2012-2014 period, Barbosa surveys the different ap-
proaches to DMI evaluation, according to targets and skateholders, goals set, eval-
uation criteria and methodology employed [Barbosa et al., 2015].

The most predominant perspective is that of the performer, followed by de-
signer and audience in the last position. Some notable evaluation criteria from
a performer’s perspective, such as engagement, effectiveness and expressiveness,
still lack consensus on their assessment and measurement. Also from the Per-
former’s perspective, evaluation was mostly qualitative and resorted mainly to
interviews and questionnaires.

The goals of evaluation were summarized as five non-exclusive categories,
showing a wide variety of purposes behind the term “evaluation” on NIME liter-
ature. Among them, assessing the suitability and performance according to pre-
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defined criteria was the most common goal, followed by comparisons between
interfaces and describing behaviors while testing the interface.

While the authors notice a growing interest in incorporating some sort of eval-
uation of DMIs, they notice that goals, criteria and evaluation methodologies are
either absent on a surprising amount of papers, or lack consensus regarding their
precise meaning and are too informally addressed. Consequently, they aim for a
more systematic and unified approach to NIME evaluation to guarantee validity,
meaningfulness and replicability of the results.

Usability oriented evaluation Wanderley and Orio [Wanderley and Orio, 2002]
conducted a comprehensive review of HCI usability methodologies for digital mu-
sical instrument evaluation. Their main motivation was to overcome the limita-
tions inherent in digital instruments which are used in very few circumstances by
very few people, which makes versatility and usability notoriously hard to evalu-
ate from actual musical practice.

The authors comment different musical contexts in which controllers may be
utilized, such as performer-instrument, score-control, post-production, multime-
dia installations and some others not primarily musical such as interactive music
scoring or sonification for dance or videogames. They point out that standard HCI
metaphors have indeed been incorporated as new contexts of interaction in com-
puter music as well, such as drag and drop, scrubbing and navigation. Focusing
on the first, performer-instrument context, the authors propose maximally sim-
ple musical tasks to perform quantitative evaluation of learnability, explorability,
feature controllability and timing controllability. Those tasks require the user to
perform discrete/quantized or continuous movements to reach a given target, from
single events, to motifs or whole phrases or gestures, challenging rhythmic per-
formance as well. Interestingly, the authors opt for Likert-scale feedback instead
of objective accuracy measurements, relying more on the user to assess for the
musical qualities of the interface.

Other authors followed a similar approach for quantitative evaluation of musi-
cal interfaces.

In [Kiefer et al., 2008] the authors evaluate the musical usability of the Wi-
imote controller. The musical tasks consisted on performing rhythmic patterns,
coordinating pitch changes to a metronome, modifying two continuous param-
eters simultaneously and finally using predefined shapes to gesturally control .
Data collection consisted of performance logs and video recordings. Interestingly,
the authors report that the most informative results came from analysis of the in-
terview data, as the conclusions reached from the quantitative analysis seemed
limited compared to the subtlety of the participants’ observations. Their research
provided further suggestions regarding the methodology for musical usability as-
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sessment. In this respect, the authors highly encourage to carry out a pilot study
to calibrate the interface and to determine a minimum of allotted practice time be-
fore carrying out the tasks, and taking into account that musical tasks always entail
some degree of creativity which must be properly assessed - and constrained- for
a successful experiment.

In [Gelineck and Serafin, 2009] the authors carried out usability tests for eval-
uating hardware based faders and knobs as music controllers. Those are among
the simplest low level interfaces for continuous unidimensional control, and are
commonly employed in GUI based control interfaces for music creation as well.
For the usability tests, users had to perform musical tasks which consisted in imi-
tating reference sounds with the provided interfaces. The similarity was assessed
by experts. A questionnaire to measure the perceived difficulty of each task was
filled afterwards, rating how successfully each interface provided accurate and
intuitive control and whether it was inspiring, frustrating, or predictable among
other criteria. Although the authors found no significant differences between the
two, their methodology provides a valuable approach to investigate the creative
and exploratory affordances of musical interfaces.

The aforementioned approaches are based on quantitative analysis, usually
measuring an operational gain of the interface in terms of utility or usability. How-
ever, it is often difficult to demonstrate such gain in the context of creative appli-
cations, and its relevance is often questionable [Marquez-Borbon et al., 2011].

Some common criticisms to Wanderley’s and other authors’ methodology are
related to its reductionist approach, which neglects the affective and creative as-
pects of music making and equates controllability with expressiveness [Stowell et al., 2009].

Jorda [Jordà, 2004a] elaborates on the relationship between performer and
instrument from the perspectives of instrumental efficiency, apprenticeship and
learning curve, by establishing parallelisms with some paradigmatic acoustic in-
struments. The learning curve is a graphical representation of the relationship
between learning time and acquired skills, being better a curve which depicts
a higher level of achieved skills in a shorter time period, and the possibility to
achieve higher skills by devoting more training time. Therefore a desirable in-
strument design should balance a provision for a gentle entry point, incremental
rewards and space for virtuosity, both avoiding boredom and frustration. The con-
cept of instrumental efficiency from an HCI perspective is an indicator of the re-
lationship between the amount of performance features offered by the instrument
and the actual range of musical and expressive possibilities offered. Such effi-
ciency dynamically varies according to a performer’s skills and expectations. Of
course, a very efficient instrument might entail poor user engagement in case of
minimal interaction scenarios, Jordà accordingly introduces the term Performer
Freedom to account for the degrees and range of freedom available to the per-
former in terms of user intervention and musical outcome, and finally summarizes
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the whole set of relationships with the illustrative formula

MusicInstrumentEfficiency =
MusicOutputComplexity · PerformerFreedom

ControlInputComplexity
(3.2)

The same author [Jordà, 2004b] suggests that DMIs, indeed any musical in-
strument, can be described in terms of their ability to support a performer in real-
izing diverse musical goals. It therefore advocates for an evaluation centered on
actual musical contexts rather than on restricted musical tasks. The author further
categorizes such desirable musical diversity in three not mutually exclusive levels:

• Macro diversity the ability to adapt to varied musical contexts, styles and
genres

• Mid diversity the ability to provide resources for distinct performances,
making possible very contrasting realizations from the same set of perfor-
mative actions available, for example in the form of varied repertoire

• Micro diversity the ability to support varied performative nuances, being
sensitive to subtle forms of playing, and thus encouraging sophisticated lev-
els of virtuosity

Though there have not been, to this author’s knowledge, any quantitative
evaluations of DMIs using Jordà’s approach, it nonetheless offers a different,
complementary perspective to the aforementioned methodologies, which might
provide feedback on other aspects of DMI designs, as noted by O’Modhrain
[O’Modhrain, 2011].

Experience oriented evaluation J. Barbosa’s review [Barbosa et al., 2011] on
evaluation methodologies for digital musical instruments show a progressive ten-
dency towards ethnographic, qualitative approaches to interface evaluation, with
most researchers advocating for performer centered evaluations.

While quantitative usability tests may provide some insight into the design of
musical interfaces, assessing user experience usually must resort to qualitative ap-
proaches. A formal qualitative evaluation technique which has been occasionally
employed in the evaluation of digital musical instruments is Discourse Analysis.
Discourse Analysis proposes a systematic methodology to analyze transcribed dis-
course data looking for patterns and consistencies among the participants, in order
to reconstruct and compare their experiences in approaching an interface in a sit-
uated context.

Such methodology, drawn from linguistics and social sciences, may be incor-
porated to the study of the complex musical interactions such as those expected in
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collaborative musical interfaces. For example Stowel [Stowell et al., 2008] sug-
gests a procedure consisting of video recording solo sessions exploring an in-
terface and subsequently complementing them with group sessions to encourage
discussion and further experimentation. The analysis stage consisted of a con-
textualized reconstruction of each participant “world” arising from the objects
(objects, actors, relationships and attitudes) identified in the transcriptions of the
recordings. Discourse Analysis analysis can thus yield valuable information on
users’ preferences, approaches and attitudes, by means of capturing and analyz-
ing subtle nuances in their responses through unstructured dialogue.

Alternatively, content analysis techniques by Grounded Theory [Corbin and Strauss, 2014]
my prove useful in a more exploratory analysis, as they allow to identify and
categorize emergent concepts arising from participant’s verbal descriptions -this
methodology has been proved useful in assessing evaluation criteria for music per-
formance as well, as we will discuss in Chapter 5. For example [Ghamsari et al., 2013]
carried out an evaluation of a novel musical interface by asking performers to im-
provise with them and then using content analysis to identify the main categories
constructed by participants in the subsequent verbal discussion.

Some researchers combine quantitative measurements in task-oriented exper-
iments with users’ feedback. Poepel [Poepel, 2005] presented a methodology for
evaluating the potential for musical expressivity. Participants were asked to play
and compare distinct string instruments coupled to different FM-based synthesis
algorithms, by performing simple musical tasks which served to evaluate accu-
racy on a number of musical dimensions as relevant factors to assess the potential
for musical expressivity of the interfaces. The experiment showed good agree-
ment between the operationalized metric for expressivity potential and perform-
ers’ feedback in the questionnaires and final interview.

One should not attempt to relate quantitative methods to simple interfaces
and qualitative methods to complex ones. Indeed, the diversity and complexity
of musical behaviors, even on the simplest interface, may benefit from ethno-
graphic analysis to evaluate a digital musical instrument. For example, Gurevich
[Gurevich et al., 2010] designed a one-button single-pitched instrument and asked
performers to work on solo performances with it. Through video recordings and
questionnaires the authors examined the relationship between such severe con-
straints and the musical style developed by performers. Even if the limitations
eventually discouraged some performers, many others resorted to a diversity of
strategies to achieve a significant degree of stylistic diversity. The authors ob-
served that this process took place both in spite of and because of the constrained
design. They conclude that there is not a simple causal relationship between the
properties of a musical device and its potential for virtuosity.

In a second study, the authors [Marquez-Borbon et al., 2011] evaluated the
perception of an spectator regarding the complexity of a digital musical instru-
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ment. By incorporating nonlinearities and mode switches in an unfamiliar in-
strument, participants were easily confused about the non univocal relationship
between gesture and sound, either attributing it to performer’s skill or to lack of
performative control.

A corollary of the study of both interfaces is that, in a real scenario, in-
struments can be appropriated and perceived in all sort of ways, and such un-
intended anomalies are valuable indicators of affective and creative aspects of
music-making. Therefore they should not be avoided by placing too reductive
quantitative studies [Stowell et al., 2009].

O’Modhrain [O’Modhrain, 2011] proposes a framework for the evaluation of
digital musical instruments based on the roles and perspectives of the various
stakeholders involved in the design process. The development of a new musical
interface is an iterative process which relies on feedback from several actors who
actively participate in their incremental refinement process. Each actor provides a
different perspective and challenges in the design process:

• Audience The main issue in the evaluation of DMIs from the audience per-
spective is the perception of gesture to sound causality. Expressive and
emotional intent is often extracted from gestural cues, even more than from
aural cues. Additionally, the perception of effort and success assumes an
acquired knowledge of the instrument through previous repertoire and well
established performative practices. It is therefore relevant to know how, in
a context challenging both gestural causality and instrumental identity, an
spectator elicits what are the most relevant cues to understand a performer’s
intentionality.

• Performer The main concern here is the generic concept of instrumental
efficiency, what factors may compromise it (such as instrumental unrelia-
bility, a poorly balanced learning curve, lack of repertoire, or poor design
coherence among others). As performers may have a background in acous-
tic instrument performance, it must be evaluated to what extent building
upon an existing instrument metaphors is an efficient approach. Interest-
ingly, performers may adapt, even creatively, to non ideal interfaces, so
independent assessment is essential.

• Designer From a designer’s viewpoint, traditional HCI evaluation method-
ologies are unsuitable to evaluate interactive systems, because of the inher-
ent realtime coupling between the performer and the system. The main con-
cern here is how to evaluate user experience unobtrusively. An instrument-
centered evaluation focuses on playability, while a user-centered evaluation
is more concerned about playing experience.
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• Player The most challenging factor in the evaluation of the player experi-
ence is how to assess it without disrupting his engagement in a fully im-
mersive and time-critical context. Evaluation is usually both quantitative
and qualitative. Quantitative measurements usually are provided by captur-
ing performance data (accuracy) while qualitative measurements in form of
questionnaires (retrospective reflections on his cognitive experience). The
authors highlight the fact that both evaluations are not concurrent. Non-
intrusive systems to monitor physiological data are thus an open, and yet
hardly explored field of research to directly to evaluate the experience of
playing a DMI.

3.3 Laptop Orchestras

3.3.1 Historical overview

The native processing power and networking abilities of portable computers in
the new millennium made possible to extend the HUB performative paradigms
to incorporate live audio (and visual) generative processes which didn’t have to
resort to custom and often cumbersome setups. This is the case of the first Laptop
Orchestra founded in 2002 by Philippe Chatelain in Tokyo, a laptop ensemble
closely adhering to the principles of Network Music.

However, the proliferation of Laptop Orchestras really started with the adop-
tion of a larger, more participatory format within the computer music departments
and research centers of several Universities from the United States. We must men-
tion here the pioneering work of The Princeton Laptop Orchestra, founded in 2005
by Dan Trueman and Perry Cook and the Stanford Laptop Orchestra (SLOrk)
founded in 2008 by Ge Wang. Those bigger ensembles brought a new model
of computer ensemble which is now prevalent in the United States, the so-called
LOrk model.

A more recent development was the creation of computer ensembles employ-
ing mobile devices such as mobile phones as their primary instrument. The Stan-
ford Mobile Phone Orchestra (MoPhO), created in 2007, pioneered this novel ap-
proach to computer ensembles. Though sharing similitudes with Laptop Orches-
tras, Mobile Orchestras do offer some new interaction possibilities [Oh et al., 2010].
Some novel features provided by such devices are the possibility to move freely,
walking around in the performance space or among the audience, design expres-
sive, gesture-based interfaces which both encourage face-to-face interaction be-
tween performers and allow the audience to visually map sounds to movements.
Since their creation, they put specific emphasis in building a persistent reper-
toire, mostly consisting of free-form, structured and conducted improvisations
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[Wang et al., 2008].
Figure 3.5 summarizes a restricted survey1 of computer ensembles ordered

by founding data, showing a peak in 2008-2011 period. This survey focuses on
well established, mostly institutional Laptop Orchestras, but the actual number of
active computer ensembles is much larger.

Figure 3.5: Number of laptop and mobile ensembles by year of creation

A recent survey carried out by Shelly Knotts is, to our knowledge, the most
comprehensive overview of the developing laptop ensemble scene[Knotts and Collins, 2014].
The survey was undertaken of 160 laptop ensembles and was focused on their or-
ganizational and social structure.

3.3.2 Research topics on Laptop Orchestras
Research on issues related to Laptop Orchestras is mainly addressed in the New
Interfaces for Music Expression (NIME), International Computer Music Confer-
ence (ICMC) and Sound & Music Computing (SMC) conferences. On a survey of
the NIME proceedings for the whole 2001-2015 period, research papers citing or
dealing with Computer Ensembles, Laptop Orchestras or Mobile Orchestras show
a consistent growing trend, peaking in the 2012-2014 period both in absolute and
relative terms (see Figure 3.6). Indeed the year 2012 the First (and only, up to
date) Symposium of Laptop Orchestras took place in Louisiana, where over 30
research papers on Laptop Orchestra related topics were presented.

Summarizing the main Laptop Orchestra related research topics outlined by
the NIME Conference and SLEO Symposium will give us an idea of active ar-
eas of research in this field. By keyword and content analysis we conclude that
the most relevant research topics in Laptop Orchestras relate to compositional
strategies (usually illustrated by repertoire reviews), setup, infrastructure and in-
strument design methodologies and analysis and frameworks for collaborative
interfaces (see Figure 3.7). Other relevant topics are the discussion of perfor-
mance strategies and challenges, the educational perspective -indeed, most laptop

1https://silpayamanant.wordpress.com/new-music-ensembles-in-the-us/
laptop-orchestras-and-ensembles/
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Figure 3.6: Number papers on computer ensembles in the NIME Proceedings

orchestras belong to academic institutions- and the development of frameworks
for network infrastructure. Finally, there are some studies on aesthetics and soci-
ology of Laptop Orchestras as well.

Figure 3.7: Relevant research topics on Laptop Orchestras in the NIME Proceed-
ings

Closely related to computer ensembles is the research on design and evalua-
tion of collaborative musical interfaces, such as collaborative tangible interfaces
(such as music tabletops, or collective musical interfaces for novices),remote per-
formances and interactive installations

Ensemble models

Winkler [Winkler, 1998] defines four performance models for traditional instru-
mental ensembles in the context of interactive music systems: the conductor
model, the chamber music model, the improvisation model and the free impro-
visation model. The social roles participating and defining a computer ensemble
extend beyond Winkler instrumental models because both the compositional stage
and the design and implementation of the software and hardware infrastructure
are usually taken care by the ensemble as an essential part of their creative work
[Wang et al., 2009].
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Moreover, the instrumental model is rather dynamic in a Laptop Orchestra,
and widely varies according to the chosen repertoire. We might, however, tenta-
tively assign the former performance models to some well established ensembles
according to their regular practice. Under this perspective, the institutional ensem-
bles adhering to the LOrk model tend to follow a conductor model , while smaller
ensembles better adhere to the chamber music or free improvisational models. We
will call this approach the HUB model, as such ensembles tend to follow many of
the practices of The League and the HUB.

In a way, both models reflect in the music collective context what Jordà iden-
tifies [Jordà, 2005a] as the tension between the luthier-as-composer role -for the
LOrK ensemble model- and the improviser-as-composer (an luthier!) role -for the
HUB ensemble model-.

Mobile music ensembles, by the other hand, belong to the theoretical frame-
work of Mobile Music as well, as defined by Gaye et al. [Gaye et al., 2006], at
the same time deeply influenced by the broader concept of Locative Arts, as intro-
duced by Drew Hemment in 2004[Hemment, 2006]. The authors identify novel
possibilities for music collaboration which take advantage of context awareness
by location and proximity sensing.

We will now discuss the two most relevant ensemble models for Laptop Or-
chestras, the LOrk model and the HUB model.

LOrK model As previously stated, and according to Knotts[Knotts and Collins, 2014],
the LOrk style ensemble is now the dominant model in the USA, with a higher
level of university affiliation, whereas European groups are more often unaffili-
ated and of smaller size.

The so-called LOrk model advocates for medium to big sized ensembles in
which performers use laptops as their sound generating devices, extending them
with occasional gestural devices and usually incorporating hemispheric multi-
channel speaker arrays for to provide an individually localized sound radiation
pattern.

Those ensembles may consist of more than a dozen of players, and use to
adopt some practices commonly seen in large orchestral ensembles: explicit use
of the space, by distributing performers on stage and resorting to instrumental
sections, and a performative ritual built around a programme of composed works,
preventing scenarios of indeterminacy and at most resorting to highly structured
improvisations.

Additionally, large sized Laptop Orchestras usually have a conductor, who
may employ different conduction strategies, from expressive gestural shaping to
signs to control a structured improvisation or instrumental gestures to be mirrored
by the performers. The primary use of the network is to assist the conductor and
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players to enforce synchronization and automating structural events in the perfor-
mance, though more interactive schemes are non uncommon. Even if participants
are actively encouraged to take part in the creative process, Laptop Orchestras
often conceive new repertoire more in a top-down approach, providing ready-to-
be-played works in which roles and behaviors are much less idiosyncratic and
autonomous than in the League or the HUB.

In conclusion, the LOrk model might tend to rather autocratic. The orchestra
defines a homogeneous hardware setup, provides well documented repertoire with
individual authorship and is formed by undergraduate students who take part in
the ensemble as traditional performers. Some relevant examples are the Princeton
Laptop Orchestra, the Linux Laptop Orchestra, the Stanford Laptop Orchestra or
the Mobile Phone Orchestra to mention just a few.

HUB model Smaller ensembles may tend to adopt a more democratic model,
closely adhering to the HUB model of performers-as-composers-as-designers and
focused in the exploration of the practices and paradigms of Network Music.
Rapidly shifting roles and improvisational practices are much more common,
therefore we might observe behaviors more characteristic of chamber or free jazz
ensembles.

Those ensembles tend to be smaller, though there are exceptions, as for exam-
ple with the Cybernetic Orchestra (10 members) [Ogborn, 2014] or the Republic
111 ensemble (cited by [Knotts and Collins, 2014]). The approach is more collab-
orative and may resort in heterogeneous setups. A strong Do-It-Yourself approach
is prevalent and performers are usually given the responsibility to prepare their
own setups [Hewitt et al., 2010].

Knotts observes that such ensembles may tend to be more democratic [Knotts and Collins, 2014],
despite the eventual presence of a conductor, whose role is to coach, mediate
and otherwise indirectly guide the performance rather than explicitly command-
ing performers.

HUB-inspired ensembles resort to multi-user networking paradigms and/or
live-coding practices, and play more improvised or collaboratively composed pieces.
The collaborative process in the infrastructure building may extend to the perfor-
mance itself, thanks to the facilities provided by the network regarding the sharing
of information, resources and code [Wilson et al., 2010].

As relevant examples of computer ensembles adhering to the HUB model
we could mention the BiLE (Birmingham Laptop Ensemble), PowerBooks Un-
plugged or Benoit and the Mandelbrots for example.

The Barcelona Laptop Orchestra closely adheres to the HUB ensemble model,
despite being a conducted ensemble, and its performative paradigms will be fur-
ther discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, we should emphasize here that such cate-
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gories are in no way mutually exclusive. Indeed, a relevant amount of the reper-
toire developed by the former Lork-style orchestras explore network music sce-
narios more akin to the HUB-style ensembles.

Beyond the acousmatic experience

For an unhappy audience who is inclined to believe that a performer
with the movement patterns of a clerk is probably playing back a cd
while checking his mail, laptop performances are lacking appeal.

Julian Rohrhuber [Rohrhuber et al., 2007]

Even if computer ensembles are usually known by the kind of computer de-
vice that performers use to play - and so we may have laptop orchestras or mobile
phone orchestras, for example- the very nature of computer devices makes it hard
to associate any kind of instrumental identity to computer ensembles. Computer
devices, and sets of co-located computer devices as well, are culturally associ-
ated to their primary design purpose -office use- or to some other tangentially
well established contexts, such as videogame LAN parties. The audience faces
the challenge of building expectations and associations for devices which are not
readily linked to a sound identity nor a style of playing nor a known repertoire and
performative tradition [Cascone, 2002]

Live computer music performance may be regarded as hardly believable, both
by its lack of expressive gesturality, by our acquired cultural knowledge which
relates computers to office work and by the lack of physical causality between ac-
tions and sounds. Expectations regarding embodied expressivity might not be
so critical in larger computer ensembles, but are nonetheless present. Not to
say that some ensembles advocate for this acousmatic approach as an aesthetic
statement, this is the case of the Florida League for Intedeterminate Performance
[Peuquet et al., 2012].

On the other side, to provide a non-acousmatic listening situation Ruviaro
states that Laptop Orchestras must account for the need to provide presence,
movement and cultural references to their performance[Ruviaro, 2011]. This chal-
lenge of embodiment is, paradoxically, increased by the incorporation of complex
networking schemes which may enhance social interaction among performers but
which, by the other hand, tampers with the connection between ensemble partici-
pants and audience members[Vallis et al., 2012]

Presence and movement can be greatly enhanced through the user of gestural
controllers. Laptop Orchestras do make regular use of such controllers, in line
with the current NIME design practices and approaching the laptop as a freely ex-
pandable and configurable meta-instrument [Trueman et al., 2006][Trueman, 2010].
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Choreographic and idiomatic gestures are a useful resource to provide cultural an-
chor points for the audience to better understand the (see, for example, Forkish et
al.’ Cop de Cap as described in [Ruviaro, 2011]. For some ensembles physical
presence, gesturality and choreography are their raison d’etre, this is the case of
the Linux Laptop Orchestra [Tech et al., 2010].

Mobile orchestras, on the other hand, provide more opportunities for embod-
ied interaction. Mobile devices do offer more gesture-based possibilities of inter-
action thanks to their embedded range of gesture sensors[Oh et al., 2010].

The incorporation of visual information is expected to reinforce the listener
experience as well, by providing additional expressive cues and making the whole
performance more understandable and believable. Visual cues may come from
graphical elements in users’ interfaces or projected to the audience, and from
performer’s gestures, conveyed by the use of gestural interfaces.

Wang [Wang, 2014] elaborates a set of principles of expressive visual design
for computer music, both for musical visualization and for user interfaces. Re-
garding HCI considerations, Wang advocates for real-time visuals, concurrently
designed with audio processes, offering intelligible affordances, being content-
oriented, constrained, and guiding and encouraging physical interaction. Visu-
als must be informative and suggestive at the same time, therefore the designer
should find the optimal equilibrium between functional and aesthetic considera-
tions, which ultimately reinforce each other. To Wang visual interfaces for com-
puter music should be essentialistic but aesthetically appealing as well. Musical
processes are best displayed with dynamic, organic visuals which provide defined
behaviors and identities to elements.

Infrastructure

In this section we will review the approaches and proposals related to the devel-
opment of technological infrastructure for Laptop Orchestras, a key research topic
in the literature on computer music ensembles as we have outlined.

While the trend towards computer based meta- an extended instruments is a
rather distinctive feature in LOrk ensembles, some other technological resources
have been consistently adopted by a majority of ensembles, notably the network-
ing infrastructure for ensemble interaction.

Sound reinforcement infrastructure Since its inception, the Princeton Laptop
Orchestra emerged from a body of research encompassing the design of sound ra-
diating devices to achieve a more instrument-like presence and the embodied in-
teraction through specifically tailored computer interfacing devices. It should not
surprise us, therefore, that a strong emphasis was given to the specification of a
laptop-based meta-instrument incorporating such features. A typical PLOrk setup
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consist of an ensemble of 15 or more stations consisting of a laptop, sound inter-
facing hardware and a six-channel speaker with individually addressable drivers
to emulate different sound radiation patterns. Performers play onstage, sitting on
floor and communicating with each other and with the conductor through a local
area network [Trueman et al., 2006].

Compared to a shared PA setup, this approach offers some advantages. At an
individual level, Cook and Trueman noticed that BoSSA [Trueman and Cook, 2000a],
the violin-inspired device which first incorporated the speaker arrays the PLOrk
would be based on, provided a presence similar to an acoustic instrument, a sense
of space which allows for a sort of intimacy and physical relationship with sound,
which emanates in front of the performer, surrounding him. In turn, that intimate
relationship with the instrument leads to increased opportunities for expressive
performance and ensemble awareness. At an ensemble level, individual sound
sources contribute to a clarification of textures by means of their spatial and per-
sonal roles.

Individual sound sources sitting next to performers evoque a traditional acous-
tic ensemble in terms of sound localization, and also suggest performative con-
straints related to the speed of sound and visual connection between players.
While such constraints ultimately pose a limit for coordination between players,
such limits can nonetheless be violated or bypassed by means of network coordi-
nation, which may be both thrilling and disturbing, as Cook and Trueman noticed
[Trueman, 2007].

Another approach in terms of sound setup comes from Alberto di Campo’s
ensemble Powerbooks Unplugged [Rohrhuber et al., 2007] resorts to the built-in
speakers of laptops, with their restricted high frequency range. Performers sit
among the audience thus blurring the audience/performer/stage conventions and at
the same time maximizing the spatial qualities of such quasi-acoustic experience 2.
Ensembles like the Huddersfield Experimental Laptop Orchestra [Hewitt et al., 2010]
adhere to this approach for its convenience and portability.

Finally, the very assignation of sound sources to instrumentalists may be chal-
lenged by the nature of the instrument (for example, in the case of multi-user
instruments or shared environments). The IEM Computermusic Ensemble (ICE)
goes far beyond the traditional sound-source-per-player paradigm by decoupling
the physical locations of performers from the actual placement of sound sources.
Their spatialization framework [Ritsch, 2014] consists of a virtual concert hall
(VCH) which simulates a 3D acoustic space into which performers may freely
incorporate their instrumental voices. A specific rendering engines instantiate this
virtual space as required, for example as an Ambisonics decoding into a multi-
channel audio setup or as a decoding for binaural listening.

2http://pbup.net/s/
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Network synchronization for computer ensembles Most Laptop Orchestra
performances highly rely on, and build upon network coordination, synchroniza-
tion and timing techniques. Issues like connectivity protocols, network topology,
bandwidth, latency and jitter control techniques have been individually addressed
by most Laptop Orchestras. Nowadays, most if not all Laptop Orchestras ex-
tensively employ Open Sound Control over UDP to communicate because of its
flexibility and extensive implementations available. UDP is usually chosen for the
minimum latency requirements, despite its unreliable delivery.

A centralized clock is the most employed synchronization mechanism since
the first laptop orchestras: Perry Cook, Gee Wang and David Trueman addressed
some strategies to enforce tight synchrony in laptop ensembles, using a conductor
laptop which sends pulses the stations synchronize with. [Smallwood et al., 2008]
The most common issues detected in networked music ensembles are dropped
packets, non-uniform latency between stations, jitter, and the mixed effect of au-
dio and network latency. Some toolkits have been developed to analyze those
issues, such as LOrkNeT) [Cerqueira, 2010]. Provided a shared absolute time ref-
erence is available, time-stamping events allows stations to trade lower jitter for
a longer latency by deferring, processing or discarding packets according to their
time of arrival, that is, by forward synchronization scheduling[Cerqueira, 2010]
[Schmeder et al., 2010]

Platforms and frameworks for collaborative instrument design and perfor-
mance Most laptop orchestras resort to generic programming environments for
developing real-time musical software applications, which adhere to a modular
dataflow paradigm indebted to Max Mathew’s Music N family. Graphical environ-
ments such as Puredata [Puckette and Others, 1996] or MaxMSP [Puckette et al., 1990]
allow for visually programming sound synthesis algorithms and interactive music
processes by wiring boxes which implement lower level functionality, following
Puckette’s Patcher programming model [Puckette, 1988], while text-based envi-
ronments such as SuperCollider [McCartney, 2002] or ChucK [Wang and Cook, 2004]
resort to custom programming languages aimed at facilitating the expression of
compositional and signal processing ideas.

Such environments excel at prototyping single-user DMI but, as all of them
provide native networking capabilities, may seamlessly extend to multi-user and
collaborative performance environments. Many Laptop Orchestras develop their
own OSC-based frameworks to handle intercommunication and to facilitate the
implementation of network based repertoire in which there is need for resource
sharing and collective user awareness. Such frameworks and toolkits are often
tailored to the specific environments and requirements of that particular Laptop
Orchestra, and therefore lack enough generalizability as to be quickly adopted by
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other ensembles.
Rebeca Fiebrink contributed with the development of two distinct frameworks

for Laptop Orchestra instrument design. SMELT [Fiebrink et al., 2007] was based
on the requirements of the PLOrk repertoire and is an open-source toolkit aimed
at facilitating rapid prototyping of interfaces build on the native input capabilities
of laptops, such as keyboard and mouse.

The Wekinator [Fiebrink et al., 2009b] is an OSC-enabled Java environment
for supervised, interactive machine learning for music based on Weka 3, a popular
software for data mining. It allows the performer to build controller mappings in
real-time. It includes a built-in number of low level audio and video feature extrac-
tors and sensor data capture for training, as well as the wide repertoire of learning
algorithms provided by the Weka machine learning library. Fiebrink[Fiebrink et al., 2009b]
also proposes a play-along strategy for training, in which the user freely performs
gestures in accordance with a provided “score”. They show examples for realtime
mapping of gesture to musical generation and physical model control. Many more
similar mapping frameworks and toolkits do exist, most of them resorting to a vari-
ety of supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques (see for example
[Bevilacqua et al., 2005], [Van Nort and Wanderley, 2006], [Gillian et al., 2011],
[Smith and Garnett, 2012], [Gillian and Paradiso, 2014], [Malloch et al., 2014]) though
Wekinator’s approach, allowing the incorporate the very process of instrument
building into the ensemble performance itself, is rather unique.

While the two former environments are specifically designed for mapping in-
put controllers, some other frameworks or toolkits are more focused towards sim-
plifying the setup, network infrastructure and user management of a computer en-
semble. Regarding the setup, GRENDL[Beck et al., 2011] is designed to handle
the deployment and management of hardware and software setup, and distributes
scores to performers .

As for network infrastructure, NRCI, developed by Christopher Burns and
Greg Surges[Burns and Surges, 2008], is a set of abstractions for user interfaces,
GUI-based controls, audio generation and processing routines and their own net-
working protocols to handle offline delivery of performance data and flexible ne-
gotiation of control commands, all designed to facilitate the construction of soft-
ware instruments. It was developed an tailored to suit the MiLO (Milwaukee
Laptop Orchestra) requirements.

Another package aimed at facilitating ensemble networking is Republic. Re-
public 4 is an extension to SuperCollider which allows for organization and co-
operation in changing groups. It transparently takes care of synchronization and
administers users’ addresses for easy session management. It was developed to

3http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
4https://github.com/supercollider-quarks/Republic
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Table 3.3: A sample of frameworks used for instrument design, networking in-
frastructure and performance with computer ensembles

Framework Year Platform Main purpose

CoAudicle 2005 ChucK networking
SMELT 2007 C++ mapping
NRCI 2008 PureData design and networking
Wekinator 2009 Java mapping
Republic 2009 SuperCollider networking
GRENDL 2011 C++ deployment
LOLC 2011 Java performance

suit the live-coding performances of PowerBooks UnPlugged but it is currently
being used for other SuperCollider live-coding ensembles[de Campo, 2013].

LOLC [Freeman et al., 2003] is a Java environment for collaborative text-based
laptop performance. It supports chat, exchange of musical materials throughout
the performance and real-time music notation generation.

CoAudicle5, is a graphical environment which extends ChucK live-coding
paradigm to interactive network-enhanced performance between multiple perform-
ers [Wang et al., 2005], allowing for a client-server model, where performers may
collaboratively edit others’ code run on a centralized server, or a peer-to-peer
model where each performer runs his own ChucK virtual machine but may ex-
change code and data with other performers. It therefore allows for highly inter-
dependent processes to take place concurrently.

Finally, table 3.3 summarizes the surveyed frameworks, their year of creation,
platform and main purpose.

Live-coding environments for ensemble performance Some computer ensem-
bles strongly adhere to live coding practices. For example the network band
Powerbooks Unplugged, one of the largest unconducted laptop ensembles, uti-
lizes their aforementioned SuperCollider-based Republic[de Campo, 2013] sys-
tem for collaborative live coding, while Ge Wang developed the ChucK[Wang and Cook, 2004]
language to introduce live coding in the Princeton Laptop Orchestra. Many other
generic programming or computer music oriented environments have been used
for live-coding, the only requirement being that they are realtime oriented [Zmölnig and Eckel, 2007].
We could cite here Impromptu [Brown and Sorensen, 2007], Fluxus 6, ChuK, Lu-
aAV [Wakefield et al., 2010] or ixi lang [Magnusson, 2011b], to mention just a

5http://audicle.cs.princeton.edu/doc/faces/co.html
6http://www.pawfal.org/fluxus/
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few.
The graphical counterpart to collective text-based live-coding practices is dy-

namic patching, that is, the ability to concurrently edit a patch while perform-
ing, therefore breaking the traditional separation between editing and performance
views and working modes. We should mention here the dynamic patching features
incorporated into PureData by Kaltenbrunner et al. [Kaltenbrunner et al., 2004]
which were motivated by the ReacTable design requirements [Kaltenbranner et al., 2006]
[Jordà et al., 2007]. Some other approaches for collective dynamic patching are
Hans-Christoph Steiner’s Xtreme Programming for PureData 7, Sarlo’s GrIPD re-
mote interface for concurrent patching [Sarlo, 2003] and the Barcelona Laptop
Orchestra’s HUB, a concurrent live-patching environment built on PureData’s dy-
namic patching features (see 4.2.5).

Frameworks for mobile musical interface design We have come a long way
since Essl, Wang and Rohs[Essl et al., 2008] stressed the need for generic instru-
ment building tools for mobile devices, in pair with the rich set of features pro-
vided by their hardware.

Nowadays several frameworks for DMI development for mobile devices are
available. Many aim at simplifying the mapping from device sensors to syn-
thesis parameters, for rapid interface construction, usually taking into account
the different I/O capabilities of mobile devices, with smaller displays than their
desktop counterparts, but a rich set of sensor devices. They usually focus on
touch-based interaction on multi-touch screens, instead of the alphanumeric key-
boards and single-point mouse interaction which characterize the prevailing edit-
ing paradigms for laptop computers.

Among those, a number of frameworks focus on providing users a flexible
platform to replace the traditional fader control boxes with equivalent touch based
GUIs, and may be deployed either as native applications (such as Control8 or
TouchOSC9) or as browser-based interfaces (as is the case with NexusUI10). Some
of those frameworks are intended to communicate with a server (usually a desktop
device onstage) which is in charge of more CPU intensive processes, such as audio
synthesis, and may facilitate the integration by automating the procedure, though
nowadays embedded audio synthesis is entirely feasible.

In general, latency may be an issue when using such devices for musical use.
Certain OS are not tailored for real-time performance, but a client-server architec-
ture must account for the latency and jitter caused by WiFi LAN connection, much

7https://gem.iem.at/pd/pd/Members/hans/xp4pd
8http://charlie-roberts.com/Control/
9http://hexler.net/software/touchosc

10http://nexusosc.com/
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Table 3.4: Frameworks for mobile musical interface design

framework environment platforms comments

mMTCF PureData Android OSC control, synthesis with libpd 11

MobMuPlat PureData Android, iOS OSC control, synthesis with libpd12

Csound mobile Csound Android, iOS uses the CsoundAPI 13

massMobile Max MSP Android, iOS uses the MaxMSP Api 14

Mira Max MSP iOS GUI to Max bridge 15

higher if resorting to broadband connectivity as in environments where the audi-
ence participation is expected. In the latter case, the large and essentially unpre-
dictable latency of cellular networks might advocate for performative paradigms
in which precise real-time is not an issue, such as in collective voting systems
or collaborative sequencing, to mention two audience oriented projects using the
massMobile framework[Weitzner et al., 2012]

The proliferation of different architectures and OS associated to mobile de-
vices pose a problem for the developer of musical applications. A possible workaround
are browser-based application development, which would theoretically maximize
multi-platform interoperability. Developing for the browser allows the designer
of musical interfaces to take advantage of already existing solutions. If earlier
java or flash applets, the current trend aims to take advantage of native browser
capabilities, employing Javascript and the Web audio API for audio synthesis and
processing and CSS and HTML for simple visual layout. This is the case of the
NexusUI platform, which integrates with WebAudio.

Additionally, many generic sound synthesis environments and interactive mu-
sic programming environments have ports for mobile platforms at different stages
of development. Some of them assist in building GUI bridges to desktop com-
puter patches carrying the DSP, though OSC or specific APIs provided by the
platform, while some others are direct ports of the original environments to the
new platforms, either as standalone packages or as libraries to be incorporated
in third-party applications. Table 3.4 lists some mobile frameworks suitable for
musical ensemble interface design.

3.3.3 Compositional and notational approaches
This section surveys relevant repertoire for computer ensembles adopting the paradigm
of interdependent multi-user instruments. Of special interest are the social hier-
archies which the topology of interdependence promotes, and the role and perfor-
mative options given to players. The role of the conductor, if present, is analyzed
as well.
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The purpose of this section is not to carry out an exhaustive review of the
existing repertoire for computer ensembles, but to provide illustrative examples of
compositions for computer ensembles in view of the aforementioned taxonomies
and performative paradigms.

For a related survey on interfaces, ensembles and contexts for collaborative
musical experiences covering the period from 1993 to 2002 see [Blaine and Fels, 2003]
. More recently, Xambó carried out a similar survey on systems, musical pieces
and computer ensembles as a whole, which illustrates specific cases of interdepen-
dent networks, computer and mobile music ensembles, collective tangible user in-
terfaces as well as historical examples of network music systems [Xambó, 2015].

As this review is based on actual compositions and systems-as-compositions,
it largely omits the contribution of improvisational live-coding practices, which
are hardly documented. Additionally, the most documented repertoire for Laptop
Orchestras is to be found at PLOrk16 and SLOrk17 websites, therefore this survey
will exhibit an unavoidable bias towards their repertoire.

A final section will review the main compositional and performative notation
techniques to document the repertoire for Laptop Orchestras.

A review of the repertoire for Laptop Orchestras

Networking and governance

As previously described, a prevalent use of the network in computer ensembles
following the LOrK model, in accordance with its more centralized and hierarchi-
cal approach, is to enforce synchronization and provide tools for proper ensemble
governance.

In some cases, networking synchronization techniques are incorporated when-
ever the need for them arises. In Supreme Balloon (PLOrk), for example, players
manually trigger arpeggiato sequences. A server shows a tempo which must be
manually followed be performers by ear. Lack of proper instrumental training,
or maybe latency issues as well, made the human coordination unfeasible up to
the point that the server ultimately enforced the tempo to guarantee proper syn-
chronization [Reinecke, 2010]. A similar approach may be seen in Non-specific
Gamelan Taiko-Fusion Band [Trueman et al., 2006] [Wang and Cook, 2006], where
multiple sequencers are kept in tight synchrony by a central clock.

CliX(Ge Wang, 2006) epitomizes a piece composed for a LOrK ensemble: all
performers play the same sound generator (it is a highly homogeneous setup) and
the networking implementation is just designed to enforce synchronization, act-
ing as a conductor assistant, but not to allow for a more democratic interaction

16http://plork.princeton.edu/index.php
17http://slork.stanford.edu/
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between performers. Additionally, the use of the space is relevant as the distribu-
tion of performers onstage is a relevant factor in the performance. In CliX, which
consists of a conducted improvisation, two conduction levels take place simultane-
ously. A conductor gesturally instruct what players must play, and with what den-
sity and frequency by typing keys on their laptops. At the same time such actions
are quantized and synchronized to a shared network clock sent by the conductor’s
laptop over WiFi, which surprisingly wasn’t reliable enough[Cerqueira, 2010].
Finally wired ethernet was required for a more reasonably accurate network syn-
chronization. The ensemble is actually played by the conductor, who controls
density, frequency and spatial distribution of the sound textures, while the role of
performers is minimal, limited to follow the conductor commands with no space
for significant individual contribution.

The hierarchical use of the network may play a more salient musical role.
Quite often, it may serve to structure an improvisation by triggering certain scenes
or configurations or may be used by the conductor to balance and shape the dy-
namics of a performance. We will illustrate both approaches with two examples.

Adam Scott proposed three elements that create a work’s identity, and which
may exhibit a variable degree of determinacy: form (scale and structure), fixicity
(or sonic identity) of the performers and concept or method of execution (from
score-based to free improvisation)[Neal, 2008]. He proposes a number of differ-
ent pieces for laptop ensemble with variable degrees of indeterminacy. In Presets
(2008), the least determined one, players perform a free improvisation with inde-
terminated form. Their laptops are networked and player 1 acts as a conductor:
by triggering certain cues, his computer reads the state from the other players and
redistributes a certain parameter to all the other players, which is automatically
updated. When no cues are being triggered, the quartet works effectively as a
set of independent instruments, but cues lock temporally all players to player 1,
unifying a certain timbrical parameter or musical state for all.

In Autopoetics I (Ted Coffey, 2009), players are free to input certain musical
sequences, undo or clear them all into a cue which a central server processes. The
clear all option had so much dramatic effects worked as a kid of anonymous sab-
otage. Some students asked to incorporate some accountability to identify user’s
actions and thus enforce discipline, while the conductor just asked for proper en-
semble etiquette, but without enforcing norms or rules. [Reinecke, 2010]. On
further iterations voting schemes or further constraints were incorporated to en-
force a suitable balance between performers’ activity and musical result. Needless
to say that such unlimited power granted to players is unthinkable in a traditional
ensemble. Ted continued this line of research with Autopoetics II (for laptop
quintet) and III (in interactive installation format (2010).

On the other side, providing collective awareness through the network may
facilitate user negotiation in more non-hierarchical scenarios. For example, Paula
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Matthusen’s Lathyrus (2007), another popular piece in the repertoire of several
Laptop Orchestras, is a structured, improvisational game-like piece where per-
formers must self-organize and seek a proper consensus on the patch chosen to
navigate the musical areas available for exploration.

Game inspired pieces

As a co-located, synchronous activity relying on a computer network, it should
not surprise that many composers highlighted the parallelism between computer
music ensembles and multi-player LAN parties, an already well established social
context for computer networking. Multiplayer games may be used to design a
goal-oriented performance by imposing rules to performers, they may provide the
infrastructure to design a shared performative environment, or they may inspire
visual-driven multi-user interaction. We will show some relevant examples of
each possibility.

In Smallwood’s On the Floor [Smallwood et al., 2008], for example, players
freely run a sonified game operating autonomously, trying to globally recreate
a casino soundscape. The conductor monitors all the players and can change
their individual game states to enforce a few global parameters such as the overall
character and the piece duration. This is an extreme example of game sonification
in which players are only expected to play a game, while the sonic environment
is provided by the samples triggered and a certain musical dynamics is indirectly
enforced by the conductor.

By re-adapting popular multiplayer environments, it is possible to rely on an
already available rich infrastructure which provides opportunities to develop what
Alvaro Barbosa calls Shared Sonic Environments[Barbosa, 2003]: synchronous
or quasi-synchronous environments which allow for concurrent improvisation both
in co-located and remote scenarios.

In nous sommes tous Fernando. . . (Robert Hamilton,2008) [Hamilton, 2009]
players navigate within q3osc, a modified, OSC-enabled Quake 3 game engine.
Instead of the rules provided by the game, players center on the musical possibil-
ities provided by the sonification and spatialization of their actions, like throwing
projectiles. Even if it is a freely improvisatory work, the virtual camera opera-
tor projecting the scene to the audience acts as a conductor, shaping the balance
and spatialization of the ensemble and typing messages to performers onscreen. A
similar approach may be seen in GG Music[Cerqueira et al., 2013], which sonifies
Starcraft 2, another popular real-time strategy computer game. The sound engine
collects gameplay data and extensive player’s metrics, and the game engine al-
lows for scheduling and parallelization of musical events, but the overall musical
discourse is mostly dependent on the game rules and dynamics. As both environ-
ments don’t allow for mutual sonic influence between players (each sonic event
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is attributed exclusively to a single player) we might consider the contribution of
performers as summative.

Less constrained by the inherent game dynamics, Wang&Smallwood’s ChucK
ChucK Rocket is a shared environment built with the ChucK-based Audicle envi-
ronment, consisting of mice moving in a grid. The visual interface lets players to
share mices and direct mice movements by placing arrows and sonified obstacles.
The conductor shapes the global sonic character by modifying some simple game
rules like mice speed and density of mice, but he can directly instruct players as
well. In contrast to the previous piece, players are encouraged to pay attention to
the musical outcome of their collective actions[Smallwood et al., 2008]. There-
fore, even if music arises from visual activity, there is an inherent tension: if the
visual rules, it is game sonification, if the music drives it, the visuals are a kind of
dance [Wang and Cook, 2006].

Physicality

The expressive use of physicality, both with the use of gestural interfaces and the
expressive use of space by performers has been addressed in repertoire for laptop
orchestras and more predominantly in repertoire for mobile ensembles.

For example, L2Ork’s performance aesthetics emphasizes physical presence
through gesture and choreography. Indeed, his conductor, Ivica Ico Bukvic, aims
for an amalgamation of performer and conductor roles, resorting to performative
gestures inspired on Taiji choreography. In Citadel(2010), for example, the whole
ensemble gesturally follows the conductor to build a continuum of string chords
by simulating bowing movements with Nintendo Wiimotes and Nunchuks[Tech et al., 2010].
This repertory is particularly suitable for undergraduates and even K-12 students,
a specific educational target for the L2Ork.

A more sophisticated approach combining physical gesture and interdepen-
dence may be seen in in Line (Jascha Narveson, 2011), which explores gestural-
ity as a required resource to enforce emergent synchronization between players.
Modified Gametrak controllers 18, which allow for two-hand position tracking
through retracting cable reels, are utilized by all the performers. Conceived as a
structured improvisation, every performer may trigger independent melodies ges-
turally controlled. Pitch and texture may be locked by careful matching of play-
ers’ frequency and phase of their autonomous processes respectively. The overall
result is a slowly evolving musical and choreographic performance.

Combining the hierarchical, conductor-based approach of L2Ork repertoire
with computer-mediated human interaction, the Physical Computing Ensemble
explores the expressive use of physical interactions which are metaphors of real

18https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gametrak
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non musical actions, such as in Skipping Stones[Hattwick and Umezaki, 2012],
where players perform throwing motion which triggers sound events. An auto-
mated score acts as a software conductor which sends timed cues to performers.
They are invisibly sent to their WIImotes through vibrotactile feedback, acting as
reminders to players, much as a prompter in an opera or theater performance.

As previously stated, mobile ensembles do make extensive use of gesture and
space. For example, SoundBounce (Luke Dahl,2010) is based on the metaphor of
a bouncing ball -a metaphor addressed as well in Just Continue to Move, by the
aforementioned PCE ensemble. Performers throw sounds gesturally with their
mobile devices, moving around the stage. This physically based interaction aims
for a cooperative or competitive play and provides space for skill-based perfor-
mance. The piece is structured as an improvisation which finally evolves to a
sonified game. Performers interact spatially with independently generated sound
sources, but at the end they can knock others’ sounds, therefore the instrument
becomes interdependent.

Interdependent networks

We will now survey some illustrative examples of repertoire specifically focused
on the exploration of interdependent musical networks. While this is a performa-
tive paradigm more often addressed by ensembles adhering to the HUB model, a
significant amount of repertoire for LOrk’s explores network interdependence as
well.

We will provide relevant examples which explore interdependence through
sharing different musical resources, namely higher level musical structures, low
level control parameters and audio objects.

Sharing musical structures The PLOrk Tree [Trueman et al., 2006] [Smallwood et al., 2008]
explores interdependence and collective awareness though an ensemble of step se-
quencers in which performers may access and copy their neighbors’ parameters
according to a binary-tree topology. The conductor is at the root of the tree and
sends a master clock to all the performers. Performers may see the state of their
immediate root node, if they copy and modify it, the state will locally propagate up
through the tree, eventually the conductor may access the state of all the terminal
nodes, feeding back the information back into the network. A built-in chat system
is equally graph-directed, with players being able to communicate to their im-
mediate neighbors’ and the conductor being able to communicate with everyone.
The musical outcome, which alternates anarchy and the emergence of localized
structures, is deeply related the topology of interdependence.

Dannenberg’s FLO(2012) [Dannenberg, 2012] was possibly the largest scale
composition ever written for laptop orchestra, targeting not one but six laptop or-
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chestras (from Stanford, Texas, Boulder, Baton Rouge, Pittsburgh and Belfast). It
was heavily inspired in HUB’s Borrow and Steal and the author’s former research
with the Carnegie Mellon Laptop Orchestra, and will be the only composition
specifically addressed to remote performance surveyed here. FLO offered an over-
lay, peer-to-peer network allowing players to access a Publish-Subscribe system
for clock, chat, performer and conductor based messages. Performers could pub-
lish performance data (such as pitches or volume) and those subscribed to them
would have their instruments constrained by their parameters -the actual musical
realizations, however, did not seem to explore this concept to its full extent. The
piece resorts to an asynchronous interaction scheme which may cope better with
the inherent network delay of broadband area networking.

Sharing control parameters The Hub explored a number of non hierarchically
and hierarchically structured collective instruments. StuckNote, written by Scot
Gresham-Lancaster for the HUB [Gresham-Lancaster, 1998], is the paradigm of a
non-hierarchical, heterogeneous interdependent network. In StuckNote each per-
former freely implements his own sound generator, which may incorporate only
two control parameters: a volume control and a freely designed timbrical control.
Both controls may be freely accessed and operated concurrently by all the per-
formers in the ensemble. Two sources of unexpectedness arise when performing
StuckNote: the manipulation of a parameter from a performer’s sound genera-
tor by other performer, and the concurrent manipulation of a single parameter by
more than one performer, giving rise to unexpected glitchy gestures caused by the
merging of both MIDI controllers.

Shelly Knotts wrote XYZ(2011) for the BILE [Knotts, 2013], a piece heavily
influenced by HUB’s StuckNote. In XYZ therefore, as in StuckNote, the central
issue is the challenging of performer’s ownership of the sound by sharing its con-
trol among the ensemble. A minimum ownership is guaranteed, though, by not
sharing the volume control of each performer’s sound. XYZ provided three shared
parameters -it must be noted that the complexity of interdependences increases
geometrically with the number of shared parameters - gesturally controlled by
accelerometer-equipped devices, such as game interfaces.

The piece consisted of an structured improvisation whose sections delimited
distinct interactions between performers: fight sections (taking over other per-
former’s control, generating glitchy passages as the parameter fluctuates between
both simultaneous sets of controller values) alternating with passages where an
automated process probabilistically warrants full control of that shared parameter
to a single “winner” performer. As previously stated, the concurrency of sev-
eral gestures on a musical control generate novel gestures which can hardly be
attributed to the performers. It is also hard for the audience to understand the
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whole process. Therefore Knotts suggested using visuals inspired on video-game
aesthetics to emphasize the theatrical elements of the piece.

While not properly a work but a performative environment, Graham Booth’s
Inclusive Interconnections [Booth, 2010] is a framework designed to explore flex-
ible reconfiguration of player interdependencies in heterogeneous networked en-
sembles. Much in the Hub style, Inclusive Interconnections is basically decentral-
ized, allowing performers to implement their own sound generation processes. At
the same time, the performers themselves may modify the topology of interdepen-
dence, freely taking, giving, exchanging or sharing influence with other players.

While the former examples were designed with highly specialized computer
ensembles in mind, Nathan Bowen’s 4Quarters (2012) [Bowen, 2012] is an ex-
ample of network composition targeted towards audience participation. It was
intended to go beyond score-matching games or simple event triggering, giving to
the participants the possibility to exert a greater and more creative influence on the
musical outcome by setting up an ad hoc improvisation. The audience could con-
trol a central server from a TouchOSC based interface on their mobile devices. A
central projection screen provided feedback of all the performer’s contributions.
The performers themselves could join one of four teams to concurrently select
sound files and alter their volume, panning and equalization.

Sharing audio objects In GroupLoop [Ramsay and Paradiso, 2015], Ramsay
explores ensemble collaboration through a browser-based feedback performance
system. Performers may freely shape their own sound by controlling the gain and
equalization of their own feedback loop as well as send and receive audio from
the other players. The software establishes a fully connected peer-to-peer network
topology allowing real-time audio streaming through WebRTC. As shown in its
premiere, it extends seamlessly to remote performances.

Because of the unstable nature of audio feedback, and because there was no
global awareness of the amount of audio signals fed back to every laptop, the
performance was notoriously difficult to control according to the author. In terms
of interdependence, GroundLoop may exhibit a wide range of topologies, from
independent feedback instruments to complex feedback paths involving several
laptops, therefore the contribution may be summative, multiplicative or multi-
directional.

As a final example of interdependent instrument which incorporates both shared
control and shared sound objects we could mention Telephatic (Scott Wilson,2011)
[Wilson et al., 2010]. Conceived as a structured improvisation for live-coders,
Telephatic provides performers a Republic-based environment which allows them
to improvise sharing both code and audio objects. Additionally, a server computer
provides a master clock to which performers can optionally synchronize to the de-
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sired amount, allowing for a complex rhythmic interplay. The network facilitates
coordination and formal structure as well, indeed, its identity as a work lies not
on the varying compositional materials but in the specific behaviors encouraged
by the constrained interaction scenarios. The server sets up a minimal framework
to structure the collective improvisation, for example enforcing a decrease in the
quantization base for generated events and a final accelerando.

Finally table 3.5 summarizes the characterization criteria for the repertoire
surveyed, focusing on the more relevant properties to identify the topology of
the multi-user instruments: their architecture (homogeneous or heterogeneous,
and centralized or decentralized), the social balance of roles (whether there is a
potential unbalance between performers, beyond the role of a conductor) and the
characteristics of the interdependence: whether it is summative, multiplicative or
multidirectional, the amount of shared resources and the extend to which such
resources are actually shared.
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Table 3.5: A survey of network music repertoire for Computer Ensembles

Year Piece Ensemble Composer
& ref Contribution Players Role

balance Texture Centralization Resources
shared Sharing

1995 StuckNote HUB Gresham-Lancaster19 Multiplicative 3 Balanced Heterogeneous Decentralized
Two out
of two Complete

2008 Presets ad hoc
Scott Neal
[Neal, 2008]

Summative.
Multiplicative. 4 Unbalanced Homogeneous Decentralized

Any (one
at a time)

Complete
(enforced)

2006
The PLOrk
Tree PLOrk

Trueman
[Trueman et al., 2006] Multiplicative 15 Unbalanced Homogeneous Decentralized

Any
(tree topology) Complete

2006 CliX PLOrk
Wang
[Smallwood et al., 2008] Summative variable Balanced Homogeneous Centralized No No

2006
ChucK ChucK
Rocket PLOrK

Wang
[Wang and Cook, 2006] Summative variable Unbalanced Homogeneous Centralized

variable
(game rules)

Complete
(enforced)

2006
Non-specific
Gamelan
Taiko Fusion

PLOrK
Trueman
[Wang and Cook, 2006] Summative 15 Balanced Homogeneous Decentralized No No

2007 Lathyrus FLEA
Matthusen
[Matthusen, 2009] Summative 4 Balanced Homogeneous Decentralized No No

2008
Nous Sommes
tous Fernando. . . SLOrK

R Hamilton
[Hamilton, 2009] Summative variable Balanced Homogeneous Centralized No No

2008 On the Floor PLOrK
Smallwood
[Smallwood et al., 2008] Summative 15 Unbalanced Homogeneous Decentralized 1

Complete
(enforced)

2009 Autopoetics I PLOrK Coffey20 Multiplicative 15 Unbalanced Homogeneous Centralized All Complete

2009 Supreme Balloon PLOrK
Smallwood
[Fiebrink et al., 2007] Summative variable Unbalanced Homogeneous Decentralized No No

2009 SoundBounce MoPho
Dahl
[Oh et al., 2010]

Summative,
multiplicative variable Unbalanced Homogeneous Decentralized 1

2010 Citadel L2OrK
Bucvik
[Tech et al., 2010] Sumative variable Balanced Homogeneous Decentralized No No

2010
Skipping
Stones PCE

Hattwick
[Hattwick and Umezaki, 2012] Sumative 6 Balanced Homogeneous Centralized One Complete

2010
Inclusive
Interconnections HELO

Booth
[Booth, 2010] Variable 3 to 6 Variable Heterogeneous Decentralized One Variable

2011 XYZ BILE
Knotts
[Knotts, 2013] Multiplicative 6 Balanced Heterogeneous Decentralized

Three out
of four Complete

2011 in Line Sideband
Narveson
[Narveson and Trueman, 2013] Multi-directional 6 Balanced Homogeneous Decentralized Two

Partial
(negotiated)

2011 Telephatic BEER
Wilson
[Wilson et al., 2010]

Summative,
multiplicative 3 to 5 Balanced Heterogeneous Decentralized 2

Variable
(user selectable)

2012 FLO 6 LOrKs
Dannenberg
[Dannenberg, 2012] Multi-directional +60 Variable Homogeneous Decentralized

Any
(variable) undocumented

2012 4Quarters audience
Bowen
[Bowen, 2012]

Summative.
Multiplicative. variable Variable Homogeneous Centralized Any Complete

2013 GG Music SLOrK
Cerqueira
[Cerqueira et al., 2013] Summative 3 Balanced Homogeneous Centralized none none

2014 GroundLoop ad hoc
Ramsay
[Ramsay and Paradiso, 2015]

Summative,
Multiplicative,
Multi-directional

5 Variable Homogeneous Decentralized
All(audio
stream)

Variable
(user
selectable)
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Notational approaches for Laptop Orchestras

A desirable goal of notated scores for Laptop Orchestras would be the dissemina-
tion of their repertoire. Two approaches are possible here: either seeking unified
setups to guarantee hardware and software compatibility, much in the line of the
meta-instrument methodology of the Princeton and Stanford Laptop Orchestras,
or possibly resorting to scores which are implementation independent, relying
on the performer for the actual implementation of the required instruments, as
advocated by HELO laptop orchestra [Hewitt and Tremblay, 2012] and generally
considered as a better recipe for perdurability [Baguyos, 2014] The former use to
provide packages consisting of software environments for generic computer music
performance software, setup notes, performative instructions and textual indica-
tions which serve as an illustrative score. The later seeks to provide scores with
details on the required instrument capabilities and performance commands. Of
course both approaches are not mutually exclusive.

In his PhD Thesis, Scott Hewitt [Hewitt, 2014] evaluates both graph and text
based approaches to notation of electroacoustic music. An interesting remark is
the fundamental link between graph scores, text scores and computer code. Ul-
timately, any precise and unambiguous specification of gesture, timbre and in-
strument characteristics can be implemented as computer code. At such level of
specification, graph and text scores are interchangeable, being the choice a matter
of readability and ease of use. However, only if there is ambiguity (in the events
or in the instrument specification), repeated performances make any sense.

Common Western Music Notation is rarely used for Laptop Orchestra scores.
It may be efficient provided a shared understanding of this notation and can be eas-
ily adapted to different pitch-based instruments following a note-based paradigm,
for example analogue synthesizers or acoustic instruments [Hewitt and Tremblay, 2012].
Incidentally, Western Notation may be a useful resource when the score includes
musical citations or patterns which may be easily transcribed, such as in Dan
Trueman’s PLahara [Smallwood et al., 2008].

More open approaches are possible with graphic notation, a resource widely
used in the repertoire of laptop orchestras. Graphic notation may be employed as
well to indicate literal mappings directing physical gesture, becoming a script for
choreography [Rebelo, 2010]).

Some authors consider that performance patches for Laptop Orchestras are
the main specification of both the composition and score. In a way, they equate
instrument design to score, because instrument affordances and constraints define
timbrical boundaries and indirectly shape the performance. This compositional
approach in which the description of the piece is mostly the specification of the
instruments involved, is characteristic of some approaches to Laptop Orchestra
composition. The founders of the Princeton Laptop Orchestra fully discuss this
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approach in [Smallwood et al., 2008].

Real-time notation for Laptop Orchestras Several interactive composition
systems are capable of real-time notation generation. This opens a new range
of creative possibilities, such as the concurrent generation of scores by algorithms
and musicians, the automatic transcription of improvisation or the active involve-
ment of the audience in the generation of musical scores or in the control of algo-
rithms for score generation, which sets up a feedback loop between performers,
scores and audience [Freeman and Street, 2008].

The Quintet.net, by Georg Hajdu is possibly the first networked music environ-
ment utilizing real-time notation, and was being actively developed since 1999, in
close relationship with the artistic endeavors of the European Bridges Ensemble.
The environment does allow for a wide variety of notational approaches, from
static to dynamically generated scores, utilizing any combination of textual in-
structions, open graphical notation and standard music notation [Hajdu et al., 2011].

Another environment supporting real-time music notation for networked per-
formance is Jason Freeman’s LOLC [Freeman et al., 2010]. It allows for mixed
performances in which laptop musicians generate notation on-the-fly for instru-
mental musicians, expected to sight-read in performance.

Score for instrument design: the case of live coding Live coding is the pri-
mary instrumental practice for a number of laptop orchestras. A particular paradigm
of musical notation is the use of code both for documentation, performance and in-
terface, in the specific case of live coding practices. As Hewitt notices [Hewitt and Tremblay, 2012],
there is a wide range of possible approaches, from challenging the role of the per-
former to letting him focus on higher level processes and deferring actual note
triggering and micro gestural execution to generative algorithms, for example, or
any strategy in-between. Magnusson, indeed, sees live coding as the natural con-
tinuation of the XXth-century tradition of experimentation with the musical score
[Magnusson, 2011a].

If computer code is to be considered as score and instrument, we are actu-
ally blurring the distinction between performers, composers and luthiers. See
also [Kaltenbrunner et al., 2004], who observes that, in a dynamic patching per-
formance, building an instrument is conceptually equivalent to playing it and re-
building that instrument from scratch could be compared to the reproduction of a
musical score.

Live coding, usually resorts to video projection of text code to allow the audi-
ence to get a sense the process of development of the performance, and at the same
time adhering to an open aesthetics which avoids the obscurantism of processes
hidden from the audience [Zmölnig and Eckel, 2007].
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However, as only a fraction of the audience is expected to actually under-
stand the lines code as the piece develops, there is a strong aesthetic statement
in this act. Collins note that the arcane text coding systems might look appeal-
ing, but prevents against a snobbish, deliberate obfuscation of musical processes
[Collins et al., 2003]. To improve code understanding, there is the possibility to
provide a more verbose or better illustrated representation of the code to the audi-
ence [Troyer et al., 2012].

3.4 Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to review the relevant literature on computer en-
sembles, framed within the traditions of electronic, computer and network music,
and focusing on characterizing ensemble models and surveying instrumental tax-
onomies and evaluation criteria.

We first historically contextualized the origins of the first Network Music en-
sembles and their main contributions. Then, we defined, characterized and re-
viewed design and evaluation criteria for multi-user instruments, the most archety-
pal instrument paradigm

Then, we introduced the broad topic of Laptop Orchestras, a nowadays well
established instrumental ensemble. Two well delimited, but often overlapping
ensemble models were identified and characterized, the tentatively called HUB
and LOrK models respectively.

We reviewed the most relevant literature on Laptop Orchestras and related
computer ensembles, particularly on sound, network and programming infras-
tructure and the diversity of compositional and notational approaches. The review
proved useful for understanding the role of scientific and technical research in the
genesis of a new ensemble identity.

In the next chapter, we will present an overview of the Barcelona Laptop Or-
chestra as our particular approach to network music performance. A detailed re-
view of the repertoire developed will serve to illustrate many of the instrumental
taxonomies reviewed above, and will show how design criteria is inextricably
linked to the very creative process, the performative experience and the aesthetic
goals pursued in a computer music ensemble.
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Chapter 4

THE BARCELONA LAPTOP
ORCHESTRA

4.1 Introduction

This chapters contextualizes the taxonomies of multi-user instruments discussed
in the former chapter in the particular creative praxis of the Barcelona Laptop Or-
chestra (henceforth, BLO), which strongly adheres to the HUB ensemble model,
though incorporating technical resources and compositional approaches proposed
by Laptop Orchestra related research over the last decade.

The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, to illustrate the principles of
network music throughout the performative practice our Laptop Orchestra. And
second, to provide preliminary reflections on the challenges and opportunities of
network music in terms of performative engagement and creative outcome.

This chapter is structured in three broad categories of repertoire, according to
the main multi-user instrument paradigms which oriented its design. Though such
paradigms are by no means mutually exclusive, each one brings out a number of
relevant issues concerning creativity in performance.

• Score-based pieces illustrates the new approaches in Music Notation for
performance, from graphical open scores to score as computer code and
mixed approaches.

• Collective Sequencing explores the concurrent edition of musical patterns
to evaluate

• Gestural Interfaces highlights the expressive potential of gestural expres-
sivity in a collective performance
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• Finally, Interdependent Networks explores the implications of shared re-
sources and interdependence of musical processes.

Each category is illustrated with a number of designs we have developed and
explored throughout these years.

4.2 The Barcelona Laptop Orchestra. Genesis and
motivations

The Barcelona Laptop Orchestra (formerly Esmuc Laptop Orchestra) was estab-
lished in 2008 and celebrated its premiere performance in June of 2008. It was
conceived as the instrumental ensemble of the Sonology Department from the
Escola Superior de Musica de Catalunya (ESMUC)1, to give prominence to the
instrumental and creative practices carried out within the department. The mem-
bership comprises teachers and students from this institution and researchers from
the Music Technology Group (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)2, as well as freelance
artists and programmers.

The Barcelona Laptop Orchestra, as otherwise typically seen in similar ensem-
bles, soon became an active meeting point for sound researchers, digital luthiers,
performers and composers. It focused on the development of new musical inter-
faces and new performative paradigms, with the laptops playing a central, but not
exclusive role. At least, these were the original goals. Eventually, interface devel-
opment turned out to be less prominent, favoring the research on network music
paradigms instead.

Since its inception, the BLO tried to build bridges between two seemingly dis-
parate traditions and contexts for computer music performance: the experimental
avantgarde around the network music tradition, and the electronic music practices
featured in popular electronic music genres and festivals. Therefore, the ensem-
ble both played in electroacoustic venues, computer music related conferences and
electronic music festivals. Just to mention a few, the BLO performed at the Sound
and Music Computing Conference (Porto, Portugal, 2009, Barcelona, 2010), the
Network Performing Arts Production Workshops (Teatre del Liceu, Barcelona,
2011), at the Sonar Festival (MACBA, Barcelona, 2011 and Fira de Barcelona,
Barcelona, 2013), at the Network Music Festival (Birmingham, UK, 2012), at
the Festival Mixtur (Fabra i Coats, Barcelona, 2013), at the Esmuc (L’ Auditori,
Barcelona, 2013) and at the Mobile World Center (Barcelona, 2013), offering oc-
casional workshops on laptop ensemble performance as well. Since 2013 it is the

1http://www.esmuc.cat/eng/The-School/Departments/Sonology
2http://www.mtg.upf.edu/
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Resident Orchestra at the Phonos Project3, where it performs regularly once or
twice a year.

The BLO adheres to the HUB model characterized by smaller, chamber like
computer ensembles with a strong collaborative approach in repertoire and instru-
ment design. The current repertoire features free and conducted improvisational
pieces exploring distinct multi-user instruments and network topologies. Addi-
tionally, the ensemble has premiered over a dozen commissioned compositions
and re-arrangements of classics of the XXth century musical avantgardes, written
or adapted by members of the group as well as other prominent composers.

It is currently co-directed by Alex Barrachina and Josep M Comajuncosas. In-
deed, a distinctive feature of the BLO compared to other ensembles adhering to
the HUB model is the regular presence of a conductor, both for rehearsals and per-
formance. In the next section we will discuss the motivations behind the decision
to rely on a conductor for our performances.

4.2.1 BLO Repertoire analysis

In this section we will perform a comparative and evolutionary analysis of a rep-
resentative sample of our repertoire.

The repertoire selected is listed in Table 4.1, which summarizes the main char-
acteristics of the surveyed pieces in the perspective of the previously reviewed
taxonomies for collaborative musical interfaces and multi-user instruments.

The CSCW inspired scheme proposed by Barbosa and extended by Xambó
lets classify our repertoire as co-located and synchronous. Turn-taking scenarios
don’t challenge the essentially synchronous nature of the musical activity on the
long term. Xambó proposed a mixed category of simultaneously synchronous and
asynchronous interaction in her thesis[Xambó, 2015]. Only in one specific case,
our arrangement of H.C.Steiner’s Solitude for Laptop ensemble (4.2.2), we might
consider that interaction takes place both synchronously (performers compose
their parts concurrently) and asynchronously (each performance loops through
the same excerpt, which is incrementally reworked).

In view of Weinberg taxonomy of interconnected musical networks [Weinberg, 2003],
our repertoire shares some similitudes to collaborative instruments for novices,
because it emphasizes performers’ experience over product, offering a low floor
learning and suitable for short interactions. This it the case of Nuvolet, which
might resemble a sound installation, and Six Pianos or Clix ReduX, as they may
be played with low interactions between performers and guarantee a successful
outcome with little effort because of their built-in constraints. But even such in-
struments have notable potential for experts.

3http://phonos.upf.edu/
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However, as we will see, most of our repertoire explores more complex inter-
dependences, do have a higher ceiling learning and allow for longer performances,
with a stronger focus on performance and only occasionally tailored for large au-
dience accessibility. Ultimately, when we achieved enough mastery with certain
collective instruments, our approach was more product oriented, but with a clear
focus on the performance dynamics rather than on actual music products.This was
the case with La Roda and The Hub, out most explored instruments (see 4.2.5 and
4.2.5 respectively).

In terms of size, all our repertoire is scaled for small scale (4-8) ensembles,
according to the average number of stable members of the Barcelona Laptop Or-
chestra. Interdependent works are highly process-centered, with a simultaneous
focus on social and creative experience. Finally, the topologies are diverse, both
centralized and decentralized, with different levels of hierarchy according to de-
sign goals.

The multifaceted design criteria which Blaine and Fells provide to catego-
rize collaborative musical interfaces are useful to identify and outline the diverse
performative contexts of our repertoire. From this perspective, the analyzed reper-
toire mainly consist of local setups (with occasional use of remote performances),
with players sharing uniform responsibilities in free or directed interaction. While
some pieces employ gestural interfaces, we mainly resort to native input devices
for user interaction. As for media employed in performances, our orchestra usu-
ally combines sound with visuals and light aimed to inform the audience on the
performer’s activity, but occasionally we address the performance as a mostly
acousmatic experience as well. Finally, the target musical genres are diverse,
from electroacoustic improvisations to League-style open explorations and more
dance oriented, IDM realizations for large audiences.

Jordà highlights a number of relevant considerations for multi-user instru-
ments. Beyond what has already been discussed in the former taxonomies, a
deeper analysis on the nature of mutual interaction in our repertoire is possible
through Jordà considerations. Some of our repertoire are actually shared perfor-
mance environments without mutual interdependence, that is, a parallel, summa-
tive kind of multi-user instruments. For example some of our collective sequenc-
ing instruments like CliX Redux and our multiplayer gestural interface Nuvolet
belong to this category. Some others do allow for more intense interplay though
mutual interdependence. La Roda exemplifies a multiplicative, single-threaded,
circular, unidirectional interdependent network of sequential nature and static but
essential roles, Streams is a multiplicative, multi-threaded, bidirectional and se-
quential interdependent network with role flexibility but non essential roles and
the Hub is a multiplicative, multi-threaded , bidirectional and concurrent interde-
pendent network with role flexibility and non essential roles.
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Table 4.1: Taxonomy summary of the surveyed Barcelona Laptop Orchestra’s repertoire

Year Piece Contribution Target Performers Role
balance Texture Centralization Real-time Synchrony Resources

shared Sharing

2010 Rimandi Sumative Experts 4 Balanced Homogeneous Centralized Real-time Synchronous none none

2012 Solitude Sumative Experts 5 Balanced Homogeneous Centralized
quasi
real-time

Synchronous none none

2013 Variations II Summative Novices 5 Balanced Homogeneous Centralized scheduled Synchronous none none
2013 BLO 2013 Summative Experts 4 Balanced Heterogeneous Decentralized Real-time Synchronous none none

2013 CliX ReduX Sumative
Experts,
Novices

variable Balanced Homogeneous Centralized
quasi
real-time

Synchronous none none

2013 Streams
Multidirectional,
Multiplicative

Experts 3 or 4 Unbalanced Homogeneous Centralized
quasi
real-time

Synchronous variable none

2014 Six Pianos Sumative Novices 6 Balanced Homogeneous Centralized
quasi
real-time

Synchronous none none

2011 Nuvolet Summative Novices 3 Unbalanced Homogeneous Centralized Real-time Synchronous 1(corpus) none
2014 Nuvolet2 Summative Experts 3 Balanced Homogeneous Centralized Real-time Synchronous 1(corpus) none

2010 La Roda Multiplicative Experts 4 to 8 Unbalanced Heterogeneous
Decentralized,
later Centralized

Real-time Sequential 1(audio) none

2014 Conducted Roda Multiplicative Experts 4 Balanced Heterogeneous Centralized Real-time Sequential 1(audio) none
2015 Conducted Roda Multiplicative Experts 3 Balanced Homogeneous Centralized Real-time Sequential 1(audio) none

2012 The Hub
Multidirectional,
Multiplicative

Experts variable Unbalanced Homogeneous Centralized Real-time Synchronous variable partial

2014 The Hub proxy
Multidirectional,
Multiplicative

Experts 4 Unbalanced Heterogeneous
Centralized &
Decentralized

Real-time Synchronous 2 variable
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4.2.2 Score-based pieces
We will begin this survey with Score-based pieces because, even if a piece real-
ized into a musical score might be conventionally considered as a work with a
rather stable entity (as we discussed in Chapter 1), we have nonetheless incorpo-
rated many of the notational approaches discussed in Chapter 3, including open
notation, notation as computer commands and live notation. They are therefore
illustrative of the diversity of approaches and the kind of fluid identity that musical
works for computer music ensembles may offer.

Rimandi (2010)

Rimandi (Ivano Morone), commissioned by the BLO, is a work for laptop quartet
in which performers manually operate on piezoelectric elements attached to their
laptops and, at the same time, control a series of ring-modulators in parallel that
process the sound coming from the piezos. The score (see Figure 4.1) consist of a
permutation of gestural blocks of precise duration. It incorporates two notational
strategies as described by Hewitt in[Hewitt, 2014], namely, commands for phys-
ical gestures and accurate, platform-independent instructions for sound synthesis
processes.

Figure 4.1: Rimandi, by Ivano Morone. Excerpt of the score.

The composer provided a standalone software for performance but we eventu-
ally implemented a centralized version which managed the score, scheduling the
appropriate instructions to players, for a more precise alignment to the score and
at the same time automating some rather mechanical tasks, thus liberating per-
formers of the need to operate with their graphical interfaces for scene changes or
slider movements.
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This is an example of piece in which the level of specification of certain as-
pects in the score is unambiguous enough as to be automated, therefore getting rid
of the human performer and addressing commands directly to the software. Had it
been completely specified this way, the performance would have been absolutely
superfluous of course -unless the theatrical aspect of seeing performers extremely
busy justified it!

The role of the remaining, not automated notated commands is to provide
loose gestural orientations which give some space for improvisation. For example
a command with oscillating gestures is ambiguous enough with respect to the
evolution of the oscillatory speed and depth in that passage. Similar commands
are found throughout the score, such as tapping the keys or scratching the piezo
surface. When players were close enough or their manual activity was projected
on a single screen onstage, a parallel discourse emerged, for players learned to
imitate from, or suggest to other players gestural variations. We thing that the
performance under this context was more varied and cohesive at the same time.

Solitude (2012)

Even if Rimandi was successful at keeping performers busy by following the score
commands and allowing them to freely implement their gestures, playing it soon
became a routine job. The was no enough space for improvement and the score
was not complex enough to keep sustained interest. Eventually we resorted to
different notational approaches which could challenge performers and promote a
more active involvement.

We tried a different strategy with the admittedly free version of Solitude, a
graphical score for computer performance by Hans-Christoph Steiner4: collective
real-time scoring. While Rimandi provided limited, ornamental improvisation
opportunities to the performer, Solitude relies on the performers for the complete
specification of the piece in real-time. We will now briefly present the original
piece, our adaptation for real-time ensemble performance and finally a compara-
tive discussion of its performative challenges.

Steiner’s Solitude combines minimalist textures with rapid sonic transforma-
tions. Timbrically it explores the contrast between time-stretched samples, one
with very tonal characteristics and the other more clearly timbrical. It was im-
plemented using PureData graphical structures. Thus the score generates, and
completely defines the piece (except for the characteristics of the audio samples
utilized). Colors represent samples, and each sample comprises two timelines,
the bigger, upper one functions as an stochastic mask for the time pointer for the
sample to be played, while the lower, thinner one controls panning and amplitude.

4http://at.or.at/hans/solitude/
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Figure 4.2: Solitude, by H.C.Steiner. Excerpt of the score.

Inspired by the graphical notational approach of the piece (see Figure 4.2), we
implemented a set of networked graphical interfaces and an proxy in the original
PureData patch to allow an ensemble to concurrently edit new scores in realtime.
Each player was in charge of the temporal evolution of one of the sample granula-
tors, and all the players where looking at the global score as it was being drawn on
a projection screen which the audience could follow as well. Due to the resolution
limits of the projection screen, the score was rendered as a 1-minute loop, which
was being retriggered several times.

Figure 4.3: Dimension Space plots for Rimandi and Solitude instrumental setups

In terms of multi-instrument design, we actually shifted from a rather decen-
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tralized setup in Rimandi, in which performers play independently on their laptops
and the only role of the server is to facilitate performers’ synchronization and par-
tially automate the performance, to a completely shared workspace in which the
server centralizes the sound synthesis. But resources are still exclusive and there
is no mutual interdependence: each performer is in charge of an independent score
for his assigned sound sample.

As an improvisational environment, Solitude offered an interesting challenge
to performers: to be able to incrementally edit their part within the 1-minute span
required to go through the score. Performers could adjust the sample pointers
to search for novel timbrical features, or the whole shape to modify the playing
speed. They were encouraged to listen to the overall mix to balance their part
and to look at the whole score to fill the gaps or give space to others, to detect
interesting gestures or patterns in others’ parts or in the whole score and think of
suitable complementary or contrasting ideas.

Admittedly, the near realtime constraints of the loop-based performance pose
a severe challenge on such compositional procedures. This kind of realtime score-
based collaborative sequencing places additional cognitive demands to perform-
ers, who must quickly decode others’ contributions from a score and map their
ideas to precise graphical representations. The brief lapse of time available to
react to, or anticipate to others’ events only partially overcomes those limitations.

Playing Solitude clearly showed a tension between the desired level of imme-
diacy for quick feedback and comparison between rounds and the need for enough
time for proper planning. Indeed, the approach shows the difficulty to balance the
tension between two opposing forces: a realtime context that impels performers
to react to others’ score gestures in a quasi improvisational style together with a
collaborative working environment which is optimally suited for a careful process
of crafting together the most accurate timelines.

Compared to Rimandi, we concluded that the performative freedom offered
by Solitude didn’t compensate the lack of instrumental performability. This was a
consequence of the design. As we see in Figure 4.3, we traded physicality, imme-
diacy, expressive musical control and easiness of use just for a slight improvement
in performative freedom.

Variations II

Still keeping the collective real-time scoring idea, but with an approach closer to
an audiovisual interactive installation, our next notation-based piece was a free
realization of Variations II by John Cage (1967), a work also addressed by The
HUB5. Variations II was originally implemented for a single computer by William

5http://crossfade.walkerart.org/brownbischoff/hub_texts/var2_
f.html
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Brent. The author kindly provided a network version of the piece which allowed
for concurrent elaboration of scores which where played concurrently.

Variations II is an archetypal example of Cage’s abstract graphical works,
both combining elements of chance music and absolute predetermination. The
performer must first elaborate the score by freely arranging points and lines on
transparency sheets, then he must measure some distances which are mapped to
a number of musical features which serve to realize the score. Brent’s imple-
mentation took care of the score computation and final rendering - with a set of
percussion samples- and performers only had to draw the sketches. The server
scheduled the sketches, and the task of the performers was to feed the server fast
enough as to keep the score renderer busy. All the scores being played were shown
on a projection screen, with the score elements displaying in synchrony with the
associated sound events(see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: William Brent realization of Cage’s Variations II. Projected score

In Solitude, as a looped sequenced score, a minimal amount of interaction was
possible between players as they could modify the score being played in account
for others’ contributions, both before the software player reached a certain passage
or planning for the next iteration. In Variations, there were less opportunities for
interaction: once the score is written a complete specification for the performance
is set up, sent to the server and scheduled for performance.

From the audience viewpoint, the use of scores to engage them in the perfor-
mance was not entirely successful. Showing actual scores to the performance is an
invitation for a more active listening provided the mapping is properly understood,
which was not the case. The causality is not always clear either. Some attendants
reported they were not sure whether the graphics projected were generated before
or simultaneously, neither if they were driving the musical outcome or they were
concurrently generated by audiovisual algorithms. Ironically, both performances
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turned out to be more believable because the performers looked incredibly busy
while drawing new sketches.

BLO 2013

The former approaches to engage the performer in a score-based work was, in-
deed, turning the performer into a composer, and deferring the performance to
the computer. Drawing from previous experiences, we resorted to a notational
approach which would return to the performers their original role but at the same
time challenging them with a more complex and open score.

The next season the German composer Orm Finnendahl collaborated with the
orchestra in the production of a collective improvisation with his networked soft-
ware environment. BLO 2013 is both a score and a canvas for improvisation
[Finnendahl, 2012]. The scores are computer generated by recursive generative
algorithms written by the composer. A central computer triggers the scores to be
performed but otherwise each laptop acts as an independent sound-processing sta-
tion. The score (see Figure 4.5) indicates to every performer when the computer
starts and stops recording him, and displays when it will play back time-stretched
and/or frequency-shifted replicas of the recorded passages. To minimize the no-
tational complexity, the author resorts to color schemes to distinguish the sets of
replicas associated with distinct recordings.

Figure 4.5: BLO 2013 by Orm Finnendhal. Score for section II

While composition is mainly addressed to expert players with solid experi-
ence in contemporary improvisation techniques, in was successfully addressed
by the BLO with intensive tutoring by the composer. Performers freely decided
what sound generators would utilize: from toy instruments, to electronic guitars,
synthesizers or non musical sonorous objects.

Compared to Rimandi, the score itself is not a set of commands for perfor-
mance, but a graphical representation of the automation scheduled for perfor-
mance. It actually works as a framework for structured improvisation, but with
elements of interactive performance, and even of chance music. The performer is
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expected to rehearse the score to be able to accurately follow the timed processes
and develop successful strategies to cope with them. Any instrumental gesture will
have long term consequences and the performer may plan in advance all sort of
musical dialogues, counterpoints and polyphonic overlaps between what is being
currently played and the eventual replicas of former recorded passages. Eventu-
ally, when the amount of different and concurrent replicas is sufficiently high, the
computer takes over the performance as no human performer could actually plan
and accurately follow its complexity.

4.2.3 Collective sequencing
Some of the aforementioned approaches to collective scoring, particularly Soli-
tude, may be considered as well as examples of collective sequencing, the concur-
rent modification of musical patterns. The Barcelona Laptop Orchestras has been
investigating this particular performative scenario with a number of less notation-
centric pieces which explore distinct representations of the shared environment
and its musical outcome.

Half way between collective composition and performance, concurrent edition
of sequences and cyclic patterns do provide opportunities for interaction and im-
provisation in a quasi-realtime performative environment. Collective sequencing
and pattern editing incorporates elements of traditional composition, such as the
ability to prepare structures in advance or rework on the ones already developed,
and elements of live improvisation, such as the short time available to take musical
decisions and the opportunity to quickly react to others’ contributions throughout
the performance.

Concurrent edition of musical patterns serves as well as a useful platform
for research in experience-based design for collaborative musical interfaces. We
should mention here the studies of Nick Bryan-Kinns [Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2012]
[Bryan-Kinns, 2013] around musical collaboration and mutual engagement in free
improvisational scenarios with Daisyphone, his semi-synchronous, web-based col-
laborative environment which allows concurrent edition of cyclic musical patterns
(see Figure 4.6).

CliX ReduX (2013)

CliX ReduX, the first piece/instrument based on collective sequencing which we
will discuss, is loosely inspired in a classic in the repertoire of Laptop Orchestras,
the aforementioned CliX by Ge Wang[Smallwood et al., 2008]. Because of the
simplicity of the setup and open structure, CliX has become one of the few com-
posed pieces for Laptop Orchestras adopted by a number of different ensembles
in their repertoire.
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Figure 4.6: Bryan-Kinns’ Daisyphone, a collaborative editor of musical patterns.

The original piece, implemented ChucK, consisted on a conducted improvi-
sation in which performers type their laptop keyboards to trigger click sounds.
The conductor instructed players when to play (to achieve dramatic spatialization
effects) and the typing speed and frequency (which was mapped to keys accord-
ing to their ASCII code). A centralized clock enforced synchronicity though, as
the SLORK fellows and ourselves noticed, this was greatly interfered by jittering
caused by the wireless networking infrastructure.

After some initial rehearsals players reported that, apart from the aforemen-
tioned technical issues which would require either a wiring network or a central-
ized DSP, the instrument lacked performative engagement, at least for a small
sized ensemble. Arguably it is used to great effect by Ge Wang with much larger
computer ensembles, compensating the limited performability with a consistent
use of global textures and spatialization of performers. But in smaller groups
such a restricted interaction scheme and audible result could hardly be compen-
sated by the cumulative effect of many players following the conductor’s gestures
at once. Another disturbing factor is the simultaneous use of a realtime typing
action with a buffered and re-quantized triggering of the keys, which ultimately
challenges the agency of the performance.

Our piece greatly departed from this original concept, eventually becoming
a structured improvisation performed with an audiovisual instrument, and just
keeping from the original piece the interaction model. At implementation level, it
consist of centralized video and audio applications, respectively written in Open-
Frameworks and SuperCollider, which play back the video snippets triggered by
the performers. Each performer has a player interface in which he pre-buffers text
strings which may be easily copied, looped and scrambled to generate a wide peri-
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(a) Client interface (b) Projected matrix

Figure 4.7: CliX ReduX. A client interface and the projected video matrix for all
the players.

odic patterns of finite length (see Figure 4.7a). When sent to the server, the buffer
of characters trigger short video sequences and their respective audio samples on
a matrix, in which each performer has a specific cell assigned (see Figure 4.7b).

As a sequence-based environment, CliX ReduX allows for an off-line compo-
sitional stage, in this case by editing the string sequence. Once thrown no further
intervention is possible, but a new sequence may be prepared to continue and fur-
ther evolve the previous one or, as players usually did, in response to other players’
contributions. The pre-buffering phases functions like a private space, however we
did not provide a pre-listening functionality as in [Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2010],
therefore its main advantage is to facilitate a sudden activation of new complex
patterns instead of incrementally building them in realtime.

Performing with CliX ReduX involved a combination of predefined structures
and reactive behavior to unexpected emergent patterns. As an example of the first
process, players collectively agreed on keeping some keys with salient timbral or
visual identities for later use and/or using them coordinately when appropriate.
As for the second process, when a certain combination of patterns between two
or more players was found to be interesting, the performance stabilized around it
and other players joined by elaborating on them.

CliX ReduX is an example of an homogeneous, conducted instrument turned
into a more heterogeneous, largely improvisational scenario. The multidimen-
sional plots in 4.8 allows us to evaluate their differences: CliX is more scalable
and greatly benefits from spatial arrangement of players, while CliX ReduX offers
greater creative possibilities and feedback modalities, at the expense of a slightly
increased difficulty (see Fig 4.8a). Players’ identities are enforced by placing their
visual contributions into specific locations in the projection screen and by trigger-
ing some video snippets with their own face as well, but otherwise the shared pro-
jection screen and access to the remaining snippets allow for a common ground
for collective improvisation.

On the other side, CliX ReduX allows for better differentiated sonic roles if
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(a) Dimension Space plots (b) Collaborative Dimension Space plots

Figure 4.8: Multidimensional plots for Ge Wang’s CliX and BLO’s CliX ReduX

wished, whereas CliX is much more homogeneous timbrically. Finally, it must be
noted that CliX ReduX is highly centralized and less scalable than CliX, in a way
each piece was designed to suit the needs and take advantage of the characteristics
of the ensemble it was addressed for.

Emergent Streams (2013)

While Clix ReduX, despite its centralized architecture, kept the traditional indi-
vidual assignation of musical resources to performers, preventing from concurrent
access to others’ contributions, a shared environment for collective sequencing
may be readily extended to support co-editing and thus sharing the authorship of
the whole musical outcome[Bryan-Kinns, 2004].

This was precisely our approach with Emergent Streams, an interdependent,
collective pattern editor conceived as a perceptual experiment on emergent mul-
tilinearity. We will discuss Streams in this section as it is a relevant example of
environment for collective sequencing, but we will refer to it in the section on
interdependent instruments as well.

Emergent Streams offers a single, shared loop consisting of a brief sound sam-
ple being repeated indefinitely at a rather high speed, on which sound effects are
gradually applied. All performers access to the same loop, but each one of them
may choose to have exclusive access to selected sections of the loop, and have
exclusive access to the sound process to be applied to them as well. This process
is schematized in Figure 4.9.

Compared to CliX ReduX, Streams trades multiple musical threads with ex-
clusive access for a single thread with shared access. In this respect it is simpler
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Figure 4.9: Sound and process ownership in Streams. Performer 1 owns the three
black sections of the loop and Fx 1 while Performer 2 owns the two grey sections
and Fx2.

than the aforementioned Daisyphone design, which allows to deal with multiple,
shared concurrent threads, though as we will see it does provide time-interleaved
multi-threading, the main focus of the instrument (see Figure 4.10 for a schematic
of the player-pattern access policies in the three instruments).

Figure 4.10: Schematics of player-pattern access policies in CliX Redux, Daisy-
Phone and Streams

A simple PureData interface (see Figure 4.11) provides access to a sequence
which is continuously looped, though in this case it is a single one shared by all
players. A performer may choose up to a certain number of available time slots
(the red ones are already taken by other performers), choosing an available sound
effect and increasing the dry/wet mix each player may suggest a new stream, a
group of events which will be perceived as a unity. It is, in this respect, both a
single threaded instrument (a single process taking place) intended to be perceived
as a multi-threaded one.

Sound effects ranged from very subtle timbrical modifications like partial pan-
nings, small volume shifts and equalization, to more obvious ones like pitch
changes, distortion and reverb.The conductor gradually removes constraints, al-
lowing players to own more samples or to apply new, more drastic sound effects
to them.
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Figure 4.11: Streams. Graphical interface for performers.

After some rounds keeping a stream stable, a performer can free his events
and look for others. Once free, the sound transformations applied are kept, which
was a disturbing feature for players. This was the main point of the piece, how-
ever, the cognitive challenge associated to flexible appropriateness and continuous
perceptual restructuring.

The performance is expected to proceed as an incremental accumulation of
perceptual streams, which continuously allow for new reinterpretations of an orig-
inally static sequence of identical sound samples, by means of timbrical modifi-
cations applied to them. Such modifications should be as much subtle as possible
at the beginning, hardly above the just noticeable difference for each timbrical
parameter, so as to allow a new perceptual stream to gradually emerge. As the
piece evolves, however, faster and more abrupt changes should be applied in or-
der to stand out of the formerly applied effects and others’ streams. Eventually,
the overall complexity of the accumulated sound processes, the collision between
competing streams and the quick succession of new patterns giving rise to a sort
of cocktail party effect.

This interface exposes performers to a competitive scenario because of the
politics of resource ownership. First, the acquisition of time slots may frustrate
other players looking for the very same ones, and secondly, streams compete per-
ceptually and players feel forced to increase the number of time slots owned or
the amount of effect applied. What we learned from Emergent Streams was that
competition, being more intrusive than collaboration, tends to focus user expe-
rience too much in the social side of the performance, at the expense of a more
music centered experience. Performing could become enjoyable just as a social
game, but for the same reason it will be frustrating as soon as social interactions
interfered with our musical goals.

Although not entirely a failure, Emergent Streams warned us against exacer-
bating certain social interactions in network music. Being social is at the heart of
the performative experience with multi-user instruments. When designing collec-
tive instruments in which performers are aware of others’ actions and may negoti-
ate strategies on their shared resources, either in a collaborative or in a competitive
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style, the mediated social experience may take over the musical experience. At
the extreme, the activity could resemble a sonified network game instead of an
environment for collective music making.

A corollary of these observations could be
Design strategies to enhance social interaction may positively contribute to

creative group flow ...but the social experience should not come at the expense of
music itself.

Six Pianos arrangement (2014)

The two previous instruments were targeted mainly to experienced users. CliX
adds an additional mapping layer from letters to video clips which requires prior
knowledge of the corpus of video clips available for the performance, whereas
Streams, despite its easiness of use, asks for a very subtle operation and interac-
tion between performers. The last environment for collective sequencing we will
discuss, Six Pianos, adopts a different approach: the design of a tangible inter-
face for unobtrusive, robust collective pattern edition addressed equally to expert
players and novices.

With this interface we wanted to address the lack of fluidity, immediacy and
agency perceived in the former approaches, which suggested us to experiment
with shorter loop-based schemes, which would provide almost real-time feedback
to performers.

Six Pianos (1973), the piece which inspired our instrument, is a process-based,
minimalist piece from Steve Reich. While similar in scope to other phase music
pieces from the author, it focuses here on the accumulative buildup of patterns
through addition of notes and volume fades. The basic process consists of some
players keeping a steady pattern while some others gradually introduce the same
pattern out of phase. The repetitive, phasing pattern relationships is just one 4/4
measure at 192bpm, so each loop lasts only 1,25sec. We though designing an
interface to recreate Six Pianos would provide a suitable framework for further
improvisation on collective note-based pattern sequencing which could overcome
some of the drawbacks of Solitude.

The Six Pianos instrument is not really a multi-user instrument, but a set of six
independently threaded musical interfaces which only at the implementation level
share the sound synthesis engine. It consists of six sets of laptop and a computer
vision system which tracks a tangible sequencer, made of a grid painted on a sheet
of paper where players operate by putting and dragging colored tokens (see Fig-
ures 4.12a and 4.12b). Mapping pitches to colors was motivated by the evidence
in the pedagogical literature that color-coded notation aids in the acquisition of
performative skills, thanks to audiovisual synesthesia [Rogers, 1991].

The attack times are quantized to eighth notes as in the original piece, while
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(a) Live performance (b) Interface schematics

Figure 4.12: The Six Pianos. Playing the interface and schematics for a single
player.

frequencies are restricted once again to the D major pitches required to play the
original Steve Reich’s Six Pianos. Finally, the player could choose three different
octaves represented as different sizes, and the volume could be changed on a note
basis in a sound console fashion, by dragging the squares upwards (volume up) or
downwards (volume down).

Each station sets a network link with a server which acts as a conductor (set-
ting a master clock and controlling the isochronous triggering of events) and plays
all notes received with a sampler engine. By routing audio channels on the server
we provided audio feedback to each player with individual monitors. We im-
plemented the stations as an standalone OpenFrameworks application while the
server runs a SuperCollider patch, and both exchange standard OSC messages.

We provided individual visual feedback to performers in the adjacent laptop
screen, which overlays performance information to the captured image, such as
a moving timeline which illuminates the notes being triggered. We provide a
global collective feedback in a projection screen, both for the performers and the
audience.

The fact that all performers shared the same timbre (a sampled piano) was both
a key feature to recreate the subtle emergent patterns of the original piece and a
challenge for proper collective awareness. It provided a strong sense of commu-
nal, shared experience, but performers had to learn not to overplay but instead
appreciate the dynamic balance between masked and salient contributions. A tan-
gible interface was an advantage here, as it increases the sense of appropriateness
and embodiment, resulting in a more intimate experience and a feeling of being
in control.

Because the most challenging factors involving the original Reich performance
(rhythmic accuracy, control of dynamics and precise ensemble synchronization)
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are mostly dealt by means of software, our interface guarantees a rhythmically
and modally good-sounding performance with little effort and might therefore re-
semble to be exclusively targeted to novices. It actually prevents performative
errors, which to many authors are a key indicator of the potential for virtuosity of
an interface.

As a consequence of an insufficient collective feedback, both visually and
aurally, performers hardly improvised together at the beginning, resembling their
activity more a building game. Once the patterns are well established, though,
they quickly started improvising by building new patterns and gradually adding
or removing markers on the time slots, much similar to the original Reich concept
. Some players devised new unexpected strategies as well, like using their gloves
to force sudden mutes, or moving the whole sheet and the markers above to cause
a phase shift in the sequence or a global volume change.

Because of such simplicity, the interface allows performers to concentrate on
the ensemble, complementing incipient gestures or filling gaps, gradually fading
in and out of the mix while listening to the emergence of novel patterns.

The interface have some additional advantages. Playing with a tangible inter-
face allows for a closer relationship with the audience, which we invited to come
around us and participate actively in our performances. We also noticed that its
affordances (putting and drawing colored squares) and mappings (xy directions,
color and size) were easily grasped, and successfully used it in musical workshops
for children, even with multiple users interacting on a single interface.

4.2.4 Gestural interfaces

He discussed in Chapter 3 the recurrent use of gestural interfaces in computer
ensembles. As novel input devices, they may be used to extend the laptop as a
meta-instrument in a similar way that the incorporation of additional sound pro-
duction devices, or more often they may become the principal input interface to
offer a more embodied experience, both to the performers and to the audience.

The Barcelona Laptop Orchestra has made limited use of gestural interfaces.
Possibly the most explored ones have been gesture capture interfaces for open air
interaction, such as the Kinect6 and the Leap Motion controllers7, which we used
for collaborative concatenative sound synthesis and audio mosaicing. We will
discuss the genesis and strategies adopted to perform with both instruments.

6https://dev.windows.com/en-us/kinect/hardware
7https://www.leapmotion.com/
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Nuvolet (2011-2014)

The Nuvolet [Comajuncosas et al., 2011], originally developed for a musical work
written by the catalan composer Ariadna Alsina for singer-reciters and laptop en-
semble, was designed to let a number of performers (one to four) of the Barcelona
Laptop Orchestra to explore a multidimensional representation of audio snippets
by moving their hands in the space (see figure 4.13). Later, we designed Nuvolet
2.0 as a setup more appropriate for Laptop Ensemble performance, with a similar
approach but with a more distributed setup.

Figure 4.13: Playing with Nuvolet

Concatenative Sound Synthesis is a process whereby audio is created by the
concatenation of many small segments of audio, called units, from a source unit
database, called a corpus. In this process, unlike in traditional granular synthesis
methods, the grain selection is not arbitrary but rather determined by the charac-
teristics of the audio itself. This data driven process [Schwarz and Others, 2004]
may take a given audio input as a target from which a list of audio features
called descriptors are derived. Source units from the corpus are then selected
based on how well they match selected descriptors of the target. Typically, the
multi-dimensional descriptor space is searched using a path search algorithm (e.g.
Viterbi [Schwarz and Others, 2004] ) or an adaptive local search algorithm ( e.g.
Zils [Zils and Pachet, 2001]). This process is called unit selection. The target
specification is often derived from a piece of audio or from user navigation through
the corpus of source units.

Diemo Schwartz has been exploring real time improvisation with CataRT by
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analyzing and segmenting live audio captured onstage from a musician8. Several
authors investigate as well how to navigate the multidimensional descriptor space,
for example plumage [Jacquemin et al., 2007], which uses a custom 3D interface
to control CataRT. Compared to it, Nuvolet relies on direct mapping from the
spatial dimensions to a three-dimensional sound space, thus achieving a touchless
but direct manipulation of the virtual timbrical space

The use of concatenative synthesis, and particularly graphical navigation through
sound corpuses, for computer ensembles was also addressd by Catork, a CataRT
skin optimized for laptop orchestras developed by P Ruviaro. His work Intellec-
tual Improperty 0.6 (1999) for the SLORK[Ruviaro, 2011], explores concurrent
navigation of individually constructed sound corpuses, with a conductor providing
textual commands through the network. Compared to his environment, Nuvolet
2.0 provides performers a shared view of a single sound corpus and supports col-
lective awareness. Conductor’s commands may have a more unambiguous and
gestural quality too. However, it is less scalable for larger ensembles.

Nuvolet was more targeted to an interactive installation or a theatrical per-
formance, incorporating a wide range Kinect sensor, suitable for full skeleton
tracking of several performers over a relatively large are. The physicality of the
instrument is rather high, performers must negotiate the spaces to explore concur-
rently and may resort to verbal and non-verbal interaction cues.

In Nuvolet 2.0 we switched to Leap Motion controllers placed in front of
player’s laptops, which allow for precise hand and finger tracking on a much
smaller area. In Nuvolet 2.0, therefore, we replaced a singe interface capturing
all performers by individual interfaces, and instead of a large shared projection
screen, each player used his own laptop screen for navigation. Physicality is more
reduced both in spatial extent and in possibilities of interaction between users,
which are now mostly network mediated. All the performers share the same vi-
sualization of the corpus to guarantee consistency, and corpuses are controlled by
the conductor’s laptop which acts as a server. Performers only need to navigate
with their hands, and their laptops only send the gestural data to the server, which
provides individual audio feedback through a multichannel soundcard, connected
to individual speakers placed next to each performer.

Both setups are highly centralized: all the sound processing takes place on a
server computer, which runs a PureData, CataRT based concatenative synthesizer
using William Brent’s TimbreID external9. However, in Nuvolet 2.0 each per-
former operates on his own laptop to interact with the sound corpus, whereas in
Nuvolet the interaction takes place on a shared space onstage. We may compare
Nuvolet 2.0 to Catork as well, because they share similitudes: from the perspective

8http://www.youtube.com/theconcatenator
9http://williambrent.conflations.com/pages/research.html
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of interdependence, both are homogeneous and hierarchical systems, being Nuv-
olet 2.0 centralized and more similar to a shared sound environment and Catork
decentralized and closer to a set of loosely coordinated independent instruments.

From now on we will discuss our work with Nuvolet 2.0, as it is more specif-
ically targeted toward computer ensemble performance. Several strategies were
investigated regarding the mapping of sound corpuses, their assignation to players
and strategies for performance.

Descriptor space navigation We first addressed several strategies for collective
navigation through a sound corpus. The corpus explored consisted of 1-minute
passages of Berio’s Sequenzas for three distinct instruments: female voice, cello
and trombone respectively, therefore it provided distinct instrumental identities,
with strong timbical variety and occasional overlap. Their individuality is ex-
pected to be useful for source-based clustering, while their overlap (ie they are
not disparate timbrical sources, but originate from musical instruments with some
shared range of pitches and timbres) may help to make more coherent timbre-
based clustering.

Player assignation may be carried out by clustering the whole corpus and as-
signing each cluster to a different player. We may employ supervised clustering,
by assigning manually sound snippets to player according to a certain attribute,
for example the source instrument or its temporal location in the original audio
source. Alternatively, we may employ unsupervised clustering techniques to au-
tomatically assign snippets to players according to a weighted set of timbrical
descriptors. The four figures 4.14 provide four distinct strategies which will will
now discuss.

Different clustering criteria had profound implications in the group perfor-
mance. If clustering criteria matches the visualization axes (see figure 4.14a) the
clusters are graphically isolated and each player has a well defined, non overlap-
ping space for performance. Performers found that this mapping didn’t promote
interaction between performers and was perceived as an enforced isolation. Be-
sides, the assigned space tends to be too reduced and much of the display area (and
its corresponding spatial volume available for performance) becomes unusable.

It is preferable to provide mappings which spread the available snippets among
the whole display area, allowing for overlapping between players’ assignations.
By mapping snippets to axis and performers according to different criteria we will
therefore achieve more satisfactory results.

Figures 4.14b and 4.14c show two more different distributions, generated by
supervised clustering. In both cases the snippets where sufficiently large as to be
perceived as musical notes. The first one was generated with a supervised cluster
in which each performer was assigned a different instrument, but snippets were
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(a) Timbre-based mapping and user assig-
nation

(b) Timbre-based mapping and
instrument-based user assignation

(c) Pitch-based mapping and instrument-
based user assignation

(d) Conducted navigation. The green cube
sets the available space for performance

Figure 4.14: Four different mappings for collective exploration of sound corpuses. Each
color corresponds to sound snippets assigned to a different user

mapped according to their spectral centroid and mean rms amplitude. Therefore
ay player seeking a given combination of volume and timbre will explore a similar
area, and expressive gestures may be readily understood and imitated between
performers. The second, more obvious mapping, distributed once again sound
snippets according to source instruments. This strategy encouraged performers to
experiment with harmonies and simple imitative counterpoints.

In the first rehearsals we noticed that players continuously performed wide
gestures covering most of the available space. The overall experience was that of
a monotonous, dull, limited and frustrating environment. To address it, we ex-
plored different possibilities: incorporating more timbrical variety in the sound
corpus, experimenting with different descriptor mappings, or adding constraints.
The constraint consisted of a rectangular region that the conductor could dynami-
cally shape to frame the available space for performance (see Figure 4.14d). Play-
ers were allowed to freely play only within the region.

To our surprise the last strategy proved to be the most successful. The perfor-
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mance turned out to be more varied and structured, even displaying a wider set
of distinct gestures. Players consistently reported a higher level of engagement
with the new constraint, as long as it was kept steady enough as to allow them to
explore the possibilities of the region. Once the conductor started to guide the im-
provisation by moving and resizing the playing region more ostensibly, however,
performative flow was tampered, enforcing players to adopt a passive tracking
behavior.

As a corollary, we might summarize the former observations stating that pre-
dictable constrains challenge and stimulate creativity.

Interactive mosaicing A different strategy, already suggested but not fully ex-
plored in my previous work with the Nuvolet [Comajuncosas et al., 2011], con-
sisted on a mapping suitable for concatenative data-driven synthesis (see [Schwarz, 2003]).
This synthesis technique consists of an automated selection of sound snippets ac-
cording to their similarity to a target sound source, and may be considered a sort
of content-based, descriptor-driven granular synthesis technique.

The selection of the sound corpus available for exploration greatly differs from
the former approach. We establish a path (in our case, a straight line along the
X axis) which will correspond to the maximum similitude to the target source.
Then, the corpus is built in slices on the ZY plane, perpendicular to the path, by
assigning a number of sound snippets which will be mapped according to their
distance to the target (see figure 4.15). The whole corpus displayed allows to
gesturally control the process of resynthesis to the desired degree of accuracy,
and similar clustering strategies may be employed to distribute the sound snippets
among the performers.

Figure 4.15: Mapping of the sound corpus for gestural target-based mosaicing

We experimented, for example, with the sample of a spoken voice because
it provided a clearly identifiable target. Specifically the recording consisted of a
palindromic sentence by Jesús Lladó10. Analysis and synthesis employed a large

10http://palscat.blogspot.com.es/
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(a) Target-based mosaicing with time-
based snippet assignment.

(b) Conducted, target-based mosaicing
with timbre-based snippet assignment.

Figure 4.16: Two different mappings for target-based mosaicing.

window size of 8102 samples to allow for easy recognition of whole phonemes.
The corpus consisted of the original soundfile, additional recordings of the same
sentence by the same speaker, with different intonations, and to add more vocal
variety and surprising utterances, the first 2 minutes of the first movement of the
Ur Sonate rendition by Blonk-Jaap11.

To build the final sound corpus the original sound file was segmented in win-
dows of 8102 points and scrambled and then for each target window, the best 10
candidates for each 10% of the corpus file plus an additional randomly selected
corpus window were selected. The purpose of the additional random snippets,
wich are expected to be displayed isolated, was to incorporate some unexpected
variety in the corpus. The axes represent normalized time(X),normalized cen-
troid increment (Y) and normalized amplitude increment (X) (see figure 4.16a
and 4.16b).

Once again, the mapping and constrains significantly influenced the performa-
tive experience. The semantics of the original sentence transformed the improvi-
sation into a goal driven, conducted performance. As before, each performer had
only some areas assigned, for example, according to the time offset of the target
sound file, as in figure 4.16a or, by extracting the MFCC coefficients of each slice,
to the automatically clustered target phonemes as in figure 4.16b). Collective re-
construction of the sentence was best achieved by negotiating a player acting as
a leader with all the performers tracking him. The result was a collective recon-
struction of the original sentence with different sections emanating from different
performer’s speakers.

If the path followed by the leader was predictable enough or if, as before, a
conductor set up a visual constrain (see figure 4.16b), performers could combine
a goal-driven performance with the additional freedom to depart or converge to

11http://www.jaapblonk.com/Pages/ursonate.html
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the target. This lead to an additional social experience: an emerging collective
dynamics which explored the variable intelligibility of the reconstruction process
as an expressive resource. This final scenario turned out to be the most satisfactory
for the performers both in terms of user engagement and musical outcome.

We could conclude stating that a loose conducting scheme combined with ad-
ditional degrees of freedom let performers to establish parallel, complementary
creative dynamics.

4.2.5 Interdependent networks
La Roda (2010)

La Roda is a collective instrument which the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra has been
performing with for the last four years. It was conceived as a musical analogy to
the popular Chinese Whispers children’s game. La Roda consists of a turn-based
iterative sound processor, in which performers gradually mutate a sound snipped
with their custom made effects. This configuration proved to be rather flexible,
being played from electroacoustic venues to more mainstream electronic music
events.

The basic schematic of La Roda is illustrated in Figure 4.17a. Each performer
has a time slot allocated to manipulate a sample, which is then sent to the next per-
former in a circular fashion. A software conductor controls the turn mechanisms
while a human conductor guides performers.

The original analog architecture of La Roda consisted of a set of laptops with
their audio input and output daisy chained. All of them kept a buffer which was
filled while the previous player was playing and then played back with the sound
processes of choice by the performer. A central server governed the recording and
playing turns.

This approach proved to be problematic because of the progressive degrada-
tion of the buffer caused by the accumulative effect of successive AD/DA conver-
sions and the severe desynchronization caused by mismatched audio latencies.

In a further iteration, La Roda was implemented as a centralized DSP which
was in charge of the whole audio process and which incorporated the sound pro-
cessing part of each performer, while players laptops or mobile devices kept just
a graphical control interfaces to directly access their own effect in the server (see
Figure 4.17b). The server was implemented in PureData and each processor was
a PureData abstraction which every performer was in care of.

In either configuration, strong individuality is kept with very idiosyncratic pro-
cesses tied to single performers, much in the style of The League. Players were
encouraged to develop their own ideas and, after testing then within the network,
usually adjusted and balanced the effects, often incorporating new functionality
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(a) La Roda. Schematic diagram.

(b) La Roda. A setup with six table-based clients ready for performance

Figure 4.17: La Roda. Schematics and an illustrative setup

which could match others’ sound processors. Another player was in charge of the
centralized DSP and turn controller, effectively acting as a conductor or supervisor
of the whole system.

The high interdependence between them comes from the fact that instruments
are linked in a loop configuration, with a single shared sound stream flowing from
one player to the next. Indeed, the accumulative behavior and heterogeneity of
processors involved in the instrument lead irreversibly to unexpected timbrical
evolution.

By allocating specific processes in unshared turns, a high sense of collective
agency is achieved, though. La Roda performances are mainly gestural, each
performer exerts a certain, rather unambiguous, timbrical gesture to the sound
stream, which is permanently imprinted on it. As such, it is decoupled from the
performer just at the very next turn, though we observed that a certain amount of
turns were required to actually incorporate each gesture to the morphology of the
audio sample. This perceptual effect prevented performers from over-processing:
la Roda works best when players leave time for gestures to be assimilated and
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try to operate on different temporal sections of the sample and/or on different
timbrical dimensions to build on former ideas and avoid overlapping at the same
time.

La Roda challenges the expected rituals of a public performance, because of
its inherent unpredictability, mainly dues to its collective feedback loop structure.
Novel patterns often emerged as an unexpected combination of the timbrical fea-
tures being continuously incorporated by every sound processor.

It took painful rehearsals for the players to learn to cope with it, by knowing
intimately not only their sound processors but the others’ as well. In a way, we felt
that the instrument itself was continuously impelling us to seek new perspectives
in the sample, new anchor points and new timbrical gestures which served as a
basis for further developments. In a live performance players must learn to quickly
react to others’ ideations, either by compensating for an unbalanced processing,
or by giving a new interpretation to a former timbrical gesture. It thus becomes a
mixture of free sound exploration and collective improvisation.

The most idiomatic context for a performance with La Roda is a free, or
loosely guided improvisation. However, no matter the level of proficiency of the
performers and the subtleties of indirect conduction employed, its irreversibility
and accumulative character may easily lead to an unplanned timbrical evolution,
requiring great coordination to achieve a unified discourse. Otherwise, the emer-
gent sonic gestures resulting from the collectively assemblage of timbrical ges-
tures may be more reminiscent of a surrealistic Cadavre exquis game.

La Roda may eventually reach states in which performers feel frustrated and
uninspired, because they loose the possibility to exert any kind of sensible modifi-
cation to the audio sample. The typical scenarios of extremely soft or disgregated
sounds, or wide-band noisy passages, place a creative barrier to the performers.

Moreover, La Roda may eventually converges to certain states, mainly de-
termined by the nature and ordering of the effects employed. Though a huge
timbrical variety and sound gestures can be achieved, ultimately most samples
employed as a seed for the performance will evolve to paths that performers rec-
ognize. While this usually happens only when setting effect parameters to extreme
values and there is no sensible coordination of everyones’ contributions, the sus-
picion of irrelevance leads to a vicious cycle which strongly inhibits creative en-
gagement.

From such observations we could derive the following corollary
Serendipity in shared environments encourages creative practice ...but de-

creased collective agency invariably leads to frustration and uncreative behavior
This is an example of performative context where a certain level of supervi-

sion may benefit the global creative outcome. Eventually La Roda incorporated
a number of resources available for the conductor. Those resources go beyond
the automatic turn control and provide mechanisms to guarantee a more sustained
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Table 4.2: Summary of conductor’s resources for La Roda.

task responsibility functionality

declicking envelope
automated

suppresses clicks when changing turns

post-gain balance
compensates for sudden,
excessive gain changes

turn time automated,
supervised

time between turns

turn ordering
changes global behavior,
allows for solos, duos. . .

global mute
manually
operated

cleans the buffer
may add rhythmic patterns
based on silences

global audio gain
imparts additional gain,
or fade out at the end

injection adds new audio elements

typed commands
condutor’s cues

global or user-specific
commands

gestural commands
global commands
mostly for feedback, appraisal,
dynamics and character

section reminders
prearranged behaviors,
verbally or gesturally

and gradual evolution or a more structured performance. A sample of some of the
available resources is provided in Table 4.2.

The Hub (2012)

We surveyed in Chapter 3 different approaches in the repertoire for Laptop Or-
chestras based on interdependent networks, and classified them according to the
musical resource shared: parametric control, musical processes or audio objects.
In La Roda it was an audio object which was shared among performers. In our
next instrument, The Hub, we addressed the other two resources at the same time:
musical control and processes.

The Hub is a multi-user instrument conceived as a shared workspace for col-
lective algorithmics. Players collectively build generative processes by patch-
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ing algorithmic modules onscreen. It shared the principles of immediate feed-
back from other interactive programming practices, such as live-coding, and the
paradigms of modular, dataflow interactive programming of environments for
computer music programming such as Max or PureData.

At implementation level, The Hub consists of a PureData based central server
which handles the processing of nodes and the routing of control signals, even-
tually sending them to software based sound processors or to external MIDI syn-
thesizers. The nodes are themselves simple PureData abstractions which may be
dynamically instantiated. When more than one link reaches the same node input,
all control signals are just injected as they arrive without any mixing process. For
nodes forming cycles, a specific feedback detector prevents data overflow.

The players run a custom OpenFramworks GUI on mobile devices (usually
tablets) which is used to add and remove new nodes and links between them by
sending OSC commands to the server. To focus on the principles of network
interactivity, the nodes don’t exhibit any parameters for real-time control, they
can only be modified through control data coming to their inlets (see Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.18: Screenshot of the clients’ GUI for the HUB

An additional, embellished version of the clients’ graphical interface was pro-
jected onstage for feedback for the ensemble and the audience. Most notably, it
showed the activity of nodes and the signals being carried by the links.

The Hub was designed to allow for arbitrary sets of nodes to be dynamically
incorporated, though the ensemble preferred to restrict themselves to a smaller
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and stable set in order to learn to combine them more purposefully.
A performance with The Hub was originally conceived as a structured impro-

visation. Typically, all performers were wandering around the stage holding their
tablets but keeping visual connection with the other players and the conductor.
Each player was in charge of a certain role: adding generators, shaping the activ-
ity by adding or removing certain connections, choosing what signals to send to
what synthesizer controls or adding some previously proven self-autonomous sub-
graphs. The conductor shouted commands aloud throughout the performance, at
the beginning they might consist of very precise instructions as to guarantee a self-
sustained generative patch, but eventually the commands were more generic, giv-
ing freedom to performers to socially interact through their preestablished roles.

The main musical interest in The Hub lies in the unexpected behavior of com-
plex networks of nodes incorporating feedback and unusual links between them.
The most inspiring networks exhibited a self-sustained behavior which was at the
same time varied and non repetitive but exhibiting a definite character. Those net-
works were saved as presets during rehearsal and automatically regenerated in a
performance, thus performers had a complex functional network to work with.

The original topology of the Hub was essentially centralized: all the perform-
ers were concurrently operating on a single shared workspace (see Figure 4.19a).
On a subsequent iteration (see Figure 4.19b), we provided a specific proxy object
(P nodes in the figure) which allowed performers to communicate with the cen-
tral patch from their computers through OSC, running their own processing algo-
rithms (I nodes). Sound generators could be linked to the central patch or, more
frequently, to performer’s own processing algorithms. Performers can therefore
program more sophisticated instruments and plan for a number of typical scenar-
ios in advance, and may devote the performance to a high-level control of the
algorithmic processes involved.

Figure 4.20 displays a capture of the conductor’s control screen for a rather
complex patch operating according to this second topology. The conductor screen
shares the same features as the performers’ control screens with some added ca-
pabilities for global management of the network topology. This control screen
is actually a graphical front-end to the PureData patch which manages the HUB
network and the signal processing taking place in the nodes.

On the left we may see the available objects, on its right the active network
of chosen nodes and their interconnections is displayed. Each node provides two
inlets and two outlets, and works as sort of oscilloscope as well, to easily monitor
the flow of data through them. The wider object labeled OUTPUT in the lower
part of the main display is used to route any control signal coming out from the
network to the centralized synthesizers’ parameters (if any).

Finally, the conductor can trigger automatic generative processes to quickly
mutate the network, such as adding and removing nodes according to some hard-
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(a) Centralized topology

(b) Semi-decentralized topology

Figure 4.19: The Hub. Schematic diagrams for a centralized and a semi-
decentralized topology

coded probabilistic rules (Auto Node button), and Wiring and unwiring them
(Auto Wire button) or from them to the OUTPUT synthesizer’s inputs (A/W Synth
button). The conductor can also load a previously stored network (with the Choose
Preset button).

The nodes with a picture of the performer inside are the proxy objects which
link the HUB with the local processing algorithms that performers implemented..

Compared to the former topology this semi-decentralized scenario combines
two performative paradigms, a unified shared programming environment and a
network of interconnected, heterogeneous processes.

The role of the performers consisted of incorporating their generative pro-
cesses and gestural inputs to The Hub, while receiving and freely interpreting
incoming data from it. The role of the conductor consisted of managing the inter-
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Figure 4.20: Screenshot of the conductor’s GUI for the HUB

connection between performers (up to this point, the setup would be equivalent to
one of the performances from the original The Hub band, though with a dynami-
cally reconfigurable network) and eventually incorporating additional generators
and processors which would affect, and be affected by the player’s.

Despite being more decentralized, this is a more hierarchical scenario, because
the conductor has a higher control of the flow of data between all the processing
nodes. For example, the conductor may provide a shared stream of data to all
performers, for a highly coherent performance, he may interconnect them all to
promote emergent behaviors, finally performers’ nodes may be part of a more
complex global patch and thus a higher degree of interdependence and complexity
will be achieved.

One of the most interesting features that this scenario offered was the ability
for the performers to inject gestural data to the shared patch, whose signature was
easily distinguishable from the more quantized streams generated by the HUB
network. It gave a sense of organicity and embodied involvement to the perfor-
mance, and allowed performers to easily highlight their own contributions with
distinctive gestures.
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The Conducted Roda (2014)

Going back to La Roda, this instrument was further re-worked in the context
of a study on conduction of collective instruments carried out by this author
([Comajuncosas and Guaus, 2014]).

We already discussed that both the traditional human conduction commands
given in a performance and the software driven procedures to control the turns did
not provide the level of coherence and control which we desired. We address in
this section the development of a software module which was conceived to assist
both the conductor and the performers in order to be able to perform in a more
coordinated way.

A software assistant for La Roda consist of a set of modules which follow the
structure of a closed-loop controller (see Figure 4.21):

• The conductor sets a target, consisting of a desired set of audio character-
istics which the sound sample should achieve.

• At each turn one performer modifies the sound sample with his effect Fx(n)

• The Analysis module analyzes relevant audio characteristics from the pro-
cessed sound sample.

• A Model module lets estimate the optimal ordering and effect configura-
tions for the next processors to guarantee a proper convergence to the de-
sired timbrical target.

• A Planner module schedules the estimated effects and their configuration
and sends them to the players.

Our first approach consisted of building a predictive model for each performer’s
process, effectively turning them into centrally controlled adaptive effects. The
processes were heterogeneous and provided two parameters each, and the proce-
dure comprised a training phase consisting of an analysis of the effects’ behav-
ior for a large combination of varied sound sources and parameter combinations.
Once this offline stage was finished, La Roda would infer in realtime which com-
bination of effects and parameters better matched the desired target descriptors
(for further details on the processes involved, please see [Comajuncosas and Guaus, 2014]).
By injecting the parameters into the system, the whole instrument could be run au-
tomatically or provide suggestions to performers.

While the results were promising, the heterogeneity and non-linearity of the
processes selected often prevented the system from achieving the desired conver-
gence. Our next approach consisted of a simpler, homogeneous system in which
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Figure 4.21: The Conducted Roda. Functional block diagram

performers explore iterative equalization through a series of band-pass filters dis-
tributed among them.

This conducted Roda is a sort of distributed, asynchronous vocoder which ap-
plies the processing in turns. At the beginning of every turn the software conductor
analyzes the buffer which acts as the carrier signal in a vocoder. The analysis ex-
tracts 12 bands in 200-mel spacing, covering from DC to 6.5kHz approximately,
and representing the mean RMS amplitude for each band and for the whole turn.

The modulator is the target spectral envelope provided by the conductor, who
freely draws it in a custom interface. Such envelope represents the desired RMS
amplitude for each band. A planner module computes the two largest differences
between the carrier and the modulator and suggest the appropriate gains to be
applied.

Performers control four bands each, consisting of peaking/notch filters with a
configurable gain of±24dB (to allow for a very dramatic equalization if desired).
As this procedure is repeated at every turn, eventually all players will get sugges-
tions for some of their bands, and most of them will be received with enough turns
in advance as to allow them to accurately plan the requested slider movements.

If the target envelope is kept steady and performers accurately follow the sug-
gestions, the buffer will eventually converge to the desired mean equalization, and
the suggested movements will approach zero.

The whole process for one turn is depicted in Figure 4.22: performer 1 oper-
ates on one of his bands (band 10 in this case), the Model compares the spectral
envelope of the processed sound sample at the end of the turn against the desired
equalization curve set as the target by the conductor. Then, the Model suggest
Performer 2 to operate on his band 11 to further approach the desired target.

The graphical control interface for this second Conducted Roda is displayed
in Figure 4.23). On the top, the performer can monitor the turns (the green an
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Figure 4.22: Steps performed in one turn of the Conducted Roda

red colors indicate that the player 2 is currently active and the player 3 should be
prepared to play in the next turn) and the available turn time (the slider on the
right). The central graph displays the current mean Eq curve (in solid green) and
the desired target equalization (as a superimposed yellowish line). The slider on
the right shows the correlation between the two, that is, the agreement between
the actual and the desired equalization. Finally, the lower area shows the sliders
available to the performers. Each performer has four slider bands to play with (the
green one) but can see what others do in their own bands (the gray ones). Addi-
tionally, the optimal slider value to achieve the fastest convergence is indicated as
a small yellow ball on the slider.

There are notable differences between the design of La Roda and this new
Conducted Roda. It is a homogeneous, top-down designed instrument in which
all performers operate on the same musical dimension. A bare minimum individ-
uality is kept by assigning frequency bands to performers, but they are interleaved
in the frequency domain to encourage all players to participate most of the time
and to potentially affect each other. Because of this interleaving and the relatively
low Q of the filters employed, any target equalization will require the collabora-
tion of several if not all performers.

In our scenario, commands are unambiguous, addressing precise indications to
everyone, but performer’s might fail to follow them exactly, or might just decide to
do something else. We might consider those eventual imprecise actions or severe
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Figure 4.23: The client GUI for the Conducted Roda

departures from the planned activity as ornaments (from the perspective of the
performers) or as errors (from the perspective of the software conductor).

The system will not halt the performance but, instead, it will plan a new strat-
egy to achieve the same stated goals. Such actions will generally slow down, but
not completely defeat the convergence to the desired state.

The challenges posed by performers, therefore, ask for a creative reevaluation
of the strategy (by the software-assisted conductor) and possibly of the goal itself
(in case the conductor just decides to assume the new path and suggest another
goal in response to the ensemble dynamics). Finally, this partial departure of
an otherwise rather predictable process might actually add valuable interest and
novelty to the performance.

That the system can successfully react to unexpected behaviors does not mean
that they should be looked for, of course, but it proved to be one of the main
engaging features of the new Roda.

To illustrate the impact of a software-based conductor we provide four per-
formance logs with the new Conducted Roda. Figure 4.24 displays the evolution
of the correlation between the conductor’s targets and the ensemble outcomes in
a sequence of turns for four different scenarios (the conductor proceeded with
the same sequence of targets, which were provided as soon as the previous was
reasonably achieved).

• Scenario 1. Non guided goal oriented performance. The interface showed
the desired target Eq’s but performers had to collaboratively achieve it.

• Scenario 2. Guided, goal oriented performance. Same as Scenario 1, but
now the software-assisted conductor instructed each player what to do at
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each turn.

• Scenario 3. Ornamented guided goal oriented performance. Similar to Sce-
nario 2, but performers were encouraged to disrupt the expected evolution
by adding some unplanned modifications to the current equalization.

• Scenario 4. Automatic performance. In this scenario the software-assisted
conductor took complete command of the performance.

Figure 4.24: Four conducted performance logs with the Conducted Roda

By comparing the first two performances, we see that computer assistance
effectively allows performers to start converging faster and can keep achieving
better and better scores compared to an unassisted performance (incidentally, the
first score is shorter because new targets were set as soon as no further conver-
gence pas observed). The third performance allowed performers to include or-
naments (or otherwise, performative errors) which then they should cope with,
with software assistance. While some ornaments eventually defeated an optimal
convergence, the system nonetheless kept on guiding performers successfully. To
the ensemble this was the best scenario, both in musical terms - their ornaments
provided plenty of opportunities for novel and surprising directions to be taken-
and socially, as everybody was more involved by actively re-planning their partic-
ipation and a successful dialogue was established between the conductor and the
ensemble. The best theoretical scenario would be the one depicted in the last plot,
which corresponds to an automatic performance without performers: compared to
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the second plot, the convergence is much faster and smoother, and an optimal cor-
relation is achieved for all conductors’ targets. It, however, lacked the excitement
and sense of complex interaction conveyed by the third performance.

We see how, as performers may only contribute by modifying a single dimen-
sion of the sound, and that dimension is the only one the conductor may resort
to during the performance, a certain equilibrium between performative freedom
and adherence to stated goals must be established to avoid an undesired lack of
cohesiveness. In rehearsals, a meta-structure of the conducted improvisation was
usually planned and discussed beforehand, deciding the balance between ensem-
ble precision and ornamental departures on different passages.

Soundpainters, for example, don’t take such unexpected disagreements be-
tween conductor’s commands and performer’s actions as errors as we might call
them. Either a command may be ambiguous or a performer may misinterpret or
plainly ignore it, but this unpredictability is usually considered an opportunity to
creatively reevaluate the flow of the performance. Under such perspective, im-
precision and unexpectednesses are not to be seen as a necessary evil that the
conductor must learn to cope with, but rather a result of a bidirectional creative
flow between the conductor and the ensemble. A conductor in this context is not
an absolute reference, just a guide which may be challenged by the ensemble as
well, and this is the precise role of the conductor in the new Roda.

4.3 Summary and discussion
To summarize this introductory overview of our repertoire, we will show two
multidimensional plots which show the whole range of possibilities explored.

The first plot (see Figure 4.25) analyzes our repertoire according to the axes
proposed in Birnbaun’s Dimension Space for Musical Devices [Birnbaum et al., 2005].
It shows a shift towards the top/right zone, as corresponds to designs addressed to
(expert) musical performance: they are targeted to medium sized ensembles, with
an strong emphasis on sound and musical control which require generally a sensi-
ble degree of expertise, and the use of the space as a resource in performances, and
the amount of additional feedback modalities being significant but comparatively
more reduced than in designs focusing on non-expert participation, as would be
the case with interactive installations or setups involving the audience.

Finally, Hattwick and Wanderley summarize most (but not all) of the for-
mer classification criteria for multi-user instruments in their Dimension Space for
evaluation of Collaborative Musical interfaces [Hattwick and Wanderley, 2012].
While it is a convenient, compact way of characterizing a multi-user musical in-
terface, we should emphasize that each axis actually may refer to several closely
related criteria, so further discussion will be needed for a precise description of
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Figure 4.25: Dimension Space plot for the musical devices analyzed in the BLO
repertoire survey. Total ranges.

each instrument.
The plot shows a rather exhaustive exploration of most of the dimensions, with

one precise combination yet to be explored: highly decentralized and heteroge-
neous systems (see Figure 4.26). We believe that this fact is mostly motivated by
the incorporation of a conductor and the recurrent use of networking governance
techniques which motivated the adoption of uniform protocols for communica-
tion. We should mention as well the adoption of similar, if not the same program-
ming frameworks for all members and the provision of templates for instrument
development even in our more decentralized repertoire.

A similar trend could be observed by comparing the first, extremely hetero-
geneous and decentralized setups of The League and their late developments in
the Hub, with their MIDI based setup acting as a centralized routing system and
unified communications protocol.

Because of the particular relevance of interdependent multi-user instruments
in this research, we will provide a more focused evolutive analysis of the rele-
vant designs just reviewed, namely La Roda and The Hub, with their multiple
iterations, and the collective sequencer Streams.

The analysis is summarized in four figures (see 4.27), which together summa-
rize the most relevant taxonomies for multi-user instrument surveyed in the former
chapter.

In terms of roles, both the Conducted Roda (because the conductor agent en-
forces the balance) and the Hub provide balanced environments, with equal re-
sponsibilities and opportunities. La Roda and Streams, on the other hand, may
promote undesired unbalanced behavior because performers may freely compete
for a shared resource. In terms of role flexibility, La Roda in his two versions
was a rather inflexible instrument (roles were rigidly determined by the chosen
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Figure 4.26: Collaborative Dimension Space plot for the musical devices analyzed
in the BLO repertoire survey. Total ranges.

Figure 4.27: Characterization of the interdependent multi-user instruments ana-
lyzed in the BLO repertoire survey
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instruments) while in the Hub performers may freely construct their algorithms
or decide how to interact with them, while in Streams they may freely choose the
sound elements and the processes to apply to them. We might say that the di-
mension accounting for role balance and flexibility has been fully explored in our
repertoire.

In terms of temporal interaction, our environments are all conceived for real-
time interaction, but La Roda is an asynchronous, turn-based instrument, Streams
is a quasi-realtime (and quasi-synchronous) collective sequencer while The Hub
is perfectly synchronous. Those are the two contexts expected for environments
tailored to real-time performance, while non-realtime environments would be bet-
ter suited for collective composition, either in concurrent (ie synchronous) or in
iterative (asynchronous) scenarios of collaboration.

Regarding the design of the instruments in terms of degree of centralization
and homogeneity, our approaches were multiple. Our most purposefully decen-
tralized design was La Roda, even if it was eventually turned into a centralized
design. The Hub was more centralized from the beginning but the incorporation
of the proxy objects open the possibility for a more decentralized approach, and
finally our tow Conducted Roda versions where highly centralized by the require-
ments of the conductor agent. Heterogeneity is more characteristic in designs
where performers may implement their own processes, as in La Roda and in the
proxy Hub.

As we noticed before, the dimension left to explore would be that of a multi-
instrument highly decentralized and highly heterogeneous, although this is how
La Roda was originally conceived.

Highly centralized and homogeneous setups, by the other hand, are a new
smaller scale performative environment which depart from the archetypal reper-
toire from the LOrk and HUB ensemble models (respectively, highly expansible
and decentralized homogeneous systems and small-scale and decentralized het-
erogeneous systems). They may challenge the assumption of specific roles and
distinctive musical voices in an ensemble performance but otherwise they do offer
the opportunity to explore highly unified and coherent performative environments
which may multi-user instrument.

A last dimension explored refers to the topology of interdependence, and eval-
uates both the amount of resources shared and the extent of such sharing. As we
may appreciate, we did not yet explore environments in which a resource was only
partially shared. Shared resources are, at a given time, either not owned or com-
pletely owned by a single performer, except for The Hub which, as a completely
shared environment, do not provide support for resource ownership. Will address
this remaining scenario in the Experiments conducted on Chapter 8.
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4.4 Conclusions
This chapter reviewed the network music repertoire developed and explored by
the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra during the last five years of artistic practice.

We surveyed a number of score based compositions, collaborative sequenc-
ing environments and, finally, multi-user instruments which explored different
topologies of interdependence. The repertoire was analyzed in the context of the
taxonomies and classification criteria reviewed in Chapter 3.

This comparative analysis served to place the BLO under the Hub performa-
tive model, making it clear our shared approaches but highlighting as well our
novel proposals. We particularly developed new strategies to balance performer’s
ownership and shareability in shared environments and showed the usefulness of
machine listening techniques to assist the conductor and performers with the coor-
dination processes required to guide a performance with a multi-user instrument.

In this respect, our preliminary conclusions were mainly drawn from our own
involvement in the development and artistic practice with the aforementioned in-
struments.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that our mostly centralized, network-based
multi-user instruments greatly facilitate the capture and analysis of performers’
actions. Some tentative performance plots were already provided for the Roda
and the Conducted Roda instruments, showing their usefulness to monitor the
performance, evaluate the contributions of performers and even try to correlate
the relationship between their actions and the musical outcome, indeed a first step
towards a more quantitative performance evaluation.

Those preliminary analysis motivated our further research into measurement
based techniques for music performance evaluation. In the following Chapter we
will carry out an extensive review of the research in music performance evalua-
tion, with a specific focus in analysis based on performance measurements and
their application for computer based collaborative musical interfaces and com-
puter music ensembles.
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Chapter 5

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

5.1 Introduction

This chapter will review the literature on music performance evaluation.

Closely linked to the massive recent growth of music psychology [Hargreaves et al., 2012],
evaluation of music performance asks for an interdisciplinary approach encom-
passing art, sciences and social sciences. This chapter will survey some major
research topics and methodologies related to music performance. It will summa-
rize the most relevant research carried out in the areas more closely related to the
subject of this Thesis: performance measurement and evaluation and improvisa-
tion analysis. A closely related subject, models of performance and improvisation,
is left for Chaper 5, where we discuss theoretical models of musical creativity.

While the vast majority of the research in music performance is concerned
with the interpretation of composed (i.e. score-based) music rather than in impro-
visation, with a specific focus in classical Western Music, such studies nonetheless
illustrate the common methodologies and challenges than a researcher must face
when studying the complexity of this multifaceted phenomenon, and are therefore
of significant importance to address our research.

Additionally, we will survey the smaller but growing body of research involv-
ing group performance and improvisational performance (or both simultaneously,
as in research studies on Jazz), particularly relevant for this research.

The last sections will discuss the emergent research on performance evaluation
in the context of computer-supported Collaborative Musical Environments and
Laptop Orchestras
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5.2 Music Performance analysis
Alf Gabrielson carried in an exhaustive review of the field of Music Performance
research in 2003 [Gabrielsson, 2003]. If dated, it may serve to delimit the main
areas of empirical research on music performance. According to the author, the
majority of research was on measurements of performance, but with growing con-
tributions related to performance planning, performance practice and formal mod-
els of music performance.

Performance research historically developed in parallel with psychology, and
later music psychology studies. Since its beginning, notably around the 1920s
and 1930s, the focus was on performance measurements, specifically on timing
issues. The first empirical studies, carried out by Carl Emile Seashore in Iowa,
already stated the basic directions of music performance analysis: the study of the
relationship between expressivity and performance deviations from the score.

The artistic expression of feeling in music consists in aesthetic deviation from
the regular – from pure tone, true pitch, even dynamics, metronomic time, rigid
rhythms, etc. [Seashore, 1938]

After the War, there was a revival in such studies, aimed at confirming the
hypothesis of systematic variations in timing. We could mention here the work of
Ingmar Bengtsson at Uppsala University throughout th 60s and 70s, and the re-
search on expressive timing in Bach harpsichord performances by Povel in 1977.
Empirical performance research proliferated since the mid 70s, still keeping the
focus on measurements of performance but gradually incorporating novel research
areas such as motor processes, performance models and psychological and social
factors. As the focus was traditionally on high-art Western Classical music, per-
formance research on improvisational genres, either in Western or non-Western
cultures, was comparatively much scarcer.

With the advent of MIDI technologies in the 80s, and particularly the release
of the Disklavier MIDI piano in 1987, a solid platform for experimental research
was finally available and, indeed, most of the subsequent research was focused on
piano performance.[Clarke, 2004]

5.2.1 Measurement of performance
As a prevalent research topic in music performance, the literature on measure-
ment of performance of is rather extensive. We will now summarize some key
researches on the field of empirical performance analysis, both focused on single
performers or measuring music performance in music ensembles.

One of the main problems in music performance measurement deals with the
data acquisition problem. While the study of timing and dynamics in keyboard
performance may benefit of readily available performance encoding solutions for
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capture, recording and analysis -mainly through MIDI interfaces and software-,
addressing other musical parameters, instruments and musical practices must be
addressed with specific technological resources which typically deliver massive
amounts of multi-modal data. Alternatively, performance data may be extracted
or inferred from the acoustic audio signal itself.

Virtually all the parameters which may be significantly altered through the
performance of a music score have been addressed in specific studies. Apart from
timing, understood as deviation from strict adherence to the norm or score, the
traditionally primary subject for most papers, some researchers devoted to the
study of variations in dynamics, intonation and vibrato as well - though they are
more instrument specific.

It is rather well acknowledged that there are two main, closely related causes
for such performative deviations: as a resource to frame, or highlight specific
structural traits [Palmer and Deutsch, 2013] or as a resource to express mood or
emotion [Juslin, 2003].

Additionally, while performance measurements usually address deviation and
variation from the score for the purpose of musical expression, some papers ac-
count for the analysis of plain performance mistakes as well. Such studies may
be relevant in the context of pedagogy research and may provide insight into the
cognitive factors involved in the acquisition of performance kills (see for example
[Repp, 1996b] and [Palmer and Drake, 1997]) or in studies of interaction between
auditory feedback and motor performance,as in [Maidhof, 2013].

Timing

One of the classical and most cited series of research papers on timing is due to
Bruno H. Repp. His research focus on the analysis of timing in piano perfor-
mances of classical music. His studies were based either in data capture from
actual performances of transcribed from historical recordings.

On comparisons between performers playing Schumann, and later Debussy
works, Repp highlighted the differences between students and seasoned perform-
ers: a higher homogeneity was observed in students, adhering more closely to
performative canons and displaying more similarity, repeatability and consistency
of timing patterns compared to a noticeably higher originality in famous pianists
[Repp, 1992] [Repp, 1995] [Repp, 1997a]. On another study on a Chopin piano
édude, Repp employed Principal component analysis to study the expressive tim-
ing deviations at the end of melodic gestures, noticing a complex and idiosyncratic
use of a few shared, basic timing strategies [Repp, 1999b].

Still focused on piano performance, Repp and Palmer both studied the tim-
ing of sustain pedal with respect to note onsets. As actual piano practice con-
firms, its ordinary use in performance showed to be consistent and maximizes the
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legato while avoiding undesired, dissonant overlap [Repp, 1996a] [Palmer, 1996a]
[Palmer, 1996b].

Another well know performative deviation in piano performances is the subtle
asynchrony between the melody and the accompaniment to enhance the percep-
tion of cantabile. Sometimes the melody is slightly anticipated and sometimes
slightly lagged. Palmer observed that such performative resource was rather more
pronounced in expert performers [Palmer, 1996b]. Melody lead is much more
pronounced in jazz performance, up to the point that notes may anticipate or de-
lay several beats. Ashley noticed a consistent pattern consisting of lagged notes
followed by accelerando and alignment with the accompaniment at cadencial lo-
cations [Ashley, 2002].

Still another timing-related research is the investigation of systematic varia-
tions in timing. Humair conducted and study addressing a number of popular
danceable musical genres, from baroque dances such as the Bourrée and Menuet
to the Vienese waltz and XXth century genres such as swing or tango, and con-
firmed the existence of systematic rubato patterns [Humair and Genève., 1999].
Johnson also found typical arch-like rubato phrasing patterns in the study of tim-
ing deviations in a Bach ’s Suite for Cello [Johnson, 1999], while Davis found
evidence that violinist resorted to rubato to bring out the implied polyphony in
Bach’s solo violin music, but was largely avoided if the structural complexity was
already providing enough expressive cues by itself [Davis, 2009].

Other performance parameters

Although articulation is an important and particularly effective cue in music per-
formance, greatly contributing to the emotional character of a piece [Gabrielsson and Juslin, 1996],
considerably less work has addressed it. Articulation studies can be easily carried
out with MIDI keyboards as well, because both note onsets and releases are pre-
cisely recorded. However, it is more complex to analyze than timing for other
musical instruments. Besides, timing instructions in a score can be much more
unambiguous than articulation marks.

Bresin carried out measurements on articulation, including amount of overlap
time and inter-onset intervals, for a number of performances of an excerpt of a
Mozart piano sonata. The author asked participants to perform an optimal per-
formance and then some expressively biased renditions. Similar strategies were
observed among all the participants regarding the relationship between IOI ratios
and overlap or note duration both in legato and staccato passages. The aim of
his research was to build rule grammars for automatic music performance models
[Bresin and Umberto Battel, 2000].

Deviations of equal tempered tuning, either static or dynamic (pitch inflec-
tions), may be an expressive resource for players, specifically singers and string
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instrumentalists. In the case of string ensembles, such deviations may be adaptive
as well, coping for the harmonic requirements of an ensemble performance.

Another performance variable is the vibrato. Its frequency extent and in-
tensity do not only obey to stylistic constraints but to the musical context, the
performance setting and the idiosyncrasy of performers. For example Prame
[Prame, 1997] studied the use of vibrato in singers and violinists performing Schu-
bert’s Ave Maria. The vibrato extent was larger for shorter notes and larger for
singers compared to violinists.

A more holistic approach aims at the study of the relationship between several
performance dimensions. As a first step towards this goal, several authors analyze
the coupling of two variables. The relationship between timing, or tempo and
dynamics has been addressed by several researchers, questioning an hypotheti-
cal simple correlation between tempo and dynamics [Clarke and Windsor, 2000]
[Repp, 1999a]

Relationship between tempo and timing is addressed, for example, is studies
of swing in jazz performance. Friberg and Sundström, for example, observed that
the swing ratio decreases when tempo increases, though the swing ratio of the
soloist was lower [Friberg and Sundström, 2002].

The study of swing deviations has attracted interest by a number of researchers.
Prögler [Prögler, 1995] measured the timing of drummers in relation to a stable
beat and observed a systematic, though heterogeneous and dynamic use of timing
asynchronies of the ride.

Finally, comparative studies between performers over multiple expressive vari-
ables may be facilitated through techniques for summarized performance visual-
ization. In this respect, maybe the most is the Performance Worm, by Dixon et
al., a visualization of the tempo and loudness evolution which may provide insight
into the expressive patterns applied by performers [Dixon et al., 2002]. As a tech-
nique for data reduction, it may be used to computationally evaluate and compare
performances and reveal both diversities and commonalities among performers
[Goebl et al., 2004].

5.2.2 Subjective evaluation and Judgment
While music performance is commonly evaluated by all the actors involved - the
performer itself, the audience, the critics and so on - it is unclear under what cri-
teria and how the judgments are done [Gabrielsson, 2003]. A common approach
is to resort to performance assessment schemes drawn from educational contexts.
However, as Thomson observes, assessing the quality of a musical performance
is a fairly controversial topic, as the typical inconsistency on ratings by expert
evaluators demonstrate [Thompson and Williamon, 2003] [Bergee, 2007]. Both
technique and musical expression factors have proved to have a significant, di-
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rect effect on the assessment of overall performance quality of a performance
[Russell, 2015], but the whole picture is rather more complex as we will see.

Some papers incorporate listener ratings to confirm the relevance of certain
observed performance patterns, sometimes with initially paradoxical conclusions.
For example Repp compared listener judgments between individual performances
and an artificial, “averaged” performance of the same piece, which surprisingly re-
ceived the highest ratings in terms of quality, but not of individuality [Repp, 1997b].
Similarly, Johnson confirmed a correlation between perceived musicianship and
increased use of rubato in a Mozart Concerto [Johnson, 1996]. A plausible con-
clusion would be that listeners may trade originality and idiosyncrasy for accuracy
or adherence to aesthetic canons, at least to some extend.

Johnsson studied the effect of rubato magnitude in the perception of musical
musicianship on a Bach’s Cello suite, by providing to listeners performances with
different degrees of alteration of a reference mode derived from performance mea-
surements. His findings indicated that both the performances with less rubato or
exaggerated rubato were perceived as less musical [Johnson, 2003].

Saunders and Holahan carried out a large scale, multiple-item evaluation in-
volving high school music students. The judges evaluated their performance by
applying criteria-specific rating scales to a number of technically related dimen-
sions, such as technique, intonation, melodic accuracy, rhythmic accuracy and so
on. Through step-wise multiple regression analysis the authors were able to pre-
dict the total score, with good accuracy (R = 0.96) as a combination of just five
dimensions [Saunders and Holahan, 1997].

In a similar study involving teachers, peers and the performers themselves,
Bergee observed good correlation between faculty and peer evaluations and poor
correlation with self-evaluations [Bergee, 1997]. There was a tendency to over-
criticism, as Daniel observed as well on a study targeted to self-assessment through
the evaluation of video recordings of students’ own performances [Daniel, 2001].
In another large-scale study involving 373 music students, a similar pattern of
inaccurate underestimation of self-assessment was observed as well [MA, 2005].

While evaluating students does usually focus on technical issues, with expert
performers the focus shifts towards a higher number of dimensions. Therefore,
instead of analyzing the ratings, some studies resort to more qualitative analysis
techniques to determine what are the parameters that judges utilize to evaluate
a performance. For example, Davidson and Coimbra used a qualitative analy-
sis to assess the main parameters which judges utilize to evaluate professionals
singers onstage. Questionnaires and interviews were utilized to elicit the criteria
for assessment. Factors such as technical control, but also appeal, bodily com-
munication or facial expression where taken into account, while surprisingly the
timbre of the voice was not mentioned [Davidson and Coimbra, 2001].

The effect of such so-called non-musical factors in the evaluation of a perfor-
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mance was clearly demonstrated in Howard’s study on solo vocal performances
[Howard, 2012]. Adjudicators assigned higher ratings to performances presented
in audio format as compared to audiovisual format, showing in the later case that
quality ratings were significantly affected by factors such as soloists’ performance
attire and stage deportment.

Thomson used a more formal approach, resorting to Repertory Grid methodol-
ogy (see [Fransella et al., 2004]) to elicit the constructs utilized in the evaluation
process by professionals adjudicators, and overall assessments were found reli-
able, with moderate degree of agreement between judges. Pedalling was the most
common construct and showed strong correlation for overall preference, but even
stronger correlation was found with right hand expression, phrasing and expres-
sion at the end of the piece [Thompson et al., 1998].

The authors suggest that their methodology may contribute to be aware, refine
and develop the skills of adjudicators and ultimately increase their reliability by
standardizing the evaluation criteria. It may be useful to competitive performers
as well, to gain greater understanding on the process of adjudication.

5.2.3 Performance evaluation in music ensembles

Interpersonal coordination

Ensemble performance analysis must account not only for the compliance to (and
deviations from) the score, but to the joint action between performers, a com-
plex interplay based on continuous proposals and re-adaptation to a continuously
shifting context. Therefore, in an ensemble performance we may simultaneously
study individual deviations and overall ensemble deviations, and the relationship
between both.

Once again such deviations, now not only or not particularly from the score
but between performers as well, set a driving force for musical interplay and ex-
pression. In 1987 Charles Keil introduced the term Participatory Discrepancies
[Keil, 1987] to refer to such ’slight human inconsistency in the way that a mu-
sician executes rhythm, pitch and timbre’. In a later article, Keil [Keil, 1995]
defends that such discrepancies are actually the basis for musical creation, the
true source of meaning and groove in music performance.

How such inconsistencies are negotiated throughout the performance has been
a topic addressed by cognitive psychologists. And similarly to individual perfor-
mance, ensemble performance measurements have been also focused on timing
issues, particularly on relative asynchrony and mutual synchronization between
players. The early quantitative research on ensemble coordination resorted to
laboratory studies of sensory-motor synchronization (SMS). Repp carried out an
extensive review of the tapping literature on SMS [Repp, 2005], including exten-
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sive references on studies of SMS in musical contexts. Keller and Pecencka con-
tinued this line of research in inter-personal synchronization through laboratory
studies[Pecenka and Keller, 2009][Pecenka and Keller, 2011].

Summarizing his research on the subject on a theoretical framework, Keller
[Keller, 2007] [Keller and Repp, 2008] [Keller and Mills, 2008] [Keller, 2013] pointed
out three key cognitive processes present in ensemble musicians: auditory-imagery,
where the musicians have their own anticipation of their own sound as well as
the overall sound of the ensemble, prioritized integrative attention, where musi-
cians divide their attention between their own actions and the actions of others,
and adaptive timing, where each musician adjusts the performance to maintain
temporal synchrony. This perspective makes it possible to identify the following
important points: first, that each musician incorporates the ensemble score as well
as the performance of the rest of the ensemble into an anticipation of the produced
result. Second, the musician defines the saliency of each performed note with re-
spect to the ensemble as a whole, shaping their performance so that it integrates
both with the ensemble’s actions as well as personal expressive choices. Lastly,
the above choices must be made while maintaining ensemble synchrony at the
same time.

More recent research addresses multiple player synchronization by taking into
account multimodal non-verbal communication cues and social hierarchies within
the ensemble. For example, Goebl and Palmer [Goebl and Palmer, 2009] studied
the ensemble synchronization in restricted auditory and visual feedback scenarios.
They found that decreased auditory feedback increased temporal asynchronies
and motivated higher reliance on visual cues. Additionally, they observed that
bidirectional adjustments where present even in a leader/follower scenario.

Research on interactional coordination in ensemble performance is not only
limited to the analysis of synchronization of note onsets, any may be addressed
through multidimensional analysis of the ensemble performance, eventually in-
corporating multimodal data to cope with gestural and non-verbal communication
cues taking place during the performance. We should mention here the research
carried out within the SIEMPRE project (2011-2013)1, aimed at the study of the
mechanisms underlying social cognition and co-creativity in ensemble musical
performance and audience experience.

For example, Glowinski [Glowinski et al., 2012] identified patterns of domi-
nance and inter-musical communication in a string quartet through the analysis of
the musicians’ heads movements, and Papiotis [Papiotis et al., 2012] [Papiotis et al., 2011]
carried out measurements of ensemble synchrony through intonation, timing, dy-
namics and articulation adjustments through audio feature extraction. In a related
research, Wing [Wing et al., 2014] studied the synchronization in two string quar-

1http://www.infomus.org/siempre/
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tets and revealed that tempo adjustments reflected the ensemble hierarchy, with
the first violin exhibiting less adjustments in the first, more autocratic ensemble
as compared to the second, more democratic one.

In his PhD thesis, Marchini [Marchini, 2014] addresses the analysis of ex-
pressive ensemble performance in string quartets, by both statistical and machine
learning techniques. By comparing the timing of a solo versus an ensemble per-
formance, the author observes the restrictive effect of synchronization demands on
performative licenses, and a tendency to exaggerate timing accents when playing
in ensemble. More significant was the machine-learning approach, which con-
firmed a preference for horizontal features in solo playing and a preference for
vertical, or inter-voice features in ensemble playing in his predictive model.

5.2.4 Group Improvisation
As a particular research topic in ensemble performance evaluation, improvisation
studies are scarce and mostly centered on jazz. Beyond the aforementioned studies
on timing in jazz performance, this genre provides a suitable framework to eval-
uate improvisational strategies and the development of improvisational resources
by a performer. Performance studies on jazz either focus on the syntactical struc-
ture of jazz improvisation, emphasizing the formal analysis of transcriptions of
improvisations, or may otherwise insist upon the centrality of interaction in a jazz
performance, therefore placing greater emphasis in coordination issues through
the performance.

As a relevant example of an analytic approach, we should mention Järvinen
[Jarvinen, 1995], who studied bebop improvisations based on a popular chord pro-
gression and found statistical similarities to European art music in terms of tonal
hierarchies. In this article and specially in a later one [Järvinen and Toiviainen, 2000],
Järvinen confirmed that jazz improvisers match key notes -with respect to tonal
centers- to strong beats.

As for coordination and interaction studies concerns, Reinholdsson [Reinholdsson, 1998]
studied the processes of negotiation and musical and social experiences within
small-group jazz performances. Through investigation of group performances,
Reinholdsson observed contrasting episodes of cooperation and flow versus prob-
lematic passages of resistance and distrust. The author advocated for an interdis-
ciplinary approach for such an study, encompassing social psychology, ethno- and
socio-musicology.

Combining both approaches, Hodson [Hodson, 2007] evaluated improvisa-
tional decisions in the context of interactive possibilities within the ensemble.
By resorting to transcriptions of progressive and free jazz improvisations, Hod-
son studied how jazz musicians interact in a performance, with specific examples
on re-harmonization practices and techniques to clarify or obscure structural and
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phrase boundaries in improvised jazz solos.
Weisberg [Weisberg et al., 2004] carried out a statistical pattern analysis of

transcribed solos of bebop musicians. It allowed him to determine how much
“formulaic” improvisers were, that is, what were the most utilized melodic pat-
terns and to what extend the whole solo was constituted of a concatenation of
such patterns. Additionally, they compared patterns among several performers.
The projection was statistically significant in one case, suggesting stylistic simi-
larity or an influential relationship between two performers. A limitation of the
analysis was that the it only accounted for exact pattern repetitions, therefore it
disregarded any eventual processes of pattern transformation, the authors suggest
a hierarchical analysis of patterns would provide further insight into the creative
process of constructing a solo improvisation.

5.2.5 Performance evaluation for CSCME and Laptop Orches-
tras

Studies of mediated human-human interaction in computer based collaborative
musical interfaces have been growing only in recent years. Through analysis of
musical performance with collaborative interfaces, researchers study group flow
and interaction, which in turn can inform interface designers about usability issues
from a social perspective. Related studies analyze user interaction when perform-
ing or improvising collectively with tangible musical interfaces. Most studies
resort to study users behavior in undirected, free improvisational scenarios. Stud-
ies on conductor-ensemble interaction in collective digital ensembles are, to this
author’s knowledge, limited to ethnographic studies.

Concerning computer ensembles, and particularly Laptop Orchestras, the lit-
erature on performance analysis is still scarce, and mainly resorts to a few ethno-
graphic analysis to investigate the social interaction within a performance.

We will review in this subsection the main literature concerning the analysis
of musical performances in both performative contexts.

Music performance evaluation in CSCME

The analysis of musical performance on Computer Supported Collaborative Mu-
sic Environments, compared to performance analysis on Computer Ensembles, is
both quantitatively and qualitatively more relevant, and is aimed both towards a
better understanding of the dynamics of the collaborative and creative processes
taking place within the computer mediated environment, and as a tool to inform
and provide valuable design criteria.

Weinberg’s research in the 1998-2003 period [Weinberg, 2003] was focused
on the design of tangible musical interfaces with high-level controls and built-
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in interdependence to allow children and novices to participate in meaningful,
social musical experiences. He designed a number of collaborative interfaces half-
way between actual collective instruments and interactive sound installations, both
performatively simple but offering complex interaction to the players.

The evaluation was largely informal, through retrospective discussion with
participants. During the design phase, composition or evaluation of his interfaces
and repertoire written for them [Weinberg, 2002] [Weinberg and Gan, 2000] he
noticed novices preferred high level musical controls, rated as more expressive,
whereas musicians were more interested in direct control of lower level parame-
ters. Players also stated they had to decide whether to concentrate on the effort
required to conduct social interaction through non verbal cues or the nonetheless
substantial effort to perform expressively with their own interfaces.

When performers resort to computer interfaces, playing remotely or even co-
located, non-verbal cues are severely limited and new issues of user awareness
and graphical interface design for music interaction come into play.

Drawing on models of CSCW research,several authors [Murray-Browne and Mainstone, 2011]
[Stowell et al., 2009] [Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2012] study how improved shared
awareness increases mutual engagement in shared representations (in short, col-
laborative interfaces), providing design guidelines. The author designed custom
distributed collaborative interfaces (Daisyphone and Daisyfield) for concurrent
music-making specifically tailored to his research. Additional observations refer
to the usefulness of additional communication channels between users (like shared
annotation mechanisms) but taking care of the cognitive load, for example apply-
ing a decay to the visualization of performers contributions [Bryan-Kinns and Healey, 2006].

Fencott [Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2010] conducted an experimental study tar-
geted to musicians, to determine the effect of awareness and privacy in musical
interaction, collaboration, contribution and emergence of roles in a collaborative
music software environment. The software, which offers a number of sound-
generating modules to users, could provide personal and shared workspaces with
configurable awareness mechanisms. The evaluation was carried out by an in-
troductory questionnaire, video recording, group discussion and interaction log
analysis. The authors observed more contributions but less co-editing with private
spaces, cognitive load issues caused by excessive visual and aural simultaneous
awareness of all contributions and spontaneous assumption of specific instrumen-
tal roles.

In another related study [Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2012] the authors show
that different audio delivery configurations (headphones, own speaker, public speak-
ers) and interface layout affect the way participants interact through a collabora-
tive performative environment. Through quantitative analysis of interaction logs,
video recordings and user questionnaires the authors provide valuable insight into
user and mutual awareness, territoriality and privacy issues, which have impli-
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cations in the design of collaborative interfaces. A key finding is the evidence
that private spaces increase personal contribution but greater interaction can be
achieved by providing only shared spaces to users.

A relevant number of studies with collaborative interfaces resort to environ-
ments tailored to concurrent loop sequencing, with an emphasis on the drum cir-
cles metaphor (for additional studies see [Blaine and Forlines, 2002], [Beaton and Tech, 2010]
and [Derbinsky and Essl, 2012]).

Klugel [Klügel et al., 2014] asked participants to freely explore two collabora-
tive rhythmic sequencers. Their activity was evaluated both qualitatively through
user questionnaires, video recording and quantitatively through data logging. In-
dividual and group flow and engagement were assessed through facial and cor-
poral cues. The authors noticed a rather consistent activity pattern, starting with
an exploratory approach which gradually transformed into a goal-oriented interac-
tion through negotiation, labor division and spontaneous assumption of leadership
and coordination roles. The performance analysis measured the complexity of the
generated rhythmical patterns, but it was inconclusive on whether it was caused
purposefully or due to the prototype affordances.

Ben Swift [Swift, 2013] carried out an experimental research on free improvi-
sational interaction with Viscotheque, a collaborative interface for mobile devices
specifically designed for this study. To conduct the research, video recording, data
log and final interviews with the participants served to evaluate their joint expe-
rience. The degree of engagement was qualitatively assessed and the evaluation
was mostly through user interviews. The author states the challenge of resorting
to traditional data-driven HCI measurement to evaluate such elusive and slippery
concepts as group flow and mutual engagement, suggesting the potential uses of
expert judgments, unsupervised learning and biometric data collection to measure
open-ended, experience-centered interactions in HCI. Indeed the author resorts to
machine learning to assist ethnographic analysis, showing its usefulness in the au-
tomatic recognition of players and groups of players from the logged performance
data.

Concerning computer ensembles, and particularly Laptop Orchestras, the lit-
erature on performance analysis is still scarce, and mainly resorts to a few ethno-
graphic analysis to investigate the social interaction within a performance.

Hansen conducted a number of studies centered to shared music instruments
targeted to non-musicians, with game-like interfaces and strategies which at the
same time are designed to encourage simultaneous improvisation. In [Hansen et al., 2011]
the author set up a shared music improvisation interface encouraging a solo-
accompaniment interaction. Both quantitative analysis of interaction logs and
qualitative analysis of video captures were employed. She observed spontaneous
assumption of roles, negotiation of turn-taking schemes and other conversational
related resources use of coordinated pauses, like gesture based imitation. She
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finally provides design guidelines to strength music focused collaboration.
The same author [Hansen et al., 2012] carried out another experiment targeted

to novices required rapid turn-taking negotiation to create interleaved melodic pat-
terns. The task included some gamified elements such as sonic rewards working
as a background rhythm when both players coordinated to achieve certain (un-
known) patterns. Sessions were video recorded. The findings indicate that users
tend to perceive more a causal relationship between sonic rewards and their indi-
vidual actions instead of the collaboratively built patterns.

Xambó [Xambó et al., 2011] proposes the use of design patterns in interactive
musical systems, drawing from design problems identified in the literature. Such
design patterns, oriented to multitouch interactions, encourage the use of private
and shared spaces, for developing ideas and for sharing and modifying them re-
spectively, aim for a well designed learning paths suitable for novice exploration
and later for skilled performers. Another design pattern calls for the need for the
collective interface to handle unequal participation, leadership and role division.

The same author, in a more recent research [Xambó et al., 2013] conducted a
long-term study on user interaction in Reactable improvisations. It was similarly
addressed to expert musicians. It revealed that the rich interactions facilitated by
a tabletop interface supported practice-based learning strategies (both learning by
doing and peer learning). Additional findings related to collective collaboration
are reported as well, such as the negotiation of a shared “storage space” and reg-
ular change of ownership of objects.

Music performance evaluation in computer ensembles

As previously stated, the research on performance evaluation and performance
analysis in computer ensembles is still in its infancy. We will survey two qual-
itative ethnographic studies and two quantitatively informed analysis of perfor-
mances with computer ensembles.

Two relevant ethnographic studies were carried out by David Reinecke -with
the Princeton Laptop Orchestra- and Graham Booth -with the Birmingham Laptop
Ensemble- respectively.

Reinecke’s study [Reinecke, 2010], shows through rehearsal analysis how the
assignation of conduction related tasks to humans or to computers can lead to co-
ordination and governance conflicts. He observes how informal conventions on
coordination and governance, which are often taken for granted and interactively
negotiated and challenged in Jazz ensembles, or largely formalized, standardized
and enforced with a well established hierarchy in classical music, can be disrupted
with the incorporation of code for synchronization or shared control and ensem-
ble coordination. He provides three illustrative examples drawn from the PLOrK
repertoire
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Booth [Booth and Gurevich, 2012] conducted an extended study with the Birm-
ingham Laptop Ensemble, documenting the whole practices involved in rehearsals
and performance. System logs of chat and audio and transcription of video record-
ings of the sessions were utilized to study the musical and interpersonal interaction
of the group. Boo

Freeman and Troyer carried out an evaluation of LOLC, their environment for
collaborative text-based laptop performance, with eight members of the Princeton
Laptop Orchestra [Troyer et al., 2012][Lee et al., 2012]. Their study was aimed
at evaluating how the environment promoted collaborative improvisation, as well
as the learnability and understandability of the process. It consisted on qualitative
and quantitative analysis of code logs, chat logs and musical output from a series
of rehearsals and a final public performance, plus interviews with the performers
and the audience.

Performers could, through simple textual commands, create, schedule, share
and transform rhythmic patterns, in a manner loosely inspired in the aforemen-
tioned studies on improvisational interaction [Hodson, 2007]. Additionally, a vi-
sual interface graphically displayed the whole collaborative process. As the whole
process of improvisational interaction was mediated through the chat server em-
bedded in the LOLC environment, it provided valuable insight into the whole
collaborative process, both for the analysis and for the audience. The collabora-
tion metric evaluated was the amount of patterns shared and its precedence and
scheduling times, showing different strategies within the ensemble: some per-
formers did extensive use of borrowed patterns while the rest resorted to creating
and modifying their own.

Through the analysis, some design recommendations arose in order to encour-
age more collaboration. The authors suggested the use of a better preview/pre-
listening functionality and promoting a more conversational interaction instead of
the multilayered textures achieved through an excessive use of automated looping.
was suggested to encourage more collaboration. Compared to a jazz performance,
ensemble negotiation was found to be much slower mainly because of the inherent
latency of interaction in a textual environment and the disruptive offline process
of pattern scheduling. [Lee et al., 2012]

Finally, Charles Martin et al. [Martin et al., 2015] developed an interface for
tracking ensemble performances in realtime. It consists of an agent that measures
performers’ interactions on touch-screens, classifies the sequence of gestures and
estimates how quickly performers change them. They finally describe some pos-
sible applications such as rewarding original performers or disrupting those who
stay on certain gestures too long. Under such approach, there is a mutual feedback
between performance analysis and the performance itself.
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5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we surveyed the literature on musical performance analysis, with
specific focus on the most recent research on performance evaluation in computer
supported collaborative music environments and particularly in computer music
ensembles.

A musical performance may be analyzed by measuring a performance (either
actual performance data, or audio recordings of the performance) or by carrying
out subjective evaluations of it. We first surveyed the most relevant findings in
classical musical performance analysis. Such studies were mainly addressed at
the study of musical expressivity by measuring timing deviations from the score
or determining correlations between performance variables and structural traits in
the score. A notable revival of measurement-based performance analysis was due
to the adoption of the MIDI protocol in keyboard instruments in the late eighties.

By the other side, the analysis of acoustic instruments my means of specif-
ically tailored motion capture devices, as well as the analysis of ensemble per-
formance, is more recent and comparatively scarcer. In this respect, analysis on
improvisational styles such as jazz tend to be more qualitative, in this case re-
searchers studied higher level facets such as motive development and stylistic ad-
herence to particular genres, though timing and coordination between musicians
have been addressed as well.

The evaluation of a performance is a cultural construct. Only unambiguous
such as performance errors may be quantitatively assessed. Beyond that, studies
confirmed that both the performer, the audience and the experts in that field are
hardly reliable when assessing the artistic value of a musical performance.

Regarding the analysis of music performance in computer mediated environ-
ments (either with collaborative tangible interfaces or with multi-user instruments
in computer ensembles), we conclude that the majority of research conducted
mainly consist of qualitative, ethnographic studies, combined with quantitative
measurements, greatly eased thanks to the data-logging facilities of computer-
based musical environments. Synergies between both approaches are possible,
for example in Ben Swift’s studies, which resort to machine learning techniques
to assist his ethnographic analysis.

It is worth noting that all of the studies conducted in the former environments
were aimed at the study of user interaction on improvisational scenarios. The ac-
tual musical outcome, nevertheless, was less relevant compared to the study of
user interaction. Their purpose was twofold: further our knowledge of ensemble
behavior in terms of negotiation strategies, exchange of materials and emergence
of roles to assist in design recommendations and provide design patterns which
will maximize mutual awareness and mutual engagement in collaborative inter-
faces.
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Our research will follow a similar approach, by drawing conclusions from
analysis based on actual measurements of improvisational performances, and com-
bining them with user-based evaluation with ethnographic methods as discussed
in Chapter 3. Additionally, we will propose to go a step beyond in the analysis of
performer’s contributions, by developing a performance-based metric which will
allow us to quantitatively measure how creative is a performer, both bringing back
musical creativity as a criteria for the evaluation of musical interfaces and without
relying on the inconsistency of subjective performance evaluation.

The next two chapters will be therefore focused in the development of such
creativity metric. Chapter 6 will introduce the subject of Creativity, its definition,
characterization and assessment, while we leave for Chapter 7 the development of
our proposed metric to compute musical creativity from performance analysis.
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Chapter 6

CREATIVITY

6.1 Introduction

This chapter will survey the literature on Creativity in general, and Musical Cre-
ativity in particular, with a focus on computational methodologies for creativity
assessment.

We will first provide a definition for Creativity, by itself, as we will see, a
rather elusive and controversial term, and the we will proceed with a review of the
main theoretical frameworks on the subject. Two specific perspectives are relevant
in the context of this Dissertation: the cognitive, which attempts to explain both
the nature and the dynamics involved in the creative process, and the social, which
puts greater emphasis on the situated nature of creativity and the emergence of
collective creativity. We will review the research from both perspectives.

Next, we will introduce the term Computational Creativity, and will survey the
most relevant proposals to computationally evaluate creative products. Specific
metrics for the most relevant creativity attributes will be provided, with a focus in
Maher’s creativity metrics, on which our own creativity metrics will be based.

In the following sections we will discuss the main research topics in Musical
Creativity, in which the social context pays an essential role. Finally we will sur-
vey the cognitive models for two facets of creativity in musical performance: mu-
sical expressivity in score-based performances, and musical improvisation, ending
this chapter with a review of the incipient computational models for creativity as-
sessment proposed in the literature.
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6.2 Creativity

6.2.1 Definition
We may tentatively define Creativity as the process of generation of products or
ideas that are both novel and appropriate, a deceptively simple definition pro-
vided by Hennessey [Hennessey and Amabile, 2010]. However,there is no a uni-
versally accepted definition of creativity.

Taylor [Taylor, 1988] reviews the literature for a wide number of contrasting
definitions of creativity. Definitions mainly differ from the approach used by in-
vestigators in their research, from those that emphasize the creative process as a
mental phenomenon to those that emphasize the social grounding of creative acts,
from those who focus in the creative product itself to those who look at the subject
who produced it.

Sarkar [Sarkar and Chakrabarti, 2011] carried a comprehensive survey of the
definitions of creativity, counting up to 160 different definitions. From these defi-
nitions, though majority and relationship analysis, the author proposed a common
definition as follows: Creativity occurs through a process by which an agent uses
its ability to generate ideas, solutions or products that are novel and valuable.

This is indeed a definition with closely resembles the aforementioned defini-
tion of creativity proposed by Hennessey.

6.2.2 Theoretical frameworks
In this section we will review the most relevant theoretical frameworks on Creativ-
ity. Modern perspectives on Creativity research take a multidisciplinary approach,
incorporating the latest developments in social psychology, linguistics, philoso-
phy and cognitive science to mention a few. In the later, we should mention the
more recent contributions in the fields of Artificial Intelligence and Neuroscience,
which is beyond the scope of this Thesis.

We will first cite some relevant historical contributions to creativity from the
psychological perspective, followed by a survey on the cognitive, social and arti-
ficial intelligence approaches to understand the creative process.

Early research on creativity

Research on nature and dynamics of the creative process has been qualitative and
largely empirical, and was initially focused in the description of cognitive pro-
cesses and creative leaps by exceptional creators. We must mention here the pio-
neering work by Graham Wallas [Wallas, 1926]. His classic -stage model is con-
sidered one of the first models of the creative process. The author identified four
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distinct cognitive phases in the creative act: preparation, incubation, illumination
and verification. Wallas work paved the way for further models of the creativity
process in the XX century.

Arthur Koestler in his book The Act of Creation [Koestler, 1964] describes the
process of creativity in a comparative study between such apparently disparate
fields as humor, science and art. He observes the common pattern of Bisociation,
the term the author proposes to indicate the fusion (in science) or juxtaposition
(in art) of two simultaneous perspectives. They set up a creative tension which is
explored in art, or resolved in a new paradigm in science, ultimately leading to
what is know as a creative leap.

Cognitive approaches to creativity

From a cognitive and philosophical perspective, Boden [Boden, 2004a] refers to
creative processes as operations on conceptual spaces which may be described
as structured styles of though. Individuals explore and modify such conceptual
spaces though distinct behaviors to produce creative products or artifacts. Modifi-
cations on conceptual spaces consist of combinational, exploratory and transfor-
mational processes.

Further, the author proposes a two-axes taxonomy of creative systems. A
first dimension highlights the dichotomy between historical and psychological
(or absolute or personal) creativity, whereas the second dimension distinguishes
between merely exploratory and truly transformational creativity (in which cre-
ative processes redefine the rules and constrains of the concept space to produce
paradigm shifts). According to the first dimension, Boden establishes two basic
kinds of creativity: H-creativity, or historical creativity, whose artifacts fall out-
side the range of artifacts previously produced (in any society and in any context)
and P-creativity, or personal creativity, whose artifacts fall outside the range of
artifacts previously produced by that creator.

The above mentioned notion of combinational processes which give raise to
creative artifacts are the base of the Conceptual Blending framework, formalized
by the cognitive linguists Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner [Fauconnier and Turner, 1998,
Turner and Fauconnier, 2002] and later on by Line and Per Aage Brandt [Brandt and Brandt, 2005].
In the original blending theory two or more mental conceptual spaces are blended
by mapping rules and further elaborated and completed to create new concepts.

Boden’s framework has been incorporated to creativity research in other dis-
ciplines, notably in the context of design science. Gero [Gero, 2002] identifies
computational processes for creative design as combination, transformation, anal-
ogy, emergence, and first principles. Analogy is related to the above mentioned
Conceptual Blending theory as the transfer of concepts from different conceptual
spaces, while Emergence originates from a re-representation process of preexist-
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ing concepts though a reinterpretation under a new structural framework. Finally,
First Principles would be the mechanism which allows direct product generation
without deriving them from any preexisting concept, but just from the production
rules.

Wiggins [Wiggins, 2006] refines formally the original Boden’s model and pro-
poses three rule-sets which operate on a conceptual space, namely the rules for
concept membership, to constrain the concept space and determine membership,
and the rules for concept construction or detection, which allow to traverse and
search such space. The last remaining rule-set is the set of rules used to evaluate
the “quality” of a concept, according to the criteria we consider appropriate.

The author further classifies Transformational creativity into two distinct pro-
cedures: transformation of creation rules (which may lead to truly novel con-
cepts) and the personal technique of the creator, which will allow him to reach
pre-available concepts by following a specific path.

Finally, the author elaborates a formal model of creativity which helps in iden-
tifying properties of different creative behaviors. Under his model, uninspiration
may be seen as the lack of concepts or valued concepts in the conceptual universe
or the lack to attain them within the space constrained by the technique applied.
The author terms aberration a concept generated employing the available creation
rules which does not fill in the existing conceptual space, it may be incorporated
in our space or not according to their value, and in the former case it paves the
way for truly transformational creativity.

Although Boden admits that creativity implies positive evaluation and that
acknowledge is implicit in H-creativity, the author focuses mainly on novelty as
an attribute of creativity in both cases, which do not tell us the whole picture
: ideas novel both to the individual and to its social context may be agreed to be
worthless. Wiggins’ model, on the other hand, may account some cases of creative
but not valuable products, though the author admits that the modeling of relative
social value needs more elaboration.

Dynamics of creativity

While the aforementioned cognitive models of creativity attempt to determine the
cognitive procedures involved in the creative act, they give us little clue as to what
precise sequence of mental processes leads to the genesis of a creative idea or
product. The following authors theorized, instead, about the dynamic process of
creativity.

Gabora’s Honing Theory [Gabora and Aerts, 2009] describes the creative pro-
cess as a resolution of potential wordviews through self-organization. A first stage
of interaction of the ideas within newly generated contexts self-modify the world-
view making new associations, reaching a percolation threshold which triggers
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cognitive insight.
A throughout literature review of Creativity Process Models is provided by

Sawyer [Sawyer, 2011], who proposes himself an eight-stage Model that takes
into account former frameworks. Sawyer incorporates, and describes experimen-
tal evidence [Csikszentmihalyi, 2014] of the Incubation stage proposed by Wallas,
thus bringing back the importance of the unconscious processes in creativity, as
some other authors recently highlighted [Ritter et al., 2012].

Only recently some studies address quantitatively the dynamics of creativity.
In [Noy et al., 2012] the authors identify two distinct user behavior in the explo-
ration of a solution space : scavenging similar products and sudden jumps to a
new region of the product space. Such unexpected dynamics seems to be in ac-
cordance with the above mentioned notion of creative leaps, although in a highly
simplified laboratory setting.

Sociological approaches to creativity

The first wave of creativity research, in the mid 20th century, focused on the per-
sonality traits and cognitive processes of individual creators. Even if relevant
insights resulted from this studies, by the 80s researchers realized that creativity
could be better explained by widening the focus and began to explore its social
and cultural dimensions[Amabile, 1983]

Through the 1990s and specially the new millennium, creativity research fo-
cused in the paradigm of distributed creativity, which investigates how creativity
is embedded in social groups. This new perspective, drawing from research by so-
ciology and social psychology, challenges the traditional assumption of creativity
as an essentially individual outcome.

Pioneering this second wave of creativity research, Csikszentmihalyi proposed
in 1988 a systems view of creativity which incorporated this multifaceted perspec-
tive of creative processes [Csikszentmihalyi, 2014]. The author identified three
components of a creative system: the individual, who generates the idea, the do-
main, either cultural or symbolic, and the field, either social or interactive. Cre-
ativity is then not an individual act, but the whole process of interactions between
the components of such system.

According to Csikszentmihalyi [Csikszentmihalyi, 1999], there is no way to
separate the reaction of society from the person’s contribution, and this is a bidi-
rectional relationship: individuals take concepts from the cultural domain, trans-
forming them and, if deemed valuable in the relevant field by the society, finally
incorporated in that domain. Csikszentmihalyi system components are closely re-
lated to the so-called Four Ps of creativity introduced by Rhodes [Rhodes, 1961]
: the Person (the individual), the Product (or creative outcomes), the “Press” (the
social context) and the Process by which such products are developed.
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Cohen[Cohen, 2012] states that Creativity is an emergent property of socio-
cultural systems. The author proposes a decentered model for artistic creativity,
in which there are multiple simultaneous contributing factors: creativity coming
from the individual while, simultaneously, artistic forms and conventions shape
the creative practice of individuals and groups. To Cohen the whole creative pro-
cess is inherently relational: in a socio-cultural context it emerges through recur-
sive patterns of imitation and appropriation/reworking.

Computational Creativity

Computational creativity arises from the convergence of the disciplines of Artifi-
cial Intelligence and creativity research. Wiggins provides a suitable definition of
computational creativity as The study and support, through computational means
and methods, of behavior exhibited by natural and artificial systems, which would
be deemed creative if exhibited by humans [Wiggins, 2006].

Accordingly, Computational creativity investigates the use of computational
models and creative agents to assess, encourage or interact with human creativity.

While studies on human creativity have been traditionally focused on the cog-
nitive behavior of creative individuals, the study of computational creativity favors
philosophical as well as AI research [Maher, 2010].

Much research in the field of Computational Creativity has been focused in
modeling creative behavior with software agents.The resulting computational mod-
els simulate the reasoning process with software agents which can produce cre-
ative designs [Gómez de Silva Garza and Gero, 2010]

Some authors even explore the social influence in creativity though software
agents, effectively incorporating the aforementioned paradigm of distributed/situated
creativity into computational models. The theoretical framework upon which such
models are built was incorporated by Sosa and Gero [Sosa and Gero, 2003] into
the domain of multi-agent modeling of design creativity. For example, Gero and
Saunders [Gero, 2002] propose computational models of collective creative de-
sign in which social awareness and situatedness strongly determine the behavior
of a multi-agent system.

6.3 Creativity assessment
We have so far surveyed the literature on Creativity centered on the research of
the processes involved, either social or cognitive.

In order to evaluate creativity, though, two possible perspectives are possible:
process based and product based approaches. As we have seen the internal or
social dynamics of a creative process are far from being understood, therefore
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quantitative approaches in creativity assessment are mostly based on the study of
creative products.

It must be noted that, if the very definition of creativity may be problematic
and lacks enough consensus, evaluation methodologies to assess creative products
are consequently far from being standardized.

For the last forty years, identification and assessment of creative products has
been relied on the consensual assessment of experts. This is precisely the ba-
sis of the well established Consensual Assessment Technique (henceforth, CAS)
[Simpson, 1982] [Hennessey and Amabile, 1999]: the idea that the best measure
of creativity is the combined assessment of experts in that field, without resorting
to any particular theory of creativity [Baer and McKool, 2009]

Creativity ratings obtained by CAS are always comparative, they refer to rel-
ative differences within the group of creative artifacts evaluated. But the sim-
plicity and consistence of the method, it is still widely employed in creativity
assessment. Ultimately, public recognition is a requisite for creative products
[Csikszentmihalyi, 1999] and the ratings of experts are just a realization of the
social component of creativity.

Many other evaluation techniques have been proposed, some of them domain-
specific. For an extensive review we refer to Oman [Oman et al., 2013].

Current research in computational creativity, however, advocates for more uni-
form evaluation criteria, which ideally should not depend on experts, but should
instead be independent of the generative process, of the domain and of the cre-
ative entity itself, be it a person, a computer agent or a combination of both
[Maher, 2010],[Ritchie, 2007].

6.3.1 Characterization of creative artifacts

Several authors have proposed a number of properties that may help us in char-
acterizing a creative artifact. Such contributions come from from psychology,
engineering, education or design, to cite the most historically relevant fields. Ul-
timately such properties can be incorporated into evaluation models to assist us
in creativity assessment, or in commutable metrics which be used to identify and
evaluate human or computer creative products.

The most cited properties in creative products are Novelty ([Saunders and Gero, 2001],
[Boden, 2004b], [Wiggins, 2006], [Oman et al., 2013], [Goldenberg and Mazursky, 2002],
[Cropley, 2005], [Maher, 2010] [Maher and Fisher, 2012], [Sarkar and Chakrabarti, 2011])
and product Value ([Boden, 2004b], [Wiggins, 2006], [Goldenberg and Mazursky, 2002],
[Besemer and O’Quin, 1987], [Maher, 2010] [Maher and Fisher, 2012]) or sim-
ilarly quality [Oman et al., 2013], or usefulness [Sarkar and Chakrabarti, 2011]
importance ( [Horn and Salvendy, 2006]), originality and uniqueness [Goldenberg and Mazursky, 2002].
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Some other properties are less agreed upon, either because they rely on the
receiver reaction or on aesthetic considerations. We must mention here Surprise
([Horn and Salvendy, 2006], [Maher, 2010], [Maher and Fisher, 2012], which could
be considered a property of the receiver and not of the product itself [Wiggins, 2006]
or incorporated in a broader definition of the novelty term ([Besemer and O’Quin, 1987]
as tipicality [Ritchie, 2007]), affect is also a receiver response to the product
[Horn and Salvendy, 2006]. As a commonly cited aesthetic property is elegance
[Horn and Salvendy, 2006] [Cropley, 2005]. Similarly, interest has been proposed
as a measurable characteristic of novel products [Saunders and Gero, 2001].

6.3.2 Creativity metrics
As a relevant example of creativity evaluation though the measure of different
aspects of the ideation, we should mention the pioneering work by Jami J. Shah
[Shah et al., 2000]. In the context of engineering design theory, the author pro-
vides metrics for measuring novelty, variety, quality and quantity in creative de-
signs. The functional decomposition of design ideations and the relative weight
and hierarchization of their functional attributes are assessed by experts in or-
der to compute overall scores for each property. The numerical ratings obtained
showed high correlation to participant’s assessments on the relative creativity of
the ideations evaluated.

Shah doesn’t advocate for a summarizing creativity metric, though later Oman
proposes a modified set of metrics in which Shah’s novelty and quality scores are
combined in a weighted sum to assess a global creativity score [Oman et al., 2013].

Creativity(C) = WN ∗Novelty(N) ∗WQ ∗Quality(Q) (6.1)

where WN and WQ are, respectively, weights for novelty and quality assessed by
experts in the field, and Novelty and Quality are computed according to Shah’s
metrics.

Some other authors opt for product-based formulations, for example Sarkar
[Sarkar and Chakrabarti, 2011] suggests the metric

Creativity(C) = Novelty(N) ∗ Usefulness(U) (6.2)

while Maher [Maher, 2010] incorporates the surprise attribute into her metric

Creativity(C) = Novelty(N) ∗ Surprise(S) ∗ V alue(V ) (6.3)

As we see, the tree methods agree on the importance on novelty to evaluate a
creative artifact. Additionally, both quality, usefulness and value are socially con-
structed properties related to the adequacy of that artifact to previously established
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requirements. Maher incorporates and extensively develops the role of surprise in
the assessment of creativity.

As Maher’s model will be the reference model for our proposed creativity met-
ric, we will finish this introduction on computational creativity assessment with a
more detailed overview of former methods for novelty and surprise computation
respectively, to put in context Maher’s contributions.

Finally, the last section will provide a more detailed explanation of the method-
ologies developed to measure such attributes in the context of the aforementioned
Maher’s model.

Novelty metrics

Novelty is a quality of being new, specially unusually new. Something is consid-
ered novel when it is significantly different from already existing products of the
same class. Novel products, ideas or states are identified as interestingly different,
because of our innate novelty-seeking behavior. Novelty is, for cognitive psy-
chologists, one of the primary measures of the ability to be creative, as has been
recognized to have a higher impact in creativity assessment compared to other
attributes [Sarkar and Chakrabarti, 2011].

To illustrate how we can quantitatively evaluate novelty for creative ideations,
the aforementioned metric provided by Shah [Shah et al., 2000] will be detailed
next. The author assumes ideas have a hierarchical structure and novelty should
be assessed at different stages. Then, and a pool of ideas are evaluated together
to obtain relative ratings. For single stage ideations, an overall novelty score is
computed as

Mi =
n∑

j=1

fjSj (6.4)

with fj being the weight and Sj being the novelty for a particular key attribute
or function j, which is assigned an a priori value based on experts, or calculated
as

Sj =
Tj − Cj

Tj
(6.5)

where Tj and Cj are the total number of attribute classes in all the products
evaluated (the author provides examples for categorical attributes) and the total
number of occurrences of that particular category in all products.

Note this is a frequentist approach, because novelty ratings are computed ac-
cording to the relative count of attribute occurrences.

Novelty assessment has been studied independently from the creative context
as well, because of the intrinsic properties of novelty in data. Ultimately, some
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methodologies employed in novelty assessment in databases or time-series have
been incorporated in the context of computational creativity, so it is worth briefly
reviewing them.

When we seek not to classify data but to detect abnormalities, novelty detec-
tion may offer a plausible solution based on thresholding distance measures to
normal data. This is, indeed, a one-class classification problem. Two synonym
terms often employed when referring to this problem are anomaly detection and
outlier detection.

Assessing novelty from data has been addressed by a number of researchers
form varied domains such as signal processing,computer vision,pattern recogni-
tion or data mining, with applications in security, medical diagnosis, industrial
monitoring or robotics to mention a few.

Pimentel [Pimentel et al., 2014] provides an up to date, exhaustive survey of
recent studies and approaches to novelty detection, establishing five general cat-
egories: probabilistic, distance-based, reconstruction-based, domain-based and
information-theoretic techniques.

In the context of music information retrieval, Novelty curves have been em-
ployed for structural analysis and segmentation of audio. The procedure, origi-
nally proposed by Foote [Foote, 2000], usually implies kernel correlation along
the diagonal of self-similarity matrices. As this method strongly depends on the
size of the kernel, some authors Kaiser [Kaiser and Peeters, 2013] and Lartillot
[Lartillot and Cereghetti, 2013] propose multiscale analysis to in order to detect
novelty at different levels (or conversely, employ novelty for hierarchical segmen-
tation).

Surprise metrics

Surprise is the feeling caused by something unexpected, or unusual, or both. There
is an overlap in the scientific literature concerning the terms novelty and surprise,
because surprise is sometimes taken just as a synonymous of statistical rarity.

If unusualness can therefore be linked to our former definition of novelty, un-
expectancy is more properly related to the notion of surprise. Surprise may be
elicited by different types of user expectations, either in transformative or ex-
ploratory design [Brown, 2012].

Grace and Maher [Grace et al., 2015] develop a typology of expectation sources,
defining four basic categories: categorical, trend, relational and comprehension
structural based expectations. Categorical expectations are violated by dissim-
ilarity to former products, thus they are triggered by novelty. Closely related,
comprehension expectations are violated when the the new ideations challenge
the structure of our conceptual space. By the other hand, relational expectations
are built by inferring correlations between attributes or trends in attribute values
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over time.
Assessing surprise usually involves statistical criteria to measure expectancy.

By assuming that new data changes the observer’s distribution of beliefs (as in cat-
egorical and comprehension based expectations as mentioned before), surprising
events may are considered to be those with a relatively low probability to happen.

The first statistical measures of surprise seem to have been proposed by Weaver
in 1948. The Weaver’s surprise index[Weaver, 1948] compares the probability of
observing the event to the sum of the probabilities of observing all other possible
results.

S.I.obs =

∑
i
f 2
i

fobs
(6.6)

Despite its simplicity, Weaver’s Surprise Index allows to distinguish mere sta-
tistically rare events from truly unexpected, surprising events. Surprising events
are those which are rare compared with the average probability of the other events
(small denominator and big numerator), while rare events would not be considered
as surprising (small denominator and small numerator).

More recently, Itti and Baldi [Itti and Baldi, 2009] propose a theoretical frame-
work to assess surprise with a Bayesian approach. Their model defines surprise
as the distance between prior and posterior probability distributions according to
the Bayes theorem

P (M |D) =
P (D|M)

P (D)
P (M) (6.7)

with P (M) being the prior probability distribution for the model M and P (M |D)
the posterior probability of M conditioned to new data D. The authors suggest
computing the surprise by using a distance measure such as the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence, which for continuous distributions is defined as

KL(P (M |D), P (M)) =
∫
M
P (M |D) log

P (M |D)

P (M)
dM (6.8)

As a practical implementation which exemplifies the use of Bayesian analysis
for surprise assessment, Horvitz et al [Horvitz et al., 2005] propose a model of
surprise in the context of traffic forecast. The authors develop a temporal, prob-
abilistic model of traffic according to several variables. After training the model,
when the likelihood of a new event taking place is considered low enough it is
assumed as surprising and an alert message is displayed.
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6.3.3 Maher model for Creativity Metrics
In the context of computational creativity, Maher [Maher, 2010],[Maher, 2012]
proposes an entity-agnostic, AI based novelty measure for creative designs in
which novelty, value and surprise are taken into account as a sort of Turing test
for creative agents or cognitive assistants. As Maher model is the basis of the
Creativity model proposed in this Thesis, we will discuss it with further detail.

Her methodology was originally based on unsupervised clustering techniques.
The author defines a metric for creative products as

E(ai) = f(N(ai) ∗ V (ai) ∗ S(ai)) (6.9)

where ai is a new potentially creative artifact, and is assumed to be creative if
E(ai) > 0. N ,V and S respectively measure Novelty, Value and Surprise of ai.

We will now discuss how Maher interprets those terms and how are them
operationalized in her computational model. We must note, however, that Ma-
her’s methodology was further developed by the author and collaborators, notably
Kazjon Grace[Maher et al., 2013],[Grace et al., 2015][Grace et al., 2015], conse-
quently we must see her model as an open methodology which has been continu-
ously reevaluated and refined over the last years.

Novelty is a measure of how different a new artifact is from already known
artifacts in its domain. Such difference manifests as the presence of new attributes,
or as an unused value for an existing attribute or combination of attributes. In
Maher’s model, Novelty is related to a distance metric measured from the novel
product to existing ones.

Maher explores different clustering schemes, from iterative descent clustering
methods like k-Means or SOM to hierarchical approaches [Grace and Maher, 2014].
The author reports some advantages in hierarchical clustering : namely, the fact
that ideations often exhibit a multilevel structure which may be better elicited
with this method, and the lack of assumptions concerning the number and scale
of clusters.

In agglomerative clustering schemes, novelty may be evaluated as the distance
from the novel product to the closest centroid in the conceptual map.

In a hierarchical clustering scheme, novelty is evaluated as the weighted sum
of the distances between the new product and it cluster hierarchy, weighted pro-
portionally to the depth of the tree to impart higher novelty ratings for greater
distances in a higher hierarchic level.

Value tries to comparatively measure several desirable properties of the creative
product, generally related to its performance and stated requirements or social
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acceptance. Obviously such measuring criteria is context dependent, and should
adapt to the creative process, as new products may introduce new desirable at-
tributes that will further modify the metrics for value. Such measures closely
resemble traditional assessment techniques for product effectiveness in product
design.

Value is evaluated according to some established criteria related to the useful-
ness, performance or attractiveness of the design. Then it is computed similarly by
clusterizing the value attributes and determining the distance to the closest cluster.
As such, value computation may detect designs with a novel, more unique value,
however it cannot infer whether its attributes might indicate a bettervalue. It may
serve, however, to reject new designs without a relevant difference in their value
compared to existing designs.

Surprise deals with our expectations of how a new product could be. A surpris-
ing product entails novelty but also unexpectancy. That is, a surprising product
does generally assumes novelty, but a novel product may not be surprising at all.
Like Novelty, Surprise may be seen as a function of the new product attributes
compared to previously ones, but also should measure how much a new product
unexpectedly departs from the projected future values.

In [Maher, 2012] Maher proposes that a new design is surprising when the
previously mentioned clustering algorithm would place it in a new cluster alone,
thus changing expectations for future products.

Under such assumption, surprise is a binary attribute. Expectations in this
model are implicitly modeled with the cluster structure, as future products are
expected to belong to preexisting clusters. As new single-element clusters are
promoted by outliers, this method mostly models categorical expectations, and is
just triggered by events high high novelty values.

In a later paper [Grace et al., 2015] the author proposes a similarity metric
between the cluster before and after the addition of the new product. Such distance
indicates the level of perturbation it caused to the cluster structure. For the same
reason as before, the method is expected to show correlation with the novelty
metric, but it does allow for a finer granularity and may provide better insight into
comprehension-based (structural) expectations[Grace and Maher, 2014]

Notice that the previous approaches do not explicitly include time to assess
surprise, beyond the implicit transition before and after the incorporation of the
new product. Indeed, it shows the same lack of temporal dimension that Maher
notices in Baldi’s bayesian framework[Itti and Baldi, 2009].

As user expectations may be highly dependent on the sequential nature of
products and inferences we can do about the next ones, it makes sense to incor-
porate the temporal evolution to model,either to model the expectation of one
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attribute value over time, or to build up expectations on mutual attribute relation-
ships.

In a later paper, Maher at al[Maher et al., 2013] employ time-series prediction
to evaluate surprise. The authors propose different regression based methods to
model user expectations. The greater the distance of the new model parameters
to the prediction given by the regression model, the greater the surprise. The first
model proved useful detection of outliers, the second one could apparently better
detect historical “trendsetters” and the last one incorporated a sort of memory
decay, which the authors emphasize should be carefully chosen accordingly to the
users experience.

Nonlinear regression methods were incorporated in [Grace and Maher, 2014]
to assess expectation based on relational and temporal trends.

6.4 Musical Creativity
We devoted the former sections of this chapter to formally introduce Creativity,
reviewing the main contributions in its definition from the fields of cognitive psy-
chology and artificial intelligence. As a final step into formal models of creativity,
we surveyed the most relevant mathematical and computational models proposed
to identify creative products and creative ideas, describing with detail Maher’s
creativity metric.

While such computational models seek to be as generic and discipline-agnostic
as possible, their actual application to specific domains is still incipient. Despite
the fact that research in creativity has recently achieved promising results in de-
sign science (see [Gero and Maher, 2013]), with a body of research on visual arts
and literature as well, music performance is still an emerging area in creativity
research.

The next two introductory sections will highlight the situated and distributed
nature of musical creativity: from the social perspective, and within the group in
musical ensemble performance respectively.

We will then review the research on musical creativity in performance and will
summarize the proposed cognitive or empirical models of creative processes both
for score-based music performance and for improvisation.

Some of the proposed models have been computationally implemented, while
many more implementations of generative systems for automated expressive mu-
sical performance and improvisation have been proposed, though many of them
. It is out of the scope of this thesis reviewing the whole plethora of such sys-
tems, therefore we will only provide a few relevant examples, those more clearly
grounded on performance analysis research and cognitive models of musical per-
formance.
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Finally, we will briefly review the incipient research on computational models
of musical creativity, which will serve as an introduction to our own proposed
model, to be fully developed in the following chapter.

6.4.1 The social context in musical creativity
Assessing creativity in music Clarke [Clarke, 2005b] puts Csikszentmihalyi’s and
Boden’s generic models of creativity in the context of musical creativity, and ad-
vocates once again for the need or a more physically and socially informed per-
spective of musical creativity.

Indeed, the prospect for creativity assessment in art is not easy, as the intrinsic
qualities commonly associated to a creative work (such as novelty or originality)
and its social value are in fact deeply interrelated.

A temptative model of such interdependence is provided by Williamon [Williamon et al., 2006].
His model of creativity in music performance, originality and value are analyzed
under the scope of their social and cultural drives (see Figures 6.1). Both figures
place emphasis on the situatedness in performative originality and value ratings.
According to the first figure (6.1a), highest originality ratings should be assigned
to rare performances (close to B) within an accepted creative tradition or to radi-
cal and exceptional ones which would break the rules and setting new performa-
tive paradigms (after B), while being ultimately rejected as acceptably creative
if they are too far away from that tradition (before A) . The second figure (6.1b)
shows the acceptable degree of originality for stylistically well informed perfor-
mances. When performers defy conventions, controversy arises and judgments on
their artistic value start to be more negative. The added variance ranges represent
graphically how consensus on artistic value is greater in original but uncontrover-
sial performances, decreasing with very idiosyncratic proposals, beyond which
excessive originality turns out to be less acceptable and valued, and perceived as
eccentric.

As the author points out, such analysis is only well suited to contexts with
well-established performative traditions and clearly delimited stylistic boundaries,
which are widely shared by their audience, such as the classical Western tradition.
Accordingly, the lack of such stylistic constraints would implicitly make social
driven evaluation much more problematic, as is the case in contemporary music
genres.

6.4.2 Group creativity in musical ensembles
A musical ensemble constitutes a microsocial environment within which the afore-
mentioned theories on collective and distributed creativity may be taken into con-
sideration.
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(a) A hypothetical distribution of perceived originality

(b) A hypothetical originality-value curve

Figure 6.1: Culturally mediated co-variation of originality and social value, re-
drawn for [Williamon et al., 2006].

Sawyer employs the term Distributed creativity to designate situations where
collaborating groups of individuals collectively generate a shared creative prod-
uct [Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009]. The author advocates for borrowing well-established
methodologies from studies of distributed cognition to conduct real-time analysis
of distributed creativity. His research on highly improvisational, unconstrained
environments in theater, dance and free jazz show that the interactions among
group members may be a source of creativity even more relevant than the individ-
ual inner processes of any participant.

Sawyer [Sawyer and Others, 2014] enumerates finally the key components of
group creativity:

• Process: It has no external goals beyond the process itself: the process is
the product.

• Unpredictability: As players choose among many possible consistent ac-
tions, the performance is essentially unpredictable.

• Intersubjectivity: To encourage collective flow, performer’s contributions
are open ended and their meaning is collectively assessed.
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• Emergence: as a result of the former characteristics, a sort of group dy-
namics emerges and leads individual behaviors, a phenomenon that Sayers
terms as collaborative emergence.

Group creativity in music ensembles has been addressed from different ap-
proaches and research disciplines, notably ethnography and conversation analy-
sis. Most recent research focuses in the study of the interactional processes within
musicians in performance (see, for example, [Hargreaves et al., 2012]).

6.4.3 Models of musical creativity
As we discussed in Chapter 1, we may identify three facets of musical creation:
Composition, Performance and Improvisation, three closely related contexts with
a notable degree of overlap and cross-fertilization between them.

Leaving aside the creative processes in musical composition, which are be-
yond the scope of this Thesis, we will focus on the study of musical creativity
from the perspective of (score-based) music performance and improvisation.

For both contexts, cognitive and computational models of the creative pro-
cesses involved have been proposed. As for music performance is concerned, such
models focus on the characterization and of the expressive aspects of a rendition
of the musical score. In the case of improvisation, research focuses in models
which explain, and eventually implement the generative processes involved in the
invention of musical materials in improvisational music genres.

We will first survey the contributions in the field of musical performance, fol-
lowed by a more in-depth survey of the models of musical improvisation, finishing
this section with a review of the generic computational models of musical creativ-
ity proposed in the literature.

Models of music performance

Cognitive models As Goebl states [Widmer and Goebl, 2004], the ultimate goal
of performance analysis is to understand the relationships between the factors in-
volved in music performance and formulate them as a model which generalizes
the empirical findings and have both a descriptive and a predictive value. In re-
gards to the outlook adopted by such generative models, Clarke observes that
the majority of them are influenced by Chomsky’s generative linguistics theory
[Clarke, 2005a].

Clarke and Sloboda studied the issue of the cognitive processes involved in
performance, improvisation and composition. Clarke, in particular, seeks to iden-
tify the characteristics generative principles for production and control of expres-
sive aspects of performance [Clarke, 1988]. While Clarke does not intend to study
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the precise nature of such principles, he identifies a pattern of hierarchical mental
representations or generative structures which part in an expressive performance:
expressive gradients, discontinuities and contrasts. Such generative structures
may be perfectly represented if all the information is available - as in perfor-
mance of classical repertoire - , or incompletely represented - for example, when
a performer is unfamiliar with a work. In the latter case, the generative representa-
tion is limited in depth and subject to further modification according to unfolding
musical events. An extreme case of incomplete generative representation would
be free improvisation, for which a performer has only a remote idea of how the
overall shape of the piece will be realized.

Juslin [Juslin, 2003] proposes a psychologically grounded model of expres-
sive music performance, the GERMS model, which identified five facets or fac-
tors which, together, contribute to the emotional and aesthetic impact of a given
performance. Those factors are the Generative rules which parallel and clarify
the musical structure, the Emotional expression used to convey emotional con-
tent to listeners, an unavoidable and unintentional Random variability, the Motion
principles, which assume that performers intentionally re-create biological mo-
tor patterns and finally Stylistic unexpectedness, or unconventional variations in
a music performance. A preliminary, rule-based implementation of the GERMS
showed a good agreement between the different components and the predicted
effects on listeners’ ratings of the performance.

Computational models Models of expressive performance may ultimately be
computationally implemented as expressive algorithmic performers. Such models
may be of interest by themselves, as practical generative tools which enhance, hu-
manize or otherwise add liveliness and realism to a software-based musical perfor-
mance -indeed, there is even a contest on Performance Rendering Systems since
2002 1. They may also help to validate the proposed models, therefore contribut-
ing to the research of expressive music performance [Kirke and Miranda, 2009].
Bresin [Bresin and Friberg, 2013] provides an in-depth review of the methodolo-
gies for the evaluation of computer systems for expressive music performance.

The most prevalent modeling strategies resort to analysis-by-measurement,
leading to empirically grounded models, and analysis-by-synthesis. Kirke and
Miranda [Kirke and Miranda, 2009] review over 30 software systems for expres-
sive music performance.

The KTH institute in Stockholm carried out a long term research on expressive
performance modeling, based on actual performance measurements. Their Direc-
tor Musices software [Sundberg et al., 1983] [Friberg, 1991], an ongoing project
since 1982, incorporates over 30 user tweakable rules accounting for dynamics,

1http://www.renconmusic.org/
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articulation, tempo but also harmonic context, phrasing and intonation rules and
even ensemble tuning and synchronization. By fine-tuning the rules the user can
model performances with different characters, either plausible or not. The team
involved in the KTH performance model adapted their rule-system to the perfor-
mance of contemporary atonal music [Friberg et al., 1991]. The DM model has
been influential and similar rule systems have been incorporated into other models
for expressive performance [Kirke and Miranda, 2009].

Todd proposed his Hierarchical Parabola Model [Todd, 1985] to model ex-
pressive timing in piano performances. It is a musicologically inspired model, re-
sorting to a multilevel analysis of the score using Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s Gener-
ative Theory of Tonal Music [Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1985], and showed partial
agreement with actual human performances of some classical music excerpts. On
a later research [Todd, 1985], the author further developed a mathematical model
of rubato by regression analysis of performances.

Models of musical improvisation

Cognitive models Several authors proposed cognitive models to explain the cre-
ative process involved in musical improvisation, notably in jazz. In the context of
AI models for musical creativity modeling, several authors hypothesized cognitive
models for improvisation which adopt a strong computational approach.

Pressing [Pressing, 1987] describes improvisation as a sequence of non-overlapping
sections which the author calls event clusters. Those clusters are constituted by
musically significant units such as melodic phrases, performative gestures, har-
monic sequences. Musical events constitute cognitive or perceptual unities, and
have some features which describe them as well as their similarity to other events,
and are chained or continued according to process of changes of such features
over time. Two methods of continuation are possible: associative generation and
interrupt generation. With associative generation, a given musical direction is es-
tablished and objects form a sequence in which features evolve according to the
former constraints to effect continuity. In interrupt generation, the musician de-
sires to explore a different musical direction, thus he resets the former set of com-
ponents or sets of features. Pressing sees the whole process as a sort of feedback
closed-loop system, in which a performer sets up goals and continuously re-adapts
according to the actual output. While this model was not based on strong empir-
ical evidence, and it was not formalized enough to be implemented and tested, is
was historically relevant in providing a plausible theoretical model to understand
the process of improvisation.

Ramalho [Ramalho and Ganascia, 1994] proposes a method intended to over-
come the limitations of pure random-oriented choices or deterministic rule-based
methods in improvisation. His model is based on the notion of Potential ACTions
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(henceforth, PACTs) as intentional units. Once again, PACTs encode a musically
significative unit, though in this case emphasis is given in its action-oriented char-
acter: there can be procedural PACTs (what to play) and property-setting PACs
(how to play). PACTs, in a given stylistic context, could be understood as gestural
idioms. The system incorporates a Musical memory as well, that is, an accumu-
lated catalog of musical resources, or actual realizations of PACTs.

Howoritz [Horowitz, 1995] proposes a a theoretical model for analysis and
generation of jazz improvisations. Horowitz model draws on Minsky’s model
of K-lines[Minsky, 1980], and is based on a hierarchical model in which musi-
cal concepts, their contours and expectations, are modeled as separate, context-
sensitive agents, coordinated by a further structural agent. Thus Horowitz pro-
poses improvisation deals with multiple and concurrent representations of musi-
cal knowledge. Goals and intentions spread activation of such concepts (indeed,
short scripts for certain musical behaviors, similar to Pressing’s events or Ra-
malho’s PACTs) downward in the agent hierarchy, while the currently active ones
in the environment spread upwards activation to their related concepts.

Johnson-Laird [Johnson-Laird, 2002] advocates for a cognitively inspired mod-
els of computational improvisation. He argues against two possible algorithms
formerly employed to model creative behavior, namely neo-Darwinist and neo-
Lamarkist. Neo-Darwinist algorithms consist of random generation of ideas and
natural selection for filtering them, and are hardly plausible given the real-time
constraints of an improvisation, besides, they are based on lack of guiding crite-
ria, while musicians improvising are guided by local goals. By the other hand,
neo-Lamarkian algorithms, in which the generation stage is already constrained
and guided by formerly acquired experience may be much more efficient but,
assuming that predefined criteria provides valid choices, the creative process fin-
ishes there and does not cope well with multiple-choice selection and evaluation.
Accordingly, Johnson-Laird suggest a third, hybrid method to model creative be-
havior, as a compromise between both approaches. Focusing on standard jazz
improvisation, the author makes a clear distinction between the generative mod-
els for melodic improvisation and for the composition or improvisation of chord
sequences. Melodic improvisation, which in jazz performers make take place at
the fastest speed, must obey a neo-Lamarkian model of largely automated viable
possibilities and a rapid arbitrary choice, without resorting to working memory at
all. On the contrary, chordal improvisation must combine a neo-Lamarkian stage
to generate viable chord sequences with a slower, reflective evaluation stage to
select the better according to neo-Darwinian filtering processes.

Computational models Computational models of music improvisation are closely
related to Interactive Music Systems [Rowe, 1992] and Algorithmic Composi-
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tion Systems [Cope, 2005], and are mainly aimed at style modeling. Many of
such models rely on traditional machine-learning approach based on a training
phase with actual (human) performances, followed by the construction of a pre-
dictive/generative model of that musical style. That methodology shares simili-
tudes with many algorithmic composition techniques, with the added constraints
of interactive, on-the-fly real-time musical creation.

Systems for computer improvisation do resort to a plethora of generative pro-
cedures, some incorporate generative grammars [Quick and Hudak, 2013], gram-
mar induction [Kitani and Koike, 2010], genetic algorithms [Weinberg et al., 2008]
or machine learning techniques, such as unsupervised deep belief nets [Bickerman et al., 2010]
or variable Markov models [Assayag and Dubnov, 2004], to mention just a few.
The former cited model was eventually extended to cope with the requirements of
mixed jam sessions with humans and software improvisers [Dubnov and Assayag, 2005]

While the systems cited above are tailored for real-time realization of impro-
vised solos or accompaniments, modeling ensemble improvisation may be ad-
dressed by multi-agent systems. For example, the aforementioned Ramalho’s
model for improvisation[Ramalho and Ganascia, 1994] was eventually implemented
to model a single improviser alone or interacting with more software agents as in
a jazz ensemble [Ramalho, 1999]. The improvisational processes were modeled
with a series of software modules: a Context module, which encodes contex-
tual information such as the chord grid and external events, a Perception module,
which listens to the context and puts events in a short-term memory, a Composer
module which chooses the next playable PACT according to the context and an
Execution module which executes the PACT by sending it to a MIDI synthesizer
and notifying the Perception module.

Computational models of musical creativity

To our knowledge, very few researchers resorted to computational models of cre-
ativity for music creativity assessment.

In his study on tools for supporting collaborative online music creation with
audio databases, Roma [Roma, 2015] proposes a creativity metric to evaluate the
creative potential of sound clips. The metric is actually based on Maher’s metric
for product-based creativity assessment, though limited to content-based audio
novelty and social relevance (i.e. value) of the exchanged sound samples, based
on the amount of downloads, comments and ratings of the sound clips employed.
Formally

creativity score = novelty ∗ value (6.10)

where novelty is evaluated as the distance to the closest element in a KD-tree
data structure and value is computed as
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value =
f(downloads,comments,ratings)

∆t

#audio clips
(6.11)

The measures seem to confirm the common hypothesis that small-world net-
work structures favor creativity and innovation.

While the former research employed a creativity metric to relate compositional
materials to their social relevance, Pointeau [Pointeau, 2013] carried out a compu-
tational creativity evaluation of actual musical performances with the Reactable.

The Reactable2 was originally conceived as a tabletop tangible user interface
for co-located, collaborative music making, though since 2010 it is also available
as a mobile version. By placing physical objects called tangibles on the table
(or their graphical counterparts in the mobile version), players may incrementally
build and operate on a virtual modular synthesizer.

The reactable community website3 hosts an online database of configurations
and performances done with the Reactable mobile version which users may ex-
change and reuse. Pointeau retrieved the whole set of logged performance data
(and, if available, transcribed performances). Such performance logs allow to
generate statistics on the tangibles employed in a performance, and the parame-
ters utilized in each tangible.

Pointeau proposed a creativity metric to quantitative evaluate the performances,
inspired in attributes commonly employed by cognitive psychologists in the as-
sessment of divergent thinking: namely originality and elaboration. A divergent
thinking score4 was computed as the average of both attributes. Formally

divergent thinking score =
originality + elaboration

2
(6.12)

where originality and elaboration were operationalized with respect to the use
of tangibles and their parameters respectively

originality =

∑
tangibles

#tangibles in dB
#tangibles

#tangibles
(6.13)

and

elaboration =

∑
tangibles

#used parameters
#available parameters

#tangibles
(6.14)

By comparing the divergent thinking metric with the amount of reuse of tables
(which hold configurations of tangibles), the author confirmed that people that

2http://reactable.com/
3http://community.reactable.com/community/
4Divergent thinking is usually considered as a good indicator of the potencial for creativy,

though it does not equate it[Runco, 2008]
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rely more on the reuse of musical materials are more creative. This result pro-
vides quantitative evidence, therefore, of Csikszentmihalyi’s notion of distributed
creativity [Csikszentmihalyi, 2014].

6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we reviewed the literature on Creativity from the perspectives of
cognitive and social psychology. Other more recent approaches, such as the recent
advances in the research of cognitive processes in the Neuroscience field, have not
been addressed because they are not so closely related to our subject.

Once reviewed the research in Creativity as a cognitive or social process, we
centered our review in the research in creativity assessment: the criteria to evaluate
the creativity of artifacts, products and ideations. The literature on the subject
provided an extensive listing of attributes, but three particularly emerged and were
analyzed in depth: novelty, surprise and (social) value.

We presented the development of computational creativity metrics around these
three attributes, particularly Maher’s creativity model, which will be the basis of
our own computational model for musical creativity assessment.

In the next section, we surveyed the research on musical creativity. Striking
similarities arose when comparing the computational models of creativity just re-
viewed to the theoretical and computational models of both score-based music
performance and, more particularly, musical improvisation.

Such evidence encourages further research into the explicit applicability of
state-of-the-art computational creativity models for the assessment of musical cre-
ativity.

In this respect, we reviewed two pioneering approaches: Roma computes a
potential of creativity metric to relate resource novelty and its social use, while
Pointeau analyzes performance logs and extracts information on how the available
resources are utilized to compute a creativity metric, though he apparently does
not take into account the actual transcription of the performances, and therefore
ignores the sequential nature of the performative actions.

While both authors do not apply computational models of creativity in the
context of performance analysis to its full extent, their research is a major step
forward.

Based on their contributions and the theoretical models previously discussed,
the following Chapter will present and develop our own proposal for a Creativity
Metric for musical performance.
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Chapter 7

A CREATIVITY METRIC FOR
COMPUTER ENSEMBLE
PERFORMANCE

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents our approach for the computation of a Creativity Metric for
music performance, specifically addressed to multi-user instruments in Computer
Ensembles.

The metric is based on real-time performance data capture and analysis from
actual performances within a Network Music ensemble, and its main goal is to
quantitatively evaluate the creativity of performers in improvisational settings.

The model we present is based on the methodology proposed by Maher and
discussed in the previous Chapter, extended and adapted to the domain of music
performance.

It might appear adventurous to employ Maher’s metric, which is conceived to
assess creativity in product design, for evaluating music ensemble performances,
in which the creativity process has a very distinct nature: a musical performance
-specifically, an ensemble improvisation, which will be the focus of our study-
is not a monolithic product, but instead a live process which unfolds in time as a
complex network of creative contributions from all performers. We may, however,
consider that musical performance as the sum of the creative ideations contributed
by performers, and evaluate the creativity of the conceptual space(s) defined by
such set of ideations.

In the next sections we will provide the reasoning behind this decision, and the
following ones will be devoted to derive our proposed methodology to compute
musical creativity.
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In the fist introductory section, therefore, we will justify why we may consider
a musical performance, and specifically a free improvisation as a sequence of
creative ideations. We will then introduce the concept of gestural ideations and
its implication in the context of improvised electroacoustic music, as our unit of
ideation of study.

The next section will fully develop our computational method, providing a
RoadMap of the whole process and a detailed view of all the steps required to
compute our creativity metrics.

7.2 Creativity as gestural improvisation
The goal of this section is to present the performative context we will utilize to
derive our Creativity metric: free electroacoustic improvisation.

It will present as well the guiding principles of our computational metric: the
assumption of atomic units of ideations in a free improvisation, its assessment
through the analysis of performative gestures and a final measure of the gestural
efficacy required to convey gestural creativity to an equivalent audible outcome.

7.2.1 Musical improvisation as a sequence of ideations
As we discussed in Chapter 5, a performer’s creative contribution may be eval-
uated through music performance analysis. The precise nature of such contri-
butions will differ according to the musical context, but, in any case, it may be
largely assessed through measurements of performance.

An expressive rendition of a musical work, for example, displays systematic
deviations from the score. Performance measurements do show to what extent
they align to the structure of the musical work. Creative ideations, in such a con-
text, expressively reinforce phrase boundaries and stylistically informed musical
gestures as depicted in the score.

Without the need to align to an existing score, musical improvisation allows
performers to make creative ideations far more explicit. As we have previously
discussed in Chapter 6, cognitive psychologists proposed models for improvisa-
tional genres such as jazz in which creativity manifests as a series of clearly de-
limited, non overlapping musical ideations, events or actions. Given the stylistic
constraints of the particular genre, we saw in Chapter 5 how a jazz improvisation
closely aligns to the harmonic and formal structure, and how it largely manifests
as a concatenation of formulaic patterns or gestural idioms.

In a free improvisational context, deprived of stylistic constraints, such ideations
manifests as performative gestures in which performers try to avoid stylistic ref-
erences or musical quotes, grounding creative ideations to moment to moment
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decisions, without any structural references at all. In free form, Collective Im-
prov practices, for example, such sequence of performative gestures are mostly
well isolated and non overlapped because of the stricter requirements for collec-
tive awareness in a joint improvisation, and the explicit desire to avoid salient
individual roles in it.

7.2.2 Performative gesture as unit of ideation
The evidence of well delimited performative gestures in free improvisation sce-
narios suggested us to use such gestures as the discrete units upon which we would
evaluate the creativity of a musical performance. By measuring their relative sim-
ilarity and degree of unexpectedness, we may infer the degree of novelty and
surprise depicted by a performance from performer’s gestures only.

Our creativity metrics will be therefore optimally suited to assess musical cre-
ativity in freely improvisational scenarios in which performers resort to performa-
tive gestures to achieve their own musical voices.

As a final observation regarding our atomicity assumption for musical ges-
tures: we do not claim that any particular gesture segmentation may act as the
only level of ideation. Creativity researchers differ on this point, and ultimately,
creativity unfolds at multiple levels and in multiple perspectives in improvised
music[Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009]. Our choice of atomic gestures as unit of ideation
provides a sufficiently low level of ideation to collect a significant number of dis-
crete ideations per performance, while offering at the same time an adequate level
of expressiveness.

However, assuming that there are no compound gestures (performative ges-
tures made of several isolated gestures) or ignoring the inner structure of a single
gesture is obviously an oversimplification.

7.2.3 Musical creativity assessment: gesture or audio?
There are several reasons why we will focus on performer’s actions and not on
their audible outcomes to assess creativity. First, the mapping between gestures
and audio are usually multidimensional, even in digital musical instruments (see
Chapter 3). Consequently by evaluating performer’s contribution from audio we
would require inferring the gestural contribution associated to a given timbri-
cal gesture, which is a wide, emergent research topic by itself (see for example
[Fran et al., 2013],[Caramiaux et al., 2010b], [Nymoen et al., 2012], [Jules Françoise, Baptiste Caramiaux, 2012]).

Second, in the context of multi-user instruments which we seek to explore,
a performer is only fully responsible of his own physical gestures, but the final
audible result may typically be the result of the collaboration from multiple per-
formers, which would defeat any attempt to evaluate individual contributions.
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Last, but not the least, there is not such dichotomy between performer’s actions
and musical result: when experiencing a performance we are actually listening
through performer’s gestures and feeling the gestures through the sound. This is
an evidence supported by the Embodied Music Cognition framework, developed
by Leman [Leman, 2010] and Godøy [Godøy, 2006]

Even in the reduced listening, quasi acousmatic experience of a computer per-
formance such affirmation still holds: sounds keep gestural affordances which
listeners may attribute to human gestures[Paine, 2009] [Andean, 2012]. For the
extreme scenario of a pure acousmatic listening, Dennis Smalley similarly refers
to surrogate gestures as those gestures inferred or imagined when listening to mu-
sic without a known source, originated by our natural tendency to relate sounds to
sources and causes, drawing from our former experience[Smalley, 1997].

Of course, the actual audible result matters for the performance to be valuated
as creative. Therefore, once what we should call gestural creativity is assessed,
we should take into account its actual audible result. Here we state that creativity
manifests, conversely, as a succession of gestural-sonorous objects, employing
Godøy’s terminology [Godøy, 2006].

Therefore our proposal is to infer the degree of gestural efficacy in the perfor-
mative process, a measurement of the potential such gestural creativity has to be
actually understood by others and valued accordingly, in order to validate the ac-
tual musical creative value of gestural ideations. We argue that, in a performance
setting, the more related are the sonic gestures and the performer’s gestures, the
more successfully performer’s creativity may be acknowledged and consequently
the more valuable may them be considered.

7.3 Developing a Musical Creativity Metric
The goal of this chapter is to present our approach for the computation of a Mu-
sical Creativity Metric from performance measurements. Figure 7.1 provides a
summarized road-map of the whole process, outlining the required steps. In the
following sections we will provide a detailed explanation for each of the steps and
the decisions adopted.

7.3.1 Data capture
Music Performance research, as we surveyed in Chapter 5, heavily relies on mea-
surements of performance to perform quantitative analysis. In this respect, the
adoption of the MIDI protocol by electronic musical instruments, particularly the
piano, paved the way for a wave of music performance research in the nineties.
Comparatively, measurements of performance with other musical instruments were
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Figure 7.1: Block diagram for musical creativity computation
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scarcer, largely due to the difficulties involved in the acquisition of performance
data from such instruments.

Concerning computer music ensembles, our area of interest, retrieving per-
formance data is greatly facilitated by the decoupled nature of digital musical
instruments (see Chapter 3). In a similar way to a MIDI piano, computer-based
musical instruments usually separate the gesture capture from the sound genera-
tion such that the manipulative gestures performed by the musician on the input
device are already available for analysis, and are readily isolated from other non
manipulative gestures (see Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2: Performance data capture on a Digital Musical Instrument

We have seen in Chapter 3 that a number of computer music ensembles resort
to a plethora of gestural interfaces for direct musical control, while some others
make use of more standardized and readily available input interfaces such as key-
boards and mouse pointers. In the latter case, a further mapping layer is often
incorporated in the form of standard graphical control interfaces which allow for
a precise control and monitoring of multiple parameters. Either way, performance
data is often explicitly encoded as plain MIDI or Open Sound Control messages
and may be easily logged.

Nowadays, Open Sound Control[Wright, 1997] is a de facto standard con-
tent format to convey such performance data to music software. It is a transport-
independent protocol which allows data to be carried across different network
technologies, such as Ethernet or Wifi based LANs, with flexible, user-defined
namespaces and data types.

A typical OSC data stream consists of a sequence of OSC messages, which
may be encapsulated into bundles incorporating NTP-based timestamps. An OSC
message consist of a human readable label called address or path and a vector of
primitive data types, whose type is explicitly indicated by a typetag. Table 7.1
shows a simple OSC message as captured from an actual performance, consisting
of two integers and one floating point number. In this precise case it indicates that
the performer 3 operated on slider 1 setting it to the position 0.23.

Unlike MIDI, the actual semantics of an OSC message is left to the designer, as
well as the number and type of data contained. It is up to the interface designer as
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Table 7.1: Structure of an OSC message

OSC message

Address Data

typetags arguments

/blo/gen/perf iif 3,1,0.23

well whether Open Sound Control messages incorporate high resolution time tags
and whether they are sent at a fixed rate or asynchronously[Schmeder et al., 2010].
In the most generic and simple designs, OSC data is sent as soon as a change in a
parameter is considered necessary to be reported.

Our performance analysis will be based on logging such OSC performance
data. Upon selecting specific OSC paths, we may simply reconstruct the state of
the original control interfaces or GUI controls by resampling the non-uniformly
sampled OSC stream with zero-order hold interpolation (see Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3: Captured OSC data and corresponding slider position

7.3.2 Segmentation

Once the performance data has been collected, and assuming that performers’
ideations manifest as identifiable performance gestures -which is the basic as-
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sumption for our creativity metrics- we need a means to isolate such gestures
from our continuous streams of OSC data.

From now on we will resort to unidimensional timeseries, which correspond
to manipulative actions aimed at modifying a sound producing device either with
a 1:1 or a 1:n mapping from gesture to sound parameters.

Beyond trivial equal spacing segmentation routines, or gestures clearly delim-
ited by resting passages, segmenting gestural data meaningfully is a complex issue
[Mitra and Acharya, 2007] because semantics of the gestures themselves should
be taken into account in the segmentation procedure, and because of the hierar-
chical and multidimensional nature of gestural ideations in our context. As Kahol
[Kahol and Rikakis, 2003] points out, gestural boundaries are entirely subjective
and sequence dependent, i.e. the perceived gestural boundaries greatly depend on
the ordering of the gestures themselves.

In order to simplify the procedure of gesture segmentation for our study, we
may incorporate specific constrains in the control interfaces or in the musical task
to perform, to enforce the production of an explicitly segmented performance.
Those constrains may consist of turn taking routines, specific spatial and/or tem-
poral constrains to the available control parameters or simply instruct players to
perform with isolated musical gestures only.

While such constrains may severely impact on the generality of our conclu-
sions, they allow the performer to clearly delimit their musical contributions in
unambiguous gestural units. Besides, an explicitly well segmented performance
is a good prospect for free improvisational practices as previously discussed.

Figure 7.4: Segmented timeseries based on mouse state
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As an example, Figure 7.4 shows gestural segmentation explicitly delimited by
a user operating on a computer-based GUI for a sound-producing device. We sim-
ply employed mouse activity on the widget to segment slider data. In this case the
control interface greatly facilitated isolating the meaningful gestural components,
i.e. only the manipulative actions which actively operate on the sound-producing
device.

7.3.3 Feature extraction

Once performing gestures are properly segmented, we need to extract relevant
features to characterize them. That is, we will describe the morphology of the
manipulative gestures exerted by a performer on a musical interface. Ultimately,
the nature of such interface will determine what features may be the more relevant
to extract.

With gestural interfaces, or even with full-body movement capture, it may
be desirable to extract higher level gestural features with may be related to the
expressive content conveyed by users through the combined movement of multiple
limbs.

Hartmann et al. proposed a formal model for human gestures which has be-
come a reference for research in gesture expressivity [Hartmann et al., 2005]. Hu-
man movements may be informally characterized with descriptive terms such as
slow/fast, small/expansive, weak/energetic, small/large, and unpleasant/pleasant.
Harmann summarized the most relevant attributes with six basic gesture descrip-
tors: Overall activation, Spatial extent, Temporal extent, Fluidity, Power and Rep-
etition.

Figure 7.2 summarizes the six gesture features proposed by Hartmann, some
related terms and their definition. It should be emphasized that such gesture de-
scriptors are often adapted to each particular context of study and formalized ac-
cordingly, therefore we did not attempt to provide a reference implementation.

Further gesture descriptors have been suggested in the literature, such as Ki-
netic Energy, Directedness, Impulsiveness or Symmetry (see for example [Piana et al., 2013]),
many of which assume a three-dimensional space and are particularly oriented to-
wards the analysis of human body movement, the relationship between bodily
expression and emotion [Wallbott, 1998] and the analysis and eventually the syn-
thesis of gestures for HCI research and body animation for expressive embodied
conversational agents [Caridakis et al., 2006] [Bevacqua et al., 2007].

While such descriptors are suitable for summarizing highly dimensional data,
for example when resorting to gestural interfaces for sound control, our studies
focus instead on low dimensional interfaces, the ones we find as the computer
native interfaces and in GUI-based control interfaces.
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Table 7.2: The six basic gesture descriptors proposed by Hartmann et al.

Feature
Related
terms

Definition
Dimension
evaluated

Overall activation
Quantity of
motion

Sum of
motion

passive/static vs
animated/engaged

Spatial extent
Contraction
Index

Amplitude of
movements

contraced vs
wide, expansive

Temporal extent
Motion over
a time period

slow/sustained
vs fast

Fluidity Smoothness
Continuity
of movement

smooth, elegant
vs sudden, jerky

Power Energy
weak vs tense,
powerful

Repetition
Presence of
periodicities

In this case simpler temporal features such as mean and dispersion for posi-
tion, speed and possibly acceleration may be well enough to characterize simple
gestures. Additionally, we may incorporate both the gesture duration and the time
between consecutive gestures as two additional features, which as we have seen
in Chapter 5, play an important role in the characterization of musical expres-
sivity and coordination between players in a music ensemble. The final set of
one-dimensional features which we will use and their meaning is summarized in
Figure 7.3.

Finally, Figure 7.5 displays the analysis of the previously segmented perfor-

Table 7.3: A set of low level features for one-dimensional gesture analysis

feature Definition

Duration segment duration
IOI inter-onset interval between segments
Position Mean position
Range Inter-quartile range. Related to spatial extent
Speed Mean velocity. Related to temporal extent
Speed variation Inter-quartile range for velocity. Related to fluidity
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mance according to the selected set of low level features aforementioned. The
value for each feature is averaged over the duration of the gesture and each fea-
ture vector is finally normalized, therefore each gesture will be represented with a
single vector of 6 features.

Figure 7.5: Mean feature value per segment, normalized

7.3.4 Clustering

The last step required in our methodology, before computing the creativity at-
tributes for a musical performance, is to cluster the obtained performative ges-
tures according to their similarity. The key assumption here is that in a creative
performance, and specifically in an free improvisational context, such gestures are
not expected to be neither uniformly monotone nor uniformly dissimilar. Instead,
they unfold throughout the improvisation, either by processes of re-elaboration
and variation of a given gesture, or by new and contrasting proposals.
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This step is therefore required to compute both novelty, structural surprise and
value, while dynamic surprise may be directly computed from the set of gesture
features previously extracted. As the purpose of our clustering scheme is not to
classify new gestures, but only to determine their relative similarity to former ges-
tures as they are being produced, an unsupervised clustering scheme is adequate.

To cluster a set of creative products, Maher[Maher, 2010] suggests the use of
k-means, possibly the simplest and most popular general-purpose partitional clus-
tering algorithm[Jain, 2010]. With k-means, a setX of n-dimensional pointsX =
{xi, i = 1, ..., n} is partitioned into K sets of points, C = {ck, k = 1, ...K}with
means µk, k = 1, ..., K such that the sum of the squared error over all K clusters

J(Ck)) =
K∑
k=1

∑
xi∈ck
‖xi − µk‖2 (7.1)

is minimized.
Each point xi in the data set X corresponds to a single product, and its di-

mensionality n accounts for the number of attributes that represent it. In our case,
each point would be associated to the set of features which represent a single
performative gesture.

Being a multidimensional data set, dimensionality reduction techniques may
be employed to represent the clusters graphically. Figure 7.6 illustrates this pro-
cedure, by performing Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the clustered ges-
ture set and then taking the two principal components to project the data set on
a bidimensional plot. Each point in the figure corresponds to one of the gestures
from the performance, grouped by similarity.

Figure 7.6: PCA projection for the K-means clustered set of gestures
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K-means proved to be suitable enough to compute novelty and value metrics,
because only a centroid model of the data was needed. It is an efficient algo-
rithm which guarantees (local) convergence and as we will see the computation
of creativity metrics with a centroid based clustering model is very simple. Even
in a later research where hierarchical clustering algorithms were used to compute
structural surprise, the authors still resorted to K-means clustering to compute
novelty[Grace and Maher, 2014].

It has its drawbacks, however. A relevant disadvantage of k-means clustering
is its assumption of separable, equal-sized spherical clusters with roughly equal
number of points in it. A musical performance may consist of a relatively low
number of expressive gestures from which we cannot take for granted equal vari-
ance and similar number of gestures per cluster as K-Means assumes.

Additionally, as we will incorporate a bayesian approach for structural surprise
computation, a probabilistic model would be preferable in this case.

For the aforementioned reasons we will resort to Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) to estimate the distribution of the data set. Gaussian Mixtures are multi-
variate distributions that consists of a mixture of multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tions (a generalization of the one-dimensional Gaussian distribution into multiple
dimensions), each distribution being defined by a mean µk and a covariance Σk

f(x|µ,Σ) =
1

(2π)D/2 |Σ|
1
2

e−
(x−µ)T (x−µ)

2Σ (7.2)

The mixture is defined as a weighted sum of K Gaussian components

p(x) =
K∑
k=1

πkf(x|µk,Σk) (7.3)

Gaussian mixture models require, as with k-means, an a-priori assumption
of the number of clusters. From them, an iterative Expectation-Maximization
algorithm is used to maximize the log likelihood of the mixture model. Each
point in the data set will be assigned a probability distribution instead of a hard
cluster assignment. For a thorough discussion on GMM we refer the reader to
[Bishop, 2006]

Figure 7.7 shows the computed density probability distributions for the same
set of gestures segmented and analyzed in the previous sections. A two-component
PCA projection was previously performed on the original descriptor set, with the
first two components accounting for > 95% of the variance, while the number
optimal of clusters was determined by visual and formal inspection of the sil-
houette as well as with the Davies–Bouldin index (see [Halkidi et al., 2001]). We
employed diagonal instead of full covariance matrices because it is known that full
covariance matrices are prone to over-fitting on small datasets [Magdon-Ismail and Purnell, 2010].
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The distribution reasonably resembles the clusters obtained by the k-means algo-
rithm.

Figure 7.7: GMM clustering on the PCA projected descriptor set

From the probability distribution obtained with the Gaussian mixture model
we may assign to each gesture a cluster corresponding to the mixture component
with the highest posterior probability. As shown in Figure 7.8, the GMM based
clustering correctly assigned distinct clusters to the three different gesture mor-
phologies.

Figure 7.8: Clustered gestures according to the previous GMM clustering

An alternative procedure, as suggested in [Grace and Maher, 2014], would be
to employ hierarchical clustering to analyze our data set. As the authors suggest,
hierarchical clustering (see Figure 7.7) is expected to better match the multilevel
nature of creative artifacts. Moreover, it does not require to make any assumptions
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Figure 7.9: Hierarchical clustering of gestures. Notice the gestures have been
reordered according to their similarity

about the number of clusters as in the former k-means and GMM based clustering
methods.

We will not employ hierarchical clustering in our metrics for creativity compu-
tation, because both novelty and structural surprise assessment from hierarchical
trees has been notably less explored in the literature surveyed. It is however, a
promising line for further research.

7.3.5 Creativity metrics
The following sections will discuss in detail the procedure employed to compute
the novelty, surprise and value for a musical performance, in order to provide a
final summarizing creativity metric.

We will consider the analysis of performative gestures on a single performer
basis, and later on we will discuss possible approaches to compute creativity met-
rics for the whole ensemble.

Novelty

To compute the novelty of a performance, we will compute the novelty value for
each of the performative gestures just analyzed.

As we discussed in Chapter 6, in a k-means based clustering novelty is usually
computed as the euclidean distance to the closest centroid. For example, Figure
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7.10 maps a set of gestures according to their two most relevant attributes. The
ideation labeled A, which is assumed to be the last one, is evaluated against the
existing pool of ideations (encircled) to infer its creativity metrics. In this case,
for example, if we assume the attributes define characteristics of the artifacts, A
would be considered highly novel compared to former artifacts in the conceptual
space.

Figure 7.10: A new (and novel) gesture

As a performance develops and evolves through time, novelty evaluation must
proceed similarly. Performative gestures are novel in reference to the previous
ones (by the same performer as we focus on personal creativity by now).

We may accordingly evaluate the novelty of each gesture in such space either
to analyze its individual creativity attributes, to study the evolution of such cre-
ativity attributes over the sequence of gestures or to infer a measure of the overall
creativity involved in the generation of the whole gesture set. Such evaluation de-
pends always on the order in which gestures are incorporated, because every new
gesture is evaluated against the set of previously existing gestures.

Figure 7.11 illustrates this point: assuming an existing space defined by five
gestures represented as a single data cluster, for each new gesture (labeled from 1
to 5), we calculate its distance to the cluster’s centroid to assess its novelty. From
all the collected distances we may compute a single, summarizing value which
describes the overall novelty for the sequence of gestures performed so far.

We will compare now three distinct spaces to see how the novelty metric is
affected by the distribution of ideations. Figure 7.12 displays, from to to bottom,
a conceptual space with a single cluster with low variance, a conceptual space
with two clusters with the same low variance and a conceptual space with two
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Figure 7.11: Computing the novelty for a sequence of new gestures

clusters with a larger variance. In the second and third spaces ideations have been
incorporated on a cluster basis, so the 10th ideation will correspond to a change
in cluster.

The second space displays a higher mean novelty compared to the first mainly
because of the higher distance of the 10th gesture to the former cluster. Once the
new cluster has been established, the mean distance is similar. On the other side,
the last space exhibits higher overall ratings because of its higher within-cluster
variability.

The former examples showed how to compute the novelty of a sequence of
gestures clustered with the k-means algorithm, and equating novelty to the eu-
clidean distance from each new gesture to the closest existing centroid.

In our GMM based clustering scheme, novelty may be computed by equiv-
alently measuring the distance to the closest component mean, giving virtually
identical results (see Figure 7.13, second column).

Alternatively, novelty might be computed as the shortest Mahalanobis distance
to the mean of each of the k components of the Gaussian mixture distribution. The
Mahalanobis distance from a point x to the Gaussian component with mean µ and
covariance matrix Σ is defined as

dm(x) =
√

(x− µ)TΣ−1 ∗ (x− µ)
and has some interesting properties in our context, such as its scale invariance.

Unfortunately, it is very sensitive to outliers -indeed, the Mahalanobis distance has
been used for outlier detection in multivariate distributions [Rousseeuw and Van Zomeren, 1990].
The net effect would be a novelty metric which mainly accounts for outliers, pro-
viding a too coarse granularity (see Figure 7.13, third column). Therefore, we will
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Figure 7.12: Individual and mean novelty for three distinct sequences of gestures,
clustered using k-means.
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keep using an Euclidian-based novelty metric.

Figure 7.13: Individual and mean novelty for three distinct sequences of gestures,
clustered using Gaussian Mixture Models. Left to right columns: probability dis-
tributions, novelty computed with Euclidean distance and novelty computed with
Mahalanobis distance respectively.

Novelty for a whole performance may be computed as the average novelty for
all the n gestures performed, as we have shown in Figures 7.12 and 7.13.

novelty =

∑n
i=1 novelty(i)

n
(7.4)

We have seen how a conceptual space is created as a sequence of ideations
which may be iteratively evaluated to assess an overall creativity metric. The
conceptual space may be employed to evaluate personal, group or historical cre-
ativity. Maher examples do focus in the later, we will similarly proceed to evaluate
personal and group creativity.

Surprise

The conceptual framework employed to evaluate surprise is fully discussed by
Grace and Maher in[Grace and Maher, 2014] and [Grace et al., 2015]. Among the
four categories of expectations relevant for surprise assessment we will focus on
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category 4 (comprehensiveness expectations), which assesses structural surprise
and category 2 (trend expectations) which assess dynamic surprise over time. Cat-
egory 1 expectations are largely equivalent to novelty while category 3 (relational
expectations) would be a specific dynamic surprise assessment which accounts for
the evolution of more than one attribute over time.

Structural surprise We already discussed how structural surprise was origi-
nally assessed by Maher as a boolean attribute triggered by a redistribution of the
clusters when the new event was incorporated into the conceptual space [Maher and Fisher, 2012].
Maher’s proposal is in fact assigning (maximum) surprise to certain events with
high novelty, as those events would eventually cause a reorganization of the cluster
map. Further research (see [Grace and Maher, 2014]) show how surprise evalua-
tion with hierarchical clusterings allow for a finer evaluation on the impact of a
novel event in the conceptual map, though the values provided to weight each type
of modification in the tree were rather arbitrary.

Another possibility could be to use a Bayesian approach to assess surprise, as
described before [Itti and Baldi, 2009]. In our context, we must compute the prob-
ability densities before and after the new ideation, for example by fitting Gaussian
distributions to the data. Once the prior and the posterior probability distributions
have been computed, a suitable distance measure would indicate the degree of
unexpectancy of the new ideation.

In order to incorporate surprise in our metric, it may be preferable to use the
Hellinger distance instead of the Kullback-Leibler divergence which is used by
the aforementioned authors, as it is a bounded metric, constrained to the interval
(0,1). For continuous distributions, the Hellinger distance is defined as

H(P (M |D), P (M)) =
1

2

∫
M

(
√
P (M |D)−

√
P (M))

2

dM (7.5)

Such procedure would allow us to compute surprise as a continuous variable.
Notice however than this measure of surprise neglects as well its sequential nature,
but otherwise provides a statistically more robust measure of statistical rarity.

The following figure illustrates the process. When new data is assigned to
existing clusters, their probability distribution is reevaluated and the Hellinger
distance between both will be the measure of how surprising the new data is.

In situations when the new data is novel enough as to suggest to increase the
number of clusters, we could compare the former map against the new map with an
added cluster, or we might opt for keeping temporarily the same number of clus-
ters and proceed with the Hellinger distance computation. Most possibly, keeping
the number of clusters in this case will force anyway a notable reorganization of
the cluster map and consequently a higher amount of surprise.
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This second option, in a way, assumes that upon receiving new data, we first
try to fit it in our preexisting conceptual map. Surprise arises from the fact that
the new data is too unexpected as to seamlessly fit, and therefore asks for a re-
organization of our beliefs. This initial wow effect is then resolved with a new
conceptual map into which the surprising data is incorporated as another class of
expected events.

To illustrate this, Figure 7.14 shows values for surprise computed immediately
after the gestures B and C. Notice that surprise when gesture B has been received
is very low, as the probability distributions after A and after B are very similar, as
gestures A and B are, incidentally. However gesture C forces a cluster reorgani-
zation which results in a much higher surprise value, either by keeping the same
number of clusters or by allowing for a new cluster centered at the surprising event
(as in the last graph, labeled Optimal clustering).

This example shows how a sufficiently novel gesture exhibits higher surprise,
but this is not always the case. If a gesture lays at a large distance from the closest
centroid of a rather wide cluster, for example, it won’t show such large degree of
surprise, because the probability distribution won’t be so drastically affected by
the new gesture. In other words, this definition of surprise allows to distinguish
only rare from rare and surprising events, in the spirit of the classic Weaver’s
Surprise Index [Weaver, 1948].

Figure 7.14: Surprise evaluation with Hellinger distance metric

As we will see, however, such structural surprise shows a high correlation with
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the novelty metrics, which confirms the notable overlap of both definitions.

Dynamic surprise As Maher notes out[Maher, 2010], surprise is inherently of
sequential nature, and as such a pattern matching algorithm might be used to
model listener expectations and the eventual mismatches that trigger surprise.

Surprise, therefore, may be as well caused by a hardly novel event, if it is
perceived as unexpected. As an example, let’s consider this sequence ei(n) of
events ei which are assigned to their respective clusters n

e1(1), e2(2), e3(1), e4(2), e5(4), ... (7.6)

Once a pattern in the cluster sequence is recognized, the last event will be
considered as surprising no matter how much novelty might it convey.

As a first step towards a robust pattern based surprise assessment, we could in-
corporate some basic pattern matching routines in the cluster sequence, or maybe
build simple regression models for it to detect trends.

But, beyond a sequence of clusters, even any trend over a particular sound
attribute may trigger a surprise. This approach allows for finer detection of sur-
prising events, even those which in our novelty metric would be assigned to the
same cluster. Therefore, this will be the approach we will follow for dynamic
surprise assessment.

We should emphasize that, while the methodology employed here is very simi-
lar to the one described in [Grace et al., 2015], we hare dealing with very different
temporal scales: Grace studies the evolution of attributes in industrial designs to
detect historical trends which span periods of several years, while we focus on the
short-lived trends of a musical improvisation possibly spanning just a few min-
utes. The principle, however, is the same.

To detect temporal trends on a local scale, we perform a local regression or
curve fitting for a sliding window of n events (as in the third linear regression
strategy discussed by Maher [Maher et al., 2013]). The farther the next event n+1
will be of the predicted value according to the former n events, the most surpris-
ing it will be. However, we should take into account the local confidence of the
prediction: only when a trend has been established with enough high confidence,
an event outside the prediction bounds will be assumed to be surprising. Other-
wise, the uncertainty of the prediction will prevent the event being considered as
surprising.

We will illustrate both situations with an excerpt from a real improvisation (it
corresponds to subject 1, scenario 1 from experiment 2), computing a local linear
regression in a sliding window of 3 or 4 gestures. In Figure 7.15 we see a surprise
triggered by an unexpectedly high mean value for the fourth gesture compared to
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the trend established by the former three gestures. Notably, this example shows
how a high surprise can be triggered by a not so novel gesture.

Figure 7.15: Dynamic surprise triggered by an unexpected mean gesture value.
The solid red point in the second graph corresponds to the new surprising
event.CI = 0.95 and n = 3 gestures

As a different example from the same musical excerpt, Figure 7.16 shows
that the comparatively high inter-onset interval between gestures 4 and 5 does not
trigger a surprise because of the large uncertainty of such a long term prediction.

The final dynamic surprise value for each gesture will be the maximum sur-
prise value for all the attributes evaluated. Figure 7.17 shows how the final gesture-
based dynamic surprise would be computed in the former example, assuming we
only account for mean value and inter-onset interval.

The size of the window utilized to compute the local regression may have a
significant effect on the surprise detector, an issue already discussed in Maher
[Maher et al., 2013], who speculates about its possible application to better adapt
to observers with different perceptions and memory. Figure 7.18 shows the same
dynamic surprise metric as 7.17 but now using a window of n = 4 gestures for the
regression. As we see, the surprise detector gives different results and in general
is more insensitive now: some surprises were not triggered, while others showed
a lower value.

In conclusion, a surprising event is an event which lies outside the predic-
tion bounds, as computed by fitting a regression model to a local window of past
events. Employing a sliding window effectively models short-term memory, so
we assume listeners’ expectations are mostly based on local trends. A surprising
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Figure 7.16: Dynamic surprise not triggered.The solid point in the second graph
is far from the predicted value but still within the confidence bounds.CI = 0.95
and n = 4 gestures

Figure 7.17: Dynamic surprise per segment, evaluated by assessing surprise over
the trends established by two different gesture attributes. CI = 0.95 and n = 3
gestures
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Figure 7.18: Dynamic surprise per segment, evaluated by assessing surprise over
the trends established by two different gesture attributes. CI=0.95 and n=3

event is just an outlier according to local expectations, and it will be temporally
incorporated in the model and subsequently forgotten. This sliding window there-
fore allows a similar sequence of events to re-trigger a surprise again once it has
been forgotten.

The actual value for the surprise has no upper limit - a surprising event can al-
ways be more surprising just by moving farther from the expected value- therefore
we arbitrarily set a normalized scale for the surprise metric as

• Surprise = 0 for any event within the prediction bounds

• Surprise = 1 for any event at a distance equal or greater to the prediction
interval

• 0 < Surprise < 1 for any event in between outside the prediction bounds
but at a distance less than the prediction interval

As we have seen, surprise may arise by different factors. Given we have nor-
malized metrics for all of them, we may just pick the highest observed surprise
value to score each ideation, following Grace’s methodology[Grace et al., 2015].

We proposed two expectation-based metrics: an holistic, atemporal measure
of the impact of a new ideation into the preexisting conceptual map and a reduc-
tionist, temporal measure based on trend analysis for the attributes of gestures.
We called the two metrics structural and dynamic surprise, respectively.
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The dynamic surprise will for a given gesture i be just the highest surprise
detected for all the k attributes evaluated

Dsurprise(i) = max(Dsurprise(i)..Dsurprise(k)) (7.7)

therefore the final surprise value will be the maximum between the structural
and the dynamic surprise values

surprise(i) = max(Ssurprise(i), Dsurprise(i)) (7.8)

Surprise Finally, as with the novelty metric, the overall surprise metric for the
whole performance will be the average surprise for all n gestures

surprise =

∑n
i=1 surprise(i)

n
(7.9)

Value

In goal-oriented designs, or in products which must fulfill a set of quantifiable
requirements, social value can be assessed by evaluating their performance at-
tributes with respect to industrial design requirements or social expectations.

This is hardly the case with non-utilitarian artifacts such as artistic prod-
ucts as a musical composition, which are not socially evaluated in those terms
[Williamon et al., 2006] - except possibly those with strong utilitarian constraints.
It is even more questionable to pretend to assign such attributes to a live perfor-
mance: even if we could be able to monitor the impact of the performance on the
audience, it would be an extremely situated and contingent criteria.

Consequently Maher’s proposal, in which value is measured by defining a
product performance space and a distance metric, is clearly non applicable in our
context.

Note, however, that we are not evaluating the creativity of an audible musical
outcome but the creativity of the performative actions involved. In this context,
while we cannot reliably assign social-related value attributes to a performance,
what we can do is to determine when a performance can hardly exhibit valuable
contributions from a performer because the casual relationship between performer
and sound is challenged. There are mainly two reasons why a creative gestural
contribution might be hard to be valued by an external observer:

• Performative manipulations (what we call gestures) and/or their effects (sonic
outcomes) are not fully revealed, leading to what Reeves call secretive, mag-
ical or suspenseful interfaces [Reeves et al., 2005].
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• Manipulations and effects are revealed but they don’t define the same con-
ceptual spaces.

The first issue is mainly addressed at the design stage of the instrument. We
discussed in Chapter 3, for example, what strategies do follow computer music en-
sembles to enhance the visibility of performers’ actions though gestural interfaces
or shared projection screens. As we cannot evaluate this issue from the perfor-
mance measurements themselves, from now on we will assume that both gestures
and their outcomes are adequately revealed to the audience. It is however a key
consideration: an interface completely hiding performer’s gestures might almost
negate any creative value to a musical performance at all, as long as there would
be no way for a listener to relate the musical outcome to the performer.

As for the second issue, a number of reasons may cause a mismatch between
performative gestures and audible gestures. They are ultimately related to Fels’
concept of Transparency [Fels et al., 2002]: an expressive interface heavily relies
on the cognitive understanding and physical proficiency by the performer, and on
the audience understanding, mainly acquired through the perception of physical
causality relationships,

Let’s illustrate this with an example. We discussed in Chapter 3 the role of
the mapping layer in a DMI to adapt performative gestures into parameters for
the sound generating device, which ultimately will impart a specific gestural sig-
nature to the sound. Apart from strictly linear mappings (of any dimensionality),
which should only require scaling properly the gestures, any other more complex
mapping do ask for a process of learning and adaptation for the performer to take
full advantage of the musical possibilities offered by the interface.

Should the performer ignore the interface mappings, his performative gestures
will lead to corresponding sonic gestures depicting a different creative process,
in which conceptual clusters are seemingly unrelated to performative gestures.
This mismatch might be even more exacerbated in scenarios of shared control, for
example.

We can indeed quantitatively evaluate this relationship between the conceptual
space defined by gestures and the one defined by their sonic outcomes, and this
will be the basis of our value metric -or value potential, as we will often call it.

To summarize, our purpose is to compute a simple, holistic metric which mea-
sures the matching between gestural and sonic ideations, to evaluate how a per-
former efficiently translates gesturally creative artifacts into sonically creative
gestures.

One possible procedure may therefore consist of the following steps -already
presented in Figure 7.1:

1. Segment the audio according to the performative gestures.
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2. Analyze the audio to extract timbrical descriptors.

3. Compute gestural descriptors for the aforementioned set of audio descrip-
tors.

4. Cluster the audio segments in the space defined by their timbrical descrip-
tors.

5. Measure the similarity between the gesture-based clustering and the audio-
based clustering.

The higher such similarity, the higher the potential for the performance to be
effectively valuable. In other words, the better the conceptual map set up by the
gestures translates to an equivalent map of audible gestures.

The selection of timbrical descriptors is far from trivial. In the general case,
with an a priory unknown mapping from gesture to audio, we might apply some
dimensionality reduction techniques on a possibly large set of audio descriptors to
focus the analysis in a set of attributes with the largest variance, or even better, to
those that are possibly more correlated to performer’s gestures. Several techniques
have been proposed to identify the implicit mapping between gesture and sound,
such as Hidden Markov Models[Fran et al., 2013] and [Caramiaux et al., 2010a]
and Canonical correlation analysis [Caramiaux et al., 2010b].

If the mapping from gesture to timbre is explicit, this additional step may be
omitted and we may focus on the relevant mapped timbrical parameters directly.
This is the case when we map gesture to a meaningful sound parameter which
already corresponds to a salient timbrical feature, as would be the case in a two
or three-layer DMI mapping model [Hunt and Wanderley, 2003]. For example, an
instrument could offer a control to modify the RMS gain, the frequency or the
brightness of the sound, in which case we would not need to analyze the audio.

For illustrative purposes, we will resort to a very simple 1:1 mapping from a
single control to a single timbrical parameter: a slider controlling the frequency
of an oscillator. Figure 7.19 shows the timbrical gestures as frequency curves,
given three distinct possible mappings: a linear mapping, a sigmoid compressed
frequency range and another with a step quantized frequency curve. We might
assume that they correspond to three distinct performances, playing with identical
gestures but with instruments incorporating those three different mappings.

By visual inspection we can see that the original frequency mapping follows
more closely the performer gestures than the second mapping, which completely
flattens the low frequency gestures, while the quantized mapping distorts the ges-
tures but still keeps a bit of the distinctive details from the short gestures.

From the frequency value we clusterize the timbrical space by employing the
same descriptors we used to clusterize performative gestures, summarized in Table
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Figure 7.19: Audio gestures from three distinct parameter mappings

7.3. We will perform the same GMM based clustering scheme and then we will
perform a hard clustering based on the closest component mean, as we did in the
novelty computation stage.

Once we have both gesture-based and audio-based clusterings, we must eval-
uate their similarity. Given two (hard) clusterings C = {C1, C2, ..., Cm} and
D = {D1, D2, ..., Dm}, the similarity between C and D may be computed as the
average Jaccard Similarity Coefficient between pair-wise cluster sets, as suggested
in [Torres et al., 2008].

Sim(C,D) =

∑
i<=m,j<=m J(Ci, Cj)

max(m,n)
(7.10)

being the Jaccard coefficient for two sets A,B the percentage of differing ele-
ments over all different elements in two sets.

J(A,B) =
| A ∩B |
| A ∪B |

(7.11)

We may now proceed with the evaluation of the value potential for the three
hypothetical performances. Let’s assume the performer used the same gestures for
instruments incorporating three different mappings from gesture to the frequency
value of the sound generator.

The results are shown in Figure 7.20. As expected, the linear mapping keeps
a 1:1 correspondence between gestural clusters and audio clusters, and its value
potential is consequently 1. The sigmoid mapping has the lowest value potential
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Figure 7.20: Gesture to audio clustering similarity with three different mappings

(0.52) because the subtle gestures performed on the low zone of the slider were
mapped to a single frequency value, fusing the two clusters -which accounted
for small differences between the gestures- into one. In a way this particular
mapping is partially hiding the effects of gestures, otherwise we might say that
the performer was not taking into account the characteristics of the mapping while
performing, elaborating on subtle differences which were eventually negated by
the audible outcome. The quantized mapping, on the other side, only partially
removes the detail in the performative gestures when mapping them to frequency:
possibly only a few gestures have been misplaced to different clusters. Therefore
the value potential is close to 1.

This metric tries to be mapping agnostic, though it is optimally suited to de-
terministic and static mappings (see [Arfib et al., 2002] for a quick summary of
mapping categories). We should emphasize that we are not advocating for sim-
ple and/or linear mappings to assess higher value potentials. Indeed complex,
nonlinear mappings and nonlinear couplings are inherent in many acoustic in-
struments and actually several authors consider nonlinearity as an essential fea-
ture to achieve expressive control and expert gestures on a musical instrument
[Hunt and Wanderley, 2003] [Jorda, 2005].

Higher value potentials are achieved when the performer takes into account
the affordances provided by the instrument through such mappings from gestures
to sound and, if this is the case, the intended grouping and evolution of expres-
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sive gestures should, to a large extend, be successfully projected into the audible
outcome.

More significantly from the perspective of our research, mappings which ex-
hibit some kind of non-deterministic or dynamic behavior -from the perspective of
the performer- will inevitably display a lower value potential no matter what the
performer does. One possible source of non-determinism is concurrent actuation
that is, several performers operating on a shared parameter. This issue will have
profound consequences in the evaluation of creativity metrics in multi-user instru-
ments, as we will see in Chapter 9. Let’s illustrate this fact with two more value
potential assessments from the same performance, both adding a continuous sinu-
soidal drift in the performer’s control value, the second one of higher frequency
and greater amplitude (see Figure 7.21).

Figure 7.21: Gesture to audio clustering similarity with different amounts of sinu-
soidal drift on the mapped value

As expected, a sufficiently large drift has a noticeable impact in the value po-
tential, while the smaller one does not alter the cluster assignations and therefore
does not modify the value. Still, the temporal descriptors for our audio gestures
are not affected in this scenario, therefore the third rating is still not as low as
could be expected.

7.3.6 Performance creativity metric
We may now define the overall creativity metric, incorporating all the aforemen-
tioned considerations to display the evolution of the novelty, surprise and value
ratings throughout the whole performance.
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Figure 7.22 plots the ratings for novelty, averaged surprise and value potential
for all the gestures in a performance, and their corresponding mean values. While
it may be of interest to study creativity attributes on a gesture basis, in the exper-
iments in Chapter 9 we will resort to mean values to globally compare different
performances.

Notice that both novelty and the two surprise ratings are computed on a gesture
basis: each surprise is evaluated against the former ones. The value rating, on the
other hand, is computed from the beginning of the performance up to that current
gesture, by comparing the clusterings defined by the performative gestures and
audio gestures up to then.

Additional observations may be done regarding surprise and value potential.
Both metrics depict a small number of discrete values for most of the timeseries.
In the case of surprise, many events trigger maximum surprise and its value is
therefore arbitrarily set to 1, as explained before. In the case of the value potential,
it is a consequence of the Jaccard metric employed and the low number of clusters
generated (typically less that 7 in this scenario), giving only a small number of
possible values for this metric.

Figure 7.22: Creativity attributes for a whole performance. The data corresponds
to Experiment 1, Group 2, Scenario 2.

A more useful visualization may be obtained by computing the running aver-
age and the cumulative average of creativity attributes. By comparing both values
we may locally assess the creativity of a performer, detect periods of exceptional
creative/uncreative activity and identify global trends. We may do so for each cre-
ativity attribute and for the whole summarizing creativity metric, which is simply
computed as the product of the three attributes.

The final results are shown in Figure 7.23. We do not advocate, however, the
use of a single summarizing creativity metric, because it provides little informa-
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tion on what factors contributed to its actual value and because it is yet to be
assessed what would be the proper weighting, if any, for each one of the creativity
attributes proposed.

Some global trends may be observed regarding the creativity attributes dis-
played in the last plot:

• Novelty shows a trend downwards after some initial time (less than one
minute). This result implies that new gestures after that initial time begin to
be more similar to former ones. This could effectively indicate a decrease
in the novelty of newer gestures or could be a side effect of the computa-
tional procedure involved. Indeed, Grace et al. suggest de-trending the nov-
elty timeseries by normalizing by its running average[Grace et al., 2014],
though they work on a much larger temporal scale.

• Structural surprise shows the same global trend and local trends than nov-
elty, confirming the correlation between both metrics.

• Dynamic surprise displays a high amount of activity. Triggered surprises
account for any departure of well stated trends. We used a short window
of n = 3 gestures which may make the surprise detector very sensitive to
short term trends, possibly more related to processes of exploratory gesture
variability than to purposefully set local trends. Longer windows would be
more selective in this respect.

• The Value potential metric tends to converge to a fixed value. This makes
sense as the sets of performative gestures and sonic gestures are expected
to show a similarity which accounts for the adaptation of a performer to the
instrument. With a static and linear mapping as it is the case, such similarity
should tend to be rather invariable on a global scale.

• Finally, we may see that the Creativity metric shows the complex interplay
between the three attributes involved. Highest creative gestures are only
those in which novelty, surprise and value are highly rated.

Summarizing ensemble creativity

Evaluating ensemble creativity may be addressed from two perspectives. By one
hand, we may compute the creativity for each performer, possibly adding or av-
eraging performer’s metrics as we did before to summarize their overall creativ-
ity. This approach does not take into account the emergence of creative behavior
through social interaction between performers, as it ultimately equals to the mea-
sure of three isolated performances. But it may prove useful to assess and compare
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Figure 7.23: Cumulative and moving average for creativity attributes and creativ-
ity metric. The data corresponds to Experiment 1, Group 2, Scenario 2.
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individual creativity in an isolated setting or in a group performance. The compu-
tation in this case resorts to the aforementioned methodology, extended to every
member of the ensemble.

Alternatively, we may compute the overall creativity of all the contributed
ideations regardless the performer involved in their production. This second per-
spective assumes that, in an ensemble performance, a shared ideational framework
emerges and performers explore and transform together such global conceptual
space. The methodology in this case is the same, but analyzing to the whole set
of gestures performed by all the members of the ensemble.

While this is still a very crude approach, despite its simplicity it already takes
into account the interplay between performers. In Chapter 9 we will provide in-
dividual and ensemble creativity measurements for the scenarios evaluated in our
first experiment,

7.3.7 Elements for further discussion

Context and limitations The metrics developed are intended to be as generic
as possible, but some assumptions had to be made in order to implement them in
actual performative environments.

The main assumption is that performers perform gesturally. Their creative out-
come is constrained to successions of raw instrumental gestures, unfolded through
improvisational performances.

Additionally, our approach will involve constraining body motion to direct
control of a low dimensional, even one-dimensional control interface as those na-
tively provided by computer devices, similarly reducing the timbral complexity to
a small number of salient timbral features, ideally those which more easily afford
gestural responses [Godøy, 2006]. Next, as we deal with multi-user instruments,
interdependence will be achieved in the form of shared controls or sound generat-
ing devices.

While this scenario may be easily extended to incorporate richer controllers
and more complex mappings, it won’t easily adapt to some multi-user instrumen-
tal paradigms which are commonplace in computer ensembles. Those include
live-coding or instrument incorporating autonomous processes (be it live algorith-
mics, interactive systems or autonomous agents for example), the first because the
additional layer of high level language commands defers any eventual gesturality
to autonomous processes, the second because we assume that the musical outcome
is a result of human decisions. Also, for obvious reasons, we exclude from this
methodology the analysis of process-based or score-based musical repertoire, as
well as explicitly conducted improvisations.
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Gesture The atomicity assumption for performative gestures, as previously stated,
is an oversimplification which does not take into account the complex relation-
ships that may be established between gestural ideations. A first step towards a
more realistic analysis of actual gestural improvisations which still resorts to the
atomicity assumption could be employing hierarchical clustering to characterize
the conceptual space defined by gestures. That would require to redefine both
novelty and structural surprise detection algorithms. On this respect we may refer
to the work of Kazjon Grace, who employed the COBWEB algorithm to build
hierarchical conceptual clusterings and compute structural surprise with them
[Grace et al., 2015] and Gerard Roma, who employed KD-trees to obtain novelty
values from audio clips to be used in his own creativity metrics[Roma, 2015].

Novelty We discarded the Mahalanobis distance metric to measure novelty, but
scale invariance might be relevant when assessing it. We should value as equally
novel a small difference in a context of subtle variations than larger variability in a
context of more varied ideations. Usually the conceptual space expands through-
out the performance as new gestures are ideated, but when measuring the novelty
of each ideation we do so against the former ones, not against an hypothetically
larger conceptual space which at that moment does not yet manifests.

Related to that, we observed that for longer performances novelty decreases
over time. It remains to verify whether this is a side effect of our computational
methodology or performers effectively run out of ideas after playing for a while
with a single slider -the environment we used to perform our preliminary com-
putations. Another possibility would be to employ a sliding window to construct
the conceptual space, effectively letting the model forget older ideations. Indeed,
long term relationships should not be expected in free improvisational contexts,
otherwise long term planning should be more relevant only when evaluating com-
posed music. An additional benefit of a sliding window to construct the conceptual
space would be its ability to better cope with dynamic mappings when assessing
the value potential, for example.

This simple equation raises a second issue: the duration of gestures may have
an unexpected impact on novelty evaluation. Leaving our definition of perfor-
mance novelty score as it is, we will rate as more novel those performances with
many short, novel ideations, while a single, highly novel but much longer ideation
will just count as much as the shortest one, which should not be the case.

Ultimately, however, a minimum temporal span is required for an ideation to
be identified, while much longer ideations are expected to display a hierarchical
internal structure themselves which would defeat our atomicity assumption for
gestures, or conversely require a multilevel analysis.

We might handle this situation by incorporating some heuristics, such as weight-
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ing each gestural novelty by the gesture duration or resorting to more sophisti-
cated weighting factors to simulate the decay of attention and perceived novelty
for longer ideations.

Surprise Both Maher’s definition and our bayesian implementation for struc-
tural surprise suggest a high correlation with novelty. This evidence could ulti-
mately restrict our surprise metric to dynamic surprise only.

Regarding dynamic surprise, we discussed the impact that the choice of the
analysis window has in the detection of unexpectedness. Even if we could resort
to multiscale analysis to detect surprise being triggered on different time scales,
we believe that dynamic surprise should be based on more empirical evidence in
order to determine the optimal temporal spans and a plausible relationship be-
tween pattern mismatch and surprise amount. In this respect, relating our metrics
to the recent developments in cognitive Neuroscience, specifically on auditory
scene modelling and auditory stream segregation, would surely provide a more
reliable metric. We must cite here the experimental research carried out by Istvan
Winkler on predictive processing and the mismatch negativity (MMN) to assess
predictions based on representations of predictable patterns -see, for example,
[Winkler et al., 2009][Winkler et al., 2012][Winkler and Czigler, 2012].

Value The value metrics, as it is, does not actually provide a rating for musical
value of a performance, instead it tries to quantitatively assess the relationship be-
tween manipulative actions and audible outcomes, assuming that the more similar
are the spaces defined by both, the more creative may be a performance acknowl-
edged.

The Jaccard distance metric utilized to evaluate such similarity only compares
the assignations of both manipulative and audible gestures into their respective
clusters. A possibly less coarse evaluation could consist of computing both cre-
ativity and surprise metrics on the audio itself, and define the value in terms of
their similarity to the metrics computed on the performative gestures.

It is however debatable to what extent perceiving a different organization be-
tween the gestures performed and the gestures listened may lead to a diminished
sense of causality and therefore negatively impact on the value rating on a perfor-
mance.

For example, complex mappings incorporating nonlinearity and even unpre-
dictability may be a path to expressivity and virtuosity [Jordà, 2004b]. Moreover,
unexpected and novel gesture to sound relationships are not to only regarded as
less valuable, they may indeed be highly appreciated and considered more engag-
ing by performers [Chadabe, 1997],[Jensenius, 2007]. It is worth noting that such
perceptual mappings between gestures and sounds is highly cultural dependent as
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well. Gestures may not only suggest the nature of sounds but their instrumen-
tal identity: a sonic affordance may afford gestures of actual musical instruments
[Tanaka et al., 2011] and vice-versa. To what extent the gestural and sonic af-
fordances of our instrument may positively reinforce our expectations regarding a
instrumental identity or, by the contrary, may frustrate them, would also contribute
to the perceived value of a performance. Finally, as we restricted our metrics to
the data obtained by performance measurements and such measurements usually
deal with manipulative gestures only, we neglected embodied gestural cues which
in a musical performance may contribute to a large degree to the semantics of
performative gestures [Iazzetta, 2000].

For all the reasons above we suggest to restrict the proposed value potential
metric to comparative studies in simplified and controlled environments only, as
the ones we will employ in the next chapter to correlate value potential to interde-
pendence. In the context of an actual performance, assessing value should be still
expected to be inextricably linked to social evaluation.

Creativity Ultimately, there are more subtle dependencies between the three
creativity attributes, beyond the aforementioned correlation between novelty and
structural surprise, for example

• A very high novelty triggers a dynamic surprise because it departs from any
eventual trend.

• But we may resort to slowly varying, low novel ideations to set up such a
trend, therefore low novelty values may be previously required to elicit a
surprise.

• Adapting the performative gestures to better match audible results and there-
fore achieve a higher value potential may consequently alter novelty and
surprise ratings because the performer modifies the conceptual space de-
fined by his gestures.

• An instrument which incorporates high unpredictability may show a low
value potential, but such unexpected behavior may trigger more novel ideations
by the performer.

This complex interplay between the creativity attributes suggests to analyze
them separately instead of resorting to a single creativity metric. This is the ap-
proach we will follow in the following Chapter.
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7.4 Conclusion
We presented our methodology to computationally assess creativity in music per-
formance, with a specific focus in computer music performance. The model we
presented is closely based on the methodology proposed by Maher and her col-
laborators, extended and adapted to the domain of music performance.

We first presented our performative context: free improvisation on digital mu-
sical instruments, consisting of a sequence of gestural ideations. Taking performa-
tive gestures as our unit of ideation, we provided a RoadMap of the whole process
and a detailed view of each step required to compute the novelty, the surprise
and the value potential for the sequence of gestures which constitute a musical
performance.

In the next chapter we will test our creativity metrics on experiments specifi-
cally tailored to computer music ensembles. By analyzing the ratings of the dif-
ferent creativity attributes under a number of distinct performative scenarios, we
expect to gain insight into the differences between individual and group creativity
and the challenges and opportunities that multi-user instruments provide in terms
of creative engagement.
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Chapter 8

EXPERIMENTS

8.1 Introduction
In this Chapter we will present two Experiments which will incorporate the Cre-
ativity metrics presented in Chapter 8 7.3 to quantitatively evaluate improvisa-
tional performances with computer music ensembles, with a focus on multi-user
instruments.

By analyzing the ratings of the different creativity attributes under a number
of distinct performative scenarios, we expect to gain insight into the differences
between individual and group creativity and the challenges and opportunities that
multi-user instruments provide in terms of creative engagement.

We surveyed in Chapter 3 the research in this topic around Collaborative Mu-
sical Interfaces and multi-user instruments in Computer Music Ensembles, and
preliminary hypothesis were drawn from our artistic research with the Barcelona
Laptop Orchestra, as discussed in Chapter 4. This Chapter seeks to provide quan-
titative, experimental evidence to validate our hypothesis on the subject.

Our first attempts to reuse the performative environments designed by the
Barcelona Laptop Orchestra in our experiments were discarded for a number of
reasons. We will quickly justify why we did not find them suitable for our re-
search:

• Score-based repertoire (as well as conducted scenarios) would require eval-
uating creativity in terms of deviations or ornamentations from the com-
mands indicated in the score (or, respectively, by a conductor). This would
translate to expressive performance analysis (surveyed in Chapter 5) and
ask to evaluate creativity in reference to the constraints provided. Addition-
ally, notational approaches in computer music repertoire go far beyond the
paradigms of traditional Western Music Notation (see Chapter 3 for a sur-
vey of such approaches in the repertoire for Laptop Orchestras) and would
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ask for a creativity assessment exclusively tailored to a given piece.

• Our repertoire based on collective sequencing does not fit in the performa-
tive context developed to assess creativity, because performative actions do
not consist of sequences of gestural ideations, but of discrete inputs which
activate autonomous processes. Besides, we believe that the asynchronous
nature of such environments make them less suitable to evaluate sponta-
neous, reactive improvisation but instead it better accounts for a mixture of
improvisational and compositional procedures.

• Our two gestural interfaces are rather suitable to assess creativity. There are
two issues to take into account though: the interfaces are multidimensional
(up to 6 and 3 dimensions, respectively) and they explore discrete and dis-
continuous spaces, which in their turn may challenge our assumption that a
performative gesture is entirely meaningful -the performer often just jumps
between active zones and such transitional movements are not manipula-
tive at all. Multidimensional gestures, by the other hand, should be entirely
feasible to be analyzed in terms of their creativity attributes.

• Finally, some of out multi-user instruments partially fulfill the requirements
to assess creativity from performance analysis. Particularly, both La Roda
(the unconducted version) and the proxy-Hub, in which performers resort to
low dimensional gestural manipulations, would be suitable. However both
environments have evolved into complex instruments which for different
reasons are not optimally suited for a primary evaluation of our metrics: in
the case of La Roda, each performer faces a new sonic material which may
become the primary reference to ideate new gestures, and not the former
performer’s ideations, challenging the study of collective creativity. Be-
sides, its strictly circular turn-based scheme restricts short-time interaction
to adjacent users. In the case of the proxy-Hub, there is an autonomous soft-
ware process (the generative algorithm implemented in the server) which
behaves as an additional actor in the performance, and performers mainly
ornament concurrently that higher level shared process through their ges-
tures. In both cases, but just for opposite reasons, a conversational interac-
tion between performers, a desirable scenario for the study of group creativ-
ity, is therefore hard to achieve.

For the aforementioned reasons, we resorted to develop performative environ-
ments specifically tailored to the needs of each experiment. Some decisions had
to be taken regarding the design of the required instruments:

• Interdependence topology: Design multi-user instruments which explore
some relevant topologies of interdependence and use of shared resources
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which have been already addressed in the repertoire of Laptop Orchestras
( surveyed in Chapter 3) and particularly in our own repertoire (surveyed
in Chapter 4). The two particular axes analyzed refer to the amount of
simultaneous access to a shared resource (Experiment 1) and to the kind
and amount of shared resources provided (Experiment 2). Other multi-
instrument related axes will not be studied and therefore will be kept un-
modified in our experiments: both will be synchronous, centralized, exhibit-
ing low physicality, medium-high homogeneity and assuming equal roles
among performers.

• Performative paradigm: Our performative context should be aimed at fos-
tering sustained individual and ensemble creativity, as much unconstrained
as possible beyond the limitations inherent in our control interfaces. This
requirement suggested addressing the performances as free improvisations,
avoiding both the use of scores or a priori procedural schemes, getting rid
of any kind of human or computer based conduction and trying to avoid
stylistic references to familiar improvisational genres.

• Architecture: Resort to a centralized scheme to simplify the logging of per-
formative gestures and audio generated. Our metric will be entirely based
on performance measurements just as we have discussed in Chapter 4, and
we will resort to OSC logs and, if required, audio captures.

• Ecological validity: Design the experiment to be as much similar as pos-
sible, if simplified, to an actual performance with a computer music en-
semble. We hope that, by making the experiments closely resembling an
actual performance,the results may be more significant and may shed light
on challenges and opportunities encountered in real scenarios. By the other
hand, we believe that designing instruments as if they were addressed to a
real performance may provide a more positive attitude and ultimately will
guarantee a more engaging and more creative experience.

In the following sections we will discuss the two controlled experiments con-
ducted.

8.2 Experiment 1 : Creativity and interdependence

8.2.1 Introduction
A computer ensemble offers us an exceptionally well suited environment to in-
vestigate creativity in musical performance: measurements of performance are
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readily available and the performative environment may be flexibly reconfigured
to suit the needs of a controlled experiment.

This experiment is focused on the study of musical creativity in a free impro-
visation with an instrument capable of partially sharing its control among several
performers.

We will first introduce the aims of the experiment and the hypotheses we seek
to confirm. We will next explain what experimental scenarios will be evaluated.

After carrying out the performances with each group of performers, we will
perform both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the performance. Finally,
we will compute the creativity attributes for every scenario and will analyze them
comparatively.

8.2.2 Aims

This study seeks to get better understanding of the relationship between mutual
interdependence and musical creativity through an analysis of performances with
multi-user instruments.

The performative scenarios analyzed form a continuum from a purely set of
isolated performers playing with their respective instruments to a collective per-
formance with a single shared sound entity. Intermediate scenarios account for
a joint performance with independent instruments and a joint performance with
partially shared instruments respectively.

The experiments consist of short free improvisations with a set of Theremin-
like instruments. Performers can only control the onset and offset and the fre-
quency of such sound generators.

The goal of this study is to characterize ensemble performance in terms of
performers’ experience and their creative outcome, and the role of mutual inter-
dependence in promoting or inhibiting creativity.

8.2.3 Hypotheses

Hypotheses to be assessed through user questionnaires

• H1 Ensemble playing is more both socially and musically rewarding than
playing alone

• H2 Collective awareness is higher in isolated or fully shared instruments
than in partially shared instruments

Hypotheses to be assessed through performance analysis and creativity metrics
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• H3 Playing together increases individual creativity, compared to playing
alone

• H4 Playing a partially shared instrument may inhibit individual creativity
because of a decreased significance of player’s actions

• H5 A fully shared instrument increases the significance of player’s actions
and that leads to an increased individual and collective creativity

8.2.4 Configurations evaluated
Four scenarios were evaluated, allowing us to compare solo and ensemble perfor-
mances, with ensemble performances as a continuum from individual instruments
to a single collective instrument.

The scenarios are, respectively:

• Configuration A. Playing alone, with no aural or visual feedback from any
other performer.

• Configuration B. Playing together, with independent instruments.

• Configuration C. Playing together, with individual instruments slightly cou-
pled.

• Configuration D. Playing together with a fully shared multi-user instrument.

Figure 8.2 summarizes the use of shared resources for each configuration, we
might consider all configurations equivalent (except for the first scenario where
performers are deprived of feedback from the other players) but with a different
degree of leakage from others’ controls into a performer’s own control. Therefore,
the contribution of a performer to the final parameter value of another performer is
null in scenarios A and B, a 12.5% in scenario C and a 33% in scenario D, while a
performer owns’ contribution to his own instrument decreases from 100% to 75%
and finally 33% respectively. The interconnection matrices and their correspond-
ing interdependence metrics for each scenario are displayed in Tables 8.1.

The consequence of this additive interdependence is that the whole range of
the control parameter (in this case, the frequency range of the instrument) is shared
in different amounts between performers. To make this range expansion symmet-
ric the contribution was bipolar, centered at the mid position of the slider: above it
performers added a certain frequency amount to others’ frequency control, while
below it frequencies were subtracted. A balance had to be found between a de-
sirable minimum range for individual performance and the expanded range which
should not be too different between configurations (see Figure 8.3).
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(a) Configuration A (b) Configuration B

(c) Configuration C (d) Configuration D

Figure 8.1: Interdependence diagrams for the four configurations evaluated. Ex-
periment 1.
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Figure 8.2: Interdependence topology for the four configurations evaluated. Ex-
periment 1.

Figure 8.3: Frequency ranges for experiment 1, 4 scenarios. For scenarios 3 and
4 and additional extended range is provided by others’ performers additive contri-
bution (upped and lower regions in the ranges)
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Table 8.1: Interconnection matrices and interdependence metrics for the scenarios
evaluated in experiment 1

(a) A & B. im = 0

2 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 2

(b) C. im = 1/4

.75 .125 .125

.125 .75 .125

.125 .125 .75

(c) D. im = 2/3

.33 .33 .33

.33 .33 .33

.33 .33 .33

8.2.5 Participants

Twelve participants took part in the experiment (all male, mean age 23.4). They
were all music students with good familiarity with computer music environments,
9 of them Sonology students and the rest students of music composition. None of
them reported former experience in free ensemble improvisation.

8.2.6 Instrument design

A specific collective instrument was designed, consisting of three Theremin-like
monophonic synthesizers.

The three sound generators, implemented on a centralized sound server, con-
sisted of simple two-operator FM oscillators, with c:m ratios of 2.013:1, 3.013:1
and 4.013:1 respectively, which imparted distinct harmonically related partials
and subtle beating as well, with a modulation index of 0.1 and an added sinu-
soidal AM (tremolo) at the output of the oscillator with depth 0.0085, 0.015 and
0.023 respectively, and frequencies 3.5Hz, 5.12Hz and 6.35Hz. With such settings
they resemble a sort of Theremin trio, with the minimal timbrical differences to
make the three oscillators more easily distinguishable.

The sliders shift the base frequency for the carrier and modulator in the FM
oscillators. The frequencies are quantized to a Dorian mode when the user jumps
to a value, to guarantee a properly tuned, fretless operation, but allowing for free
vibrato and portamento if the user drags the slider.

The graphical interface is shown in Figure 8.4. This interface both sends the
performance data to the server (mouse clicks and slider values) and displays the
performance gestures of the other players to guarantee proper collective aware-
ness. Each performer has one performance slider assigned (the biggest ones,
numbered 1 to 3) and, attached to it, a smaller additional slider displays the actual
mapped value to drive the sound generator. In shared configurations, this value
will display the combined activity of other performers on the shared frequency
parameter. Finally, the small black vu-meter on the right of each performance
slider works as a countdown, displaying the time available to perform a gesture,
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which was set to 2.5s.
The instrument plays a sound whenever a user clicks the mouse and keeps

dragging the slider, when the mouse is off the sound is blocked. If the performer
runs out of time, the sound is blocked as well and he has to free the mouse and
click again to start a new gesture.

Figure 8.4: Graphical interface for performers. Experiment 1

8.2.7 Procedure and apparatus
The setup consisted on a set of three Windows 7 computers, one per subject,
running PureData-based clients and a MacBook Pro running a PureData server.
All the computers were sharing the same network through a Switch. Additionally,
the server accessed a multichannel sound-card which delivered specific mixes to
three headphones, one per player. Performers were not facing each other and the
audio mix was provided by headphones, as an attempt to restrict interpersonal
interaction to computer mediated feedback as much as possible (see Figure 8.5).

The performance session proceeded as follows. The four configurations were
explained and briefly illustrated, and then the user interface was briefly explained.
Performers were told the purpose of the restricted time available for single ges-
tures: the need to continuously harvest new and interesting musical ideas, clearly
delimited just like spoken words.

Performers were encouraged to freely improvise but, in scenarios B, C and
D, they were explicitly asked to try to listen to each other and try to establish a
musical conversation, avoiding a too vertical performance, discouraging chordal,
homophonic passages.

Performers were given a few minutes to familiarize with the interface and
adapt their gestures to the aforementioned temporal constraints. Once finished,
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Figure 8.5: Schematic overview of the experimental setup

the experiment consisted on an interrupted eight-minute free improvisation where
scenarios were changed automatically every two minutes, in random order.

After the performance an informal conversation with the ensemble took place
and the post-test questionnaires were filled.

8.2.8 Data collection
Performance data consisted on mouse clicks and drags over the only available
slider. Both actions were collected as OSC data in the server for further analysis.
The Windows 7 computers provided a rather low mouse polling rate of 125Hz but
the slider location was interpolated within the PureData client patch, therefore to
achieve a good temporal resolution the maximum data rate for mouse dragging
was 200Hz.

Survey

Players carried out a questionnaire which gathered information about their expe-
rience with the four scenarios. The questionnaire contained with multiple choice
questions in a 5-point Likert scales, as displayed. The main purpose of it was to
evaluate collective engagement and creativity and whether there was a relationship
between scenarios and degree of personal and collective agency.

The test was based on the Mutual Engagement Questionnaire proposed by
N.Bryan-Kinns and F.Hamilton [Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2012] with added
questions aimed at gathering preliminary information of the creative behavior in
distinct scenarios (see table 8.2). The questions were presented in random order
and proper balancing of positive and negative statements to avoid bias in the an-
swer. We choose an odd numbered Likert scale to allow performers the possibility
of a neutral evaluation of statements in certain scenarios.
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Table 8.2: Questions included in the questionnaire for Experiment 1

Question number Question(s)
Q1 I like the musical result
Q2 I don’t feel involved in the group
Q3 I enjoyed playing it
Q4 What I do is meaningful in the end result
Q5 I don’t know what others do

Q6
It differs a lot from an ensemble
performance with acoustic instruments

Q7 What others do impedes my goals
Q8 I can clearly notice what I do
Q9 I feel I am not in control
Q10 I understand what happens
Q11 I adopted others’ ideas
Q12 It reminds me playing an instrument
Q13 Unexpected things happened
Q14 The result was banal and predictable

8.2.9 Results

Post-test questionnaire

To compare participants’ responses in the four scenarios, we used two-sided Fisher’s
exact test instead of Chi-square test due to a low sample size of 12 participants.
We could identify the following results with statistical significance (p < 0.05).

A first, unanimous agreement concerning both user enjoyment and engage-
ment was confirmed for all collective scenarios (B,C,D), while individual perfor-
mance gets lower scores. This result confirms that ensemble performance, no
matter the level of interdependence, provide opportunities for active engagement.
Interestingly, the most enjoyable scenarios were 4,3,2,1 in this precise order, sug-
gesting that interdependence is positively regarded (see Figure 8.6a).

Regarding the perceived similarity between the provided scenarios and ordi-
nary musical instruments and instrumental ensembles, subjects significantly iden-
tified scenarios C and D as the more distinct both in terms of the characteristics
of the instrument and of the overall ensemble, though the answers were not unan-
imous. Accordingly, and with a similar level of agreement, performers identified
conflicts in the last two scenarios.

Subjects reported that the more interdependent, the less banal and predictable
the results are. Additionally, performers reported that unexpected things happened
in more interdependent scenarios (see Figure 8.6b. This conclusion suggests that
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(a) Engagement related answers. (b) Expectancy related answers

Figure 8.6: Summary plots for the post-test questionnaire, grouped by scenario.
(I)

collective surprise is expected to be higher in scenarios 3 and 4.
There is no conclusive evidence that subjects’ understanding of others’ activi-

ties change in different scenarios. Indeed, they reported active exchange of ideas
in the three collective scenarios. The results might suggest that greater novelty is
expected in collective scenarios, being the fourth scenario (D) the one with less
exchange of ideas. There is, however, significant evidence that personal agency
and feeling in control is higher in not interdependent scenarios (A,B) compared to
interdependent scenarios (C,D) (see Figure 8.6a). These results might suggest that
the value potential for a performance might be higher in the first two scenarios.

The results of the questionnaire confirm the hypothesis H1 ( Ensemble play-
ing is more both socially and musically rewarding than playing alone but don’t
provide sufficient evidence to confirm the hypothesis H2 (Collective awareness
is higher in isolated or fully shared instruments than in partially shared instru-
ments).

Performance analysis

We will proceed now with some preliminary quantitative analysis based on the
performance logs.

Co-activity A preliminary observation has to be made concerning this experi-
ment. An ideal scenario for collective creativity measurement assumes that per-
formers actively listen, suggest and react to each other in a free, conversational
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Figure 8.7: Summary plots for the post-test questionnaire, grouped by scenario
(II).Agency related answers.
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Table 8.3: Mean player’s activity and ensemble co-activity for each configuration.

configuration A B C D

mean activity .50± 0.12 .47± 0.11 .49± 0.13 0.45± 0.10
mean co-activity 0.12± 0.02 0.12± 0.05 0.15±, 0.06 0.10± 0.04

improvisation [Sutton, 2001] which avoids overlaps and collisions between play-
ers to maximize dialogic interaction in the performance, a typical practice in the
British free improv scene[Bailey, 1993], primarily oriented toward the perception-
reaction model[Neeman, 2014]. Playing simultaneously decreases collective agency
because attentional resources cannot be focused on a single performer.

As none of the subjects were professional improvisers, despite the provided
instructions some passages exhibited an excessive level of onset synchronization,
suggesting the presence of chordal passages or rhythmically entrainment. We hy-
pothesize that these passages display a decreased collective creativity, because
adherence to a collectively established shape or pattern constraints individual ex-
ploration and transformation of gestures.

Table 8.3 summarizes the mean time of performer’s activity for each config-
uration, and the mean time of concurrent activity (the three performers playing
together). Ideally the first value should not exceed 0.33 for a trio, and our ex-
periments show mean times close to 0.50, indicating that performers don’t give
enough space for other players or that concurrence was intentional in some pas-
sages. Co-activity, by the other hand, should be as close to zero as possible, the
means between .10 and .15 should be, ideally, even lower. A further observation
regarding users’ activity is that the different configurations do not seem to have
any significant effect in it. We hypothesize that an experiment with musicians
well trained on free improvisation techniques would exhibit much less overlap
and more distinct behaviors in the four scenarios.

Amount of gestures The actual number of gestures in the first three scenarios
was rather similar, except for the fourth one, suggesting a different performa-
tive behavior took place in that scenario. Indeed, most performers spontaneously
switched to a noticeably much quicker sequence of gestures in scenario D (see
Figure 8.8).

Gesture sets An additional, preliminary observation can be drawn by compar-
ing the sets of gestures performed by each participant in the different scenarios.
As we equate gestures to ideations, such sets indeed define conceptual spaces on
a performer basis. By extracting the mean descriptors of such gestures and plot-
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Figure 8.8: Number of gestures per scenario. Experiment 1.

(a) Scenario A (b) Scenario C

Figure 8.9: PCA projections for two sets of gestures. Group 1.

ting them on the plane defined by their two principal components (see Figure 8.9),
we may easily visualize the conceptual space explored by each performer and by
the whole ensemble. Interestingly, we may easily appreciate how such conceptual
spaces are much more well defined in scenario 1 (as in sub-figure 8.9a, where per-
formers play alone, without feedback from the other players) and become more
scattered and overlapped in scenario 3 (as in sub-figure 8.9b, where performers
play together with interdependent parameters).

While, due to the limited scope of the experiment, this preliminary evidence is
not consistent enough to allow us to characterize performers according to their cre-
ative signature -as in [Goebl et al., 2004]- or possibly identify performers within
a joint performance -see for example [Swift, 2012]-, it suggests that ensemble
performances, including interdependent scenarios, promote an active process of
exchange and transformation of creative ideations between performers, and ap-
parently confirms the existence of consistent shared conceptual spaces. The con-
vergence of musical ideas, in its turn, is a good prospect for mutual engagement
assessment [Bryan-Kinns, 2012].
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Creativity metrics

This section evaluates quantitatively the performances in the four configurations
studied by computing metrics for the novelty, surprise and value potential for each
performer, according to the procedure detailed in Chapter 7.

Even if we could compute a single creativity metric as a product of the three
creativity attributes, it may be more illustrative to study them separately, as sug-
gested in 7.3.6. Finally, although our creativity attributes are guaranteed to be in
the range [0, 1], more than evaluating their actual absolute values and ranges in
the experiment, we seek to compare them between the four scenarios. Therefore,
for clarity we will post-normalize the computed metrics, in such a way that the
highest novelty, the highest surprise and the highest value potential among all the
performances will be all 1.

Finally, we may display the three normalized creativity attributes for the four
scenarios in three-dimensional plots (see Figure 8.10), each plot belongs to a sin-
gle performer. The most obvious trend observed, despite the notable dispersion,
is a decrease in value potential in configurations C and D compared to configura-
tions A and B. This was an expected result, because of the disturbance added to
the frequency output by the additive contribution of the other performers.

We may tentatively seek additional trends by averaging all the performances
and summarizing the creativity attributes for each scenario, though we should take
into account that the sample size is too low as to draw rather meaningful conclu-
sions (only 12 individual performances per scenario). This final plot (see Figure
8.11) displays the novelty, surprise and value potential for each configuration eval-
uated.

The scenario promoting the most creative behavior is a classical ensemble of
independent musical instruments (scenario B). As reported by the performers in
the questionnaires, it allows for an optimal collective awareness which maximizes
the transfer of musical ideas, increasing the rate of novel gestures and their mag-
nitude throughout a performance.

Additionally, it shows the highest ratios for surprise as well. High surprise,
according to our metrics, may imply not only higher novelty ratings but the ability
to set up gestural trends purposefully as well, and it seems scenario B provides
the best conditions for it. The comparative ratings for both novelty and surprise
between scenarios A and B seem to confirm our hypothesis H3 - playing together
increases individual creativity, compared to playing alone.

Performances under scenarios A (individual performance) and C (slightly shared
performance) are overall less creative but for different reasons. In an individ-
ual performance we appreciate less novelty, presumably because of the lack of
the additional stream of ideations coming from other performers which might be
adopted. On the other side, the slightly shared performance clearly shows a lower
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(a) Configuration A (b) Configuration B

(c) Configuration C (d) Configuration D

Figure 8.10: Scatter plots showing the normalized creativity metrics for the four
configurations evaluated in Experiment 1. Each plot indicates the mean novelty,
surprise and value for every performer taking part in the experiment

[Scatter plots showing the normalized creativity metrics for the four
configurations evaluated in Experiment 1]

Figure 8.11: Novelty, surprise and value for each configuration in Experiment 1.
The metrics have been averaged on a performer’s basis and post normalized.
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value potential. This result was expected as the audible realization of individual
gestures is partially mixed with others’ contributions. The low ratings for the value
metric in scenario C would confirm hypothesis H4 -playing a partially shared in-
strument may inhibit individual creativity because of a decreased significance of
player’s actions.

Finally, performances in scenario D are rated as the less creative of all, with a
further decrease both in surprise and value ratings compared to scenario C. Note,
however, than novelty is approximately the same that in scenario A. Low novelty
and surprise ratings are expected given the comparatively fast performances which
were unexpectedly observed for this scenario in virtually all groups. These results
seem to reject our last hypothesisH5, at least in terms of individual creativity -
a fully shared instrument increases the significance of player’s actions and that
leads to an increased individual and collective creativity.

It was expected that scenario D would provide a more coherent, unified envi-
ronment in which the loss of exclusive control in one performer’s instrument was
compensated by a simultaneous gain in others’. In other words, the decrease in
value potential should be compensated by higher novelty and surprise ratings. To
clarify this, notice that, as long as in our fully shared environment any individual
action symmetrically affects all three sound generators with the same amount and
in the same parameter, and this effect is further emphasized by mapping all three
frequencies to the same pitch in different octave ranges, any gesture exerted by
one performer on his interface will be projected with the same pitch gesture to the
three sound generators. Unfortunately, as we discussed before, the quick collec-
tive dynamics observed in this scenario did not allow to take benefit of the sharing
of ideas between performers.

As for collective creativity, we may evaluate the sets of gestures regardless of
their authorship as described in Chapter 7. The metrics for the scenarios in which
performers played together, that is, scenarios B, C and D, are shown in Figure
8.12.

The results are sensibly different, specially in the surprise metric of scenario
D, which is relevant. Given a comparatively low novelty rating for this scenario,
the high rating for the surprise is to be attributed to dynamic surprise alone, as
structural surprise is mostly correlated to novelty. This was effectively confirmed
in the video recordings: despite the notoriously quick activity which prevented
performers from elaborate sets of distinctive gestures, both from an individual
and from a collective perspective, all groups resorted to a dynamics in which
performers followed former gestures, imitating them and clearly setting collective
trends. Whenever such collective trends are defeated collective dynamic surprise
arises, as is clearly seen in this last plot. Therefore we might partially support H5,
at least in terms of dynamic collective surprise.
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Figure 8.12: Collective novelty, surprise and value for each configuration in Ex-
periment 1. The metrics have been averaged on an ensemble basis and post nor-
malized.

8.2.10 Preliminary conclusion
This section concludes the first experiment, in which we comparatively studied
musical creativity on individual, ensemble and interdependent scenarios with vari-
able degree of interdependence.

We will now proceed with the description of our second experiment. First,
we will introduce our motivations to conduct an additional experiment and then
we will present our performative context and the aims and hypothesis formulated.
The performance analysis will proceed in a similar fashion to Experiment 1.

After the second experiment we will summarize the results obtained for both
experiments, and will provide a final comparative discussion of our findings.
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8.3 Experiment 2 : Creativity and resource owner-
ship

8.3.1 Introduction

In Experiment 1 we evaluated creativity in multi-user instruments by seeing inter-
dependence as a step beyond group performance. It served us to compare musical
creativity in individual, ensemble and interdependent performances.

Our controlled variable was the amount of concurrent control on a shared pa-
rameter. Through the study of the different shared scenarios, designed to allow ad-
ditive concurrent control, we could appreciate for example how unbalanced shared
controls could negatively affect performer’s creative outcome.

However, the conversational-like design of the interface prevented users from
fully exploring concurrent access: only in periods of concurrent activity several
performers could influence each other, but both the instructions given to per-
formers and the timer mechanism conceived to enforce a segmented performance
prevented users from exploring the possibilities of intense interplay provided by
multi-user environments. To a great extent shared access was not fully understood
by performers.

While this approach is possibly the most suitable for the assessment of our cre-
ativity metrics, due to its simplicity, it does not yet fully address one of the central
questions of our research: how creativity manifests in contexts of full interdepen-
dence between performers. Therefore, our control variable in this experiment will
not be the amount of interdependence through a single shared parameter but the
number and typology of the parameters shared.

Experiment 2 will provide a performative context intended to maximize the
ensemble interplay and let them fully appreciate the effects of mutual interdepen-
dence. We expect with this experiment to gain further insight into the relationship
between exclusive or shared access to a number of instrumental resources and the
creative outcome of the ensemble.

Table 8.4 summarizes the differences between the instruments designed for
each experiment. As we may appreciate, the second instrument is designed to
provide more opportunities for concurrent interplay, being at the same time an en-
vironment prone to scenarios of conflict and competition for the shared resources.

8.3.2 Aims

This study seeks to measure individual creativity in a musical performance with
a multi-user instrument which fully shares several resources (namely parameter
controls and audio channels), and evaluate how may it be affected by the poten-
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Table 8.4: Comparison between the multi-user instruments used in Experiments 1
& 2

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

one shared parameter multiple shared parameters
balanced parameters unbalanced (one parameter may negate the other)
parameters may be partially shared parameters are either unshared of fully shared
segmented by default unsegmented by default
concurrent acces through mix concurrent access through replacement
stops sounding if not playing keeps sounding if not playing
one sound channel per performer sound channels may be shared

tially disruptive effect of concurrent and competitive access to shared resources.
The performative scenarios (detailed below) address typical configurations of

sound awareness and control ownership in a computer network (see Chapter 3).
The experiments themselves consists of short collective, free exploratory impro-
visations with iconic Musique Concrète sound materials processed in realtime by
the performers.

In contrast to Experiment 1, this experiment places a less restricted improvisa-
tional scenario where performers can interfere and mask other performers through
the access of shared resources. We have surveyed in Chapter 3 a number of dif-
ferent approaches and relevant repertoire which addresses the issues of shared
resources, and particularly shared sound sources and shared controls. This ex-
periment will investigate to what extend the exclusive or shared access to those
resources may impact in the creative performance on a computer music ensemble.

On a first stage, we will study performers’ attitude and behavior regarding
different combinations of shared controls and shared sound channels. We want
to know whether such configurations have a noticeable impact in the level of en-
gagement and collective awareness throughout the performance, and whether per-
formers resort to specific strategies regarding the potentially conflicting nature of
shared resources.

On a second stage we will compute creativity metrics for the different config-
urations in order to determine their relationship with the configurations evaluated.

8.3.3 Hypotheses
Hypotheses to be assessed through user questionnaires

• H1 Players feel more involved when they own specific instrumental re-
sources, may them be timbrical controls or sound output channels.
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• H2 Personal and collective awareness increase with audio and control own-
ership.

• H3 Playing with shared controls might be more enjoyable but ultimately
less musically rewarding.

Hypotheses to be assessed through performance analysis and creativity metrics

• H4 Sharing controls may lead to higher individual novelty ratings because
performers are more closely exposed to others’ contributions, promoting a
more active exchange of ideations.

• H5 Sharing controls on non shared audio channels may lead to a lower value
potential due to the amount of time a performer plays other instrument or
other performers play his instrument, because of the decreased significance
of his gestural actions on his own audio channel.

• H6 We don’t expect that a single audio output inhibits the ideation of novel
and surprising gestures, but the increased mutual masking in these scenarios
might encourage resorting to more exaggerated gestures and more salient
timbrical manipulations.

• H7 Value potential with a single audio output, for any configuration of con-
trols, will be lower because the audio output incorporates the gestures of all
the performers.

8.3.4 Configurations evaluated
Four different configurations were presented to the participants (see Figure 8.13)

• Configuration C1. Sound and control ownership. In this configuration each
performer could control only one assigned sound source and the sound out-
put was routed only to his loudspeaker.

• Configuration C2. Sound ownership but distributed control. In this config-
uration each performer kept a sound source but anyone could freely operate
on the controls of all the instruments.

• Configuration C3. Control ownership but distributed sound. In this config-
uration each performer could control only his sound source but the whole
mix was equally routed to all the loudspeakers.

• Configuration C4. Distributed sound and control. In this configuration any
performer could freely operate on all the instruments and the whole mix was
routed to all the loudspeakers.
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(a) Configuration C1 (b) Configuration C2

(c) Configuration C3 (d) Configuration C4

Figure 8.13: Interdependence diagrams for the four configurations evaluated. Ex-
periment 2.
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(a) C1. im = 0

4 0 0
0 4 0
0 0 4

(b) C2. im = 1/3

4 1 1
1 4 1
1 1 4

(c) C3. im = 1/6

3.33 .33 .33
.33 3.33 .33
.33 .33 3.33

(d) C4 im = 2/3

1.33 1.33 1.33
1.33 1.33 1.33
1.33 1.33 1.33

Figure 8.14: Interconnection matrices and interdependence metrics for the scenar-
ios evaluated in experiment 2

The interconnection matrices and their corresponding interdependence metrics
for each scenario are displayed in Tables 8.14, though it is debatable whether the
actual weight of each shared parameter, most notably the audio channel, are equiv-
alent. As in Experiment 2, the first scenario consist of independent, single-user
instruments and the interdependence index gradually increases in the following
scenarios.

8.3.5 Participants
Twelve participants took part in the experiment, in four groups of three play-
ers each (all male, mean age = 24.6). They were Sonology students, musicians
with proficient technical background and instrumental training in different musi-
cal styles (classical, folk and jazz respectively). All of them were familiar with
computer music tools but had only limited experience in improvisation. Most had
no previous experience with collaborative musical interfaces.

8.3.6 Instrument design
A specific collective instrument was designed, consisting of three phase-vocoders
with flexible routing of parameter controls and audio channels. Distinct sound
sources were loaded in each of the phase-vocoders (Freesound1 samples of bells,
a squeaking door and a steam train respectively).

Each individual sound source offered three controls, available as individual
sliders. As such, players could only operate with a single slider at any time. To
guarantee collective awareness, all players could visualize those nine sliders and

1http://freesound.org/
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who was operating on them, as displayed in Figure 8.15. Those controls were,
from more generic to more instrument specific: a volume control, a sample offset
control and an instrument-specific timbrical control (respectively, an FFT based
partial threshold, an spectral compander and a low frequency shelving filter).

Figure 8.15: Graphical interface for performers. Experiment 2

Both the controls and sound output of N sound synthesizers were distributed
among N players either in N:1 or N:N topologies. As opposed to experiment
1, where there was a 1:1 relationship between control and timbrical parameter
(frequency) and where such parameter was actually pre-computed and could be
readily incorporated into our analysis, this scenario deals with a more complex
mapping: parameter 1 modifies the volume in a 1:1 relationship, but the volume
may be influenced by parameters 2 as well (because it essentially depends on the
soundfile contents and may be further altered by the spectral effects incorporated
in parameter 3) , parameter 2 is mapped to a sound file pointer, therefore an ar-
bitrarily 1:M mapping is established between its value and the audio content of
the sound file, while parameter 3 is essentially an arbitrary sound modifier, which
performs another 1:M mapping but to the audio, modifying its spectral content on
multiple frequency bands.

The instrument was implemented in Puredata with a server patch acting as a
centralized DSP and control routing, ans a client patch providing the graphical
interface mentioned above. A multichannel soundcard was attached to the lap-
top running the server patch, providing individual audio channels to loudspeakers
located next to each performer.

8.3.7 Procedure and apparatus
Each rehearsal started with an introduction by the researcher. Participants had
a short training period (two minutes, with headphones) with each of the three
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instruments, being assigned to a random one after the training. Participants were
then given between 90 and 120 seconds to play with each experimental condition
with speakers. Once finished, participants filled a post-test questionnaire and a
final group discussion was held.

The setup consisted of three Windows computers on a LAN, with 19” moni-
tors, placed one next to the other at a distance of 80cm. Small X-mini II speakers
were placed in front of each computer to provide localized audio. The room pro-
vided sufficient sound isolation for the performance despite the low power rating
of the speakers (2.5W RMS).

The provided minimalistic graphical control interface (see Figure 8.15) was
similar to Experiment 1, but in this case the feedback of the final value for each
parameter was displayed as an actual change in the slider position instead of an
adjacent fader. The purpose is to clearly inform performers that there is effec-
tively a single shared parameter control, and its value is at any time the last value
received by any of the performers manipulating it.

8.3.8 Data collection

Both the performers action on the faders and the configuration changes done by
the conductor were logged as time-tagged OSC data. Event logs contained in-
formation on the performer, the instrument, the fader and its value and was sent
asynchronously whenever a fader was moved. In this experiment we didn’t cap-
ture the actual performer actions needed to operate with the sliders (mouse drags
or clicks).

Survey

Players carried out a questionnaire which gathered information about their expe-
rience with the four scenarios. The questionnaire contained with multiple choice
questions in a 5-point Likert scales, and was similarly inspired on the Mutual
Engagement Questionnaire [Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2012] though with a re-
duced subset of questions, as listed in table 8.5.

The main purpose of the questionnaire was to evaluate collective engagement
in each scenario and determine whether such engagement was either more socially
or musically centered.

The questions were presented in random order and proper balancing of pos-
itive and negative statements to avoid bias in the answer. The choice of an odd
numbered Likert scale was the need to allow performers the possibility of a neutral
evaluation of statements in certain scenarios.
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Table 8.5: Questions included in the questionnaire for Experiment 2

Question number Question(s)
Q1 I like the musical result
Q2 I don’t feel involved in the group
Q3 I enjoyed playing it
Q4 I feel I am not in control
Q5 I understand what happens
Q6 I don’t know what others do
Q7 I can clearly notice what I do

Video recording

The sessions were video recorded. A final group discussion served to elicit user
preferences and perceived differences in in the four scenarios regarding aware-
ness, focus and interaction strategies.

8.3.9 Results

Post-test interview

An informal talk was carried out after the tests to discuss and compare the user
experience in the different scenarios.

Participants raised mixed and somehow unexpected comments regarding the
audio configurations.

The shared audio channel didn’t seem to affect the ability to identify them-
selves and other players, but we might question here the experimental setup: par-
ticipants were placed in a row, therefore the relative volumes of other performers’
instruments were affected by their relative distance. Indeed, two performers re-
ported it was harder (and not easier, as it should be expected) for them to identify
some players in non shared audio configurations, those which were placed farther
apart.

Additionally, when sharing a single audio channel and radiating it through all
the three loudspeakers simultaneously, an unexpected spatialization effect dramat-
ically changed the perceived acoustic space, which turned out to be broader and
more reverberant. Most performers were surprised when the audio configuration
was changed to a shared channel, and two of them reported this significant change
was a bit distracting at first, and it took them some seconds to get used to it.

All these issues might be addressed by resorting to headphones as we did in
experiment 1, and applying a suitable panning and gain to every sound source,
but this setting would loose the intuitive physicality of location-dependent sound
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sources. Otherwise, providing a quasi acoustic experience with shared instru-
ments deserves further study regarding the distribution of audio sources.

More interestingly, shared controls proved to be intriguing for a number of
performers, and a source of social interaction. One of them reported that ”I
was playing to counterfeit others’ movements, whenever one performer was doing
something very obvious, I lowered his volume”. Similarly, another player told that
”it is funny to interfere with other players’ actions, fighting for the same control”.

Post-test questionnaire

To compare participants’ responses in the four scenarios, we used once again two-
sided Fisher’s exact test instead of Chi-square test due to our low sample size of 12
participants. We could identify the following results with statistical significance
(p < 0.05)

When analyzed in pairs, scenarios with non-shared controls -C1 and C3- pro-
vided better agency (ie answer to the question Q5:I understand what happens)
than shared ones -C2 and C4, with Fisher’s one-tailed Exact portability test p <
0.01. Comparatively, self-awareness was not significantly different between both
sets of scenarios (it was evaluated with Q7:I can clearly notice what I do).

Figure 8.16: Summary plot for the post-test questionnaire, grouped by
shared/unshared controls scenarios. Collective agency and self-awareness related
answers.
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Participants felt most involved in the group in scenario 3 and the minimum
involvement was in scenario 1, though significance was just below p < 0.05.
That is, controlling your own instrument under a single shared audio channel was
perceived as the most collectively involving scenario, while controlling your own
instrument with independent audio channels was perceived as the least involving
one.

The hypotheses that participants might find scenarios with shared controls fun-
nier to play even though the musical result could be better with individual controls
was rejected. Participants reported that all the scenarios were virtually equally en-
gaging. Indeed, more people tended to find playing with unshared controls more
musically satisfactory but this was not statistically significant.

The main conclusions regarding the questionnaire results are:

• Control ownership positively contribute to self-awareness and group in-
volvement. This evidence partially confirmsH1 -players feel more involved
when they own specific instrumental resources.

• Audio configurations don’t significantly contribute to personal or collec-
tive awareness, but a configuration consisting of personal, unshared con-
trols is regarded as the most collectively involving scenario, whereas the
opposite, a collective instrument with shared control and audio, is consid-
ered the least involving one. This conclusions rejects H2 in relation to au-
dio ownership and is only in partial agreement with Fencott’s study on au-
dio delivery and territoriality, in which the author advocates for unshared
audio configurations to encourage group involvement and user awareness
[Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2012], therefore we suggest that performers par-
tially compensated the lack of location dependent aural cues by efficient
source separation, even if it required an additional effort which might be
detrimental to group involvement.

• Finally, there was no significant evidence, either from the interviews nor
from the questionnaire, to confirm or rejectH3 -playing with shared controls
might be more enjoyable but ultimately less musically rewarding.

Performance Analysis

Before addressing the quantitative assessment of musical creativity, some prelim-
inary observations may be done regarding the activity and behavior of performers
in each scenario.
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Table 8.6: Fraction of time devoted to own and others’ controls in each scenario.

configuration C1 C2 C3 C4

time on own controls 1.0 0.36± 0.21 1.0 0.30± 0.14
time on others’ controls 0.0 0.64± 0.21 0.0 0.70± 0.14

Distribution of activity By comparing the fractions of time each performer de-
votes to his own controls and to others’ controls in shared configurations (scenar-
ios C2 and C4), we notice they tend, on average, to be evenly distributed among
all three synthesizers. Indeed, we may see in Table 8.6 when controls are shared
the whole set of controls available are actually accessed quite uniformly, suggest-
ing that ownership shifts accordingly from single sound generators to the whole
multi-user instrument.

While this evidence could suggest that performers immediately perceive the
whole setup as a monolithic and uniform entity when controls where shared, this
was not always the case.

For some groups and shared configurations, we observed than players tended
to operate on an instrument basis, that is, once they started exploring an instru-
ment, it was more probable to stick on another slider from the same instrument
than to switch to a different one. Figure 8.17 exemplifies such clear distribution
of roles. In terms of creativity, such experience should be rather comparable to
playing an individual instrument.

In some other groups, players resorted to rapid alternating manipulations of
faders from all the instruments. As observed in the recordings of the perfor-
mances, such dynamics spontaneously emerged whenever one performer unex-
pectedly modified a parameter of an instrument already being operated by another
performer, triggering a cascade of similar actions. Eventually such activity lead to
a kind of social game in which relationships between gestures and therefore any
kind of gestural creativity were secondary to the social experience itself. Due to
the presence of such behaviors, lower creativity ratings are therefore expected in
shared scenarios on average. This behavior was mostly observed in scenario C2
but was also present in scenario C4 (see Figure 8.18).

In sharing control scenarios performers systematically avoided conflicting on
the same slider. Only one performer in one of the experiments used it to counter-
feit what another performer was trying to do, an attitude that was depicted as too
intrusive by the other performer, and subsequently rejected. For the rest, only oc-
casionally several players interacted with the same control simultaneously. Table
8.7 illustrates this fact, showing an extremely low proportion of time devoted to
concurrent edition of the same slider by two or more players.

Both behaviors, conflict avoidance, which was generalized, and instrument-
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Figure 8.17: Distribution of user activity in a shared control scenario (Experi-
ment 2, Scenario C2). Notice how players focus activity on an instrument basis
(encircled areas), mostly avoiding simultaneous operation on the same resource.

Table 8.7: Fraction of time with concurrent activity (2 or more players acting on
the same slider)

configuration C1 C2 C3 C4

time (fraction of total duration) 0.0 0.013± 0.022 0.0 0.018± 0.026
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Figure 8.18: Distribution of user activity in a shared control scenario (Experi-
ment 4, Scenario C4). Notice the rapid alternation of brief and fast gestures in all
performers.
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Figure 8.19: Fraction of time devoted to each slider.

based activity, which was found occasionally, suggest an spontaneous, unnego-
tiated distribution of performative spaces. Such territoriality has indeed been
observed both in co-located settings with collective tangible interfaces where per-
formers actually negotiate a physical space [Xambó, 2015] and in computer-mediated
collaborative environments [Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2012].

Use of resources As for what timbrical modifications performers do prefer, we
could analyze the time spent performing with each type of slider. The second
slider is always designed to give the most salient timbrical parameter (the tem-
poral offset in the sample being played) and it requires to be actively operated to
recreate the original sample. The 1st slider is also relevant as it controls the vol-
ume of the sound generator, which otherwise is permanently active, while the 3rd
slider performs a more subtle spectral processing. Figure 8.19 shows high vari-
ance in the proportion of time devoted to each sliders, but suggests otherwise a
tendency to favor sliders in order of timbrical saliency. This trend is more evident
in configurations C3 and c4, the ones with a shared audio channel. We hypothe-
size that, when performers share a single audio channel, resorting to more salient
timbrical modifications helps to make them contributions more distinguishable
despite the loss of spatial cues provided by separate audio channels. The afore-
mentioned results are in accordance with our hypothesis H6, which states that
the increased mutual masking in single audio channel scenarios might encourage
resorting to more exaggerated gestures and more salient timbrical manipulations.
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(a) Duration of segments for each sce-
nario and group. Experiment 2.

(b) Segments for each scenario. Experi-
ment 2.

Figure 8.20: Summarizing plots for the segmentation process in Experiment 2.

Amount and duration of gestures As previously stated, this experiment did not
enforce a segmented performance. The motivation was twofold: by one side we
wanted to explore a performative environment more prone to concurrent activity,
and, additionally, we noticed in preliminary tests with the interface that perform-
ers’ activity could be reasonably segmented according to a pair of rather simple
heuristics, which made an enforced segmentation unnecessary:

• A rest period was considered to signal the end of a segment (the rest period
was set to 0.75secs).

• Switching to a different slider also indicated a new segment

The segmentation process showed a rather consistent tendency to perform with
short gestures between 0-2secs of duration, though there was a notable presence of
much longer gestures which could not be properly segmented (see Figure 8.20a).
The number of gestures per player and scenario are therefore around 30 and 60 for
our performances which lasted 90secs (see Figure 8.20b). The notable exception
is scenario C2, which shows a lower number of high duration gestures and a higher
number of gestures on average due to the rapid switching dynamics observed in
performances in this scenario.

Finally, by performing feature extraction in the segmented performances we
may appreciate the distinctive behavior in shared control configurations (C2 and
C4). Figure 8.21 shows how in both configurations the variation of speed was
higher. While the average speed is always zero because we deal with sliders,
performers achieved higher absolute speeds in both scenarios as well.
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Figure 8.21: Average speed and speed variation for each scenario in Experiment
2.

Creativity metrics

We will now compute the individual creativity attributes and plot them on three-
dimensional plots for a quick preliminary visualization, following the same pro-
cedure described in Experiment 1.

It is worth mentioning that, to compute the value potential for all configura-
tions, the clusterized set of gestural ideations from each performer was compared
to the clusters derived from the analysis of his own audio channel, no matter which
performer was actually controlling what instrument. In the shared audio configu-
rations the procedure was the same, though in that case the audio channel was the
mix of the three instruments.

The results, compared to the first experiment, show more clear defined trends
(see Figs. 8.22), notably in the value potential, but with marked differences in the
other attributes as well.

As before, we will provide a summarizing bar plot to better analyze the cre-
ativity for each scenario. The plot (see Figure 8.23). The results show a higher
dispersion than Experiment 2, a result which accounts for a larger variability in
the strategies adopted by performers in shared scenarios, as discussed before.

The results, in contrast to experiment 1, don’t confirm the expected higher
novelty ratings in shared scenarios because of a more active exchange of ideations,
proposed as hypothesis H4. However, by comparing creativity and surprise in
scenarios with a single audio output, we may confirm our hypothesis that they are
not inhibited by a lack of isolated sound sources (H6).

Both novelty and surprise follow a similar pattern: the least creative scenario
with respect to such attributes is C2 (shared controls but individual sound chan-
nels). Interestingly, just by unifying the sound sources (C4) higher ratings seem to
be achieved. Though the results were unexpected and should be taken with cau-
tion given the low sample size and its high dispersion, we could hypothesize that
sharing a single sound source actually improved collective awareness, because
performers were able to successfully isolate the individual sound streams coming
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(a) Configuration C1 (b) Configuration C2

(c) Configuration C3 (d) Configuration C4

Figure 8.22: Scatter plots showing the normalized creativity metrics for the four
configurations evaluated in Experiment 2. Each plot indicates the mean novelty,
surprise and value for every performer taking part in the experiment

[Scatter plots showing the normalized creativity metrics for the four
configurations evaluated in Experiment 2]
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Figure 8.23: Creativity metrics for Experiment 2

out from a single loudspeaker. This result is in accordance with some comments
from participants regarding the unequal aural feedback from other players because
of the experimental setup, which located performers in a row.

With respect to the value potential, the differences are much more evident but,
once again, the results should be interpreted with caution. The lower rating for
C2 compared to C1 actually indicates that the audio coming out from a performer
is less related to his performative manipulations, either because the performer
was operating on a different sound generator or because other performers were
operating on his own. On the other side, the even lower ratings for C3 and C4
indicate that, according to our metric, a shared audio channel is hardly capable
of projecting the individual gestural creativity as an audible outcome, even in a
scenario with unshared controls (C3). This results are in partial accordance with
out hypotheses H5 and H7.

This result is however in contradiction with the former novelty and surprise
ratings and the participant feedback after the experiments. Performers were actu-
ally perfectly able to identify their own contributions from a shared sound source.
In a way it clearly shows the limitations of our value metric, which is far too coarse
compared to our abilities to segregate sound sources from monoaural sound mix-
tures.

8.3.10 Preliminary conclusion
This section concludes the second experiment, in which we comparatively studied
musical creativity on scenarios with a different typology and amount of resources
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Table 8.8: Experiment 1. Summary of the hypothesis testing results

Experiment 1

H1 accepted
H2 rejected
H3 accepted
H4 accepted
H5 rejected

shared.
This second experiment was based on a performative scenario which, unlike

experiment 1, required to incorporate both the audio capture and analysis stages
in our creativity computation (see 7.1).

We will now summarize the results obtained for both experiments, and will
provide a final comparative discussion of our findings.

8.4 Discussion

In this section we will summarize and discuss the results obtained in the two
experiments conducted. We will first review the main findings, and then we will
discuss the validity of the results. Finally, we will discuss the suitability and
reliability of the proposed Creativity metrics in the context of music performance
analysis.

8.4.1 Findings

Summary of the Hypothesis

Tables 8.8 and summarize, respectively, our decisions regarding the hypothesis
questions stated for Experiments 1 and 2.

Inconclusive results were both due to non significance of the user ratings -in
which case the hypothesis was rejected- and to the low reliability of our value
potential metric - in which case we partially accepted the hypothesis. This issue
will be further addressed in (8.4.2).

We should emphasize, however, that these preliminary conclusions should be
confirmed in future studies, as we will discuss later on (8.4.2).
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Table 8.9: Experiment 2. Summary of the hypothesis testing results

Experiment 2

H1 partially accepted
H2 rejected
H3 rejected
H4 rejected
H5 partially accepted
H6 accepted
H7 partially accepted

User experience

Regarding the analysis of post-test interviews and questionnaires, we draw con-
clusions on the user experience on our performative environments which may
complement the quantitative results we will extract from performance analysis.
The main findings are

• Ensemble playing is more both socially and musically rewarding than
playing alone. While this evidence is well known in respect to single-user
instruments (see for example [Sawyer and Others, 2014]), we proved that
playing multi-user instruments, no matter their degree of interdependence,
is also more highly regarded that individual performance, and performers
do not only appreciate their social context, but acknowledge the superior
musical possibilities provided by those environments.

• Keeping exclusive access (or ownership) to a parameter control is pos-
itively related to performative engagement. This evidence has implica-
tions for design. Exclusive access to controls may be granted (as in Sce-
narios 1 and 2 for Experiment 1, and Scenarios 1 and 3 for Experiment 2),
otherwise it must be negotiated during the performance.

• Neither personal nor collective awareness seem to be affected by partial
or exclusive access to a parameter control nor to exclusive sound chan-
nels per instrument. Regarding shared access to parameter controls, it is
known that interdependence scenarios may challenge the level of aware-
ness required for a proper creative engagement in ensemble performances
[Weinberg, 2005], therefore our interfaces proved to be sufficiently con-
sistent and unambiguous as to provide enough identity and mutual aware-
ness cues to performers. Once again, this finding proves that by providing
enough collective feedback it is possible to compensate for the diminished
perceptual strength of players in an interdependent scenario [Booth, 2010].
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Performers’ behavior

Our preliminary analysis of the performance logs, which compared the activity,
co-activity and distribution and negotiation of shared resources in the different
scenarios, we may summarize the following relevant findings

• Sharing resources leads to social interaction. In particular in Experiment
2 we observed an spontaneous, unnegotiated distribution of performative
resources, mostly emerging from conflict avoidance in scenarios with com-
petitive access to shared resources.

Such spontaneous distribution of resources may lead to unexpected strate-
gies: territoriality based in sound generators in fully shared environments,
and social games unrelated to the actual musical outcome. Both behav-
iors do not take advantage of the possibilities for intense interplay provided
by fully shared environments and suggest that to achieve a deeper collab-
oration, concurrent and collaborative operation on the same processes may
be enforced (as in Experiment 1) or much longer-term practice may be re-
quired, possibly with the assistance of human and or software based con-
duction strategies.

• Finally, we observed that performers resort to more salient parameters
in shared sound configurations. This evidence may be considered an
example of the natural tendency of performers to keep their own musical
voices thoughout the performance. Whenever one particular instrumental
feature which is taken for granted to be exclusive of an instrument (such
as its own sound emission) becomes shared making the individual contri-
bution less identifiable, the performer resorts to compensating strategies, in
this case the use of more explicit timbral modifications which bring back its
individual presence.

Creativity

Finally, regarding the analysis of the creativity attributes for the performances, we
might summarize the following findings:

• We confirmed that ensemble performance increases individual creativity
when playing with autonomous instruments. This evidence confirms the
transfer of musical ideas, manifested in our scenarios as an increased rate
of novel gestures and their magnitude throughout the performance. Such
convergence of musical ideas, which suggest the emergence of a shared
mental model [Fuller et al., 2010], is at the same time a valuable cue for
mutual engagement assessment [Bryan-Kinns, 2012].
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• We proved that a partially shared instrument may benefit less from the
increase in collective creativity seen in ensembles with single-user in-
struments, but nonetheless it still can provide better opportunities for indi-
vidual novelty and surprise than individual performances. Lower creativity
ratings in our metrics were mainly attributed to the decreased significance
of player’s actions in terms of its audible outcome (assessed with the value
potential metric).

• In case of competitive access to shared resources (as in Experiment 2), we
observed a marked decrease in all the creativity attributes. This results
makes us warn once again against such strategy in multi-user instruments.

• However a fully shared multi-user instrument without exclusive access
to resources promotes novel creative behaviors. This was, at least, the
case with the topology explored in Experiment 1 (synchronous, homoge-
neous, with symmetric control of the same control parameter). This topol-
ogy results in a unified environment which behaves as a single musical
voice. Here the concurrent activity of performers speeds up the pace of
musical ideations, detracting users from a thoughtful, purposeful individual
performance. However it significantly promotes the emergence of creative
collective behaviors, most notably assessed by dynamic collective surprise
ratings.

• Our results are inconclusive in respect to the relationship between ensem-
ble creativity and sound ownership (that is, delivering our own generated
sound in a specific, closely located speaker), but seem to suggest that the
importance of audio distribution terms of creative engagement might
be overestimated. This evidence comes both from performer’s feedback
and from the novelty and surprise metrics evaluated in scenarios with and
without user-specific audio channels in experiment 2. We will not deny the
usefulness of extended meta-instruments in computer and mobile ensem-
bles which resort to localized sound sources. Actually they may help to
provide useful cues to the conductor, to the listener and to the performers
themselves, and give at the same time a sense of physical presence which
may so positively contribute to a more intimate individual and ensemble per-
formance [Trueman and Cook, 2000b]. However, performers are perfectly
able to identify individual contributions even from a single shared monoau-
ral sound source, at least for a small sized computer ensemble with a not too
homogeneous set of instruments. Indeed, localized sound sources proved to
be more challenging in terms of performative involvement because of the
risk of unbalance, masking, delays and reverberation related issues inherent
in this setup.
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1. What is the nature of performers’ creative behavior with interdependent
multi-user instruments?

2. What are the commonalities and differences, in terms of musical creativity,
between a free improvisation with individual instruments and a performance
with a multi-user instrument, in the context of a network ensemble?

8.4.2 Validity
Ecological validity

We claim that the two performative scenarios utilized have sufficient ecological
validity as to draw conclusions relevant for network music repertoire aimed at
computer ensemble performances. Actually, Experiment 1 is a simplified im-
plementation of the principles of weighted interdependence behind Weinberg’s
Squeezables and explore, on an homogeneous setup, the same contexts of interde-
pendence that G. Booth investigates with Inclusive Interconnections, a framework
employed in performances with the Huddersfield Experimental Laptop Orchestra.
Similarly, Experiment 2 explores the very same interdependence topology -but
without gestural interfaces- as S.Kotts’ XYZ, a piece for laptop ensembles which
has been performer by the BiLE and Benoit and the Mandelbrots, and which in its
turn is based on the HUB’s classic StuckNote. Well reviewed all this repertoire in
Chapter 3.

Generalizability

We conducted two experiments which were carried out by four ensembles of three
performers each. This is a too small sample as to draw conclusions with sufficient
significance, and should be considered as pilot studies developed to test the relia-
bility of our creativity metrics, but which nonetheless provided useful preliminary
findings. Additionally, our performative scenarios studied are limited in scope
compared to the large diversity of multi-user topologies available. Further studies
on a larger scale and extended to more performative scenarios should be therefore
needed.

In particular, we believe a combination of both experiments would provide
further insight into the creative opportunities of concurrent actuation in multi-user
instruments. Experiment 1 addressed a scenario which minimized concurrent ac-
tivity. While interdependence extended beyond gestures by holding the state of
the sliders and the mapping allowed for a collaborative addition of individual con-
tributions, it was not fully promoting the exploration of concurrent actuation. We
partially remedied this shortcoming in Experiment 2, by allowing for concurrent
activity in complementary, interrelated parameters of the same sound generator.
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However, concurrent actuation on the same slider was not collaborative but com-
petitive, and performers clearly avoided it.

We therefore suggest an additional performative environment which should be
addressed to investigate how performers manage to keep distinctive contributions
and mutual awareness in an scenario of concurrent actuation on shared controls.
Such environment should balance the need for sufficiently long periods of contin-
uous performance to let performers appreciate the combined result of concurrent
actuation with the need for a well segmented performance which our creativity
metrics do require.

Suitability of the Creativity Metric

One of the aims of the Experiments conducted was to incorporate our Creativ-
ity Metric in the analysis of musical performances and evaluate its suitability by
complementing it with additional performance measurements and qualitative user
based performance evaluation.

In general terms, we found our metric complements well with the other two
evaluation techniques employed in our experiments: qualitative assessment though
user-based questionnaires and quantitative assessment through preliminary perfor-
mance analysis.

Both the novelty and the surprise metrics provided useful insight into the cre-
ative behavior of the performers both at individual and ensemble level, confirming
in many cases their feedback and in some others giving additional clues on the in-
ternal processes taking place throughout the ensemble improvisation.

In this respect it is remarkable the assessment of higher individual novelty and
surprise ratings in ensemble performances, a result in accordance with Sawyer’s
theoretical framework on distributed creativity [Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009]. An-
other relevant finding was the detection of increased inter-player coordination by
dynamic surprise assessment in Experiment 1/Scenario 4, showing that our cre-
ativity metrics may provide indirect insight into the complex phenomena of en-
semble improvisation.

On the other side, by seeing the limitations of our proposed value potential
metric, it is debatable its usefulness. The main advantage of the metric in this
respect is that it sees the instrument as a black box, without requiring any knowl-
edge of the internal mappings and topology of interdependence to evaluate the
correspondence between manipulative and audible ideations. The ratings it pro-
vide in performances with interdependent multi-user instruments, however, seem
to be closely related to their interdependence metric, which would be equally re-
liable in this context, provided we have an accurate knowledge of the topology of
interdependence of each configuration. When audio sources are mixed.

For example, value in Experiment 1 was constant in the two first independent
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scenarios and then gradually decreased in scenarios three and four. In an inverse
fashion, the interdependence metric goes from 0 in the first scenarios to 1/4 and
1/3 in the other two scenarios (see 8.1). However the relationship is less clear
in Experiment 2 because of the poor performance of the value metric with mixed
sound sources (see 8.14).

8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we incorporated our proposed creativity metrics in the analysis of
musical performances with computer ensembles. Two distinct multi-user instru-
ments were specifically developed to evaluate the musical creativity of performers
in an improvisational context.

We first chose our performative context to be a free, unconducted improvi-
sation on a typical network-music environment, as an optimal context to assess
musical creativity within a computer ensemble environment.

We then defined the requirements for the multi-user instruments to be designed
for the experiments, which should consist of a centralized setup which hosted
the sound generating devices, controlled through graphical user interfaces and
default input devices (only the mouse) and aimed at a co-located and synchronous
interaction.

Given those requirements, the two experiments explored two complementary
designs which explored the remaining dimensions of the Collaborative Dimension
Space (see [Hattwick and Wanderley, 2012]) not yet determined: for Experiment
1, we addressed the assessment of creativity in a conversational and collaborative
improvisation with a rather homogeneous set of instruments, by varying the de-
gree of interdependence of a single control parameter, while Experiment 2 was
focused on overlapping, competitive improvisation in a more heterogeneous in-
strument set, by varying the amount of multiple interdependent parameters.

We finally summarized our findings in both experiments and discussed their
implications. This experimental study served us to delimit the strong points and
limitations of our creativity metric, and provided us valuable insight into the per-
former’s creative behavior in contexts of interdependence typically found in multi-
user instruments.

In the next chapter, we will conclude this dissertation by summarizing our
findings in the literature, in our artistic research and in our experimental research
throughout this dissertation. Finally, we will summarize the most relevant contri-
butions of this research and will close with proposals for future work.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS

In this Chapter, we will discuss the challenges and opportunities provided by digi-
tal multi-user instruments for creative performance in computer music ensembles.
We will summarize our key findings related to the literature review on the subject,
our artistic praxis and our empirical work. We will then list our contributions and
we will finally close this thesis providing proposals for future work.

9.1 Introduction

This dissertation was based in our assumption that computer music ensembles
provide an environment particularly well suited both for artistic research and for
research on musical creativity in general. We showed how both approaches are
mutually complementary:

• Through our research into the artistic process, we conceived, developed and
discussed novel performative paradigms, identifying their unique creative
opportunities 4.2.1.

• Through the research into musical creativity, we gained further insight into
the requirements, challenges and opportunities provided by such performa-
tive paradigms 8.4.

Our research into musical creativity was informed by a creativity metric we
developed for this purpose. We focused our research in multi-user instruments for
computer music ensembles, the most paradigmatic contribution of Network Music
(3.2.3), the most explored environment in our artistic praxis (see 4.1) and the sub-
ject of our recent research [Comajuncosas et al., 2011], [Comajuncosas and Guaus, 2014].
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9.2 Research questions revisited
This thesis was aimed at answering the following research question:

What are the challenges and opportunities provided by digital multi-user in-
struments for creative performance in computer music ensembles?

Additionally, we sought to answer these two subsidiary research questions as
well:

1. What is the nature of performers’ creative behavior with interdependent
multi-user instruments?

2. What are the commonalities and differences, in terms of musical creativity,
between a free improvisation with individual instruments and a performance
with a multi-user instrument, in the context of a network ensemble?

We addressed the main research question through Chapters 3,4 and 8. We have
studied both subsidiary research questions in the two Experiments conducted and
presented in Chapter 8.

We will now summarize our findings related to the main research question,
aimed at characterizing the creative challenges and opportunities of multi-user
instruments in computer music ensembles. Our findings arose from the literature
review and from our artistic praxis.

After that, we will summarize the answers to the subsidiary research questions
by collecting together the relevant findings from Chapter 8.

9.2.1 Findings related to the literature review
Our review on computer ensembles provided insight the role of scientific and
technical research in the genesis of a new ensemble identity. We summarize here
the most relevant findings.

• Through a survey of the NIME literature concerning computer music en-
sembles, we quantitatively determined a peak in the 2012-2014 period (3.3.2),
with research topics centered on compositional strategies (3.3.3), infrastruc-
ture and design methodologies (3.3.2) and analysis and frameworks for col-
laborative interfaces (3.3.2).

• Through an analysis of the performative approaches and repertoire from
computer ensembles, we identified two well delimited, though often over-
lapping ensemble models, which we tentatively called HUB and LOrk mod-
els respectively (3.3.2), and provided a characterization for both of them
(see 3.3.2 and 3.3.2)
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• Through the study of multi-user instruments in the repertoire of computer
ensembles, we identified three approaches related to the musical resources
shared (3.3.3): sharing musical structures, control parameters, and audio
objects. The former literature on the subject did not make explicit distinc-
tion on the resources actually shared on an interdependent network, and
were mostly concerned on parameter control sharing (3.2.3).

9.2.2 Findings related to the artistic praxis
We provide here a summary of findings related to our artistic practice and research
within the Barcelona Laptop Orchestra

• With respect to score-based repertoire, we found a notable advantage, in
terms of creative engagement, of open notation forms loosely framing the
performance while at the same time provisioning space for incremental
learning and development of improvisational strategies (4.2.2). By the other
side, delegating unambiguous manipulative commands to software automa-
tion allows performers to focus on their creative contribution (4.2.2). We
found, in our real-time scoring environment (4.2.2), that the ability to pre-
cise control musical features hardly compensates the lack of immediacy of
direct manipulative performances. Taken to the extreme, offline musical
scoring in a performance setting is best to be avoided for the very same
reasons (4.2.2).

• With respect to collective sequencing environments, we found that multi-
threaded sequencing environments benefit from strategies aimed to provide
better collective awareness, such as physical placement, individual audio
channels and individual spaces in shared projection screens. Projecting
others’ contributions let performers share musical contents more efficiently
(4.2.3 and 4.2.3). Resorting only to real-time and public manipulations al-
lows for better immediacy and mutual awareness (4.2.3). Interleaved multi-
threading is a novel collective sequencing based performative context which
allows to provide space for individualized contributions on a single shared
musical sequence (4.2.3).

• Regarding interdependent networks, we sought how such topologies may
give rise to emergent, unexpected collective behaviors (4.2.5 and 4.2.5).
A balance is to be found between the unplanned unexpectedness which
arises from such dynamics, which in its turn may encourage creative prac-
tice through continuous reinterpretation of the musical context, and the de-
creased collective agency that such dynamics could cause, which may have
actually inhibit creativity.
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• Additionally, caution should be exercised in the use of strategies that en-
hance social interaction which do not (only) provide competence for shared
resources, as it may promote a game-like behavior (4.2.3). While incor-
porating game-like strategies to promote engagement in collective musical
interfaces have been explored [Blaine and Forlines, 2002], we must deter-
mine which is the main driving force of the performance, whether the music
itself or the visuals and the game dynamics (3.3.3)

• Further findings related to our implementation of software-mediated or software-
assisted conduction techniques for multi-user instruments:

– Predictable constraints help to frame and stimulate creativity, while
dynamically changing constraints promote a passive tracking behavior
(4.2.4)

– A loosely conducted scheme addressed to a particular musical dimen-
sion combined with additional degrees of freedom in other dimensions
let performers to establish parallel, complementary creative dynamics
(4.2.4).

– Software agents for conductor assistance in multi-user environments
let coordinate a performance while providing a novel bidirectional cre-
ative flow between conductor and performers (4.2.5).

9.2.3 Experimental findings

Regarding the first subsidiary research question
1. What is the nature of performers’ creative behavior with interdependent

multi-user instruments?
We provided evidence that

• Performers resort to more salient parameters in shared sound configurations.
Sharing resources, notably if there is competitive access to resources, may
lead to socially-centered interaction.

• Exclusive access to parametric controls is positively related in terms of per-
formative engagement.

• A fully shared multi-user instrument without exclusive access to resources
promotes novel creative behaviors.

Regarding the second subsidiary research question
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2. What are the commonalities and differences, in terms of musical creativity,
between a free improvisation with individual instruments and a performance with
a multi-user instrument, in the context of a network ensemble?

We provided evidence that

• Social and musical interplay provided by multi-user instruments is regarded,
at least, as much rewarding that individual instruments in terms of creative
engagement.

• Ensemble performance increases individual creativity when playing with
autonomous instruments.

• Partially shared instrument benefit less from the increase in collective cre-
ativity seen in ensembles with single-user instruments.

9.3 Contributions

Related to the practical outcomes provided within the context of this research, we
summarize now our contributions

9.3.1 Interdependence metric

We proposed a further classification criteria for interdependent networks account-
ing for the number and typology of resources shared and the amount of inter-
dependence in such resources, utilized both in our survey of Laptop Orchestra
repertoire (3.5) and the survey (4.1) and analysis (4.27) of our own works and
multi-user instruments.

A interdependence metric was proposed (3.1) to summarize both attributes,
based on Booth’s matrix representation for interdependent systems [Booth, 2010],
which will be suggested as an alternative metric to assess value potential in our
experiments (8.4.2).

9.3.2 Network Music repertoire

An exhaustive list of practical contributions related to the repertoire developed
through these years of artistic research would too long to be summarized here.
We will provide the most relevant and, to our knowledge, unique performative
paradigms which we developed and explored through our artistic practice:
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• An in-depth exploration of a co-located asynchronous environment for en-
semble performance, La Roda (4.2.5). This specific multi-user configura-
tion has hardly been utilized in performative contexts, as noted by Barbosa
[Barbosa, 2003] and Xambó [Xambó, 2015].

• The mapping techniques to facilitate target-based gestural navigation in
concatenative synthesis (4.2.4).

• The use of machine listening and machine learning tools to assist in the con-
duction of multi-user instruments (see 4.2.5) is, to our knowledge, a novel
contribution, which extends the proposals of R.Friebrink -see [Fiebrink et al., 2009a]
and [Fiebrink, 2011]- to the context of interdependent networks.

• The novel paradigms of time-interleaved multi-threaded collective sequencer
(4.2.3) and homogeneous environment developed for Experiment 1 (8.2.6).

9.3.3 Creativity metrics
• The whole concept is new and is based on the assumption that a musical im-

provisation can be characterized as a sequence of gestural ideations (7.2.1)
based on the literature on the subject (6.4.3), and taking a performative ges-
ture as the unit of ideation (7.2.2) upon which we built our creativity met-
rics.

• The definition of mean creativity attributes for a conceptual space (7.3.5)
and the visualization of the temporal evolution of creativity attributes in
a performance (7.3.6) as well as the visualization of the mean creativity
metrics for whole performances on three-dimensional space plots (8.2.9 and
8.3.9).

• The use of dimensionality reduction techniques (PCA) to build the concep-
tual spaces (7.3.4)

• The use of GMM based novelty assessment in the context of creativity stud-
ies (7.3.4 and 7.3.5).

• An structural surprise assessment with a Hellinger distance metric (7.5) be-
tween two GMM probability density functions (7.3.5)

• The extension of the linear regression strategy proposed by Maher [Maher et al., 2013]
for local (dynamic) surprise assessment incorporating confidence intervals
(7.3.5)

• An heuristic-based assessment of dynamical surprise for outliers (7.3.5)
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• A comparison of creativity ratings for individual, ensemble and interdepen-
dent contexts (8.2)

• A comparison of creativity ratings for contexts of variable interdependence
(8.2 and 8.3)

9.4 Critique
In this dissertation we presented a novel methodology to assess musical creativity
in a performance. While our creativity metric was already used in two conducted
experiments -together with some other well established evaluation techniques- to
shed light on the research questions addressed, there are still opportunities for
enhancing it.

We provide here a summary of the most relevant shortcomings that should be
addressed to draw more reliable and significant conclusions from experimental
research utilizing our creativity metrics.

9.4.1 Small sample size for the experiments
As discussed in the previous Chapter (8.4.2), the sample size for the two exper-
iments was too small to guarantee sufficient significance for our experimental
results. While we took this into account when evaluating the user-based question-
naires, we believe that carrying out similar experiments on a larger scale would
greatly help to validate our preliminary findings.

9.4.2 Weight of creativity attributes
Our Creativity metrics is based on Maher’s computational methodology, which
does not take into consideration the study of the relative importance of the three
creativity attributes (novelty, surprise and value) in the provision of a summarizing
creativity rating [Maher and Fisher, 2012]. This is the reason why we evaluated
our creativity attributes separately in our experiments, a decision justified in 7.3.6.
One possible methodology to determine the importance of our creativity attributes
in the evaluation of a creative performance would be the one applied by Jordanous
[Jordanous, 2011] in her evaluation of improvisation systems, where the different
creativity attributes where weighted according to user ratings.

9.4.3 Orthogonality of the creativity attributes
We assumed our three creativity attributes (novelty, surprise and value potential) to
be independent, and indeed we used three-dimensional plots to visualize the cre-
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ativity of individual performances, an approach already followed by Maher in her
comparative evaluation of creative artifacts [Maher and Fisher, 2012]. However,
as we noticed in, novelty and structural surprise seem to be strongly correlated.

9.4.4 Reliability of the value potential metric
As pointed out in 7.3.7 and in 8.4.2, our proposed metric to assess the potential
for value has severe limitations. Besides, value assessment will always be inextri-
cably linked to social evaluation. While it proved to be valuable to determine the
relationship between degree of interdependence and dissimilarity between perfor-
mative and audible gestures, notably in Experiment 1, it is debatable its validity
in other contexts and should be most possibly redefined.

9.4.5 Narrow scope
Finally, our assumption that a free improvisation (discussed in 2.4.2) may be char-
acterized of a sequence of discrete gestures addressable as semantic units lies at
the basis of our gesture-based creativity metric, as discussed in 7.2. While this
assumption was based on our literature survey on cognitive models of musical
improvisation (6.4.3), it is not only an oversimplification of such a complex phe-
nomena, in fact other improvisational practices commonly seen in computer en-
sembles, such as live-coding or higher level control of interactive systems, cannot
be addressed by our Creativity metric because they are just not based on our as-
sumption of direct gestural control at all. We already discussed that limitation in
7.3.7.

9.5 Future Work
We will finally provide a RoadMap suggesting the immediate future work related
to the Computational Creativity Metric proposed.

As discussed in 7.3.7, there is much room for improvement. Going back to the
issues discussed there, we might tentatively propose the immediate lines of action
to be centered on

• Extending the performance analysis to multidimensional gestural data cap-
ture

• Reformulating or getting rid of the structural surprise attribute

• Redefining the value metric
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• Resorting to user-based (maybe expert-based) evaluation to calibrate the
creativity attributes.

Beyond improving the reliability of the metric proposed, we believe further
research should consider the possibility of extending it to areas which have not
been covered in this research:

• Extend the study to our own repertory The logical next step of this re-
search is to incorporate our proposed Creativity metrics into the study of
our own repertory. As already discussed (8.1), some of our performative
environments are already well suited in this regard, particularly those re-
sorting to continuous, gestural control such as the Nuvolet (4.2.4) and La
Roda (4.2.5).

• Use the metrics as a feedback within the performance itself Finally, in
the line of the recent contributions by Charles Martin et al. [Martin et al., 2015],
computational creativity might assessment be incorporated to monitor the
performance in real-time, feeding back the analysis of the creativity of a
performance in the performance itself. Indeed our creativity metric is con-
ceived to allow for a continuous evaluation of the performance, and it might
serve as a tool aiding the conductor in the monitoring of the performance, or
as a valuable feedback for performers to encourage a more active engage-
ment in the performance.
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